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Chapter III 

DISTRIBUTION 

Part 1: Distribution at Site Level 

In the-Introduction the subject of distribution 

was touched on briefly, and it was stated that 

the utensils which are the subject of this study, 
had been found throughout the island. For ease 

of reference, the island was divided into 

geographical areas. 
A list of where and when the different types 

occurred is set out below. 

The Alain Tyj2es 
Tripod Cooking-Vessels 

Central Crete 
Knossos EAIII-LMIIIC 

Mavro Spelio MMIIB 

Nirou Chani MMIIIB-LMIA 

Prasa - MMIIIB-LMIA 

Amnissos LMIB-LMIIIB 

Tylissos MAIIIIB-LMIA 

Archanes Phourni MMIA/B 

Archanes Anemospelia MAIIII 

Mount Juktas - LMIIIC 

Chondros Viannou MMIIIB-LMIIIB 

South Crete 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe EMII 

Phaisto's' - MMI-MMIIIA 

Kommos 

East Cen I tra -1 Crete 

Aghios Antonios 
Mallia 
Gournia 
Pachyammos 
Mirambello 

6 

MIIIB-LAIIIIB 
I 

EMII-EMIII 
MMIA-LMIA 
EMIII-LMI 
Middle Minoan 

Chronology Unknown 
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Tripod Cooking Vessels (cont) 

East Crete 

Zakros MMIIB-LMIB 
Palaikastro AIM-LMIIIC: l 

Achladia IBIIIIB-LMIII 

Tourtouloi MMIIIB-LMIA 

Zou MMIIIB-LMIA 

West Crete 
Debla EMI-EMIIA 
Chania Kastelli MIIII-LMIC 

Nerokourou IIAIIII-MMIIIB 

Vrises MMIIIB-LMIA 
Stylos LMIII 
Perivolia LMIIIB: l 

Cooking Pot 'Jars 

Central Crete 
Knossos MIA-UTHIC 

South Crete 
Myrtos Phournou Koryphe EAIII 

Phaistos MMIIA 

Kommos MIIIB-LMIIIB 

East Central Crete 
Trapeza EMI 
Mallia EMIII-LMI 
Gournia MI-LMI 

East Crete 

Zalcros LMIB 
Palaikastro LMI-LMIIIC 

West Crete 

Debla EMI-EMIIA 

Chania Kastelli LMIIIB/C 

Perivolia LMIIIB: l 



Baking Travs 

ýCentral Crete 
Knossos 

(Rousses)Chondros Viannou 

South Crete 
Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 
Phaistos 
Kommos 

East Central Crete 
Trapeza 
Gournia 
Karphi 

East Crete 
Zakros 
Palaikastro 

-Tourtoulou 
Zou 

West Crete 
Chania Kastelli 

Baking Plates 

, Central Crete 

Knossos 

ý'-South Ciete 
Myrtos Phournou'Koryphe 
Kommos 

East Central Crete 

Trapeza 

Mallia 

. -Karphi 

''East Crete 

Palaikastro, 

West Crete 

Chania Kastelli" 

EMII-LMIB 

Chronology Unknown 

EMII 

AIMI IA 

MMIII-LMIIIB 

Mmi 
LMI 
LMIIIC 

LMIB 

MM-LMIIIC: l 

MMIIIB-LMIA 

MMIIIB-LMIA 

LM-LMIIIB 

MMIA-LMII 

EMII 
MMIB-LMIIIB 

EMI-EMIII 
EMII-MMII 
LMIIIC 

LMIIIC: l 

LMIII-LMIIIB 
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Early Evidence 

m ýms mmommmmmumm =on 
Tripod_Cooking Vessels: The earliest tripod 

foot which has been found was located by Warren 

and Tzedakis at Debla in Western Crete, and is 

dated to Em. The earliest evidence of tripod 

cooking vessels in the centre of Crete was found 

at Knossos by Hood -and dates to EMII. Evidence 
for many tripod cooking vessels was found in the 

southeastern part of Crete, at Myrýos Phournou 
Koryphe, and these-Idate to EMII. 

Cookina Pot Jars: Vessels which can be interpreted 

either as cookingpot Jars, or baking plates, were 
found in Lasithi, in the Trapeza cave, and date 

to EMI. - Myrtos, Phournou Koryphe had cooking pot 
Jars in-EMII and, in Western Crete,, evidence was 
found at DeblaIn EMI-II. 

Baking, Traýs'i, 'These were found in Central Crete 

at Knoss'os in EMII. They were found in South- 

eastern Crete at Myrtos Phournou Koryphe in EMII. 

BakInr, Plates:. These were found at-Knossos. in 
ABII, and at Myrtos Phournou Koryphe in EMII. 

Late Evidence 
Mo@Mo*M 

. 

M! w=z=wwlwuw 

II- 

Threeýand, possibly all four,, of the main types were 
found at-Karphi, dating to, LAIIIIC (see discussion 

of Cooking-Pot Jars, Karphi). - Lmrm examples of 
the main-types-have been found in'West Crete, 

Knossos,, and Palnikastro. 

Factors Whic IhMa, Af , fect the Numlaers 0f Vessels 

Found at the Various Sites 

It was stated in, the, Introduction that. too little 

attention, was paid-to the-utensils used for 

preparation of food and other commodities in the 

earlier oxcavations,, andwhere attention was paid, 

it was very general, and in only a few instances 

resulted in the careful recording of the vessels 

and their ultimate retention. 
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There is more evidence for tripod cooking pots 
than for the other types. There were probably 
more of them because they were the most versatile 
of the four and, because the feet broke off 

easily, the vessels needed to be replaced; they 

were easier to make (according to a potter); 

easier to move about (because of their 

shape); and they did not require a built 

fireplace. There may be more evidence because 

of their easily recognisable and fairly 

indestructible feet. 

It must be stressed that parts of tripod pots are 
clearly identifiable, while the other three main 
types are not. Cooking pot jars can be confused 

with'storage jars and, in fact, there must have 

been many jars used for both storage and cooking. 
This study deals with those that might have been 

used for cooking or heating, because of obvious 

signs of burning and/or provenance (i. e. if a jar 

was found in place on a stand over a hearth, as 

at Chania Kastelli), but also includes instances 

where, although cooking cannot be proved, the 

excavator interpreted the evidence in a certain 

way, '-e. g. the stew pan of Gournia, where the 

evidence has disappeared, and one is left with 
Boyd Hawes' identification. With meticulous 

examination it becomes possible to identify some 

of these remains but, as has been pointed out, 

examination of sherds in cooking pot fabric is a 
fairly recent event and, 

ýven now, the need for 

it is not universally accepted. To some, the 

rewards do not appear to be great enough for the 

effort required and the best work has been carried 

out by-excavators who are seriously interested in 

the subject of coarseware, 
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The evidence for different types of cooking utensils 
is uneven. At the recent excavations at Phaistos, 
for example, a number of tripod cooking pots were 
recorded and retained, but there is no record of 
baking plates. 

The Catalogue on baking trayso in Chapter ro is 

fuller than the one on cooking pot jars or the one 

on baking plates, in spite of the fact that the 

potter who was consulted on the manufacture of 

coarseware said that the baking tray was the more 

difficult shape to produce, which might lead one 

to suppose, at the outset, that there would have 

been far fewer made. They may have been difficult 

to make, but they were thicker, and therefore 

stronger, and probably the fragments survive better. 

The fact that bases burnt through created a problem. 

The bases of baking trays were thicker, and therefore 

less at risk. The thin bases of baking plates 

never completely survived. Platon explained that 

tripod cooking pot/jars were difficult to tell one 

from the other 'when the bases were gonev and this 

was why, in the majority of cases, the Zakros reports 

in PAE refer to XuTeFg p meaning cooking pots, not 

specifying whether they were simple or tripodic. 

From the existing evidence, tripod cooking pots 

were produced in the greatest quantity by far and 

detailed analysis is fruitful. one would hesitate 

to draw firm conclusions fýom the other three types: 

baking trays, baking plates and cooking pot jars. 

It must be emphasised that the excavators who 
looked carefully for cooking ware, and were 

interested in sorting out the typest found much 

to record. Particular reference is made to Hood, 

Warren, and Betancourt. These excavators found 
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the four main types at Early Minoan to Late Minoan 

sites, and in far flung parts of the island as well 

as at the major palace sites. it might be that 

had earlier excavators been as meticulous as the 

later ones, all four types may have been better 

represented in the archaeological record. 

0 
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The Auxiliary Types 

Spit Rests 

Knossos , MMIIIA; MMIIIB-LMIA 
Lasithi Kastelli MMIII 
Mallia AIMIII-LMIA-LMIIIB 
Karphi LMIIIC 
Zakros LMIB 
Palaikastro LMI-LtIIIIA-LMIIIC: l 
Achladia AMI I ID 
Chania Kastelli LMIIIA/B 

Ovens 

Phaistos MMIIA 
Mallia MMIIIB-LMIA 

Palaikastro LMI 

Cooking, Pot Stands, 

Zou MMIIIB-LMIA 

Chania Kastelli LMIIIB/C 

Grills 

Zakros tBIIIB-LMIB 

Palaikastro LMI 

Funnels 

Knossos MMII (funnel/sieve) 

Gournia LMI 

Palaikastro, 
ýLMI 

Colýnders/Sievesý7 

KnossO s LMIA 

Phaisfos MMIB 

Liquidisers 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe EMII 

Phaistos MMIB-MIIIA-IIMIIB/ 
ABII I IA 
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Spit Rests 

All students of Minoan culture are familiar with 
the spit rests of Phylakopi and Thera. As the 
Typology shows, in Crete there were at least four 

and possibly five or six variations of spit rests. 

Two sherds from Lasithi Kastelli which date from 

MMIII are not positively identified as fragments 

of spit rests. 

The Middle Minoan tripod cooking pots with notched 

rims found at Knossos are also conjectural as 
having been used for skewers. The earliest 
examples of spit rests that are, positively 
identified are those found at Mallia, 
Chapouthier's Types A and B, which, date to 

MMIII-LMIA. There is one example from LMIIIB 

referred to, from the Maison des Vases h Etrier. 

There are several examples from Palaikastro dating 

to LMIB, LMIIA and LMIIIC-, l. 

Ovens 
The ovens which have been found were all, quite 
different. The earliest is the Phaistos oven, 

whichAates to MAIIIA. The Mallia oven is dated 

to MMIII-LMIA, and the Palaikastro oven to LMIB. 
The Palaikastro 'oven' with,, its shallow holes 

could have functioned as a rack (roasting rack)l 
as could the Vrises tripod grill/tray. 

Cooking Pot Stand 
One has been I examined, and it dates to LMIII and 

comes from Chania Kastelli. The Zou example 
has not been studied, and nothing is known, 

except the the fact of its existence. 

s 
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Grills 

Fragments of a grill were found in MMJIB sherds 

outside Building 11 at Zakros, and the latest 

reports on grills date to LMIB. Two grills 
found at Zakros and Palaikastro, dating to LMI 

have been studied. The other Palaikastro grills 
have not'survived.. The Zakros one is 

different (the one from Palaikastro has long bars 

running down the centre, while the one from Zakros 

has an intricate fish vertebrae pattern on the 

upper surface) but it is important to note that 

the known ex=ples are from sites in East Crete. 
i 

Funnels and Colanders 

Two shallow colanders dating tIo ABIIIB were found 

in the same room at Phaistos. An*ex, -Lmple from 

Knossos, probably dating to LMI, is a deeper 

utensil. 

An unusual utensil was found in Evans' Box 3011- 

in the Stratigraphical Museum at Knossos, and it 

probably dates to MMI. It is a combination 

sieve/funnel. 

Other funnels are LAII, and come from Gournia and 
Palaikastro. 

Liquidisers 

The most surprising find is the coarse sherd 

with "raised knobs" on the surface, from Myrtos 

Phournou Koryphe, which dates to EMII. 
2. it 

is a fragment that appears to have been part of 

a pulping and/or grating surface. 

Sixteen other liquidiscrs were found in the area 

of Phaistos, dating between MUB and WHIA. The 

types differ slightly, but they all have rubbing 
surfaces (the distinguishing feature) and the 

1. Illustrations, Vol. III, p. 90,141. 

2. MY-rtO o p. 209p fragment P702. 
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Liquidisers cont. 

complete ones all have spouts. Why should a 
utensil which had proved its usefulness through 

most of the Middle Minoan period disappear? So 
little is known about the mores of the era that 

subtle changes in eating habits or food production 
cannot be conjectured. Made out of finer clay 
than most of the other utensils included in this 
dissertation (the exceptions are the Palaikastro 
funnel, the Knossos colander, and a few cooking 

pots), these are the most attractive and 
intriguing of all the cooking utensils. 
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Part 2': Distribution Within Sites 

Part 1 has shown that Minoans throughout the 
island cooked by the same methods, using the same 
basic vessels, which were the tripod cooking pot, 
the cooking pot jar, the baking plate, and the 
baking tray. It also mentioned the less common 
utensils, like the spit rest and the liquidiser. 
The Charts and Catalogues show the changes in 
these-vessels through time and location, their 

appearance, and sometimes their disappearance. 
The tripod cooking pot is the utensil whose 
ubiquity and whose differences through time and 
from location to location allow detailed study. 

The preceding section illustrated when and 
, 
where 

the utensils occurred. This section examines 
distribution of cooking ware within sites and, 

where possible, defines different areas of use. 

Do the complete contexts of cooking wares permit 
us to infer the existence of areas with their own 
distinct functions (in the countryside, within 

settlements, and within idividual buildings)? 

This can only be ascertained after examination 
of the contextual evidence. Contextual evidence 
consists of the following: 

1) features of a defined area of occupation, 
such as a room; 

2) finds in a defined area of occupation; 
3) position of the area of occupation within 

the building/settlement/countryside. 

Also to be considered are: comparative evidence 
from other sites, excavatorts interpretation andt 

where appropriate, the interpretations of other 

writers. 
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All these elements can help establish the 

context. A good example is Room XXXII, the 
"kitchen" at the Palace of Zakros. The finds 

were predominantly coarse pottery, includtng a 
tripod cooking pot sitting in position on a 
hearth, and an immense number of bones from 

various animals and birds. The room was large, 

one of the largest in the Palace, which might 
indicate a more imposing use than a kitchens but 

no frescoes were found, or any attractive 
decorative features. Everything appeared to 

have been constructed in order to be functional 

and practical, including a plastered shelf along 
the southeast wall, which could have been part 
of a large cupboard. There was an enclosure 
found full of animal bones, and two hearths, one 

with a cooking pot in place. The impression 

was either of storage, or the imminent preparation 

of large quantities of food. 

Rooms to the east of Room XXXII also contained 
the sorts of things kitchen quarters could be 

expected to have: coarse pottery, including a 

number of cooking pots and part of a grill, small 

vessels which Platon thought might have held 

spices; and kitchen utensils like a large stone 

mortar. 

In his book The Palaces of Crete, Grah= 

suggested that kitchens in Minoan palaces were' 

placed on the north side of the central court, 

which is the position of Room XXXII. Platon 
identified this room as being primarily tise'd 
for cooking. 
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Reasonable proposals about the use of areas can 
be made on less evidence than that above. In 

many cases the presence of coarseware will play 
an important role in the interpretation of use. 
The identification of areas as courtyards used 
for outdoor cooking is an example. At the 

MMIIIB-LAIIA country villa of Zou in Sitia, 'Room' 

Theta was an outdoor area which had a fireplace 

in the northwest corner; it was full of ashes, 
and two cooking pots were found in place. The 

excavator did not call Room Theta a courtyard 

cooking area, but the inference is obvious. 
This is an example of a situation in which not 
nearly so many finds were retained, or information 

recorded, as in the case of Room XXXII at Zakros, 
but the facts that are known are sufficient. 

In some instances coarseware finds are not of 
themselves important in identifying, an area, but 

do provide circumstantial help. An example 
' 
is 

the Central Pillar Hall in, the Unexplored Mansion 

at Knossos. The area has been written up briefly 

in. ArchaeologicRl Rpp2rýg for 1973-74; more 

-information was presented in a lecture by Popham 

at the University of Manchester in February 1982, 

which included slides. Strips of bronze and a 

crucible were found in a storeroom nearby, and 
Popham's opinion was that casting had been carried 

out in the area and that the fireplace in the 

Central Pillar Hall had been used for this purpose. 
The LMII destruction included kylikes, cups, bowls, 

jugs, and at least one tripod cooking pot, which 
was shown in a glide. Also found in a closet under 
the stairs were a ritual vase painted with figure- 

of-eight shields and horns of consecration. 
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The finds suggested to the excavators that the 

area was used for a combination of cult and 

casting. (The best evidence for an area used 
for this purpose comes from Kition in Cyprjis. ) 

What was the cooking, pot doing there? There 

are many examples of tripod cooking vessels found 

in ritual contexts, and there may have been many 

examples of tripod cooking pots found in industrial 

areas, including those which might have had to do 

with metal-working. Therefore the find of the 

cooking pot fits in with either or both possible 
interpretations of this room; casting, cult 

or both. 

There is a further category of area analysis. 

It relies almost entirely on the excavator's 

opinion, which for various reasons cannot be 

chocked, yet because of the high standards of the 

original excavator his ideas should be considered. 

In such cases, cooking ware finds suit the possible 
interpretation and might even strengthen it. An 

example is Palaikastro, Block Gamma, Room 37, 

which Bosanquet proposed had been a shop. The 

pots are lost; the excavation area is overgrown, 

the archaeologist long since dead; the reasoning 
behind the argument was that the architectural 
features of the area reminded him strongly of 

a typical shop in a "modern" (early twentieth 

century) Cretan village. The finds included 

fineware, coarse kitchen pots, peas (and 

presumably therefore other foodstuffs)v and 
loomweights; so if it was a shop it was a kind 

of general store. It should be reported because 

good archaeologists have intuitions that are 

worth considering. 
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The seventeen headings show where coarse utensils 

have played a vital or a supportive and informative 

role'in the identification of the function of a 

room. Each heading will review the information 

obtained from all the sites, put together in 

chronological sections. 
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1. Kitchens: areas whose main activity was 

cooking food/preparing meals. 

2. Undefined areas where cooking took place. 

3. Kitchens or storerooms, in the immediate 
vicinity oY Living Rooms. 

4. Family Living Areas: areas whose activities 
included living; eating; working. 

5. Principal Living Rooms: areas with multiple 
uses, but with status in a household/establishment 
that contained other areas having their own 
specific functions. They were the chief rooms 
for reception and for living. 

6. Courtyards: open areas which, among possible 
other uses, were used for cooking and probably 
eating. 

7. Dining Rooms: areas where eating was more in 
evidence than cooking. 

8. Entrances or Reception Areas. 

9. Caves: for living/refuge. 

10. Industrial or Manufacturing Areas: 

a) foodstuffs (wine, oil, herbs, olivesp 
flour) 

b) specialised production (aromatics, 
incense, perfume) 

C) pottery 
d) textiles 
e) other (metal-working etc). 

11. Areas for: 

a) exchange of goods, or 
b) to, provide services. 

12. Storage: the areas consisted of rooms (upper 
floor; ground floor; basement); closets; 
closets under the stairs-, slab enclosures. 
Where these are known, they are specified. 

a) pottery and utensil storage 
b) utensils and commodities such as oil or 

wine. 

13. Courtyards: ritual. 
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14. Shrines: palace, household or town (within 

a built-up area) (ritual; preparation of 
offerings; storage). 

15. Shrines: outside a settlement. 

16. Cemeteries: (grave goods; ritual; 
burial receptacles). 

17. Rubbish areas (and other Unstratified Material). 

0 
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Kitchens 

A kitchen is defined as an area whose main 

activity is cooking food. 

The sites with the strongest evidence of kitchens 

are those which have been reported in the greatest 
detail, e. g. Myrtos Phournou Koryphe, Kommos, and 
Knossos: Makritikhos. At these locations, kitchens 

are 1 isted for Early Minoan II and Late Minoan III 

respectively. The MMIIIB-LMIA kitchens are from 

Tourtouloi, Mallia, and Vrises (in West Crete). 

The LMIB sites are all in the Zakros area. The 

only palace site whose kitchen area is fully 
documented is that of Zakros. The information 
below indicates that a variety of cooking methods 

were used, including cooking pot jars (almost 

certainly for use on a built hearth); tripod 

cooking pots(to be used either on the ground or 
in a hearth); ovens; and cooking holes. The 

only implements not present by EMIIB that were 
found later were spitrests, grills, and portable 

ovens, and these, as 'manufactured' items, were 

never (from existing evidence) universally used'. 
Baking plates and trays are present in EMII, and 

a fragment of a utensil that could have been used 
for pulverising or liquidising was also of the 

same date. The essentials of the Minoan kitchen, 

therefore, can be seen to be present very early. 

There is a great deal of evidence for the cooking 

of meat. The Minoan diet does not appear to 

have been short of protein at any time, or in any 

part of the island. Many of the reports speak 

of quantities of bones from large and small 

-animals, and from birds. Every location mentions 

mortars and pestles or grinders and crushers 

which indicates, it seems,, a variety-of things 

1 INIVERSITY 

. 0- r- BR&STOL 
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like mincing (herbs and meat); grinding (flour); 

crushing (nuts). The implication of all these 

finds, is that Minoans were not abstemious. They 

seem to have eaten and drunk well, and in. quantity. 

There have not been many finds in cooking pots, 
but what has been found is interesting. Evans 
found a "fish's vertebrae"'* in a tripod c. ookihg pot in 
the Palace at Knossos. At Chania Kastelli 
Tzedakis found peas in a cooking pot, and at 
Kommos the iridescent wings of tiny beetles were 
found in quantity, presumably drawn to the pot by 
its contents. Catling found powdered limestone 
in a cooking pot (which appeared to have been 
turned into a storage vessel)., The only 
cooking pots that appear to have had meat 
in them at the time they were destroyed, were 
in the kitchen quarters at Zakros. 

Finds: 
A kitchen must include in its contents a group 
of cooking utensils which include (tripod) cooking 

pots. Other implements or tools like mortars, 

crushers, obsidian blades, and querns should be 

present. Animal remains are important. Other 

coarseware, including small, and probably also 
large, storage vessels should be present. 
Decorated ware may be found, but is not essential. 
The body of evidence should indicate meal 

preparation rather than preparation of foodstuffs. 

Very large vats or tubs and wine presses, in the 

presence of cooking pots, 'do not indicate meal 
preparation, but something on a larger, or at 
least a'different, scale. 

Features of the Area: 
The most important feature is a hearth, oven or 

cooking hole; all three could be present, or 

1. PMII p. 555 
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multiples of any one. However, tripod cooking 

pots do not require fireplaces; they can function 

on a beaten earth floor, and the evidence for such 
hearths might have disappeared or been overlooked. 
Stone basins may be present, again in a number 

which indicates small scale, rather than mass 

production, in the room or area. The remains of 

shelves or benches, and slab enclosures for 

storage or as hearths are also features that 
help identify a kitchen. 

The locations included in this section satisfy 
these criteria. 

Position of-the Area: 

In general, what defines a kitchen is its function 

and not its position in a building. Location can 

play a role, but with regard to the kitchens at 
Myrtos Phournou Koryphe and at Kommos, their 

position alone would not have suggested kitchens. 

For example, Room 77 at Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 

was apparently a kitchen, although it was a room 

with access by means of a ladder. 

Excavators' Interpretations: 

Excavators' interpretations have only been valuable 

recently when excavators have been able to justify 
their interpretations and have accurately recorded 
the vessels found. Statements like those of 
Dawkins in the Palaikastro Reports, e. g. "the 

stone trough and saddlequern and coarse pottery 
found in (Room) 28 (of Block Epsilon) suggest 
that this, the furthest room from the front door, 

was the ki tchen" (BSA, IXI p. 294) cannot be 

relied upon, 
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Summar_y of the evidence for Kitchens 

The detailed evidence and the bibliography are 

in the listing for each site which comes at 

the end of this chapter. 

EMIIA 
1=1==== 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 

Room 20: This room yielded baking plates and 
trays, and possessed a structure identified as 
an oven. 

Room 35: This was called the Central Kitchen, 
and included were the southeast corner of Area 30 
to Room 35, and the northern half of Room 37. 

Room 57 (the lower area): This area had a cooking 
hole and hearth; fin included cooking ware, tools, 
and bones. This was an interesting room as it 
appeared to have a. separate area for dining (see 
description under 7. Dining Rooms). 

Room 88: This room had a cooking hole, full of 
-asTies, and in it was found a piece of a baking 
plate, Evidence indicated this was an area for 
eating as well (a "bench would have formed a very 
suitable table", Alyrtos, p. 81). 

hIMIIIB-LMIA+MIII (only at Zakros) 
=== rx = == = 9== == == MS= 

The archaeological record was not clear in this 
area, primarily because the water level was so 
high, and this caused the excavation team a lot of 
difficulty. Although-most of the pottery was 
transitional in character, MIIII sherds were found, 
hence-the chronological heading given above. 

Zakros 

Palace, East Wing, Rooms Al2ha, Beta, Munma, Delta: 
These rooms yielded pithoi (one with large bones 
inside); a number of animal bones; cooking pots; 
utensils including a gourn and stone mortars and 
loomweights; and some decorated pottery. it 
appeared that this was an area of the palace which 
had been usedýfor storage and work as well. The 
work certainly included cooking and preparing food. 
It was probably the equivalent of separate areas 
of the LMIB Palace: kitchen quarters; storerooms; 
the South Workshop Wing; and possibly living 
quarters for servants. 
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mmmmmm 
The Palaces: Kitchen Quarters 

Knossos: The northeast quarter of the paface 
appears to have housed the kitchen, auxiliary 
areas and storerooms. (The only specific 
reference to cooking pots are those from the 
NE Magazines. ) 

Mallia: The northeast quarter was presumed to 
Tiou-sle --- kitchen quarters as at Knossos. Two areas 
were specifically mentioned as having cooking 
utensils and to have been used for preparing food: 

Room X 
Room XXI-2. 

Phaistos: It is also assumed that at Phaistos the 
northeastern area of the palace housed the kitchen 
quarter. For a full description of a kitchen 
quarter in a palace, see Zakros, LAUB, in the 
site-by-site context analysis at the end of the chapter. 

MMIIIB-LMIA 
»MMMMMMMM== 

Tourtouloi 

Room Alpha: Platon said the finds quite definitely 
indicated a kitchen. There were many cooking 
utensils found and a great many bones from 
different animals. 

Afallia 
Maison de la Faýade a Redans, Room XV: Finds 
includeT-Two tr. 1pod cooking pots and a bronze 
tripod cooking pot. A double basin or trough 
was set into the threshold. In the southwest 
corner of the room was a hearth. 

Vrises 
Buildinr, A, Area 2/2a: Finds included 
cooking pots and the unusual'tripod grill/tray; 
debris from cooking and a fireplace in the 
northwest corner. 

LMIB 
MMM= 

Zalcros 
House Alpha., Southwest llill, 

_Rooms 
Epsilon 

and Gamma: These rooms appeared to form a kitchen 
unit. There was a cooking pot in place on a bed 
of ashes, in a stone built fireplace. 
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LMIB 
mmwan 

Zakros 

Building 11, Room Phi: A deep 
animal bones and cooking pot 
food preparation. 
Note: A bullet-shaped vessel 
f-oThe one found by Ilogarth. 
use or production of aromati, 

Stone basint a mortar, 
fragments all indicate 

was -also found, similar 
This could indicate 

Cs' 
Strong Building, 

- 
Room Alpha: This room had a coarse 

vessel sitting insiTe a curved hearth enclosure in 
the northeast corner (this enclosure was built of 
stone and blackened by fire). Another cooking vessel 
was sitting nearby. Conical cups and cooking pots 
were numerous, and many bones were scattered near 
a burned floor area which probably acted as another 
hearth on the other side of the room. 

LAIIIIA 

Knossos 
Makritikhos: A room that might have been a kitchen 
was excavated at this site. 

LMIIIA/B 

Kommos 

Hilltop Area, North House, Rooms N 17a and 16: 
se rooms were full of cooking pots and possessed 

a hearth and an oven. 
LMIIIB 

Kommos 

Hilltop House, Room 6: This room had a hearth on 
THe clay floor. It contained 850 sherds, including 
twelve cooking pots, of which four at least were 
tripodic, and twenty-four baking plates. It also 
yielded a tripod brazier. Compare with Room 57 and 
Room 72 at Myrtos Phournou Koryphe for cooking/dining 
areas. See Room 72 especially, as an area for wining 
and dining with a burner that "kept the air sweet" 
(Myrtos, p. 51-52,63-64). The tripod brazier in 
Roo-m-T-could have done the same. 
Central Hillside House, Northeast BuildLMp 
Fzoom 3 and Room 5: This area possessed a raised 
circula-orplatform thought to have been an oven; a 
flat slab thought to have functioned as a hearth; 
and three slab enclosures (two of which were thought 
to have been used for cooking). The ceramic finds 
included a great deal of cooking pot ware, including 
a tripod cooking pot with "many iridescent wing 
covers of tiny beetles", perhaps drawn to the pot 
by its contents. 
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2. Undefined Areas 

where cooking took 21ace 

For an area to be defined as a cooking area, 

utensils must be found in circumstances which 

indicate they were being used for cooking as 

opposed to other uses, for example, being stored 

or being used for storage. Coarse cooking 

utensils have been found in a wide variety of 

places, from living areas to ritual courtyards. 
A cooking pot sitting inside a fireplace or 

sitting on a cooking pot stand is worthy of 

notice, but although cooking is indicated, 

the evidence is not strong enough to conclude 
that cooking was a primary function of the 

area, or indeed give any clues as to what the 

primary function of the area actually was. 
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Summary of the evidence for undefined areas 

where cooking appears to have taken place 
The detailed evidence and the bibliography are 
in the listings for each site which come at 
the end of this chnpter. 

EM I I'. A 

hlyrtos Phournou Koryphe 

Room 50: This area appeared to have been used for 
cookinF, but from the evidenco it was probably 
not an exclusive use. i 

MAIIB 

Mallia: Batiment du-Four 

Room Gamma: Tripod cooking pots and an oven were 
found here. The excavators thought the oven 
might have been used for smoking , meat. (The 
chronology of the oven., in particular, is not 
definite. I 

MAI II 
=am= 
Mallia 

Quartier AM: Indication of food preparation areas 
appears certain from the large number of cooking 
vessels found in the area. (The information and 
reference have not been received yet from Poursat. ) 

AIATI I IA 
=====I= 
Tourtouloi 

Under Room A: The finds indicated that this might 
have been a citchen. 

MAIIIIB-LNIIA 

Zou 

Room Zeta: Apart from utensils like mortars and 
crushe and many cooking pots, this room also 
appeared to have one of the rare cooking pot 
stands. 

Zalcros 

0 

ýil2ýn: There was Building of the Tur. rets, - Room. E. p 
evidoice that cooking took place. 
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MMIIIB-LMIA 

Nirou Chani 

Room 7a: This was called a type of kitchen by 
Xanthoudides. 

Prasa 

Room Alpha: This room contained bothroi, 
a stone basin*, and many cooking pots. 

Blallia 

Maison Zb, Room XII: This room with Room XIII 
was identified a kitchen and its adjoining 
woodshed. 
Maison Ke, Room 2,: Cooking appeared to have 
been carried out in-the area. 

LMI 
=mm 
Gournia 

Block B, House Ba. Room 6: This was the one room 
Boyd Hawes positively identified as a kitchen, 
but-she gave no evidence. 

liagia Varvara 
This house was said to have had a kitchen with 
cooking pots in place. 

LMIB 
SX=M= 

Palaikastro 

Block Beta, Room, 5: Cooking appeared to have 
taken p, but other uses were possible, including 
industrial. (A specialised cooking pot jar with 
holes pierced in the side was found and this could 
indicate use or production of aromatics and cult. 

A few ritual objects were also found. ) 

Block Epsilon-Room 28: This was called a kitchen 
U-y the excavators. 
Block Delta, Room IS: Cooking might have taken place, 
as finds included Y-spit rest. 
House N, Upstairs Room: Because of the coarseware, 
1-ncluding cooking pots, that fell into the room 
below, the excavators thought there might have 
been a kitchen on the upper floor. 

House N, Room 17: The excavators thought this room 
was either a ki-tchen or a storeroom. Finds 
included three tripod cooking pots. 

1. Were these bothroi (rubbish areas) or cooking holes? 
See Karphil Room 113, for a series of bothroi that 
must have been cooking holes, because charcoal was 
found in them. 
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LßlIB 
==mm 
Palaikastro 

House N, Room 14: The excavators thought this 
could have been a kitchen. 

LIII-LIIII 
MMMMM=Zn= 

Kommos 

Sounding'under North House, Room 17a: Two stone 
'Fa-sins and a hearth were found, indicating some 
food preparation. 

LMIII 
mm=== 
Mallia 

Maison des Vases a EtrIer, Room XVIII: A small 
oven/fixed hearth wasbuilt into the wall of 
this room and a fragment of a spit rest was 
found here. , 

LMIIIB 
==Mmm" 
Kommos 

oblique Buildiný Room 012: Wo stone built hearths 
on two consecutive LAIIII floors could have 
indicated cooking. 
House J, Room 7: There was some indication of 
cooking. 

LMIIIB/C 
w====Mwm 
Chania Kastelli 

Building 1: A cooking pot jar was found sitting 
on a cooking pot stand. 

LblIIIC 
===mm= 
Karphi 

Cliff Houses West, Room 113: This room had 
(cookin-g7--Eoles filled wifF charcoal. 
Baker's House, Room 73: This room had an oven, 
f-nside which were found two baking plates. 
Pendlebury proposed that this was a bakery. 
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3. Kitchons or Storerooms 

The examples are all late, from AIAIIIIB-LMIA to 

LMIIIA. Living rooms, and consequently their 

anciliary areas, mainly come from country villas 

and the large houses near palaces. 

Finds: 

The finds included enough undecorated pottery to 

give the excavators of the area the impression 

that it could have been a kitchen. 

Features of the Area: 

Negative evidence is the important thing in this 

instance; none of these rooms is said to have 
had a hearth. This supports the argument for 

a storeroom but, of course, it is not conclusive. 
(Palaikastro, House N, already had a pantry off 
the main room (Room 5), which might make the 

case for Room 17 as a kitchen stronger. ) 

Position of the Area: 

In this section, position is important. All the 

rooms in this section lead off the living room, 

and can be called auxiliary to it in some way, 

either, as indicated, by providing a cooking or 

storage area. 

Excavators' Interpretations: 

Popham & Sackett proposed Room 17 in House N was 

either a kitchen or a storeroom. 
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Summary ofthe evidence for Kitchens or Storerooms 

The detailed evidence and the bibliography are 
in the listing for each site which comes at the 

end of this chapter. 

MIIIIIB-LMIA 

Tylissos 

House Al2ha, Room Beta: A large tripod cooking 
pot was found in this room, and possibly also 
pithoi. 

Zakros 

House of the Double Doors, Room Delta: Most of 
the Tin were coarse pottery, a-nU-l-ncluded was 
part of a small tripod cooking pot and a few 
amphora. 

LMIB 

Palaikastro 

House N, Room 17: This was a larger room than 
e pantry, Room 18, which also led off the 

living room (Room 5). Finds included a stone 
pounder, amphoroid jars, and three tripod cooking 
pots. (Nests of cups were found in a small pithos 
and an amphoroid jar. ) 

LIIIIIA 
====mm 
Palaikastro 

Block Gamma, Room 9: This room opened off the 
living room. Bosanquet thought it was a storeroom, 
and Dawkins thought it was industrial. It appears 
to fall into the category above, i. e. one or the 
other: kitchen or storeroom. Finds inclu-Uejd a 
pestle, four amphorae, and a spitrest. 
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4. Family Living Areas 

In some cases the finds support multiple uses for 

an area, as a place where people cooked and worked. 
The areas are brought into this discussion because 

the finds including cooking utensils. Debla in 

West Crete provided the best example of this type 

of area. Building I was a small free-standing 

structure which it was easy to see from its 

contents had been a self-contained living and 

working area. 

Features of the Area: 

There might be a hearth, remains of shelves or 
benches, or a stone basin: things that indicate 

a number of activities, but not olive presses or 

installations which would be too large and too 

specialised to be installed in an area where 

people lived as well as worked. 

Position of the Area: 

The finds and the features identify these areas, 

not their position in a house or settlement. 

Excavators' Interpretations*, 

In all the cases the excavators have identified 

'these areas as places for living and working, 

as opposed to kitchens or industrial areas. 
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Summary of the evidence for Family Living Areas 
The detailed evidence and the bibliography are 
in the listing for-each site which comes at the 

end of this chapter. 

EMI 

DcZl. a 

Below the floor deposit of Building, 1: The sherds 
To-u-n-Tbelow the floor deposit were earliest 
indications of habitation (and could have been 
the earliest floor material which had been 
trodden into the ground). 

EMI-EMIIA 

Debla 

Below the floor deposit of Building I: This 
building was identified as a living-,;, ýnd working 
area. both because of its size and its contents. 

EMI IA 

Myrtos Pliournou Koryphe 

Room 50 : This room appeared to have been used 

, ate it is very for cooxing, and at this early d- 
likely to have been a Family Living Area. 

EMII 8 
m la 

= mg== 

blyrtos Pliotirnou Koryphe 

Room IS: Two tripod cooking pots and a cooking pot 
jar were found with other small and medium-sized 
vessels. It appeared to have been a place for 
living and eating. 

Room 83: The contents of this room indicated that 
it had--been used for cooking, eating, and working 
with textiles (spinning wool was suggested by 
the excavator). 

-LIMI A+ MM II 

Zalcros - Palace, East WiEg 

Area Omicron-Iota, and Room Omicron: This was 
a structure of an unusual shape, whose use was 
difficult to analyse. It appeared to be a 
living and working. unit, possibly for a household 
servant . 
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5. Princi2al Living Rooms 

The difference between this heading and the last 
is that Family Living Areas were areas in which 
the main activities of living were carried*out. 
Principal Living Rooms, as listed in this section, 

were the most important rooms in a group of 

rooms, some of which had specialised functions. 

The Principal Living Room was a place of living, 

working, possibly cooking and eating, but it was 

not an industrial area, neither did it function 

as a self-contained unit. 

The earliest example listed below is from Achladia in 

WHIM Living rooms are in large houses, of 
the type that appeared in Crete during the Middle 

Minoan period. They are especially well 
documented from MMIIIB-LMIA. There are two 

listed from LMIIJC at Karphi. 

Finds: 

To be included in this study, cooking utensils 
have to be found in the Principal Living Room, 

or near it, as in the case of House N at Palaikastro, 

and the House of the Double Doors at Zakros. By 

far the majority of the rooms either did not contain 

cooking ware or it was not reported. The list is 

small. Cooking pots do not help identify a 
Minoan Living Room; they show that certain 
Principal Living Rooms have been used for cooking. 
Finds normally included small storage vessels and, 
in some cases, pithoi. Decorated ware would 

usually be present. Finds should indicate the 

room had multiple uses but not give the impression 

that it 'was an area of mass production. 

Features of the Area: 
Central hearths are common, and double doors are 
documented. 
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Position of the Area: 

These were the most important, or perhaps one 

should say the most prestigious rooms, because 

they were usually the largest and exhibited 
special architectural features like hearths 

and double doors. They also often had small 

auxiliary rooms clustered around them. 

Excavators' 
-Interpretations: 

In the reports, these rooms are normally called 

megarons by their excavators, but this term has 

been avoided because Living Rooms in Crete were 

not in the megaron style as seen on the Mycenaean 

Mainland. 
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Summary of the evidence for Principal Living Rooms 

The detailed evidence and the bibliography are 
in the listing for each site which comes at the 

end of this chapter. 

AIAIIIIB 
moulama=m 
Achladia 

Room Beta: The contents of this large room 
indicat food preparation (tripod cooking pots, 
grates and crushers), dining (jugs), and storage 
(pithoi). It had multiple doors. 

W1I 1 IB-LMIA 

Zakros 

Buildina 
-- 

of the Holy Deposit, Room Gamma: This 
was a cenlral room with a hearth, and t"Fe 
contents included cooking pots. 
Building of the Double Doors, Room of the Double 

ors, Room- A'l-p)-Fa-. This large room, like 
Palaikastro, House N. Room 5, did not contain 
cooking pots, but the rooms leading off it did. 

Nirou Chani 

Room 2-2a: A tripod cooking pot was found in 
this room, the central one of the villa. 

Tylissos 

House Alpha, Room :A large cooking pot was Tound in this imposing room. 

Mallia 

Alaison Zb, Room XVII: This was a large room with 
a fixed hearth-a=nt had small rooms leading off 
it. The presence of a firebox lid (Georgiou 
Type 1 A/B) found in place on a cooking pot jar 
indicates the production, or use, of aromatics. 

MMI I IB-LAIIA 

Mallia 

Maison de la Facade a Redans. Room XVI: This 
large room ad A large-eartlenware platter that 
served as a hearth. It had been placed nearly 
in the centre of the room. 

1. The only tripod cooking pot from Achladia which 
was available for study dates to LMIII. 
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LMIB 
immman 
Zalcros 

Strong Building, Room Zeta: This was the contral 
room of the house. There was evidence of 
cooking and storage found in it. 

Palaikastro 

House N_, Room 5: This room did 
ware, but two rooms leading off 
Room 17, which was thought to 
storeroom, and Room 18, which 
a pantry. 

not contain cooking 
Room 5 did; 

be the kitchen or 
was thought to be 

LMIIIC 
mmmmmm 
Karphi 

Eastern Block, Room 139. Middle House, Room 137: 
ijoT. n tnese rooms were described as I'megarons" by 
the excavator. They appear on the plan to be 
similar to the Mainland type. Architecturally 
the rooms are quite unlike the others listed. 
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6. Courtyards: open air cooking 

Evidence comes from all parts of Crete: sites in 

East Crete; Sklavokambos in Central'Crete; Kommos 

and Myrtos Phournou Koryphe in South Cretd; and 
Vrises in Western Crete. The best documented 

locations are Myrtos Phournou Koryphe and Kommos. 

Finds: 

To be included here, an open air area must have 

yielded finds of cooking utensils including either 

a tripod cooking pot or a cooking pot jar, 

auxiliary cooking utensilsy or other kitchen 

utensils/tools. In some cases bones were also 
found. 

Features of the Area: 

Some areas had hearths. It should be remembered 
that tripod cooking pots do not need built hearths 

and therefore areas are included where there is 

no mention of a hearth. 

Position of the Area: 

Outside, or partially roofed. 

Excavators' Interpretations: 

It is not a subject which has received much 

attention. Warren and Shaw have presented 

evidence for Myrtos Phournou Koryphe and Kommos. 

Platon has included information in the Zakros 

reports. 

UNIVERSITY 
OF BHiSTOL 

LIBRARY 

I 
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Summary of the evidence for Courtyards: open air cooking 
The detailed evidence and the bibliography are in 

the listing for each site which comes at the end 

Qf this chapter. 

EMI IB 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 

East-West Waý 67: There was no hearth, but there 
were fragments of a tripod cooking pot and animal 
bones near it. The pot appeared to have been in 
use on the day of the final destruction. The fill 
areas 68/69 yielded a number of fragmentary cooking 
utensils. 

Room 79: This was an outdoor area, thought to have 
'geen a roof garden, that appeared to be used for 
eating, and either cooking or warming food. The 
finds included cooking utensils and small vessels 
for eating. 

Zakros 

Outside Room Beta, on the stone path 
between The If. -Lrbour Buildingana the 
Strong BuM-ing: This area yielded cooking pot 
Yragments. 

Buildina 11, Outside Room of Omicron, North Corner: 
Part of a grill was found-here-among the cooking 
pot ware (the date of this grill is important). 

MIDDLE MINOAN 

Palaikastro 

Block Delta, Room 29: This was a courtyard, according 
To the plan in BST-. and a tripod cooking pot was 
listed as having 

-een 
found in Room 29 in Palaikastro 

NTBK 25. 

himIIIB 
=MM=== 

Achladia 

Room Alpha: This area was not altogether clear. 
I! was either a courtyard or a foyer. It yielded 
small vessels, a brazier and a cooking pot. 
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MhiIII-LýIIA+b1A1II 

Zakros 

Palacej East Wing,, Area Tau and Area Nu: These 
were both open areas, The Tormer---y Tededhalf 

a tripod cooking pot and many bones, and the 
latter also yielded animal remains and cooking 
pots and, in addition, it appeared to have had 
a stone-built hearth. 

MMIIIB-LAIIA 

Zou 

Room Theta: This was an open area with a hearth 
and cookiiig pots in place. 

Zakros 

Palace, Passage XLTX: This open area yielded 
cooking pot wall sherds dating to this era. 

Sklavolcambos 

CourtXard: A double stone-built hearth was found 
re by the author, and tripod cooking pot feet 

(now in the Herakleion Museum). 

Vrises 

Area 5: This was an outdoor area where cooking 
pot fragments were found. 

LMIB 

Zakros 

Palace, between Palace & oblique Building: This 
area was described as hav-1-ng been either a veranda 
or a hanging garden, and finds included fragments 
of cooking utensils. (See 7., Dining Rooms. ) 

Palace, Passage XLIX: Parts of a clay grill and 
a lot of cooking POT ware fragments were found here. 

Building of the Shells, 
IMMI, UZOLMIN; I-TnTUn -L? Mught there had been an open 
air heartTi'here, which could have been used for 
cooking. 

House Al2ha, Southwest 11ill Area Pi: A partially 
preserved hearth was foun:: 

ý- - ýen area. t`-O' ! F-t=n 

The area could also have had industrial uses, 
including preparation of foodstuffs and textiles. 
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L3II IA-B 
Mzw=MMMM 
Chondros Viannou 

Areas Iota-1, Iota-2, and Kappa-1: This 
r-ncluded a courtyard where cookir-n-g pots 
The excavator thought the area formed a 
compound which was partly open air. 

LIIIIIB 
M=MMMM 

Kommos 

arqa 
were found. 
cooking 

Central Hillside Houses, Northeast Building, 
Room 5: This area appeared partly hypraethral. 
YK-ere were two hearths (slab enclosures) and 
a tripod cooking pot was found. (See description 
under Kitchens for Rooms M 5. ) 

Hilltop Houses, outhern Section, The House of TFe Wine Press, CourtyarU, Room 2: This was a 
partially roofed area, with a hearth in the centre. 
A tripod tray was found near the hearth. 

LAIIIIC 

Karphi 

The Great House, Rooms 16 & 17: This was a 
ge courtyard, the con nts I of which could 

have indicated cooking and possibly cult. 
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Dining-Rooms 

The only evidence which is specific enough to be 

included in this section on dining rooms comes 
from Myrtos Phournou Koryphe, Zakros, and Kommos. 

Finds: 
To be classified as a Dining Room, finds included 

baking plates and baking trays. Although tripod 

cooking pots and cooking pot jars could also be 

present, they would not be essential to a dining 

room. Finds have included: 

bones or shells; 

small storage vessels; 

conical cups; 
small tools like obsidian blades; 
braziers (See Myrtos Phournou Koryphev 
Room 72 and Kommos Hilltop House 2, Room 6); 
decorated pottery. 

Features: 

Benches and/or tables. 
Hearths could be present, but are not necessary. 

Position in the Building: 

Graham's hypothesis on the positioning of dining 

rooms in palaces is mentioned below. 

Excavators' Interpretations: 
The excavators and authors who have paid particular 

attention to the problem of dining have been Graham, 

Platon, Shaw and Warren. Warren and Shaw are 

responsible for identifying eating areas in EMIIB 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe and LMIII Kommos respectively. 
The views of Graham and Platon on dining areas in 

Minoan palaces are reviewed below. 
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Summary of the evidence for Dining Rooms 

The detailed evidence and the bibliography are in 
the listing for each site which comes at the end 
of this chapter. 

EAIIIB 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 

Room 57: The upper area gave the impression that 
it had been the dining area, as there was a 
concentration of bones, a blade, a flake of 
obsidian and a large piece of a baking plate. 
(The lower area, listed under Kitchens, had a 
hearth and a cooking hole, and quite a few 
cooking pots. ) 

Room 
- 
66: The evidence included baking trays, but 

not trl7pod cooking pots. 

Room 72: This room contained small vessels like 
bowls, cups and jugs, so the impression it gave 
was of eating and drinking rather than of food 
preparation. An interesting. find was a burner, 
and the excavator made the suggestion that it 
could have been there to keep the air sweet for 
the diners. 

The Palaces 

Graham, in Chapter VI of his book, The Palaces of 
Crete, proposed that banquet halls were in the 
northeastern quarters of the palaces, above the 
kitchen and work areas. Ile said it would have 
been a very convenient and attractive place, above 
the Icitchen, possibly with a view over the Central 
Court, and possibly able to function as a roof 
garden in hot weather. This study has been able 
to produce only one tiny piece of evidence to 
support his proposition. 

LMIB 

Zakros 

Area between the 
This is the o-n-T-y 
a dining area on 
Graham's theory. 
either a veranda 
did yield fragmei 

Palace and the Oblique Building: 
referenc3 to what could have7-een 
an upper floor which supports 

This area was described as 
or a hanging garden, and it 

nts of coarse cooking utensils. 
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LIJIB cont. 

Zakros 

Palw. e, Room XXIX, "The Banquet Hall": This r, -)om 
was situated at the southwestern corner of the 
Central Court. The finds consisted of "not less 
than ten" large amphorae in the area near the 
easternmost door, and eight small undecorated 
'twine" jugs in a group near the south wall. 
Platon, although calling it a "Banquet Hall", 
made it clear that the real use of the room was 
unknown. Since it was near the shrine area, he 
thought that a possible use could have been 
religious. Identification of a dining area in 
a palace may be a matter of some difficulty. 
Assuming food was served on coarseware trays and 
in coarse cooking pots, the standard of living 
in a palace would have been such that probably all 
traces of cooking and serving ware would have 
been removed between meals. It might also be 
that coarse pottery of the type discussed in 
this paper was never used in palatial banquet 
halls. This would not apply to coarse jugs 
(there were jugs found in the Zakros "Banquet 
Hall") as the porous quality allows them to 
keep liquids cool and they do not get burned 
and unsightly in the same way as cooking pots. 

This hall was quite far from the kitchen area, 
but perhaps this is not too significant. 
Historically, kitchens have been very far from 
dining halls in large houses or palaces. In 
colder climates elaborate methods were used to 
keep food warm or to re-heat it before serving. 
In hotter climates food was not generally eaten 
hot and the problem did not arise. Food could 
also have been cooked outside, in order to be 
served in this room. A part of a grill was 
found in the northwestern part of passage XLIX, 
which is just outside the "Banquet Hall". 

LAII I IB 

Kommos 

Hilltop House 2, Room 6: Shaw discussed this room 
T-n terms of cooking and eating. This room, like 
Myrtos Phournou Koryphe, Room 72 above, contained 
a brazier, which could have been used in connection 
with aromatics. Shaw also discussed the amount 
of decorated pottery present. In his opinion this 
indicated dining. 
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8. Entrances/Reception Areas 

This section deals with cooking pots in areas 

which have been defined by their excavators as 

entrances or reception areas. The evidenciý set 

out below comes from sites in East Crete and 
from Mallia and Phaistos, and dates between 

MAIIIA and LMIB. 

Fi nds: 
The finds have included tripod cooking pots and 

other small vessels, decorated and undecorated. 

Features and Position of the Area: 

Hearths and benches do occur (see Phaistos). 

Position of the areas include: 

1) the entrance to a building; 

2) a small room by the side of the entrance; 
3) larger room(s) at the entrance to a building. 

Excavators' Interpretations: 

According to Bosanquet, Palaikastro, Block Epsilon, 

Room 36, was an entrance. The small rooms to 

one side of an entry hall were usually referred 

to in old excavation reports as porters' lodges. 

Room LVII at Phaistos was more recently called 

a porter's lodge by Levi. Rooms LIX and LX 

were said by Levi to comprise a major reception 

area for the palace at Phaistos. 

The cooking pots which were found just inside 

entrances could have been put there for use 

outside, or they could have been used there. 

The small rooms by the side of the entrance could 

have been self-contained flats for a porter or 

they could have been small kitchens. At Phaistos, 

Rooms LIX and LX do give the impression of being 

an area to receive guests. 
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Summary of the evidence for Entrances/Reception Areas 

The detailed evidence and the bibliography are in 

the listing for each site which comes at the end 
of this chapter. 

mirIA 
===Mw 
Phaistos 

Palace, Room LVI: This room was entered directly 
m the West Court. Coarse cooking ware was 

found in it. 

Palace, Room LVII: This was a small room, entered 
m Room LVI. A tripod cooking pot was found 

sitting on the west side of a stone-built hearth 

composed of two upright stones. The hearth was 
called typically Cretan by Levi, and the room 
defined as a porter's or guardian's lodge. 

Palaceq Room LIX and LX: Room LIX was a room of 
generous proporti3-n-spwitll benches along two 
walls and part of a third, and the smaller roomp 
LX, behind it, also had benches. In both rooms 
coarse cooking ware was found, and other vessels 
which could have been used for receiving and 
refreshing guests. 

MIMB-LMIA 

Mallia 

Palace, Room 5: This was called the castle keep. 

ripod cooking pot with a metallic profile, 
called a "Sicilian braseroll by the excavators 
was found here. 

Maison Zb, Room VIII: This was a separate room 
U-ythe Side of th trance; it contained a 
small tripod cooking pot. 

LAII 

Palaikastro " 02 m 
Block Eýsilon, Room 36: This was the entrance to 

fifth house in the building. It contained 
an unusual tripod cooking pot with horn lugs. 

Block Delta, Room 13: This was a room at one 
enTrance to the b-u-i-Tding and in it were found a 
tripod cooking pot and a spitrest. 
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LMI cont. 
Palaikastro 

Block Pi, Room 7: This 
a building, was said to 
domestic pottery. 

room, at the entrance to 
have contained a lot of 

LMIB' 

Zakros 

House Delta, Southwest Hill, Entrance: This area 
yielded coarse utensils, including co I oking pots. 

Building II, Room Lamda: This area at the entrance To the building -y-i=eed cooking utensils, among 
other domestic finds. 
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9. Caves: for Living/Refuge 

There is one site, the Perivolia cave, in West 

Crete where there is evidence of occupation. 
The finds included Neolithic, Early Minoan, 

Middle Minoan, and Late Minoan objects. The 

cooking pots were found with LMIIIB sherds in 

a context which was interpreted by the excavator 

as living/cooking/eating, not ritual. 

Excavator's Interpretation: 

Tzedakis thought that this cave was a place of 

refuge for the inhabitants of Chania Kastelli 

after a disaster occurred in early LMIIIB. 
q 
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Summary of the evidence for Caves: for Living/Refuge 

The detailed evidence and the bibliography are in 

the listing for each site which comes at the end 

of this chapter. 

LMIIIB: l 
=====X=== 

West Crete 

Perivolia Cave, Room Beta: The ceramic remains 
were found in the natural bays of the cave, and 
included cooking pot jar fragments and a tripod 
cooking pot. 
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10. Industrial or Manufacturing Areas 

Industrial or manufacturing areas have been 

identified at every site from Early Minoan to 

Late Minoan LMIIIC. 

Finds: 
At all the sites mentioned in this section coarse 

cooking utensils were among other finds, which 
indicated that the areas in which the discoveries 

were made were used for industrial or manufacturing 

purposes. 

These areas can conveniently be subdivided: 

a) areas which indicate preparation of foodstuffs. 

Here grinders and crushers were found and in 

some instances remains of the foodstuffs 

themselves; 

b) areas which indicate specialised production, 

possibly of aromatics, as evidenced by special 

shapes of utensils, e. g. fireboxes, normally 

Georgiou Type 1, a/b; grinders and crushers; 

c) areas of pottery manufacture, where objects 

such as wasters were found; 

d) areas where such things as loomweights and 
tubs were found, which would indicate weaving 

or washing and dyeing; 

e) areas where materials such as strips of bronze, 

pieces of unworked stone, crystal, precious 

metals were found, indicating metal-working, 
lapidary work or jewellery manufacture. 

Features of the Area: 
An area of industrial use can be one room or a 

group. jf it is a complex of several rooms, 
there is evidence of different kinds of work, 

as at Zakros (see Building of the Shells, Rooms 

III-IV). Features include hearthst benches, 

wine presses, stone sinks and kilns, plastered 

niches (see the Building of the Shells). 
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Position of the Area: 

Industrial or manufacturing areas appear to occur 
in separate parts of a building and these usually 
have storage rooms nearby. 

Excavators' Interpretations: 

The excavators themselves have identified work 

areas and this paper lists specific functions 

where it is clear from the reports. In the 
PAE reports all the finds and the features of 
rooms have not been written in detail and some 
functions might only reveal themselves when 
special studies are made, as at Myrtos Phournou 
Koryphe, Room 59, where the production of textiles 
was proved because of special tests. 

From the numbers of cooking pots found in 

industrial areas, coarse cooking utensils were 

extremely important to Minoan industry. 

I 
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Summary of the evidence for Industrial or 
Manufacturing Areaii 

The detailed evidence and the bibliography are in 

the listing for each site which comes at the end 

of this chapter. 

EAII IA 

Knossos 

Area immediately south of the Royal Road.: An 
ol3sidian workshop was located here but it is 
not known whether any of the cooking pot sherds 
included in this study were found in that area. 

EAIIIA/B 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 

Room 28: This room was thought to have been used 
for spinning and possibly weaving in both EAIIIA 
and EAIIIB. 

EMIIB 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 

Room 82:, This room appeared to have been a 
storage place for liquids, with a small work 
area, presumably for the production of liquids. 
The near-absence of cooking vessels in this area 
is significant, as pointed out in the comments 
at the beginning of this section. 

Area, S:, Tllis area could have produced foodstuffs, 
incluaing wine and oil, and also have been 
involved in textile production. 

Room 10: This room was described as being for 
washing or dyeing. 

--Room, 17: -This was a work area dealing with oil, 
wine, foodstuffs and textiles. 

Room 59: Because of the chromatographic analysis 
of the liquids which had soaked into the base of 
the tub, there was very good evidence that this 
room was used for the production of textiles. 

EMIII-ATAII 

Afallia 

Space A-2: A little cooking ware was found here. 
It was an area where pottery was made, including 
imitation Vasilikiware. 
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MMIB 

Mallia 

Batiment du Four, Area of Room Gamma: This area 
has alrFa-dy been identified spe-c"11=6ally for food 
preparation and cooking. A potter's wheel was 
found here also, so the excavators thought that 
a pottery-malting area was nearby, 

MAIIIA 

Phaistos, Palace 

Room LI-LIV: These rooms are described in detail 
in the HT-e-by-site context analysis at the end 
of this chapter. Tile finds indicate the 

ýpossibility of light industrial use, not food- 
stuffs, but possibly aromatics. The rooms 
themselves were not large and the impression 
given was one of intimacy and production on a 
small scale. In Room LI there was a hearth 
which Levi thought had been used to accommodate 
braziers, and close to the hearth was a store of 
various types, of cooking pots, including a 
portable oven. Other utensils found in the 
area included a pestle and mortar, liquidisers, 

.,,., and small containers, some of which were quite 
fine, and could have held small quantities of 
precious substances. 

AIMIIB, 

Zakros 

,. 
Building to the north of Harbour, Room Ga-mma: 
This incTuded such an array of finds that Platon 
thought it was an industrial area rather than a 
simple kitchen-. It had a slab enclosure which 
was said was either for storage or functioned 
as a hearth. 

MMII-AfAIIII-LMIIIB 

Chania Kastelli- 

Gallia Plot: An area was discovered here which 
was Ehoug to have been used for the manufacture 
and storage of pottery throughout this long period. 
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MMIIIB/LMIA+MhIII 

Zakros, Palace 

East WinZ, Room Sigma: Finds in this area 
I indicated production of foodstuffs and poasibly 
aromatics. 

East Wing, Area LXVIII and Room MU: These were 
called industrial areas by Plat5-n, but 
information 'was not sufficient to identify 
the type of work that was carried on. 

East Winý, Area Chi: This area contained a kiln. 
Platon thought metal-working took place here. 
There were a few finds which might have had 
ritual significance. 

Achladia 

Room Eýsilon: This room contained a large number 
6f cooking pots and a group of stones for crushing 
and grating. The excavators thought that flour 
and olives had been processed here. A spitrest 
was also found. 

MMIIIB-LMIA 

Zou 

Rooms Lamda and Mu-a: This area had many 
Indications of pottery manufacture, including 
a horseshoe-shaped pottery kiln. 

Zakros 

Oblique Building, Area of Epsilon VI and VII: 
This appeared to be a work area Uut there was 

, not sufficient information to elaborate on the 
type of work that was carried on. 

Zou 

Room Delta: This room had a fireplace and 
contained-fragments of pithoi and cooking pots. 
It was small and not far from Room Zeta. The 
two either formed a kitchen unitt or an 
industrial, unit for preparing foodstuffs. 
Both Rooms Zeta and Delta have been listed 
under Kitchens. 

1. The finds in this area were said to be predominantly 
MAIIIIB-LMIA, but MMII sherds did occur. 
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AIMIIIB-LAIIA cont. 
Vathypetro- 

Tripod cooking pot feet were found by the author 
in the area identified as being used for the 
manufacture of pottery. Coarse ware was hiso 
found in the part of the house which had been 
used to produce foodstuffs, but details of the 
cooking pots were not discussed in the reports 
in PAE. 

Mallia, Palace 

Room XXV-3: This was an atelier, according to 
the exc or. Coarse ware was found here, and 
grain and bronze utensils were also reported. 

Maison Za, Rooms 26-28: These were called store- 
FO-oms, but the presence of specialised pottery, 
used in the production of aromatics, means that 
an industrial area might have been close at hand. 

Alaison Zb, Rooms 1-2: These rooms were said to 
Falve been either s. -forerooms or industrial areas. 
A brazier was found (Georgiou Type I), so the 
production or use of aromhtics, or both, is 
indicated. 

Maison Zb, Room 5: This area was said to have 
en a workshop. Its contents included a 

joiner's chisel, a small ivory sphinx, stone 
vases and a possible cooking pot jar. 

Maison Delta-a, Compartiment de Briques: This 
area appeared to 

, 
have been used for production 

and storage. One cooking pot jar of the 
specialised variety with holes pierced in the 
side means that aromatics might have been 
produced. , 

LAIIA 

Gournia 

Block D., House Dd, Rooms 29-30: In this area 
was found an oil vat and a funnel. These rooms 
gave'the impression of having been used either 
for storage or production of oil. 

Block C, House Cd, Room 17:, This room contained 
one of the unusual cooking pot jars with holes 
pierced in the side. This indicates either use 
or production of aromatics. 

Block F, House Fd, Room 18: In this room were found 
a variety or things, inclUding tripod cooking pots, 
loomweights and a tool kit for carpentry, so it was 
obviously a work area. This room showed the 
industrious ways of the inhabitants of Gournia 
according to the excavator. (Gournia, p. 22-235 
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LMI 

Palaikastro 

Block Chi, Room 48: This room appears to have been 
Used for the preparation of oil. 
Block Beta, Room 5: This could have been a kitchen 
or a work area. Perhaps aromatics were used or 
produced, as one of the specialised cooking pot 
jars with holes pierced in the side was found here. 
Cult objects were also found. 

Block SiýMa, Room 5: This appears to have been a 
Tapidaryvs workshop (a tripod cooking pot was 
found in it). 

LOB 

Palaikastro 
House N, Room 14 : This room was situated on the 
right side of the entrance hall and its contents 
suggested to the excavators that it could have been 
a kitchen, laundry or an industrial area for the 
production of wine or oil. The fact that it 
contained such things as large spouted tubs suggests 
that the function of this room was industrial, but 
animal bones were also found in an ashy deposit, 
which might have been a hearth, and this indicates 
cooking. 

Zakros 

Building of the Shells, Rooms II-V-VI-VII-X-Gamma: 
This area appears to be an industrial complex 
which included storage. The preparation of food- 
stuffs was indicated, and the presence of a 
loomweight and sinks for washing make the production 
of textiles possible. Frag-ments of bronze were 
found in Room V. which could indicate metal- 

, working. 

Block I, House I: Room XVI had a wine press. A 
room with five 51astered troughs was called a 
kitchen by Hogarth. Platon called this an area 
of household industry , which seems to be a more 

-accurate interpretation. It compares with the 
industrial area listed above in the Building of 
the Shells, which also had a room containing 
plastered troughs. 
House Beta, South West Hill: Room Mu had a, wine 
press, and the area, including Rooms Alu, Iota, 
Psi and Phi, was called a common work area. The 
rooms appeared to be for food preparation and the 
production of textiles. 
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LMIB cont. 

Zakros 

House Alpha, South West Hill: The area, including 
Eamda, Iota, Theta, M-u--T ai-FiT Mu-III and Pi, was 
an area of household industry. There was evidence 
for the production of wine, flour, oil and the 
preparation of meat. 

House at Pano Zakro, Room Alpha: This room contained 
a wine press and was thought to have been used to 
produce wine and foodstuffs. 

Building of Ceramic Stores, Room Beta: This room 
was a central one with evidence foi-production of 
foodstuffs. 

Building 11, Room Phi: This area appeared to have 
ýrodUced foodstuTYs. and possibly aromatics. 

Zakros, Palace Industrial Complex 

South Wing, Room XLVIII: The production of 
aromatics, unguents anJ (scented) oils could be 
indicated by the finds. It is interesting to 
note Platon's remarks that the impression this 
area gave was quite unlike that of a kitchen. 
This appeared to be an area of specialised 
production. The room contained tripod cooking 
pots of various sizes, including the tallest 
yet found in the Creto-Mycenaean world. 

Room LV: This was a lapidary workshop. 

Room LA: This was a metal workshop. 

Room LIV: This could have been either workshop 
or a storeroom. 

Knossos 

StratijzraDhical Museum Excavation, Kiln for 
Lime Plaster: The- coo-ld-ng ware found here was 
thought-To-have fallen in during the destruction. 
Its context had nothing to do with the identifi- 
cation of the use of the area. 

Chania Kastelli 

Aghia Aikaterini, Building Ig Room M: This was the 
main room of the -unit, and the impression was of 
food preparation, including some type of specialised 
production due to the fact that five unusual tripod 
cooking pots were found here. Textile production 
was almost certainly carried on as well. The presence 
of Linear A Tablets (and the unusual cooking ware) 
could also indicate the importance of the building, 
and the finds suggest a palace or part of a palace 
compound. 
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Knossos 

Unexplored Mansion, Central Pillar Hall: This 
area appeared to have been useJ as a metal* 
workshop. There were also finds with ritual 
connotations. 

LMIII 

Achladia- 

Platon found a potter's kiln at this site. 

LMIIIA/B 

Kommos 

North Hilltop Area,, North House, area around 
Rooms 8/9: This was thought to have bna small 
industrial area, which might have produced 
aromatics and flour, among other things. The 
latter interpretation was based on the fact 
that an unusual utensil was found here, and 
the excavators thought it was likely to have 
been used for a type of specialised production. 

LAIIIIB 

Amnissos 

A small LAIIIIB room gave the impression that it 
might have been a metal workshop. There were 
also finds which could have had ritual 
significance. 

Kommos 

Central Hillside Houses, Northeast Building, 
Room 6: There was a work area in whicfi--fooM 
were found. 

HilltoZ House, Southern Section, House 2, 
Noom 14b: There was not much said abou his 
area except that it gave the excavator the 
impression that it had been a small work area, 
and a dump from Room 6. 
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LAIIIIC 
Mm==== 

Karphi 

Temple: There appeared to have been workmen 
atfacFed to the Temple. 

Cliff Houses West, Room 106: This could have 
T)een a metal-working area. Cult objects, 
including a votive double axe and fragments, 
possibly from an altar, were found. 

Mikre Koprana 147,149: The presence of a rock- 
cut tank led the excavators to think that cheese 
was one of the products produced here. There 
were a large number of pithoi, which might 
indicate that wine and oil were produced and/or 
stored here as well. 
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Areas for Exchange of Goods 
or Providing Services 

The two places which have been said to have had 

shops are LMIB Palailtastro and LMIIIC Karplii. 
The only bakery identif ied was at Karphi. 

Finds: 
This section examines areas where coarse cooking 
ware was found in areas which were used for the 
exchange of goods or provision of services. 
Some pots were found with storage jars which 
might have eontained perishable goods, while 
others were found with baking plates and trays, 
indicating evidence for the preparation of 
food or cooking. 

Features of the Area: 
Two of the areas had significant featuresp a 
sinlk and a drain were in Palaikastro, Gamma-37y 

and an oven was found in Karphit Room 79. 

Position of the Area: - 
The whole width of the area at Palailcastrop 
Gamma-37, opened on to a street, which led 
Dawkins to suggest it was a shop. 

A bakery might not face on to the street, like 

the room described above, but it would have to 
have easy access to a street. 

Excavators' Interpretations: 
Dawkins'and Bosanquet obviously were convinced 

about the identification, as "shop" is marked 

clearly on the plan of Palaikastro in PKU. 

Pendlebury called the area in which his shop 

and his bakery were found the "Commercial Quarter" 

of Karphi. Pendlebury based his identification 

of the shop on village shops in Egypt. There 

were ovens found at Myrtos Phournou Koryphe, 

Mallia, and Kommos (EMIB, ABUB, and LMIIIB 

respectively) but there is no evidence that they 

were connected with the provision of services. 
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Summarý_of the evidence for Areas for Exchange of 
Goods or Providing Services 

The detailed evidence and the bibliography are 
in the listing for each site which comes at the 

end of this chapter. 

Areas for the Exchange of Goods: 

LMI 

Palailcastro 

" MZ2 

Block Gamma, Room 37: The whole width of this 
room opened on to the street, and a double 
entrance led into an inner room which contained 
four pithoi, one of which had carbonised peas 
in it. A sink and a drain were in the room. 
An interesting find was an LMIB cup with a 
strainer mouth. There were other jars, four 
loomweights, and a tripod cooking pot. 

LAIIIIC 

Karphi 

Commercial Quarter, Room 79: This room 
Pendlebury the impression that it was a 
store of the type found at the 'present 
(which was mid-thirties) in an Egyptian 
which sold everything from food to cult 
The room did not open on to the street 
the one above, and how it was possible 
it from a storeroom is not discussed. 

Areas Proving Services: 

LMIIIC 

Karphi 

gave 
general 
day' 
village, 
objects. 

as did 
to tell 

Commercial Quarter, Room 73: This room had an 
oven, inside of which wFF-efound two baking 
plates. Pendlebury proposed that this was 
the baker's house,, which provided services for 
the settlement. 
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12. Storage 

As this section covers finds of coarse cooking 
pots in areas where other objects are found, 
there are necessarily many sites to consider. 
Where the coarse cooking pots are found with 
cult objects the areas are discussed separately 
in sections 14 and 15 below. 

Finds: 
The types of things which were found in Minoan 
storerooms provide a fascinating study in 
themselves, but no attempt is made to summarise 
the information here. A detailed description 
is to be found in the full report on context 
for each site at the end of this chapter. 

Features of the Area: 
Storerooms can be single or in a series, often 
interconnecting. There is no instance where 
the presence of cooking pots alone identifies 

an area as a storeroom (e. g. the well-documented 
finds in Block Beta, Rooms 10 and 13 at Palaikastro). 
Remains of shelving, and of benches, have been 
found in storerooms (e. g. Phaistos, Old Palace). 

The Ifinoans had smaller storage areas within 
larger rooms/storerooms, These were cupboards 
or closets under the stairs and slab enclosures. 

Position of the Area: 
Storerooms have been found in basements, on ground 
floors, and are assumed to have existed on upper 
floors, because of the type and amount of artifacts 
which have fallen into ground floor rooms. An 

example is West House, dating to ARIIII, at Knossoso 
where a store of pottery upstairs had fallen into 

another storeroom below. Basement rooms that 
could only have been entered by a ladder are often 
identified as storerooms. 
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Excavators' Interpretations: 
This study relies on the interpretations of 

the excavators. 



Summary of the evidence for Storage 
Where there is an indication that commodities 

were stored in addition to pottery, it is 
indicated. The detailed evidence is in the 
listing for each site at the end of this chapter. 

EMIIIB 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 

Room 22: This was called the North Pithos Magazine. 
It had a shelf which could have been used for a 
work surface. It was suggested oil might have 
been stored in some of the vessels in this room. 

Room 27: This was a basement storeroom with 
access from an upper floor. 

Room 54: Small vessels were found here, including 
a Y'ragmentary tripod cooking pot. The primary 
function of the room was thought to be grain 
storage. 

Knossos-, 

Royal Road Excavation, Basement Rooms: Several 
of these rooms were proabbly usea for storage. 

Aßli 
=mm 
Phaistos 

Private houses, Northwest of 
TEe Palace: Five intercommunicatin'g rooms yielded 
cooking nsils. They appear to have been 
basement storerooms. 

MMIIA 
am==== 
Phaistos 

Palace, -Rooms LVII a-e: These rooms contained 
pithoi; ins _e one, grape seeds were found. 
Palace, Room LV: This room was found full of 
Uecorated am-ff-undecorated pots. 
Palace, Area LII-LV: This was a closet under 
The stairs fulT of pottery. 
Palace, Room M: This room had benches and a 
wall cupboar-d-with pots stored in and on them. 
Palace, Rooms LXIII and LXV: These two rooms 
appeared to have bee*F -useff-for pottery storage. 
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MMIIB 
mmmmm 
Zakros 

Building ll, 
_Area 

Ksi: This appeared to be 
an area which stored decorated and 
undecorated pottery. 

Kommos 

Central Hillside Area, Trench 6A: The analysis 
of the percentages of differenF-types of wares 
led Betancourt to conclude that the area was 
used primarily to store commodities. 

Knossos 

AIIIIII House, above the West Room: The excavator 
thought that there had been a reroom in this 
area, for pottery and utensils. 

MMIII House, West Room: This appeared to have 
U-een a storeroom -for-commodities, including 
powdered limestone and possibly talc. 

Nerokourou: 

ATAIIII House: In its last stages the entire house 
appears to have been turned into a 'warehouse. 

Kommos 

MMIII Central Hill Site Deposit: More than 
50 complete vases were found in this room, 
including six pithoi. The pottery was both 
decorated and undecorated. 

MIII I IA 
====mm 

Phaistos 

Palace, a series of rooms in the area 
'South of Piazza 1: These were used to store 
pottery Yn-d co=odities. 

Zalcros 

Palace, East Wing: There were storage areas 
Tor both commodities and utensils in this wing. 
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AMII I IB 
lmmmo=m= 

Achladia 

Room Alu: This was a storeroom for utensils and 
commodities. 

MMIIIB-LMIA 

Zakros 

Palace, East Wing, Building of the 
'Shrine Stores, Room Kappa: This room stored 
utensils and commodities. 

Oblique Bqilding 
Hoom Epsilon: This r. oom had eleven pithoi. 

Oblique Building,. 
. *ROOM Epsilon 17 This Nvas a closet under the 

stairs used to store pottery. 

House of the Double 
Doors, EpSiion: A slab enclosure was built in 
this corridor area which cut off room Epsilon 
from Room Beta. The contents included a few 
decorated pieces, many cooking pot fragments, 
and the skull and bones of a four-footed animal, 
which Platon thought were from a large dog. 

Building of the 
'Slirine Sitores, Room Lamda: In the south corner 
was a cist which contai"Ecid quite a few fragments 
of pottery. This was the open air ritual area, 
after which the house was named. 

MAII I IB 

Knossos 

Palace% Northeast Magazine: These rooms were 
Yound full of c6arse ware, including cooking 
pots and storage vessels. 

Palace, Southwest Anale Basement: The deposit 
Included various pieces of domeiFtic pottery. 
A tripod cooking pot was found with fish 
vertebrae in it. 
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MMIIIB-LMIA 

Alallia 

Palace, Room XXV-2: This was a location for 
storing pottery End utensils. 

Palace, Room XI-5: This was a Magazine primarily 
used for oil storage. 

Maison Za, Room 20: This room 
was called a pottery reserve. 

liaison Za. Rooms 26-28: These 
were called storerooms. 

Maison Zb, Room I: This was a closet under 
the sl irs, used for smaller vessels. 

Alaison Delta A, Compartiment des Briques: This 
area was used for production and storage. 

Maison de Cave au Pilier-. There was a closet 
under The slairs for 9-mall vessels. 

Agora, Room 11: There was a cupboard full of 
pottery in -the southeast corner of the room. 

West Crete, Vrises 

Room I: This was called a storeroom by the 
excavators. 

LATIA 

Knossos 

Royal Road: The LMIA floor appeared to be part 
of a storage area for utensils and commodities. 

LMI 

Gournia 

Block E, House E, Room 55: This was called a 
'91oreroom. It was not -discussed in detail. 

Block A, House Ac, Room 16: This was a cellar 
room which contained smal-1 items as well as 
storage jars. 
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LMI 
=mm 
Palailcastro 

Block Gamma, Rooms 40/41: These were called 
stores f common pottFr-y by the excavators.. 
Block Delta, Room 1: This might have been a 
storeroom. 
Block Chi, Room 43: This storeroom appeared to 
be for pottery and utensils. 
Block Beta, Rooms 10 & 13: The overwhelming 
impression is of a potf-ery store, because of the 
long list of ceramic contents. However, pithoi 
were found here as well, which could indicate 
provisions. 
Block Gamma, Room 29: This might have been a 
storeroom. 

LAIIB 
Mm== 
Palaikastro 

House N, Room 10: This was a closet under the 
'9tairs which finely plastered and its contents 
and careful decoration suggested to the excavators 
that this was where the inhabitants stored their 
valuable belongings. 

House N, Rooms 7-10: These were basement storerooms. 

Zakros 

BuildinZ of Ceramic Stores: A great deal of pottery 
was stored in this houg=e,. from which it gets its name. 

Strong Building, Rooms Thetza, Gammat Ka 0 
Kapp-a & Idu: These were all storerooms 
commodities. Room Mu was an oil repository. 
Palace Kitchen Quarters, Room XXXII: There was 
a small enclosure-holding the boFe-s of small 
animals and birds. 

Palace, Room LVII: This room was identified as 
ving been a small storeroom in the Royal 

Apartment (not related to the kitchen quarters) 
The impression was that it was used to store 
pottery. 
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LMIB cont. 

Zakros 

House Beta, Southwest Hill, 
Roo -Sigma: This was a storeroom for utensils and 
commodities. 

House at Pano Zakro, Room Theta: This room contained 
a pithos wHich had the skuTI---oT a small animal inside 
it and a possibly human bone. Many coarse vessels 
were found here. ' 

Building II, Room Ga=a: This was 
' a storage area, ana there also appeared to be a 

closet under the stairs where pottery was stored. 

Building of the Shells, Room 6: 
Ms room appearea to have a loset under the stairs 
for storing pottery. 

Palace Rooms I, III, iv, V, VIII VIII: These were 
ide tified as the West Wing storerooms. The finds 
included coarse pottery, stone vesselss important 
decorated ceramics, artifacts of precious materials, 
metal an 

'd 
stone implements. The coarse vessels 

included many pithoi and many cooking pots. 

Palacej- Indu'strial Complex, South Wing, 
_Room 

XLII: 
This room stored pottery, perishable commoditieF- 
such as meat, and items for use by the artisans 
(eL9. clay for pottery manufacture). 

Building of the Cenimic StoreSt Room Beta: 
This room had a siab enclosure containing cups an a 
shell. 

Building of the Ceramic Storesq Room Gamma: 
.I 11-Hi r6ow had a slab enclosure containing pottery. 

Knossos 

Stratir, ra2hical h1useum Excavation, above Room VI: 
W-great deal of pottery 11 into this room. It was 
thought to have come from a storage area above. ' 

Phaistos 

Palace Rooms 42Z43: This area included a cupboard 
under the stairs, and it appeared to have been a 
pottery store. ' 

Palace, Area of the North of Room 53: This was said 
T-F-Eave been a roughly-built buila'71-ng which contained 
a large quantity of domestic pottery. 
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LMIB cont. 
Chania Kastelli 

AA 
1. 

Building I: There was a closet under the 
nottlieast--s-t--aTrcase, which contained pottery. 

LMIIIB 
=man=== 
Kommos 

Most of the slab enclosures at this site 
appeared to have been used for cooking. The 
one which appeared to have been used for 
storing pottery was found in the Central Hill 
Site, Northeast Building, Room 5. 

Knossos 

Palace, Corridor turned into a MaEazin. 
'Southwest of the School TFoom: This area was 
turned into a storeroom for pottery in LAIIIIB. 

LMIIIC 

Karphi 

The Magazines, Room 22-23 and 31; 

The Great House, Room 14; 

The Priest's House, Room 80: 

All these areas appeared to store utensils 
and commodities. Rooms 14 and 80 were 
probably entered by means of a ladder. 
Room 80 had at least eight pithoi. 

Aqhia Aikaterini plot. 
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13. Courtyards: ritual 

The sites are MAIIIA Phaistos, MMIIIA to LMIA 

Zakros, 
1* 

and LMIIIC Karphi. 

Finds: 

Included in this section are outdoor areas where 
fragments of cooking utensils were found with 
artifacts which were thought by the excavators 
to have had ritual significance. 

Features of the Area: 

In some cases altars or parts of altars were 
found. 

Position of the Area: 

By definition the finds were located outdoors, 

and within reasonable proximity to a building. 

Excavators' Interpretations: 

In all cases the excavators identified the use. 

1. There is a possibility that the areas at Zakros 
were used until LAIIB. PAE reports were not 
clear on this point. 
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Summary of the evidence for Courtyards: ritual 
The detailed evidence and the bibliography are 
in the listing for each site which comes at 
the end of this chapter. 

MMIIIA 

Phaistos 

Palace, Piazzale LXX: This area revealed 
fragments of a cl-ay figurinet a rhyton and 
a liquidiser. Liquidisers were found in 
other ritual contexts at Phaistos, and supports 
Levi's theory that the area was used for 
religious ceremonies. 

Zalcros 

Building of the Shrine Stores: 
A: rea Lamda: A small ar was found nere, -as 
was a cist which contained a mixture of secular 
and religious items, including fragments of a 
cooking pot. It was from this that the building 
got its name. Platon called Lamda an "open air 
holy area". 

Kamilari Tholos 

Courtyard: A cooking pot was found here. 

MAIIIIB-LAIIA+MAIII 

Zakros 

Palace, East Wing Chi: Various types of work 
might have been carried out in this area. It 
contained a kiln which Platon thought was used 
for metallurgical purposes. Finds included 
loomweights, many ceramic sherds, including 
feet from a tripod cooking pot and part of a 
clay grill. There were also finds that were 
thought to have ritual connotations; part of 
a bull's head rhyton. 

MAIIIID-LAIIA 
Mm== m ==== == 

Tourtouloi 

Areas Beta-a and Beta-b: This area yielded a 
table of offe-rI-ngs, an abundance of animal 
bones and, among the pottery, fragments of 
cooking pots. At the MMIIIA level, the skull 
of a human being was found with other bones. 

Zakros 

Building of the Shrine Stores: 
m Lamda: A c-6ini-t-inuation of earl: f-er use was 

indic'HT-e-cT-(see above) . 
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LMIIIC 
"===mm 
Karphi 

The Great House, Rooms 16/17: This outdoor . area yielded cooking pot ware and cult objects, 
among other finds. 
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14. Shrines: palace, household or town 

Shrines in or near palaces or settlements which 
have yielded cooking ware have been recorded at 
the following sites: EAIIIB Alyrtos Phournou koryphe; 

AIMIIB-MMIIIA Phaistos; MAUB-MAIII and LorrB Kommos; 
MMII and AIAIIIIB-LMIA Mallia; LMI Palaikastrool 
LMIB Zakros; LMIB and LAIII Knossos. LMIIIB Chania 
Kastelli might have had a cult area; LMIIIC Karphi 
had a temple. 

There is an over-lap with industrial/manufacturing 

areas: the LMII location at Knossos was a metal- 

working area in which cult objects were found, and 
the same is possible at Karphi. 

Finds: This section lists areas where coarse cooking 

utensils were found with cult objects. 

Features of the Area: 

These include altars and hearthsp description of 

a room, or group of rooms, as a sanctuary area 
is the opinion of the excavator. 

Position in the Building: 

At a number of sites, shrines have been found to 

the west side of the Central Court of the palaces. 

In other buildings they do not appear to have any 

set pattern. Shrines at Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 

and Kommos have been identified by the artifacts 
found there and the features of the room and not 

by the location within either the building or 

settlement. 

Excavators' Interpretations: 

In all cases the interpretation of the excavator 
has been the, basis for the identification of an 

area as a shrine. 
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Summary of the evidence for Shrines: palace, household 
or town 

The detailed evidence and the bibliography are in 

the listing for each site which comes at the end 

of this chapter. 

EMIID 
====an 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 

Room 89: This was called the Room of the Hearth 
and the Skull. It provided evidence for the 
preparation of offerings and for religious rites. 
A human skull was found, which might have been 
used for ritual. 
Rooms 91 and 92: Room 91 was the shrine store, 
and Room ýT was the shrine itself (where the 
Goddess of Myrtos was found). Cooking ware 
was catalogued from both areas. 

MUB-MMI 

Kommos 

Central Hillside Del2osit: Shaw thought this had 
'Been an area of affluence, which included 
religious activities. There were a number of 
cooking utensils found in the area. 

Mhil I 
==mm 

Mallia 

Middle Minoan Sanctuary: A tripod tray with a 
religioug'symbol on its base and a tripod 
cooking vessel were found in the main shrine 
room: another tripod cooking pot was catalogued 
from this building. 

Phaistos 

Palace, ' under Room IX: Finds (including a 
liquidiser) indi-caL-f-eU possible ritual use. 

Palace, Rooms VI and IX: A tripod cooking pot 
and a liquidiser were th found in this sanctuary 
area. Alexiou drew attention to an installation 
which he thought was for grinding corn and making 
flour, in order to prepare holy bread. There was 
a hearth in the area, in which were found animal 
bones and ashes. 
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MIIIIB-MAIIIIA cont. 

Phaistos 

Palace, Room 10-9: Pernier thought this area was 
itchen, but Alexiou thought it was the kitchen 

area for the shrine in the next room. There was 
also a small storage area for household utensils, 
which he described as the shrine store. 

MMIIIB-LMIA 

Alallia 

Palace, Room XVIII-2: This was a tiny compartment 
f-hat was full of p-oftery; it was the storage area 
for the group of rooms that comprised a shrine. 

Maison de Cave au Pilier, Antechamber VI and 
between VI and E-17e cave: It was not possible to 
draw firm conclusions as to the use of this area. 
It was used for storage, but storage for a shrine 
was suggested by the excavators as a possibility. 

L MI 
=== 

Palaikastro 

Block Beta, Room 5,: This room has been listed as a 
possible kitchen or industrial area (aromatics might 
have been used or produced). Three female idols 
and the clay head of an ox were also found, which 
gives the room cult overtones. 

Southwest of Block Pi, Rooms 41,106 and 109: These 
rooms did F-ave evidence of--C-Ult. Whe-thi-er--fhe cooking 
utensils found in this area were related to this use 
can only be conjectured. 

Block Chi, Temple area: This was a temple area in 
lock where cooking pots were found. There is no 

specific reference to any coarse ware found in the 
shrine area. 
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LMIB 

Zakros 

Building of Ceramic Stores, Room Beta: 
This was a larg room which could have been a 
living room, or an industrial area. It is 
mentioned here because a stalactite was found 
(near the central column) and the clay horn of 
a bull. 

Palace: Room IX: This area was called the shrine 
reception lobby by Platon. 

Palace, Room XV: This room was an area used by 
The priests, according to Platon. It contained 
a great deal of pottery, both decorated and 
undecorated, beautifully painted vessels and 
ten tripod cooking pots. 

Knossos 

Stratigraphical Museum Excavationg Cu 
Basement: This important deposit foun 
area, including the cooking pot ware, 
in detail in the site-by-site context 
end of the chapter. 

Palaikastro 

lt Room 
d in this 

is described 
analysis at the 

House N, Room 3: The excavators thought that 
ere had been a shrine on the upper floor of 

this house because of the types of vessels that 
had fallen into Room 3. These included at least 
four cooking pots, which could have indicated 
either a kitchen area on its own, or a 'shrine 
kitchen'. 

LMI I 
= == 

Knossos 

Une?; Qlored -M,. -, jnsjon,, Central Pillar . 11all: 
There wis-bvidence of cult6l being 
combined with metalworxing in this area. 

LMIIIB 

Kommos 
Central Hill Site, North East Building, Room 4: 
TFIs rooiY appeared to be a self-containeJ -shr-11-ne. 
The cooking utensils which were found here could 
be listed as for ritual use; for preparation of 
offerings; and as part of a shrine store. 
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UITTIB cont. 
Chania Kastelli 

Kasimathi Plot: pumice was found inside a tripod 
cooking, pof-, and it was proposed by the excavator 
that this might have ritual connotations. ' This 
location does not provide any other evidence of 
cult as far as is known. 

LMI I IC 

Kar2hi 

Temple: Coarse Pottery, including cooking utensils, 
were found in this area according to the general 
information on Karphi. Room 40 was specifically 
mentioned as having yielded a baking tray. As 
there appeared to have been workmen attached to 
the temple, there is the possibility of cult 
associated with industrial production. 

Cliff Houses West, Room 106: There is a possibility 
of cult connected with R-etal-working in this area. 
A votine double axe was found, and fragments that 
could have come from an altar were among the finds 
with ritual overtones. 
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15. Shrinesmithin the countryside 
(villa, group of villas; sanctuary 

The sites discussed here are ABII Chamaezi in 
Sitia; mmiri temple at Archanes; MMIII-B- 
LMIA Chondros Viannou; 

LMIIIC Karphi, Mount Juktas, and LMIIIB Amnissos. 

Finds: 

Areas where coarse cooking utensils were found 

with the cult objects which identified the area 
as a shrine are discussed in this section. 

Features of the Area: 
Some (like town shrines) had altars. 

Position of the Area: 

Three types of building are identified: 
1) buildings which were primarily used for living 

and working, but where evidence for cult was 
found, e. g. Amnissos (this is related to a 
household shrine); 

2) buildings where people lived but, according to 
the excavators, the construction was for cult 

purposes, e. g. Chamaezi and Chondros Viannou; 
3) buildings where no one appeared to live and 

ritual ceremonies were the primary function, 

e. g. Archanes Anemospelia. 

Excavators' Interp retations: In all cases the 
interpretation of the area as a shrine is that 

of the excavator. 
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Summary of the evidence for Shrines: within the 
countryside (villa. aroun of villas: sani-c-7-tiarv 

The detailed evidence and the bibliography 

are in the listing for each site which comes 

at the end of this chapter. 

Chamaezi. 

This is called a house/shrine, and Room 4a had a 
hearth, which was documented for purposes of this 
study. Coarse ware finds other than pithoi are 
not known, but storage of food indicates cooking 
(which would have been necessary if this isolated 
house was inhabited, as appears to have been the 
case). Cooking for ritual use would have been 
normal also. 

MMI I IA 

Archanes 

Anemospelia: Cooking utensils for the preparation 
of offerings and for ritual use were recorded 
from this site. 

MAIIIIB-MIIA 

Rousses, Chondros Viannou 

This building 'was described as a shrine or 
monastery. The cooking ware found here is 
assumed to have been used for domestic and 
ritual purposes. 

LMIIIB 

Amnissos 

Small room: This was a small industrial area. 
The finds indicated metal-working and possibly 
cult. 

LAIIIIC 

Mount Juktas 

Peak Sanctuary: Cooking ware is recorded from 
this siFe-. 

Karphi 

Peak Sanctuary: Many baking plates were f ound 
here. -Mrin-e- offerings of food appear to have 
been common, but this find gives a slightly 
different impression. The sanctuary could 
have had a "resident priest" or, more likely, 
pilgrims were offered refreshment. 
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16. Cemeteries 

Cooking pots found in these circumstances could 
have been used either as grave goods, burial 

receptacles, or for the preparation of ritUal 

offerings. 

In the Early Minoan period there were finds in 

the Cave of Trapeza, at Mallia and at Gournia. 

Middle Minoan finds come from Palaikastro and 

Knossos. In MMIIIB-LMIA, and in LMIIIC, there 

were finds near Knossos. There were a few areas 

where the chronology was unknown. 

Excavators' Interpretations: 

There is little comment on cooking pots which 

were found with other grave goods and it is not 

possible to separate cooking pots used as grave 

goods from those used for any other purpose in 

all but two cases. The tripod cooking pot found 

in Kamilari Tholos Courtyard might have been 

used for ritual, because ritual was thought to 

have taken place in courtyards. The only certain 

identification that a cooking pot was used for 

secondary burial was at Archanes Phourni. 
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Summary of the evidence for Cemeteries 
The detailed evidence and the bibliography are 
in the listing for each site which comes at the 

end of this chapter. 

EMI 
MMM 
Afallia 

Cave of Trapeza: The finds included coarse cooking 
pot fragments. 

EMII-III-M11I 
==== === = 

Cave of Traýeza: The finds included coarse cooking 
pot fragments. 

Aghios Antonios, cave burial. 

Pachyammos Cemetery: Both these burials contained 
T-ripod cooking pots. 

MIDDLE AIINOAN 

Palaikastro 

Ta Ellenika Ossuary: Tripod cooking pots were 
found. 

MAIIA 

Archanes, Phourni: Tripod cooking pots and baking 
trays wei; -e found, as grave goods, and one tripod 
cooking pot had a jar inside, which held part of 
the skull of a child. 

ATMI IA 

Kamilari Tholos CourtZard: The tripod cooking 
pot founThere could havjF been used for ritual. 

AIMIIIA-MMIIB: 

Kalathiana, Tholos or settlement: This area may 
have prodliced a liquidi-ser. 

AIAII IB 

Alavro Spelio: A tripod dish was found. 
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MMIIIB-LATIA 

Knossos 

Lower Gy2sades Tholos Tomb: A tripod cooking pot 
was found in this tomb. 

LMIIIC 

Knossos 

Kefala Tholos Tomb: A tripod cooking pot was 
found in this tomb. 

CHRONOLOGY UNIOOIVN 

Zakros 

Burial Area near Ilogartlifs Houses; 

Gorge of the Dead: Cave burial. 

Both these areas yielded cooking pot fragments. 
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17. Rubbish Areas (and other Unstratified Material) 

Every site has had its rubbish dumps and areas of 
infill. In old excavation reports, sherds are 
written about and illustrated without proper 
indication of where they were found, or chronology, 

or both. The locations listed in this section 
includes sites in all parts of the island and 
extending ... 

from Early Minoan to Late Minoan. 

Excavators' Interpretations: 

In all cases the excavators' interpretations have 

been used as a basis for identifying the location 

as a dump. 

Unstratified finds of cooking utensils found in 

rubbish dumps are of limited value, and their 

importance is restricted to the types and shapes 

of the pots. 

Baking plate fragments are recorded in an ABII 

dump at Mallia and are important because they 

show use of this kind of vessel. Evans' 

unstratified material from Knossos includes vessels 

whose shape is similar to pots found by Hood and 
Warren, and is evidence of the popularity of the 

shape at the site. 
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Summary of the evidence for Rubbish Areas 
The detailed evidence and the bibliography are 
in the listing for each site which comes at 
the end of this chapter. 

EAIIIA 

Alyrtos Phournou Kory2he 

Southeast Rubbish Pits 61-62. 

EAIIIA/B 

Rubbish Area 2-3. 

EAIIIB 

Room 34. 

Ma7l ia 

Palace Area, Southwest Soundings: This rubbish 
area yielded baking plate fragmiTnts. 

AIMI IA 

Phaistos 

Palace: Cooking vessels were found in the fill 
in Bastione II and in the Great Landslide Deposit. 

Chania Knstelli 

Alathiodaki plot: This contained a rubbish dump; 
TEe chronology of the cooking pot ware is unknown. 

Kommos 

Central Hillside (north), Trench 19a. 

LAIIB 

Zaltros 

Palace Area Building: There were various 
references to rubb-Esh areas which yielded cooking 
pots, in the PAE reports. 



LAIIB cont. 

Chania Kastelli 

Aghia Aikaterini, Building 1, Pit B. 

LMI 

Kommos 

Central Hillside, Trench 19a. 

LMI-LMII 
=am====== 

Kommos 

Central Hillside, Trench 2a. 

LMIIIB 
=====I= 
Kommos 

Hilltop Houses, Southern Section, House 2, 
Room 3: This was an area which ad origiWally 
F-eena small corridor, and then became a 
dump for Room 6. 

HilltoR Houses, Southern Section, House 2, 
Room 14b: This was said 176175-v-e been a all 
work area and a dump from Room 6. 
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PART 3, 

DISTRIBUTION WITHIN SITES: 

Site by Site Context Analysis 

Central Crete: 

I: Knossos; Amnissos; Nirou Chani; Prasa; 

Tylissos; Arclianes (Phourni and Anemospelia); 

Mount Juktas; Vathypetro; Sklavokambos; 

Alavro Spelia; Cliondros Viannou. 

South Crete: 

1: hlyrtos Phournou Koryphe. 

11: Phaistos. 
III: Kommos. 

East Central Crete: 

I: Cave of Trapeza; Mallia. 

II: Agliios Antonjos, Kavousi; Gournia. 

III: Karplii. 

East Crete: 

I: Zalcros; Chamaezi; Achladia; 

Tourtouloi; Zou. 

II: Palailcastro. 

West Crete: 

1: Debla; Chania Kastelli; Nerolcourou; 

Vrises; Perivolia. 



KN-I 

DISTRIBUTION WITHTN STTES 

CENTRAL CRETE 

KNOSSOS; AMNISSOS; NIROU CHANI; PRASA; 
TYLISSOS; ARCHANES; MT. JUKTAS; VArnlYPETRO; 
SKLAVOKAMBOS; MAVRO SPELTO; CHONDROS VTANNOU. 

Knossos 
EMII 

Royal Road, Floor IV, Levels 104 and 104a: This area's 
finds included a coarse teapot spout and a rim with a 
ledge to receive a lid. Included were: an incurving, 
plain 

cookincy pot rim f raoment (286) 

and a 
tripod cookina pot foot (no number). 

Uset Unknown. 

(Hood material KNSM; AR 1961-1962, p. 25-27) 

EMIIA 

Area immediately south of Royal Road: At least two 
phases of occupation, both datable to. EMIIA were 
uncovered. Finds included "dark arey or black 
burnished bowls and goblets; fine dark-on-light 
painted wares (especially with hatched patterns); 
and red painted pieces". Also found was a 

hearth. 

Adjacent was an area indicating an obsidian workshop 
and the finds included: "at least 4 Early Helladic II 
sauceboats with black Urfinis"... this is the first 
time sauceboats have been found in Crete and in a 
context with their floreat on the Mainland and in the 
Cyclades. 

Use: Work area. 

(Warren, A Delt, 28 (1973) , p. 576-577) 

MMIA 

Royal Road South excavations yielded: 

tripod cookinq_pots RR/59/P225a 
p, p, /59/P280a 
RR/59/P275 
RR/59/P279a 
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Knossos 

MMIA 

KN-2 

Royal Road South Rubbish Levels yielded: 

shallow tripod ookinq pots RR/58/SG02/G24 
RR/58/S484 
RR/58/S486 
RR/ 58/S 60 3/G 22 

and 
tripodtrays RR/S471 

RR/S574 
RR/S604/G23 
RR/F27a/S587 

Use: Unknown. 

(Hood Catalogue) 

1. The order is according to the Catalogue and Chart. 

Royal Road North excavations yielded: 

a tripod tray EELS471/F32 

Use: Unknown. 

(flood catalogue) 

MMIA/B 

Royal Road South excavations yielded: 

a fraqmentary_tripo cookiEg__22t RR/59/P281a 

Use: Unknown. 

(Hood Catalogue) 
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Archanes KN-3 

MMIA predominantly (MMI'3 sherds did exist) 

Archanes, Cemetery of Phourni Buildinq 19: This 
7- . 

tý - 
building was important for its unusual architecture, 
its burial customs,. and its variety of coxamics. 
Outside it had a double wall which was unusually 
thick. The inside was apse-shape and measured 1.95m 
x 1.85m. Some horseshoe-shaped stones were found which 
must have come from the building or its roof. The 
destruction of the building was such that pieces of 
the same vessel were found a meter apart, and because 
of the huge amount of debris, the building was 
difficult to enter. The estimated number of burials 
was 180 adults. The large vessels included pithoi; 
bridge-spouted jars; and tub-shaped jars. The total 
was nearly two hundred vessels, and also included 
were: flat platters; bowls; small amphorae; jugs; 
cups including carinated ones with handles; 

tripo cookincf pot 

and 
bakinq trays (called cooking trays in the text). 

Burial offerings included stone vessels; clay figurines 
and animals; obsidian blades; lava; sard; crystal; ivory 
and steatite seals; pieces of copper and bones; 2 
silver rings; 4 necklaces of ivory. The large number 
of offerings in such a small area, as well as the 
number of burial receptacles, made excavation that 
much more difficult. It also made it difficult to 
assign finds to a precise burial: this was only 
possible in a few cases. it was also not clear how 
many burial layers there were. Analytically, the upper 
layer had comparatively more vessels and contained 
mainly children, many of which were inside pots, 
but others were in 5 small larnakes and others were 
simply scattered bones. The lower burial level proved 
to have a restricted number of pots and no larnakes. 

Four tripod cookinq pot 

were found. One was notable for having a birdge- 
spout and 6 horizontal coil handles. Another, which 
was not described, contained the bones of small 
animals. The third was important for its contents. 
It contained one cup made of fine clear red clay. 
Most interesting was that it also held a tub-shaped 
jar (the lower part of which survived) inside of 
which were parts of a child's skull. 

(LAE, 1976, p. 315f; pl. 216, Epsilon) 
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Knossos 

MMIB 

KN-4 

The Royal Road South excavations yielded: 

tripod cookina pots RR/59/P276 
RP, /59/P277 

Use: Unknown. 

(Hood Catalogue) 

MMIB 

The Royal Road South excavations of MMTB Basements 
yielded 3 fragmentary: 

tri od cookinq pots RIVE-42 
RR/D-20 and 
RR/CE-23A. 

Also was found a: 

shallow tripod cookina po RR/D20-S3 and an 

elonqat d tripod ookinq pot RP/59/P503. 

The MMIB basements also yielded several: 

spouted tripod cooking pots RR/59/P272 
RR/59/B34B 
RR/59/P274 
RR/59/P275 
RR/59/P430 
RR/59/P169 
RR/59/P168 

(the latter was made of fine clay) and 

a shallow tripod dish 

probably with a spout. It was made of fine cooking 
pot ware and the underside was rough with straw 
impressions. The most interesting find in the MMIB 
(Royal Road South) Basements, was the unique 

tripod tray/qrill RR/59/P271 

Use: Basement rooms were usually storerooms. There 
was evidence of a kitchen/work area in a basement. 
Such a store of cooking pots must have been near 
a work area/food preparation area in any case. 

(Hood Catalogue) 



KN-5 

Knossos 

MMIB 

Royal Road Excavation: Room 1 contained 

tripod cookinq pot P/57/P17 

and the clearing above the wall in the west side of 
Room Mu-Nu-Lamda yielded half of 

tripod cookinq pot P/57/P18 

Royal Road South excavations also yielded 

3 tripod cooking pot RR/59/P262 
RR/59/P126 
RM/58/P14 

mmii 

Use: Unknown. 

(Hood Catalogue) 

Knossos Stratiqra]2hical Museum Excavation: A small 
room contained Middle Minoan pottery and bones from 
animals, birds and fish. Amonq the finds were the 
remains of 

3 tripod cookinq pots SEX/81/P954 
SEX/81/P939 
SEX/81/P856 

and 

cookina pot jars SEX/81/P928 
(only lower part survived) 

SEX/81/P932 

Warren commented that some pottery might have fallen 
into the area from a higher level. 

Use: Unknown. (The area might have been used for 
cooking/eating). 

)UA. 

(Information courtesy of warren) 
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Mavro Spelio 

MMIIB 
====! a= 

Mavro Spelio Cemetery: Yielded amongst the grave goods 

a small tripod-cookinq pot with a spout, p27 

Use: Burial. 

(2SA 28, p. 280-281; pl. XXIII) 

Knossos 

1+111 

Palace, Kamares Area, south side of Buildinq: 

a strainer/funnel 

was found here in fragments. In the same box were 
fragments of a 

bakinq tra , and 

the base of a 

tripod cookinq pot or tripod tray 

and 

3 tripod cookinq pot leqs 

Use: Unknown. (Box 30, KNSM, No bibliography) 

Archanes Amenospelia 

mmiii 

The Temple above Archanes: The corridor of the temple 
contained at least 

6 spouted tripod cookinq pots. 

Grinding stones were found in the same area and 
evidence that led the excavator to believe that 
bloddless sacrifices, consisting of both liquids and 
solid foods were made. Seeds were found and a clay 
basket which Sakellarakis thoughtwould have held 
fruits and/or vegetables. In the central chamber were 
the clay feet Sakellarakis thought had come from a 
wooden cult statue. In the west chamber was the 
evidence that has been interpreted as a human sacrifice. 

Use: Ritual. 

(Sakellarakis, Manchester University lecture, 
29 February 1982) 
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Knossos 

mmiii 

KN-7 

MMIII House, West Room: This house was tentatively 
restored as a unit of 3 rooms. The West Room was said 
to have been reasonably well preserved. The room had 
been partly paved. 'It was modified after'it was bu lt 
and a bin with an approximate capacity of 0.3 of lmý 
was built. Inside was found a "solid mass of white 
powder, subsequently identified as powdered limestone" 
a substance that was used for preparing lime-plaster. 
Found here was a 

tripod cookinq pot, V. 165 
(whose feet had been lost in antiquity), 

was found to contain a conical cup, V. 166. The tripod 
cooking pot was "found standing almost upright, very 
close to the open side of the powdered limestone bin, 
itself containing a great deal of powdered limestone. 
It would be difficult to decide whether this powdered 
limestone had spilled out of the bin into V. 165, or 
whether it had been used as an additional receptacle 
for the substance, in which case we should, perhaps, 
see V. 166 as a ladle for baling out the powder at 
need". (BSA 74, p. 10) 

Inside amphora V. 150 was found an "earth filling which 
was mixed with a large quantity of powdered talc". 
BSA 74, Appendix B, indicated this was most likely used 
either to produce a type of lubricant, or used as a 
white pigment. 

A great mass of pottery was found in this room, 
including: V. 149, a fine painted cup; coarse "coated" 
vessels, large and small including jugs and amphorae; 
plain coarse jugs; cups; and two lamps. 

A number of vases were found in the destruction debris, 
and these were presumed to have fallen from an upper 
level. Included were 

cookinq pot, V. 181, thought to have been 

tripo ; and 

a small s2outed tripod cooking pot, v. 182. 

Uset Upper or lower levels appear to have been used 
for storage, but West Room appears to have been 
a commodity store,. and The Room above it to have 
held a pottery store. 

(BSA 74, p. 4-10; p. 34-40; p. 79; fig. 3-7; 23-28) 
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Knossos 

MMIIIA 

KN-8 

According to Pendlebury there was domestic pottery, 
including 

trip6d cookinq pots 

in sealed deposits dating to MMIIIa. One location 
might have been under the Pavement of "the Room of the 
Stone Pier". Evans did not discuss cooking utensils 
as such. 

Uset Unknown. 

(AC, p. 159; PMI, p. 588-589) 

MMIIIB 

Palace, Northeast Maqazines: These rooms contained a 
large number of coarse vessels, a great deal of it 
carefully stacked, including cups with or without 
handles; bowls; jugs; amphorae; piles of small pithoi. 
Some larger pots had trickle decoration and "some 
vessels bore traces of white on a brownish lilac 
ground" (PM-1, p. 571). Included were 

tripod cooking pots 

and 

cookinq pot jarS. 

A small room between this area and the Northeast hall, 
held the same type of pottery and a 

tripod hearth. 

Use: Storerooms; the small room between the Northeast 
hall and the Magazines could have been used for 
preparation. 

(PMI, p. 389, fig. 281; p. 568-71; fig. 414 and 415; 
AC, p. 162) 

South West Anqle Basement: A set of complete vessels 
of a 'kitchen, type were found and illustrated 
(PMI, fig. 403). These included elongated vases; 
amphorae of various sizes with elliptical mouths; 
conical cups and cups'with handles; bridge-spouted 
jars (a small one in the illustration); and 

tripod cookinq pots "plain, barrel-shaped" 
according to the description. 

One contained a "grey deposit with fish vertebra". 

Usei Storeroom. 

(PMI - p. 554-555; fig. 403) 
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Knossos 

MMIIIB 

KN-9 

House of Sacrificed Oxen: This house provided a 
wealth of domestic pottery, but context was not 
discussed. 

bakinq 
, J21ates 

and 
trays 

appear to be included in the PM illustration. 

Use: Unknown. 

(PMI, p. 305; fig. 176; AC, p. 162) 

Above the Loomweight Deposit: a clay and plaster 
pavement contained 

"typical 
_tripod 

cooking pots" (lost) 

from the end of MMIII (MMIIIB). 

Use: Unknown. 

(PMI, p. 301; 369-370; fi 

Corridor of Bays: Found 
of contemporary 

vessels 

and probably also ritual 

g. 187b; BSA VII, p. 14) 

here were "remarkable hoards 

of culinary 

use", 
"These vessels were often of plain clay, at times 
smoke-stained, but in many cases there was evidence 
that their surface had been covered with the purplish 
brown glaze medium usual at this time. Great 
elaboration is observable in some of their forms. 

"The small high-necked jugs and the cups, some of them 
handled, some of the common handle-less class, plainly 
connect themselves with drinkables, while the 

three-leqqed__]2ipkin 

with perforated covers would stand in a culinary 
connexion". 

(Three of these are in the Catalogue, 
HM. 4447,4438, and 4439). 
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Knossos KN-10 

MMIIIB 

Corridor of Bay : "The small ewers with the raised 
rings or collars where the neck joins the body, and 
teat-like knobs that decorate their walls and handles, 
betray the influence of metallic models ... The 
archaic features visible in these ewers, as well as 
their unique chacter, are themselves a reason for 

suspecting that they may have had a ritual destination ... 
The resumption of a religious usage, moreover, is borne 
out by some of the associated forms. The double pots 
set at the two ends of a flat base, and with their 
upper rims again connected, do not suggest any kind or 
form or ordinary domestic use... they recall the 
proto-Egyptian double vases, especially the goblets, 
on a common base which had certainly a religious 
destination. Like the pipkins and the pans to be 
described below, they were covered with perforated 
conical lids... 

The most remarkable of the vessels found ... were the 
single pans of the same form as the last, and provided 
with similar perforated lids, but with a double 
interior. (The) inner receptacle has perforations, 
both in its sides and base... these perforations, 
repeated in the lid which, in some cases was blackened, 
show that the inner pan was devised for the combustion 
of some material. Whether, however, the vessels were 
intended to be simple chafing-pans or for the burning 
of incense, it is difficult to decide". Evans then 
compared them with Ifireboxes' of various shapes. 

Use,: Ritual Storacfe. 

(PMI, p. 322; 565-568; fig. 412 (plano fig. 236) 

East of North East Porticot was a floor containing 

tripod cookina pots 

Use: Unknown. 

(PMI, p. 213, N. 2) 
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MMIIIB 

KN-11 

Spring by Caravanserai: This area yielded an unusual 

tripod cookina pot 

the profile of which is held in Evans Box 1637 at 
KNSM, (it is a unique incurving shape and appears 
hand-made all-in-one, without the legs added afterwards). 
It is one of the very few extant from the old excava- 
tions. 

Uset Unknown. 

The corridor with a drain: east of the Court of 15istaffs yielded a whole profile and one leg of a 

tripod cookinq pot 

which is now in Evans Box 1251. 

Use: Unknown. 

Nirou Chani 

MMITI13-LMIA 

Nirou Chani: This house possessed an abundance of 
cooking utensils. Xanthoudides called conical cups 
"serving bowls". He wrote of numerous 

tripod cookinq pots 

and described and illustrated the two in the catalogue 

Room 23: Here was found 

a small tripod cookin pot with splayed legs 
(HM 7580) 

which he said gave it stability. This was found in 
the area outside Magazines 24,25 and 31, (which held 
pithoi). 

Use: Store area. 

(Ephemeris, 1922p p. 1-2; fig. 19; plan, p. 3) 

Nirou Chani, Room 2-2a: 

a larqe tripod cooking pot, HM 7690, was found here. 

Uset Living room. 

(Ephemeris 1922, p. 1-23; fig-19; plan, p. 3) 
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Nirou Chani KN-12 

MMITI13-LMIA 

Nirou Chani, Room 7a: Coal and vessels burned with 
smoke were found here. 

Use: Xanthoudides called it a typo of kitchen because 
of the finds. 

(Ephemeris 1922, p. 1-23; fig. 19; plan p. 3) 

Lentils were found in a pithos in this villa. (p. 17) 
They were burned, but from the destruction, said 
Xanthoudides. 

, 
Lower Gypsades Tholos Tomb: This yielded a 

tripod cookinq pot, LGT/57/P6. 

Use: Burial. 

(Hood discussions) 

TV 1 is so S: The cooking vessels of Tylissos were not 
described in terms of context, although many were said 
to have been found. Plates 16 and 17 are said to 
illustrate the Middle and Late Minoan cookina utensils 
found at Tylissos. 

A tripod tray fragment 

can be seen in plate 16. 

Tylissos, House A, Room Alpha: A large 

tripod cookinq 2ot 

was found here, according to Herakleion museum records 
and it is in the Apotheke, unnumbered. 

Use: Living Room. 

(E ph , 1922, p. 197-228; plates 16 and 17; plan, p. 198) 

Tylissos, House A, 
_Room 

Beta: 

,A 
larqe tripod cooking 2ot, HM. 7308 

was found in this small room that led off the living 
room. The room appears in the plan to have had pithoi 
in it as well. 

Use: Kitchen or storeroom found elsewhere leading off 
a main room, eg. Zakros, Building of the Double 
Doorst Room Delta, and Palaikastro, House N. 
There was a third 

tripod cooking pot, HM. 6530 

in the Herakleion Apotheke, but no information on 
provenance other than TylissOss was available. 



KN-13 Rousses, Chondros Viannu. 

MMIII]5-LMIA 

This, according to the 
text, was a house also used as a shrine or monastery 
(the translation co * uld be either). There were three 
rooms and many ritual objects were found in Room Beta. 
Burned offerings were also found. 

Tripod cookinq pot, TIM. 1788 

came from this building. 

Use-. Ritual/domestic. 

(PAE, 1957, p. 145f) 

Prasa Room Alpha: In the corner of this room were 
lbothroil; 4 shallow circular holes in the ground can 
be seen in pl. 2. It also contained a 'gourn' "for 
washing"; it was called a type of sink. 
There was an area Platon likened to present day 
Otstamnistatill stones for placinq stamni. In the 
southwest corner was a narrow opening which had signs 
of burning. It was analysed as an exit for the smoke 
from a 

hearth. 

The room contained 
tripod cooking pots 
HM 9703; HM 9703-B; Prasa-2. 

The above tripod cooking pots were illustrated in 
PAE (fig. 10). However, in Herakleion Apotheke, with 
no information in context was 

a tripod cookinq pot, HM. 9687 

with a wide semi-trough spout. 

Use: Kitchen. 

(PAE, 1951, p. 255-256; fig. 2; 10) 

Amnissos A description of the cooking utensils was 
not in the text, but in the Herakleion Apotheke was 

tri2od cookinq pot, 18215 

which was said to have been found at Amnissos "east of 
Rho". It is an extremely interesting find, as it is 

close to a Zakros type DIIb, including rope decoration, 
and quite unlike anything else found in Central Crete. 

Use: Unknown. 

(General Bibliography onlý: Eraon 1967; 96 and 103; 
ADelt 1964; p. 438-439; 
ADelt 1968; p. 403-404). 
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Sklavokambos KN-14 

MMIIIB-LMIA 

In the courtyard, was 

a double built hearth 

of the type seen in old Cretan villages today. The 
author collected thick oval/tripod pot feet and 
deposited them at the Herakleion Museum. 

(Eohe 
, 1939-41, p. 71f; Graha , p. 70-71) 

There was a pottery kiln here, and a 
large industrial area, including a wine press. 

The author collected several 

tripod cookinq pot feet (thick oval) 

and deposited them at the Herakleion Museum. 

(PAE, Marinatos and Hirmer, C. and M., fig-62) 
Knossos 

MMIIIB-LMIA 

Royal Road North, floors 2A, 1A and 1B: This area 
yielded fragments which were probably of a 

tripod tray, RR/84 

of which part of a wide leg survived, and also 
fragments of another 

tray, RR/N204/E51, 

with two or more very wide logs. 

Floor 2A had a 

hearth. 

Use: Unknown. 

(Hood Catalogue; AR 1961-62, fig. 33) 

MMIII-LMI 

House of Frescoes, Room If: This room was called Me -Roo'm of the Double-Axes by Evans because it 
contained a vase with double axes painted in it, and 
including a 

tripod vessel 

(PMII, p. 436, fig. 253) 
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Knossos 

EARLY LMIA 

Royal Road South Excavations, Level B15A; yielded the 
following 

. 
tripod cookinq. pots, RR/59/P502 

RR/59/P580 
RP, /59/P581 
RR/59/P582 
RR/59/P583 
RR/59/P585 

Use: Unknown. 

(Hood Catalogue) 

Gypsades: A house here yielded a 

tripod cookinq pot. 

Use: Unknown. 

LMIA 

Royal Road Excavations, IMIA Floor: This deposit (H) 
contained mainly storage vessels (medium and large) 
including a 2-handled jar; possibly a bridge-spouted 
jar; a "storage stirrup jar"; a "coarse coated" tub; 
pithoi, painted with relief decoration; and a 

coo incl pot jar, V. 274. 

The floor had been disturbed by deep ploughing in 1975. 

Use: This appears to have been a storeroom for 
commodities. 

(Catling, BSA, 74, p. 53-56; fig-38-40) 



KN-16 

Knossos 

LMI 

Fill of 'Grandstandli with LMI pottery was a 

tripod cookinq pot, RRS/72/P368 

Use: Fill, as stated above. CInformation courtesy 
of Warren) 

Middle Minoan Buildinq, Northern room, LMI level: 

"The dark colour of its floor suggested it had been 
a kitchen area and this was confirmed by the finding 
of 

tripod and other cookinq pot ". 

Use: Kitchen. 

(BSA 69, p. 184) 

T-MIA/B 

Ro al Road North Excavations: produced the following 

tripod cookinq pot , RR/61/P140 
RF, /61/PlO3 
RR/61/P104 
RP, /61/P418 

Use: Unknown. 

ý 
.0 

(AR 1961-1962, p. 25-29; Hood Catalogue) 
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LMIA/B 

KN-17 

A number of tripod cooking pots from unstratified 
deposits (or tripod cooking pots whose stratigraphy 
was not recorded in the early excavations) but which, 
because of shape, certainly date to LMIA/B at Knossos) 
are 

tripod cookinq pots, 

LMIB 

SMP-1609 
SMP-1620 
SMP-1631 
SMP-1632 
SMP-2784 
IIM 5212 and 
HM 19223 

Royal Road North Excavations: The following fragmentary 
vessels were found 

tripod cooking pots, RR/JKE-35-1 
RR/JKE-35-2 
RR/JKE-65 
RR/E-48 
RR/61/P417. 

Another fragment which consists of a wide leg, and 
could have come from a 

(tripod) tray, 

was RR-65. 

Use: Unknown. These were al 
and assignable to MIB, 
the area was the debris 
shop and there was also 
thought could have come 
house shrine". 

1 from floors 3 and 4, 
according to Hood. In 

of an ivory worker's 
a deposit which it was 
from a "sanctuary or 

(AR, 1961-1962, p. 25-29; fig. 33) 

The tripod cooking pots which have IIJKEII or "E" 
prefixes, and 116511 are ones that were not catalogued. 
These vessels have been named, according to the 
markings on the sherds which relate to the levels 
where they were found. 
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Knossos 

LM IB 

KN- 18 

Stratiaraphical Museum Excavation. 

Kilns 1-2-3: "At some point in MMIII-LMI. a sherd 
fill accumulated or was laid west of the ILMIT Housel 
and on this fill there was a paving of green schist 
slabs. Into or with this paved level was built the 
easternmost of three kilns (fig. 6). It consists of 
a kiln chamber with bowl below ground level and 
(originally) a domed stone superstructure, with mud 
plaster over the interior. The entrance to the chamber, 
the stoke hole, was on the south. On the opposite 
side three channels lead upward out of the chamber to 
a back wall. The channel sides are formed by the two 
outside walls and two inner walls. These were all 
plastered and, important for understanding the 
function, part of the vertical backing plaster was 
preserved at the north end of the eastern channel 
(figs. 6-7). This shows that the heat was forced to 
rise at the end and was probably diverted back over 
the channels. There was no clear evidence on whether 
the channels were covered. The total length of fuel 
chamber and channels is 1.80m. 

"During LMI this three-channel kiln was replaced by 
a larger one immediately to the west, of the same 
construction, but with five lonqer channels and a 
backing wall on the north which used an old house 
wall forming the south side of the East-West Road 
(figs. 8a-c and 9). The east wall of this large kiln 
was built over part of the chamber and channels of the 
earlier kiln. The curving vault of the large kiln was 
well preserved on the west under the deep foundations 
of a Roman wall. The length of the fuel chamber and 
channels was 2.94m. A third kiln, apparently with a 
simple fuel chamber and no channels, was built at the 
same time as kiln 2 immediately south-west of it, 
(fig. 8a). 

"Kiln 1 had a IMI sherd-fill from the time of 
construction of kiln 2. Kilns 2 and 3 both contained 
a layer of fine white powder on the floor of the 
chamber, in kiln 2 mixed with and adhering to much 
coarse pottery, conical cups and 

cookinq pots; 

with them was a black-painted bridge-spouted jar 
(fig. 10). white powder from kiln 2 has been analysed 
by Dr. R. K. Harrison, and commented on by Dr. M. S. Tite. 
Their work enables the function of the kilns to be 
understood. The powder is calcite. Lumps of limestone 
or pure calcite would have been reduced to lime powder 
by burning. Lime is hydrated by atmospheric moisture 
to galcui týdrgxidt&owh ch, in tu n wgld be e- 
car onate2 tea spýeric cargon ioxide 

lo 
calcite. " 

(Warren, AR, 1980-81, p. 75-78) 
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LMIB 

Strati. qraphical Museum Excavation. 

Kilns 1-2-31 Included in the cooking pot ware found 
in kiln 2, were 

tripod cookina potsSEX/79/, P223 
SEX/79/ P224 
SEX/79/ P229 

Use: Production of fine lime powder "the basic 
ý_onstituent of Minoan white plaster on which frescoes 
were painted. Problems of detail remain, including 
the apparent absence of traces of fuel (presumably 
wood ash) with the powder and the pres nce of the 
coarse pottery. It did not give the impression of 
having fallen into the chamber at the time of des- 
truction, nor was it pottery being fired there. This 
was not a pottery kiln and the vessels did not have 
the crisp surface of newly fired pottery; nor were 
there any wasters. Some pieces did have powder 
adhering, perhaps from being in the chamber when it 
was hot. But it is not easy to understand how such 
pottery could have been used to facilitate the heating 
process. Perhaps then it did fall into the chamber at 
the time of destruction and powder adhered to some 
pieces in the hydration and recarbonisation process. 
Channel kilns of this type are known from Aghia 
Triadha, Knossos, south-east of the palace, Phaistos, 
Vathypetro and Zakros". 

(Warren, AR, 1980-81, p. 78) 

Warren commented that conical cups and cooking pots 
may have fallen in after the destruction. 

(AR, 1978-1979, p. 36-37; fig. 48; 
AR, 1979-1980, p. 48-50; 
AR, 1980-1981, p. 73-92, figs. 1; 6-9; 
Tnformation Courtesy of Warren). 

Room of the Frescoes: This was a finely paved room 
to the north "The paving consisted of limestone and 
gypsum slabs, on which were found at all angles badly 
compacted and much comminuted fragments of frescoes. 
It is not possible to determine scenes, but they may 
be in the miniature style and include possible parts 
of buildings. The colours preserved are maroon red, 
black, blue, deep yellow and white. Blue, black and 
white bands were painted on yellow or red grounds. 
The designs were painted on a fine white plaster layer, 
which had been applied to yellowish buff clay. The 
latter had presumably been applied directly on to 
wall stones". 
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LMIB 

Room of the Frescoes: Finds included a reed-painted 
cup; stone lamps; fine pots in small fragments. Also 
included were 

a tripod cookinq pot, SEY/79/P800 

and 
a cookinq pot jar, SEY/79/P801. 

Use: Unknown. Living Room? 

(AR, 1980-1981, P-80) 

Room VI: This was a basement cell near the Cult 
Basement, and the pottery had fallen from above. 
Included in the numerous vessels were several pieces 
of cooking pot ware. Included were 

cooking pot jars, I pot 63, and SFY/P992 

and 

7 triiDod cooking pots: includina 
SEX/P693 
SEX/P706 
SEX. /P882 

(more fragmentary remains) 
Pot 69 
Pot 94 

SEX*/P694 

Uses Possibly storage. 

(General Bibliography, AR, 1980-1981, p. 73-92) 

Cult Room Basement: In fig. 17, the room can be seen 
Ti'thits two unusual features, a "finely dressed 
limestone block aqainst the east wall, and towards 
the centre, a diagonally placed stone construction lm. 
high", which Warren thought was likely to have func- 
tioned as a bench or table. "The floor deposit included 
at least 37 vessels. These were almost all small, 
chiefly conical cups; conical and S-profile bowls; jugs; 
and 

tripod cookinq pots. SEX/80/P748 
SEX/80/P498 
SEX/80/P649 
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LMIB 

Cult Room Basement: "Few 
jugs mostly with spirals, 
and one with solid areas. 
cup thytons, a type found 
cult vessels... They may 
level collapse. " 

pieces were decorated, the 
two bowls with reed pattern 

Two fragments may be from 
in the first floor level of 

,, iave been part of the upper 

Other finds at or near the basement floor included 
a fragment of a serpentine chalice, a group of eight 
blue serpentine and spherical grey dolomitic stone 
, tools, ... Beads and seals also seemed part of the 
basement floor deposit ... (the beads may have been 
from a necklace) ... 
"In the fill which comprised the destruction and 
collapse of the upper floor lay a very complex deposit 
of broken pottery... a deposit of at least 37 vases ... the main concentration of pieces has associated with it 
burnt earth, a large quantity of edible snails, a few 
shells and a few bones of children, namely phalanges 
and a vertebra with knife-cut marks; a pithos with a 
black wash and traces of white decoration... one 
pithoid jar, with trickle decoration; three amphoras, 
one with plant decoration, one with spirals and other 
patterns, one plain (lower part only); one stirrup jar 
with open, dot-centre spirals; and one tall cylindrical 

cookin! g 
- 
pot ($EY/80/P368 and P3ý9) 

"Associated with and inside fragments of one of the 
trickle pithoi were 12 remarkable vessels ... They may 
be classed as rhytons... (The two most interesting 
were) a cup rhyton decorated with figure-of-eight 
shields alternating with what may be stylized boar's 
tusk helmets or, I now think more likely, bulbous 
plants like the large squill 'Urginea maritimal, 
together with a gorgoneion remarkably comparable with 
later Greek renderings, and lastly a miniature amphora 
with an internal cone suspended from the rim, an air- 
hole in the shoulder and decoration of four large 
figure-of-eight shields with white dappling on the 
black surface imitating hidesp and a curved line across 
the top edge... For the storage of a collection of 
ritual vessels in a pithos similar to ours one may 
compare that from the deposit south-west of the South- 
West Treasure House (Evansp Palace of Minos IV (1935) 
138 sqq. and suppl. Pl. XLVI)... 
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LMIB 

Cult Room Basement: "There were 13 other vessels in 
the fill, not directly associated with the pithoi, and 
presumably not originally inside them. These are 
three conical cups, 'two jugs (one fragmenlary), an 
S-profile bowl; two cookinq pots; a small bowl or lamp 
with flaring rim; a shallow flaring bowl (fig. 38); a 
spouted jar decorated with hooked circles (fig. 39); a 
baggy alabastron with so-called starfish and seaweed 
patterns in alternation, again LMIB Marine Style 
(fig. 40); and a conical rhyton magnificently decorated 
with an octopus in the classic Marine Style (fig. 41) ... 
"With all these vessels was a collection of 79 
vertically grooved, spherical loomweights ... Several 
were high in the fill in the cult level, thus showing 
that the collection had originally been on the upper 
floor on the east side, perhaps in a box... 

"It could perhaps be that their final usage was not 
for weaving, but in some way connected with the cult 
vessels with which they were associated. It is 
therefore worth drawing attention to the fact that the 
very large collection of over 400 weights which gave 
its name to the Loomweight Basements in the Palace 
was likewise directly associated and had fallen from 
an upper floor with a collection of shrine models and 
other. ritual objects (Evans, Palace of Minos I) 
(p. 220-224,248-256)". 

Included was 

cookinq pot 
_jar_, _SEV80/P651 

Use: Cult Storage. 

(Warren,, AE, 1980-81, p. 80-85; figs. 15-43) 

I-MI-11 

Stratiqraphical Museum Excavation. 

The incomplete 

tripod cooking--20t p SEY, /80/P755 

was assigned to 'ILMI-II", and 

tripod cookinq_2_0tt SEX/82/P1073 

was assigned to LMIB. 

Usei Unknown. 

. 
(Information courtesy of Warren) 
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In an LMII House, situated in the north west part of 
the site, west room, was found 

tripod 60okinq pot, SEX/80/P91r) 

on the earth floor with "a stirrup Jar; a jug, 
with degenerate lily patterns; and a small, plain one- 
handled kylix". The room was one of a group which 
"were decorated with painted wall plaster, with red 
and orange curving bands on a white ground". 

Use: Unknown. 

(Warren AR, 1981-82, p. 51; 
University of Bristol Newsletter, 21 Jan 1982, 
P-8, fig. 3) 

LMII House (Northwest Section): 

tripod cookinq pot, sEX/80/P650 

was found with LMII kylikes on a paved floor. 

Use: Unknown. 

(Information courtesy of Warren). 

LM II 

The Unexplored Mansion. 

Central Pillar Hall: This room was never finished. 
The little partitions that divided it were shown to 
have been put there to hold the debris of the LMII 
destruction. The room was begun in LMIA, but 
finished in LMII. The LMII destruction deposit 
included kylikes; cups; bowls; jugs; and a 

tripod cookinq pot, similar to Warren's 
P650 and P916. 

Use: Casting was carried on in this building for 
7w-Ech the 

_f 
ireplace 

might have been used-, although there is no con- 
clusive proof. A "ritual vase", with figure-eight 
shields and horns of consecration was found in the 
cupboard under the stairs. This find brought to mind 
the connection between cult and casting seen at Kition. 
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LMII 

Central Pillar Hall: The interesting possibility 
that the final destruction might have come as sabotage 
(against an area that was manufacturing weapons) was 
suggested by Popham, 

A nearby storeroom yielded large and small vessels; 
strips of bronze for casting; a crucible; the jug 
that showed a man with a spear; and crystal fragments; 
it also yielded carbonised seeds and figs. 

(AR, 1973-74, p. 35; University of Manchester lecture 
2G February 1982, by Popham. It was here that a 
slide of the tripod cooking pot referred to above, 
was shown) 

LMIIIA 

Makritikhos: The room was rectangular and approximately 
3.25 by 2.20m., with a door ca. 58m wide, in the middle 
of the west wall. The floor was packed earth, with a 
"sprinkling of pebbles and occasional large stones". 
A ledge consisting of 3 stones was against the north 
wall, and on the middle one lay a lid No. 15. Certain 
vases (eg, Kylix No. 1), may have fallen from above. 
The vessels included: amphorae (mouths were "narrow 
oval"', "oval pinched-in", and "round"); a spouted 
cylindrical jar; a jug with open spout; 2 bowls without 
handles and a large bowl with handles; a lamp/chafing 
dish; a ladle; a decorated lid; a small pithos; and 

a large tripod cookinq pot No. 12 

Use: This might have been a Kitchen. 

(Hood, de Jong, BSA, 53-54, p. 182-193; fig. 2 
(plan and sectionY-; fig. 6 (tripod cooking pot)) 

LMIIIA-B 

Chondros Viannou House: Area Iota-l and Iota-2 and 
Kappa-l was a compound which Platon thought had been 
used for cooking. It was probably 'open-air,. Under 
aI shelf I of stone was a 

fireplac (possibly a temporary one). 

Cookinq pots were found in the corner. 
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Chondros Viannou: contd. 

LMIIIA-B 

tj ý# I 

Area Kappa-1 was called 
a serving area, and Iota-1 was presumed to have had 
a rubbish tip in the corner (which would account for 
the large number ofý broken pots found there). 

Dating from this period at Chondrou Viannou wore 

2 tripod ooking pots: 

HM-11077 in the Herakleion Apotheke, 

and 

Chondrcs V-2, illustrated in pl. 69. 

Use: Kitchen/courtyard. 

(PAE, 1957, p. 137f; pl. 69) % 

LMIIIB 

Amnissos. 

Small room of LMIIIB: the finds included: amphorae; 
stirrup jars; jugs; and a 

tripod cookinq pot (which probably was 
HM. 15292: see pl-519, at the top and 
slightly left of centre). 

Found also was a ceramic artefact in the shape of a 
small temple with a door thought to have been a cult 
object. Ordinary grinding stones were in the room and 
pieces of copper that indicated metal-working in the 
vicinity. 

Use: Industrial (metal-working) area with cult 
overtones. 

(ADelt 1968, p. 402; pl. 519a and b) 

Palace. Corridor turned into a Maqazine, Southwest 
of the Schoolroom: This area yielded a group of coarse 
pottery, including 2 bowls; 2 jars; a jug; and 3 
ladles, as illustrated in PMI, fig. 279 (mistakenly 
assigned to MMIIIB; this was corrected in PMIII, p. 265). 
There was mention of 

tripod cooking--pot 
but none was illustrated. 

Use: Store. 

(PMI, P-365; fig. 266, plan, fig. 279; PMIII p. 265) 
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Mount Juktas: During the excavation numerous fragments 
typifying LMIIIA-C pottery were found. Tncluded was 

tripod cookinq pot IIM 21706 

which Karetsou assigned to LMIIIC: 2. Another 

tripod cookinq pot M 21294 

of LMIII shape, and coming from this excavation was 
also in the Herakleion Apotheke. 

Use: Peak Sanctuary. 

(PAE, 1975, p. 339; fig. 1; pl. 268) 
Knossos 
Stratigraphical Museum Excavation. 

Tripod cookinq juqc; EX. ZP171, 

and 

cookinq juq SEX 
- 

VP170 

were found in a large and varied deposit which had 
fine decorated LMIIIC pieces (including jugs, and a 
small decorated stirrup jar). 

Uset Unknown. 

(Information courtesy of Warren) 

Tripod cookinq pot, SEY/P446 

was found on the floor of a room by a wall. 

Tripod cookinq potSEX/P309, 

was also from an LMIIIC context. 

Archanes: Between the upper and lower houses, many 
pots were discovered, including a 

tripod cookinq pot assigned to LMIIIC. 

Use: Unknown. 

(PAE, 1970, p. 261; pl. 361) 
Knossos 

Kefala, Tholos Tomb: 

a tripod cooking pot, No. 15 

was discovered here, but there was "no exact 
provenance or recorded depth". 

Use: Burial. 

(BSA 62, P. 265; fig. 5; pl. 50) 



DISTRIBUTTON WITFITN STTES 

SOUTH CRETE I 

MYRTOS PHOURNOU KORYPHE 

Period I: EMIIA 

Room 50: This room had an "ashy patch" on the north 
wall which could have been a type of 

hearth. 

P3 and P31, fragments of two bowls, were found here, 
and also P64 part of a hollow knob with incised 
decoration on the top, and a small piece of a 
Vasilikeware jug. Included with these finds was a 

tripod cooking pot leq. 

Use: Possibly a cooking area. From Room 50 there 
was a doorway to the potter's workshop, Room 49. 

(Myrto , p. 18-20; fig. 14) 

Period 11 : EMIIB 

North Rubbish Area 2-3: An open area to the west of 
the North Building, wKere the hill gradually slopes 
away yielded pottery predominantly of EMIIB. There 
were fine sherds, mostly Vasilikeware with some 
Myrtosware and mentioned specifically were sherds of 
jugs painted with fan patterns. A knob with incised 
decoration, P160, was found (see Room 50 above). 
Coarse sherds included some from large amphorae; 
"dark-painted piriform jars"; pithoi and 

cookinq 2ots including fragments of 

. 
Lripod cookinq Pot feet; and 

bakinq dishes (U) 1. 

A "painted figurine head 70 with a tenon for fitting 
to a separately made body" and an olive stone were 
particularly interesting finds. 

Use; This was a rubbish dump, as indicated, whose 
demise appeared to have taken place the same time 
as the North Building, in Period 11. 

(Myrto 
, p. 23) 

1. "Baking dish" in the text. The names assigned in this 
section in accordance with the definitions in the Typology 
Key, are so it is always clear what type is being discussed.. 
Bakin plate or(traý remains the types of which are not known, 
will 

ge 
marked U) hroughout this section. 
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Period 11 : EMIIB 

m-2 

Room 5: In the south part of the room pottery was 
"fair"r-ly abundant" with nearly all red with dark paint 
and a piriform jar of typical shape". Included were 
fragments of 

a bakinq tra P. 129 

Use: Not specified. 

(Myrto , p. 124) 

Area 8: This was one of the areas where the lekanes 
or tubs were found in position (fig. 15 and 16). Warren 
suggested the area was used as a "wine press; an olive 
oil separator; or a wash tub for food or cloth". 

A burned area (f ig. 15) 

was found beside the tub on the north, showing that 
something was heated or cooked in the room. There 
was no specific mention of cooking utensils. 

Use: Production: wine; oil; textiles. 

(Myrto 
, p. 25-27; fig. 15 and 16) 

Room-10, Room of the Water Stoup: The chief feature 
of the room was a well hewn stone gourn on the east 
wall. Also notable was a "tough white clayey deposit" 
for which an explanation was not clear (plaster, or 
sediment from possible washing operations in Room 8 
were both proposed). Pieces from this area included 
a pithos P. 610; an amphora P. 99; a piriform jar P. 582; 
and an unusual piece P. 700 that might originally have 
paralleled the vase with dancers and/or worshippers 
froff-the Kamilari Tholos Tomb. Decorated fragments 
included sherds of a jug in Vasilikeware. There was 
also 

a tripod cookinq pot P. 337 

Use: Washing or dyeing. 

(Myrtos, p. 27-28; pl. 9B) 

Surface over Passaae 14: 
P. 102 was found here. 

A fragment of Bakinq Plate 

(Myrtos, p. 112) 
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Period 11 : EMIIB 

Room 17, Room of the Pithos and Tub: The pithos was 
nearly complete and the lekane was in situ. Also in 
the room was a small burned jug or pyxis P. 647; 
scattered fragments of a jug that had been painted 
P. 482; and 

a fraqmentary cooking pot/jar, P. 322. 

Use: Workroom (oil; wine; food or textiles). 

(Myrtos, p. 32-33; fig. 17, pls. 11A-B, 12A) 

Room 18: This room led from Room 17 through a door- 
way in the north west corner. The pottery consisted 
of small and medium sized vessels (remains of two 
teapots, P. 648 and P. 658: part of a jug P. 510; two 
piriform jars P. 563 and P. 567; 

a cookinq pot/jar P. 319 

two tripod cookinq pots P-338 and P. 340 

Use: On the basis of his observations on the pottery, 
Warren suggested living and eating as opposed 
to a workroom. 

(Myrtos, p. 33; fig. 17) 

Room 20, Room of the Raised Hearth (fig. 18): Found 
here were "a series of large vessels smashed and burned 
on the floor". An important find was 231, a fragment 
of a coarse clay stand that had "on its surface and 
throughout the fabric impressions of wheat and barley". 
This was one of the best pieces of evidence for the 
agriculture of the settlement ... 

(there was) "a quern 
on the floor and various large and small vessels in 
use in stands". The finds included 

two bakinq plates P. 107 and P. 110 

and 

two bakinq_trays P. 125 and P. 126 

Of great interest was 

the oven. 
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Period 11 :, EMIIB 

Room 20, Room of the Raised Hearth (fig-18): 

"About midway along the north wall a stone structure 
was built against the wall (see plan). It was 0.80 m. 
wide and projected 0.80 m. from the wall. Although 
badly preserved about six courses of large flat stones 
were discernible (ht. 0.60 m), on top of which was 
about half the rim and neck of a large pithos, P. 358 
(rim diam. 0.42 m.: pl. 14A). The pieces looked as 
though half of the upper part of the vessel might 
have been used to form a curving back on ýop of the 
stand. Above them was a heavy flat slab, semi- 
circular in shape, which could have covered the pithos. 
Under the slab, within the pithos fragments, was a mass 
of heavily burnt earth and ash. The whole appears 
to be the remains of a raised oven, open at the front 
and with the upper part of the pithos forming its 
rear. Traces of white plaster were preserved on the 
western face of the stand". 

Use: This was called a workroom for food preparation, 
and storage. Warren observed that the room must 
have been in use on the day of the final 

-destruction. 

(Myrtos, p. 34-36; fig. 18) 

Room 22, North Pithos Maaazine: The finds included 
three large vessels in situ including the largest 
pithos found on the site, P. 599, which was 99.2 tall 
and 83.5 in diameter, at the widest point. 

Tripod cookinq pot P. 341 was found here. 

Use: "Storage magazine with 
surface in the raised 
end". 

a probable working 
rock shelf at the south 

(Myrtos, p. 36-37) 
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PeriQd 11 : EMIIB 

Room 27: There were two levels in this room. Period 
1, and over it, Period 11, but because the Period 11 
occupation had been built directly over the Period 1 
remains on a beaten earth floor, Period 11 fragments 
were contaminated by a little Period I debris that had 
"worked its way through". There was no floor deposit, 
but fragments included (in the Period 11 level) sherds 
fiom, a pithos; a piriform jar; sherds of a Vasilike 
jug and bowl; and Myrtosware jug fragments. Two 
fragments of hatched ware were from Period 1. Also 
found were 

a few bakina plate 
(U) 

fraqments, 

Use: Probably a basement storeroom. 

(Myrtos, P. 39-40) 

Room 28: The remarkable feature of this room was its 
size wFich indicated that "Minoan builders in DýIII 
could span a distance of 2.60 in roof construction". 
This room had also been occupied in both Period 1 and 
Period 11, with the same result as in Room 27, i. e. 
two levels, one which was Period 1 and one which was 
Period 11 contaminated by Period 1 because the latter 
had been built directly over the former with no 
discernible intervening floor. Sherds typical of 
Period 1 were found and a fragment of a strainer that 
could only be dated to Period 1-11. "Dark painted 
and red painted wares ... were common among the fine 
fabrics together with-a few Myrtosware jug fragments, 
and several Vasilikeware sherds... " 

Cookinq pot sherds 

occurred, but few had the distinct orange fabric with 
white grits of Period 1. Pithos and amphora fragments 
were found. Period 1 yielded three spindle whorls 
and a loomweight and the burned level, Period 11, 
contained two spindle whorls and a loomweight. 

Use: Spinning and possibly also weaving in both periods 
was suggested by Warren, who remarked that "with 
such a function it is not surprising that Room 28 
had no floor deposit of vases". 

(Myrtos, P. 40-41) 
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Room 34: The pottery fill in this area was a areat 
deal more than any other individual part of the site. 
It weighed 160 kg. ± 10%, most of which was fragmentary. 
It was not stratified, and the list of catalogued items 
was given, and said to include the best preserved 
pieces out of the hundreds that were found. 

"Cookinq pot (ware) included. 
Eo-d cookinq pot feet" 

Larger cookinq pot fraqments 

bakino plat P. 112 

cookinq pot jar P. 323. 

65 whole or broken 

included: 

Uset Dump. This is proposed because there were no 
whole vases which precludes its having been a 
pottery store. 

(Myrtos, p. 43-45) 

Room 35: This was called the central Kitchen. Below 
the floor level of this room was a layer of burned 
earth, which continued into the southeast corner of 
Area 30, the north part of Room 37, and part of Room 
38. This was analyzed by Warren as having to do with 
cooking, rather than destruction. Myrtosware and 
dark'painted sherds were found, and also a single 
sherd of Vasilikeware and a single sherd of fine grey 
ware, but the overwhelming impression was of cooking 
utensils, as in the ashy layer in the central and east 
parts of room were 

many fragments of baking dishes. 
(U) 

In the burned level at the west end were 

fragments of bakinq dishes, 
(U) 

and 
in the burned deposit in the southeast corner of Area 
30 were mostly 

bakina dishes (four) and cookina 2ot fragments. 

Use: Kitchen. See Room 37 below. 

(Myrto , p. 45) 
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Period 11 : EMII. T3 

Room 37: The sherds from the northern half, which 
showed burning, consisted mostly of 

bakinq dish(U)fragments; 

catalogued were: 
bakinq plates P. 103; P. 111; P. 119. 

Also found was: 

a tripod cookinq pot P. 343. 
A surface find over areas 3V40 included: 

a cooking pot jar P. 320. 

Use: Kitchen area, which was defined as the southeast 
corner of Area 30 to 35 and the northern half of 
Room 37. 

(Myrtos, p. 45-46) 

Room 54, Southeast Pithos Maaazine B: The contents were 
large storage vessels. Pithos P. 628, a smaller storage jar, "was able to be taken out unbroken over four 
thousand years since the day it was last used. Its 
base had rotted away in its lifetime and it stood on 
a re-used potter's turn-table, 110. The lower two- 
thirds of the interior were burnt, so that, with the 
separate base, the pithos was not storing liquid but 
probably grain... Smaller vessels included 

a large piece of a cookinq pot jar P. 328 

and 

a fragmentary tripod cookina pot P. 345 
found on the surface north of'this room. 

Us e: Grain store. The presence of the large vessels 
in situ with strongly burnt interiors and no spout 
holes above the bases, suggests that Maaazine 9 
was a grain store as opposed to Magazine A, Room 
53, in which two of the three pithol had holes near 
the base, and therefore must have been used for 
storing liquid. Warren proposed that oil would 
have preserved the inside of a pithos, and the 
inside of P. 611, for instance, was rottea, 
indicating the presence of acids, such as wine or 
olives in salt . Therefore Room 53 was not 
considered to have been an oil store. 

(Mýrtos, p. 48-49) 
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Period 11 : EMIIT3 

Room 57, Area 1: In the upper part of the room, 
twenty-two burned bones were found ("a hicth coricen- 
tration for the site"); a burned jua was found in the 
room deposit; a blade and flake of obsidian, and 

a larae piece of a bakina plate P. 108. 

Use: Dining area where the food was consumed that 
had been prepared in the lower area. 

Room 57 Area 2: "On the east side a pit had been dug 
in th rock, 0.29m deep, 0.33-0.40m diameter at the top, 
passing into a little cylindrical lower hole (0.19m 
diameter). A ring of stones, including a gypsum block, 
surrounded the pit on the north and east. Immediately 
north of it was a flat stone slab (pl. 18A, right), out 
of position and with burnt material below. It had 
perhaps rested on the ring of stones and covered the 
pit. The only thing in the pit was a cowrie shell, 
but its function was doubtless a 

cookina hole in the kitchen". 

South of this, in the corner of the room, was a badly 
burned area, indicating a 

hearth. 

The list of finds in this detailed description of a 
Minoan kitchen is related in full: 

"The burnt level above the floor was thick with 
fragmentary kitchen vessels (pl. 18A). A jar 

h moulded rim was crushed in the centre with 
part of a cup with a larqe handle northeast of it. 
Beside the jar against the west wall was part of 
a. bakinq dish P. 131 on low wide feet, and beyond 
this in the northwest corner was the upper part 
of a Myrtosware jug. With it was a cooking pot 
P. 325. South of the crushed jar was a much 
broken, dark painted jug. Beside it to 
the east lay a cookinq pot jar P. 327, and a 
bakinq 2late fraament P. 113 with it. Between 
the cooking pot and the east wall was a brown 
burnished juglet with horizontal rim and to the 
south was half of a Vasilikeware aoblet (pl. 18A, 
lower right). In the southwest corner were the 
remains of another cookina pot jar P. 326 with 
large handle. parts of two more P. 324, P. 329 
came from the deposit. 
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Period 11 ; EMIT-T3 

Room 57, Area 2; 

Scattered along the eastern edge of the room was 
the top part of a larqe amphora and the upper 
part of another also came from the deposit. 
Since, however, there was so little of these 
two large vessels it is not certain whether 
they formed part of the original destruction 
deposit. A fragment of a clay weight was found 
in the north part of the room in front of the 
wall footings, two obsidian blades in the north 
east corner and a fragment of a spondylus shell 
bracelet was found beside the cooking pot (at 
the lower corner of the flat stone in pl. 18A). 
It is important to note that this room did not 
appear to have had an outside entrance and entry 
could have been by ladder. One cannot therefore 
assume (as normally happens in excavation reports) 
that all basement rooms were storerooms, this 
room clearly was not". 

use: "With several cookinct pots in the deposit, a hole 
probably for cooking and animal bones among the 
stones to the north there can be little doubt that 
Room 57 was a kitchen. The obsidian blades, two 
lumps of pumi(ý-e -(one certainly used for rubbing) 
and a piece of worked calcite would have been 
kitchen tools Used in preparing the food". A 
human note: from the above it appears the cook 
must have been wearina a shell bracelet. 

(Myrtos, p. 51-52, pl. 18A) 

Room 59, South East Tub Room: A large lekane, similar 
to that found in Area 8, above, was found placed in its 
original position, on three large flat stones. North 
of it was a long quernstone. Near this vat were 
fragments of 

three bakina plates P. 104; P. 105; P. 114 

a shallow, open cookina pot bowl P. 174 

and of 

an S-profile cookinq bowl P. 158. 

It was clear that these utensils had been used in 
conjunction with the lekane. 
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Room 59, South East Tub Room: 

Use: Production of textiles. The chromatographic 
analysis of the lipids which had soaked into the 
base of the lekane suggested that it was for 
animal substances rather than vegetable, and 
Room 58 was identified as a weaving area. In view 
of this, it was possible that Room 59 was used for 
washing the wools and textiles. Warren proposed 
that the bakinq plates could have been used for 
drying the wool. "Room 58-60 was a working area 
in contrast to the kitchen further north, Room 57, 
and the storage magazines Rooms 53 and 54, on the 
eastern edge". 

(Myrtos, p. 53-56; fig. 21) 

Passage 65: In the northern part of the passage, 
probably not far from the entrance to Room 66, two 
bowls, one large, shallow, open and with dark paint, 
and one of cooking pot fabric, P. 211 and P. 175 
respectively, were found; alona with a painted cup with 
a high sweeping handle P. 359; and the lower part of a 
piriform jar P. 588; other fragments of jugs, in Myrtos 
ware, and a few Vasilike sherds, and 

fragment of several bakinq dishes 
(U) 

an d 

tripod cooking pots. 

Near the entrance to Room 66 was P. 270, a red painted 
flaring bowl with everted rim, and in the entrance- 
way was the head of a clay bull figurine which was 
thought probably to have been a rhyton, and fragments 
which may have been part of the body of the fiQurine, 73. 

Use: See below, Room 66. 

(Myrtos, p. 59-60) 
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Room 66: Described as an oddly-shaped room, ceramic Tinds from the east part of the room included "a 
shallow, open red painted bowl, P. 201 (with fragments 
widely scattered over the southeast area of the site), 
and two Vasilikeware goblets, P. 376 and P. 379". There 
were also 

pieces of a bakinq plate(U) 

and a fragment of a cup with rising handle. In the 
western half was a Vasilikeware conical, spouted 
bowl P. 255, and qoblet P. 373; the 

feet of a tripod co kinq pot; 

part of a cup and the lower part of an amphora or 
pithos with a small hole just above the base for 
liquids. In the entrance and western area was part 
of a 

bakina plate P. 101, 

and the upper part of a dark painted piriform jar P. 572. 

Use: Dininq Room. To quote Warren, "The function of the 
om was revealed by the presence of fifty-one 

animal bones in the eastern part. This was food 
rubbish, probably eaten from the shallow bowl and 
baking dishes, while the three goblets and conical 
bowl were for drink to wash down the meat. The 
wine or water perhaps stood in the pithos or 
amphora whose base was found on the western side". 

(Myrtos, p. 60) 

East-West Way 67: On the western part of the preserved 
steps a shallow, open, red painted bowl P. 168 was found 
with 

part of a tri2od cookinq pot. 
To the west and near it, were animal bones. 

Use: Outdoor cookinq area. This area was said to have 
appeared to be in use at the time of the final 
destruction. 
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Areas 68-69: The fill yielded fragments of vases 
including a number of bowls (one shallow open in 
cooking pot fabric, P. 176); a spouted jar (teapot) 
in Vasilikeware P. 662; a strainer P. 702 (this was a 
strainer cup); and 

two baking plates P. 117; 11.127; 

a cooking not jar P. 330; and 
tri od f eet P. 344. 

Fragments also included pieces of three Myrtosware jugs; 

twelve tripod cooking pot feet; and 

thirty-five fragments of bakinq dish rims. 

Use: Areas 68 and 69 appeared to have been associated 
with East-West Way 67. 

(Myrtos, p. 61-62,112) 

Room 72: "An array of small bowls; cups; juas; and 
spouted jars" were found in this room; also found 
was a 

bakinq plat P. 120 

Use: Wining/dining in the surface level over Room 71 
and 72, Warren remarked that the finds suggested 
that "Room 72 was used for eating and drinýing 
while the burner P. 314 kept the air sweet". 

(Myrtos, p. 63-64,112; fig. 22) 

Over Rooms 71 and 76: Baking plate P. 116 was found 
in the Till'. 

(Myrtos, p. 112) 

Room 74, Room of the Sinale Pithos: A aroup of twenty- 
seven vases found in this room provided "an excellent 
representative series of small vases in use at the end 
of Early Minoan 11". In the fill of Room 74, to the 
north, came other fragments, includinq 

bakinq trays P. 124 and P. 128. 

Use: The vessels found in this area were considered 
to be a continuation of the deposit found in 
Room 72, and therefore are to be associated with 
the area of the dining room. 

(Myrtos, p. 64-65; fig. 22) 
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Room 77: There was no floor deposit found in this 
room. The finds consist of a small S-profile bowl 
with red paint P. 155; and 

a- cookinq pot jar P. 321 
in the south part of the room. 

Use: Unknown. 

(Myrtos, p. 67-68) 

Room 79: This room yielded a number of vessels. In 
the burned level in the central area was found a 
fragment of 

a bakincr plate P. 115. 

Of greater interest was the collection of vases (at 
least fifteen) that appeared to have been on the roof 
floor. These included 

Bowls; small flaring, red painted P. 223; flaring, open 
rim spout; white chevrons on black ground P. 250; large 
deep flaring (lower part only) P. 306. 

Cup; red painted P. 352. 

Goblets; red painted P. 380; P. 382 in Vasilikeware P. 383, 
P. 390; in pseudo-Vasikieware P. 374. 

Lam P. 523-, 

Piriform-jar, dark painted P. 564; and 

tripod cookina-pots P. 339 and P. 347. 

Use'. Roof qarden, for eatina, and (with the finds of 
e tripod cooking pots) for cookinq and or 

warmina food as well. Note that in the "dining 
room" Room 72, tripod cooking pots were absent. 

(Myrtos, p. 70-72) 

I 
'N ý t, 
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Room 80, 
__The 

Room of the Central Structure: This was the largest room in Myrtos. The structure stan(-Jinq in the centre and made of stone was analyzed as having functioned as a roof support. "Room 80 con- tained no less than fifty-three vessels of all shapes 
and sizes lying burnt and usually broken on the floor". 
The vases were divided into seven qroups according 
to where they had been found in the room. The other interesting feature of the room was the "pot cupboard in the north west corner" (pl. 25A). It was built of flat upright stones and divided into two compartments. 
The slabs were "set in white clayey material and on the outside this formed a plaster-like facinq". It 
measured 0.50m. on its south side; 0.49m. in the 
middle; and 0.40m. on its east side. The contents were listed, and they included a burner. Of the other 
contents in the room, pithos P. 605, which contained 14pips and skins from pressed grapes" was certainly 
of great interest. The debris in the northwest part 
of the room (outside the cupboard) included 

cookincr po jars P. 331 and P. 332; 

a tripod cookina pot P. 346. 

Use: Storaae, /food preparation. Multiple uses are 
indicated by the range of finds. 

(Myrtos, p. 72-75; fig. 26, pl. 249; 25A; 27B) 

Room 822__Room of the Great Vase Deposit: This room had 
"a magnificent deposit of forty-four vases, of all shapes 
and sizes (fig. 26 and 27, pl. 26B). These were nearly 
all smashed over the floor, but little groups of small 
jugs and spouted jars, mostly in Vasilikeware, survived 
only slightly broken against the northeast wall and on 
the bench beside the south wall (pl. 27A). They gave 
the impression that but a day or so had passed since 
they were poured from, instead of more than four 
thousand years". Finds were listed, but the culinary 
vessels were not catalogued. 

Use: "The pottery suggests that this room was a working 
21ace, with small vessels (no less than eighteen 
JugsY in use for pouring and transferring sub- 
stances to and from the large storage vessels. 
The pouring vessels (jugs; spouted jars) and bowls 
with bridge spouts make it clear that the room had 
to do mainly, if not entirely, with liquids (water, 
wine., or oil). 
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Room 82, Room of the Great Vase D2p2sit: 

But there can have been little room to move since 
three pithoi and two amphorae stood in position 
(each with diameters of 0.40-0.50m. ), as well as 
three piriform. jars and the large liydria. Perhaps 
the users stood on the low bencýes and rock by 
the south and northeast walls in order to ladle 
out from the big store jars more easily. The 
small pots tended to be near the side of tho 
room, the larger jars on the floor in the centre. 
This has been included as a Storaae place and work- 
room for liquids that presumably made little or ne 
use of any process involving heat, which accounts 
for the apparent near absence of cookinq vessels. 
It is the negative evidence which makes this area 
interesting. 

(Myrtos, p. 75-77; gig. 27) 

Room 83: Included in the finds was P. 701, a complete 
open bowl which had an incised-thid-, strap handle inside 
it (fig. 91; pl. 68B). "This (was) probably a spinning 
bowl, the wool protected and prevented from falling 
out by the handle". Other finds included a burned 
fragment of a spondylus shell bracelet, similar to 
that found in Room 57. The vases included other bowls 
and the upper half of a black painted juq P. 498, and 
pieces of a large amphora, but most of the finds were 
fraqments from 

cookinq pots and bakinQ plates 
(U) 

includinq a bakina plate P. 106. 

Use: Cooking, eating, and possible work room ("such as 
spinning wool and rubbing it smooth,, ). Once more 
there is evidence of an occupant who had worn a 
spondylus shell bracelet. 

(Myrtos, p. 77-78) 

Room 881 The Room of the Lon B2nch: This was a long 
narrow room which may have Openýa--Tn the paved Area 85. 
At the southern end of the room, in the southwest 
corner was a 

cookinq hole. 

It was roughly circular, with a diameter of 0.35m. and 
wa-s cut out of the soft rock. It was full of ashes 
and in it was a piece of a 

e bakinq plat . 
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Room 88, The Room of the Lona T3ench: Along the norLh- 
east wall was a carefully built bench, which could 
also have served as a table. Sitting on it, at its 
north end, was part of a 

cookinq pot jar P. 334. 

In the northwest corner, on the floor (in front of the 
bench), were pieces of 

bakinc! plates P. 122 and P. 123 

and a bakinq tray P. 132. 

Slightly south was a flat stone slab, the usual type 
that served as a stand and, broken, partly on it and 
partly beside it, was a 

. 
cooking__pot_. 

__jar 
P. 335. 

Use: Kitchen. 

(Myrtos, p. 80-81; fig. 28) 

Room 89, The oom of the Hearth and Skull: Against 
the east wall there was a structure that consisted of 
two small low benches or tables, with a 

hearth 

between them. It had a line of upright slabs in front 
of it, like the ones used to make the cupboard in 
Room 80. The inside was very burned, and contained 
a layer of sooty earth (to a depth of 0.26m. ). The 
vases found in the room were mainly in the northwest 
corner of the room, or on the two steps that had been 
built in front of the hearth. In the hearth area were 
a broken (but complete) Vasilikeware jua P. 241; a 
hand lamp P. 699; a mysterious ring, crescent in section 
with a small perforated lug on the outside. The text 
said it could have had some special ritual function. 
Also found were fragments of 

1 bakinq plate P. 121 (near the Vasilikeware jug) 

and baking 2late P. 118, 

whose fragments were found in the northern and central 
parts of the room. A small human statue of steatite, 
69, was found at the top of the destruction level. 
Strangest of all were the remains, about a quarter, of 
the skull of a young adult male, which was placed beside 
part of a piýiform jar P. 574, in the centre of the room, 
over the steps. 

Use: Ritual. The skull could have been used in the 
F 7-- 

ites; on the other hand human sacrifice could 
not be ruled out, said the text. 

(Myrtos, p. 81-83, fig. 28; pl. 27B-C) 
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Room 90, South West Tub Room: "On the stand in the 
northwest corner was a fragmentary large, deep bowl 
P. 307, which would have had the usual bridge spout 
below the thickened rim. The rim fragments which 
survived were right in the corner, so that the spout 
would have faced into the room, in position for 
pouring out liquids. Inside this bowl were remains 
of grapes. There was no specific reference to cooking 
utensils as such. 

1. 

Use: The preparation of wine offerinas for the shrine 
was suggested. 

(Myrtos, P. 83-84, fig. 28) 

Room 91, The Shrine Store: This room had a bench on 1-t-ssouthern wall. It contained sixty-six vases which 
were broken and scattered over the floor. Of these, 
five only were large, and nearly all the rest were small 
and in fine wares, that is, red and dark painted, 
Vasilike, and red-brown burnished. The finds included 
among the lesser quality items 

a cooking pot jar P. 333. 

A baking tray P. 130 was found in the fill. 

Uset Shrine Store. The amount of vases i 
precluded the possibility of a 

The area was said to form "an early 
little shrine stores of the palaces 
Zakroswith their quantities of fine 
and rhytons". 

(Myrtos, p. 84-85, p. 112; fig. 28) 

n such a small 
work area. 
parallel to the 
of Knossos and 
stone vessels 

Room 92, The Shrine: This, the "oldest of Minoan 
household shrines" contained the unique female figurine 
P. 704 (pl. 28B), the Goddess of Myrtos, placed on a stand 
agaipst the wall. With her jug, it was suggested that 
she was the protector of the water supply, an extremely 
important function for such a settlement, whose water 
had to be carried to it in jugs. The eighteen vessels 
found in the room were mostly in the southern part of 
the room, with only one or two near the altar. Of them, 
half were large vases. Included in the finds was 

a tripod cookinq jar P. 336 

Use-ý Shrine, as has been discussed above. 

(. Myrtos, p. 85-87; fig. 28; pl. 28B) 

1. Tripod feet were said to come from all levels and areas; 
however, this does not mean they were used evorywhere. 
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South West Trials: Finds here included fragments of 
pithoi, amphorae; Myrtosware; a small amount of 
Vasilikeware and one or two Period 1 fine grey and 
hatched, painted pieces; and 

cookinq 2ot wares. 

Use: A field or terrace wall. 

(Myrtos, p. 89) 
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Pre-Palatial to Phase Ia: 
MMIT3 

Piazzale I- Rampa: (Large Square-ramp) Levi described 
the filling in this area as being predominantly from 
the beginning of the First Phase (MMIn), and at the 
lowest level, dating to the very beginning of Pre- 
Palatial times. Of the First Phase he said there were 
"particula 

, rly fine specimens of its early (H. Fotini) 
ceramics". Phase la finds include a decorated jug 
with barbotine work on the neck (F. 4487) (pl. XIVb) 
which imitated a tortoise. Levi called it an example 
of the "bizarre and fantastic creativity of the 
primitive potter". Pre-Palatial pottery was 
represented by two teapots on the Patrikies style. 

The domestic pottery included liquidiser F. 4552a. 

Use: Unknown. The pottery described was found in a fill, 
so it is not possible to discuss where or how it might 
have been used originally. The interesting aspect of 
the find is that it establishes the use of 
liquidisers over a considerable period of time, possibly 
so far back as the Pre-Palatial era. 

(Levi, p. 333, N. 4) 

Room IC: The finds included fraoments of stone 
utensils, a lamp; cups; F. 5522, the small, clay head 
of a cow, which was probably a rhyton; polychrome 
pieces, of whicha small jug, a plate, and a vase are 
described as also having barbotine decoration. Also 
found were 

liquidisers F. 5518 a-b. 

Uset Unknown. This room was described as a small 
rectangular room of Phase Ia, with nothing of much 
interest. It was in the 'town, area, to the north- 
west of the Palace. 

(Levi, p. 545-547) 
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Pre-Palatial to Phase Ia: 
MMIB 

Room CIII 
': 

The finds included three small lamps made 
of plaster; loomweights; in clay there were-jugs, small 
vases, conical cups, bowls, stamni, and pithoi. There 
was also a large fragment of a table of offering. The 
vessel of interest was 

tripod cookinq pot F. 5478. 

Use: Unknown. This, like Room IC which was next to it, 
was a small room in the town area, dating to the old 
Palace period. Like Room IC, the finds could have 
indicated a work area, or a store, or there was a 
possibility of ritual overtones, as a rhyton was found 
in IC, and fragments of a table of offerings were in 
CIII next to it. 

(Levi, p. 550) 

Phase I: 
MMIIA 

Room 102: Part of the group of buildings to the 
northeast which were Old Palace period, and thought by 
AlexioU either to have been a dependency of the 
Palace or the house of a dignitary. The first, Room 
101, is famous because in it was found the Phaistos disc. 
Room 102 was a small rectangular room. A libation vase 
in the shape of a bull, was found in the room. A 
quantity of household utensils and tri2od cooking pots 
from the same room caused Pernier to believe that this 
was a kitchen, "but we know that food was prepared in 
the shrines... to the east of the pillar room, there 
was a little rectangular magazine for household utensils". 
(Alexiou, p. 97). 

Finds included: tripod cookinq pots 
present whereabouts unknown. 

Two colanders F. 3719, F. 3272. 

Uses Ritual; preparation of shrine offerings. 

(Alexiou P. 96-97) 
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Phase I/Phase Ib: 
MMIIA 

Piazzale IXX: The finds included a rhyton; cups; a 
clay figurine; fragmepts of another clay figurine; a 11- 

"hatchet" (presumed to be a small cutting instrument); 
12 stone vases; and 

liquicliser F. 933. 

Use: Courtyar . The indications are that this was 
always an open area, a courtyard in front of the west 
facade of the early Palace. The evidence is not 
conclusive, but the presence of figurines, a rhyton, 
and stone vases, suggests possible ceremonial use. 

(Levi, p. 816, N. 3; p. 387) 

Phase Ib: 
MMIIA 

Old Palace 

Three separate suites of rooms led off Courtyard LXX. 
For purposes of this discussion these areas will be 
considered separately. 

Area Is This area consisted of Rooms XXVIII-XXVII-IL and L. 

Room IL: Along the north wall Levi's description 
suggests a type of open cupboard with two or more 
shelves. On the western edge of an upper shelf had 
been placed 

tripod platter HM 10761 

Many vases were on a platform or second shelf, some 
standinq and some fallen onto their sides, and other 
vessels were at the foot of the platform. Mostly 
ceramic, but also occurring in other materials, the 
pieces were large and-smalls decorated and undecorated. 
The coraseware included stamni and 

liquidiser F. 121; 

tripod cooking pot HM 10231 

A number of vases were found near the door that led to 
Corridor L. Among them was an ovoid spouted jar, 
(painted) containing charcoal and ash from a fire. 
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4. 

i/1 
Phase Ib: 
MMIIA 

Old Palace 

Room IL: In the closet on the south wall-were various 
artefacts including a teapot (described as a beautiful 
polychrome piece reminiscent of Pre-Palatial pottery); 
conical cups; two basins; a jar; two decorated amphorae 
and 

liquidiser F. 343, 

tripod cookina pot HM 10765 

tripod cooking pot HM 10769 

The room as a whole contained a great deal of fine 
painted pottery, and lamps of varying sizes. It also 
contained an extensive range of less fine ceramics, and 
many of the pieces in the category Levi called "vasi 
di cucina"; plainer basins and cups; two of the jugs 
with horns that Levi thought were small stoves and 
Georgiou thought were used in the production of 
aromatics. One decorated item was a "vaso colatoio", 
that is, an elaborate type of colander which was 
decorated. Objects in stone included polishers; a 
whetstone; and various obsidian blades. A bar of 
bronze caused Levi to remark that this was a rare find, 
as he. believed that there had been an obvious effort 
to remove precious or re-cyclable metal objects after 
each destruction. 

11 ... probably the majority of 
excavated by us (were) origin 
basements filled with objects 
the wall cupboards, on wooden 
even on the floors -- objects 
for the luxurious rooms... of 

the earlier constructions 
ally no more than dark 

lying on benches, inside 
furniture, and perhaps 
which probably were needed 
the upper storeys". 

But 
' 
was the Room IL simply a basement Storeroom? Room IL 

had access into the courtyard. It was a larqe room 
which had-a great Variety of vessels. Levi made it 
clear that the range and refinement of the finds in 
Room IL was in great contrast to the humbler lamps, 
cups, jugs, stamni, the broken crockery/kitchenware 
(the translation means both) found in the two Rooms 
XXVII and XVIII behind Room IL. By virtue of its size, 
its accessibility to the courtyard, and its contents, 
Room IL could have been a room that was used for certain 
domestic tasks such as the preparation of cold food and 
drink, the preparation of food for cooking (in the 
courtyard), and for serving. A distinction should be 
drawn between back rooms which appear to have been 
strictly magazines, and a room like IL, that could also 
have been used for other activities. 

Uses Food preparation/storage. 

(Levi, p-43-55) 
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Phase Ib: 
MMIIA 

Old Palace 

5. 
)A5 

Area 2: This area consisted of Rooms LV, LVII, LIII, LI, LIV, 
and LV. The entrance to this suite of rooms was a small 
doorway, which in Phase Ib, was made smaller. At this time 
Rooms LVII and LVI were added. 

Room LVI: On the east wall was a bench on which were 
found "modest vases", including a decorated conical 
cup; a small (milk) jug; and two painted bridge-spouted 
jars;, and 

tripod cooking pot HM 10541. 

Use: Foyer, entered directly from the West Court, it 
gave access to the so-called porter's lodge on the 
north, to the inner palace on the east, and to a 
series of maaazines on the south. 

(Levi, p. 72-74) 

Room LVII: The pottery in this room included basins; 
jugs; including a decorated jug; a plate; and, to the 
west, a typical Cretan hearth (composed of two upright 
stones, see p. 73-74) was 

tripod cookina iuq HM 10513. 

Use: This was called a porter's lodge. 

(Levi , p. 72-74) 

Room LIII.: This room opened out from the foyer (Room LVI). 
Among the vessels found on the floor were a plain bowl; 
a stamnos; a miniature pithos; a jug; a fragment of a 
lamp; a small plaque; a fragment of steatite; and 

tripod Cookinq_-Pot F. 1573. 

Uset Reception room. 

(Levi, p. 74-78) 
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Phase Ib: 
MMIIA 

Old Palace 

Room LI: This narrow'room had a platform wýich extended 
SU-x -4-5-,, along the north wall. The use Levi ascribed 
to it was that of a 

hearth 

for little stoves or braziers. Above this hearth was 
a shelf. In the left corner was 

liquidiser F. 567, 

and on the right side of the shelf was a marble vase, 
described by Warren as a libation table and a small 
amphora. Under the east door a fragment of a second 

liquidiser F. 999, 

was found, as well as half a Kamares cup and a small 
stone bowl. Nearby were cups; and several stone pieces; 
a bowl; a marble box with a lid; a spatula; and a 
polisher. Sealings and inscribed tablets were also 
found in the room. Other finds included a tall clay 
pedestal lamp, and a 

clay cookinq pot (no other information) 

These were in the eastern corner. 
was found a miniature teapot shape 
a lamp; and half of a stone vase. 
corner of the room the bell-shaped 
red plaster was found, and half of 
plaster. 

Under the north wall 
d like a duck; a jug; 

In the western 
base of a lamp in 
a plate made out of 

What was described as an ample corridor led out of 
this room into Room LIV. In this passage was found a 
kernos or gaming board. It was a rectangular piece 
of grey/black stone with 3 rows of 4 spherical cups set 
into it. Its hQight was 6.5 cm, and its other measure- 
ments 34 x 25.2. Other objects in stone included two 
small cups, one spherical inside and hexaqonal outside 
and the other with the shape of an egg cup. There 
was also a taller white stone vase with a tiny pedestal 
foot and a ring at the lip and a spherical alabaster 
cup which was not illustrated. Additional finds included 
a beautiful amphora and the base of a larger vase. 

Use: See Room LIV. 
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Phase Ib: 
MMIIA 

Old Palace 

Room LIV: was considered by Levi to have been a bed- 
chamber, with a bed constructed out of stone, the head 
and foot of which wererepresented by two upright slabs 
painted to a certain level in blue. Levi conjectured 
that this blue band imitated a curtain. The room 
possessed one of the earliest examples of a painted 
floor. Executed in a geometric pattern, it presumably 
represented a carpet 

,. 
An abundance of interesting 

material was found in this room: "Very beautiful poly- 
chrome vases were found on the bed itself, a lamp of 
black stone and a small alabaster lamp nearby, with 
cups; vases; teapots, and various objects piled up 
on a slab at the foot of the bed. A heavy cylindrical 
vase of black stone, concave above, with a grinder, were 
placed in a niche in the wall at the side of the bed, 
probably used to treA the lady's cosmetics". 
Nearby were a polisher and a semi-elliptical pebble 
of well-polished greyish yellow stone; the latter was 
described as an elongated blade cut clean at one end. 
At least 8 weights were found (called pendants in the 
text, but the illustration refers to them as weights). 
A cover, presumed for an incense pot, was found, the 
surface full of holes. 

In the south corner of the room another cylinder of 
stone was found, which Levi said also could have been 
used for the production of cosmetics; certainly it 
had the appearance of a mortar, and with it was a 
large stone 'pestle' shaped like an omphalos. 
The wealth of objects and their character, suggested 
to Levi that this was the room of an important lady, 
who was either an attendant or a lady of the court. 

Uset. Special production, possibly with cult overtones. 

(Leviv p. 74-105) 
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PHAISTOS 

Phase Ib: 
MMIIA 

Old Palace 

Returning to Room LI in which the two liquidisers were 
found, it appears to have been a room of much activity, 
with a hearth, and contents, that included a libation 
table; stone spatulas; graters; and a marble box with a 
lid. Room LIV contained objects designated as mortars 
and pestles, and also an object likely to have been the 
lid of an incense burner, and small stone containers. 
In the corridor between the two rooms was either a 
gaming board, a kernos, or a container for small 
quantities of precious powders or other small valuable 
commodities. Sealings and inscribed tablets were 
found in Room LI. These could have been for packaging 
and cataloguing products. A variety of uses is possible, 
including the production of perfume, cosmetics, herbal 
teas, aromatics; any preparation that involved pulveris- 
ing, 'extraction of liquids, and special containers. 
There was also the large hearth area which Levi thought 
was used for stoves or braziers, but there was a 
plentiful supply'of cooking pots and even an oven (see 
below) in Room LV. The entrance was made smaller in 
Phase Ib. and a guardian's room (LVII) added in the 
interest of security, according to Levi. The area 
therefore could certainly have been used for specialised 
production, which was supervised by the person residing 
in the Chamber LIV and protected by the occupant of 
Room LVII. 

Room-LVs In the southern corner of the room was a group 
of kitchenwarej including a stamnos; an amphora; a 
plate; a basin; and 

tripod cooking pot P. 1077, 
tripod cookinq pot F. 1597, 

an oven F. 1598, 

tri pod___(button feet) sl2outed dish HM 10752, 

tripod_tra IIM 10682 

Decorated vases including barbotine ware were found in 
Room LV. 

Use: Storaqe area f or pottery. 

(Levi , p. 74-10 5) 



PHAISTOS 

Phase Ib: 
MMIIA 

Room LIII-LVt Closet under the stairss It is compared 
with the NE magazines-of Knossos. PMI p. 570; fig. 414). 
Levi said that most of kitchenware was kept in this 
area. The majority of the pots consisted of small 
containers; cups with handles; and conical cups 
(these were both decorated and undecorated). One 
important piece was F. 1278 with a representation of 
the snake goddess. 
There were also 

tripod cooking- pot 

F. 1616; F. 1615a and b; F. 1605; F. 1591; 
F. 1607 a, b, c; F. 1772; F. 1777; F. 1780. 

Uses Pottery store. 

(Levi , P. 74-105) 

Rooms LVIII a-et LVIII-a led off the "atrium" LVI. 
It had two benches and on the floor a pedestal lamp was 
found and a beautiful marble bowl. 

LVIII-b contained nine pithoi and a firebox (Georglou, 
Type Ia/b used for "aromatics by dry distillation"). l, - 
LVIII-c had three pithoi, one of which contained grape 
seeds. 
LVIII-d had one pithos and a large fruit bowl. 

LVIII-e was the last compartment, and finds included 
a jug; two teapots; miniature pithos; three stone 
weights; a coarse pedestal lamp; and with these things 
was 

liquidiser F. 1532. 

Use: . Maqaz nes presumably for food storaqe. Levi said 
these rooms "represent the modest equivalent of the 
impressive wing of storerooms at Knossos - ourSalso 
(were) found full of pithoi". 

(Levi, p. 115-120) 

ý 1. Georgiou, p. 391. 

-I 
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PHAISTOS 

Phase Ib: 
MMIIA.. 

Area 3: 

Rooms LIX and LX: "A third entrance in the facade 
of the first Palace is a miniature predecessor of the 
grand staircase which ascends to the Propylon of our 
later Palace: a series of steps leads to a sort of 
waiting room, lined 

1 with benches and provided with a 
basin for washing". * 
This is the way Levi described Rooms LIX and LX. 
Room LIX had a wide ceremonial entrance with several 
steps leading into it. Two steps led from Room LIX 
into Room LX. 
Room LX. Of the two steps leading into t is room the 
first was a continuation of the bench on the east wall 
of Room LIX. (This use of a bench as a first step 
into a connecting room was a common feature of the 
early Palace of Phaistos). In this first step were 
two stones with the more or less regular pits or tiny 
cups that have been found frequently at Minoan sites. 
One stone is described as having had a great number 
of these tiny cup-shaped holes in its surface. These 
stones have been called kernoi, for offerings, and 
gaming-boards to be used either by adults or as toys 
for children. 

ý* 
Either of these uses could be 

appropriate to a ceremonial entrance-way; offerings 
could have been made by suppliants, or the time whiled- 
away by pleasantries and. games, on informal occasions. 

This room is presumed to be the "waiting room" Levi 
described, as it did have benches on three sides, 3-and 
the "basin for washing" could have been F. 1410, which 
was indeed a large bowl, having a height of 18.4 cm, 
and a diameter of 57 cm. Other finds in the room 
included 

four tripod_cookina pot F. 1822 a-b, 

all on one bench; milk jugs; a bird waterer; a 
steatite polisher; a loomweight; and a slate whetstone; 
and- 

liquidiser F-1412. 

Use: Reception/servinq.., 

(Levi, P. 131-133) 

1. SMA, p. 7. 
2. 'fMIII, p. 390; PMI , p. 980; Levi, p. 131. 
3. Levi, fig-183. 
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PHAISTOS 

Phase Ib: 
MMIIA, 

Area 4: Rooms IXI, IXIII, LXV. 

This area is dealt with s0parately because, in 'Phase 19 
Levi did not think there was access from Room LIX to Room 
LXI, or to the courtyard. 

Rooms IXIII and LXV: These rooms are two of a set of 
three which marked the southern limit of the Palace in 
Phase I. Levi suggested that they were underground, 
either entered through trapdoors or by wooden-steps. 
The steps he conjectured might have come down from an 
upper level, descending through the badly damaged east 
wall of Room IXV. 

These three small rooms give the impression of having 
been designed as one long room with divisions that 
resemble the LVIII magazine complex. Found here were 

cookina pot jar F. 2204; 

liquidiser F. 2056. 

Neither fineware nor pithoi were in evidence and, on 
balance, the area appears not to have been used for 
quantity food storage, due to the presence of only 
small ceramics, and one or two polishers; lamps; 
and loomweights. The many lamps found in all four of 
the areas attest to the need for artificial light in 
the area. If objects of value were ever stored in 
Rooms IXI, LXIII and LXV, they were removed leaving 
no trace. 

Uses Storerooms ' 

(Levi, p. 145) 

Private Houses northwest of the Palace. The following 
five rooms interconnect. 

Room XCIV: Kitchenware was founds including 

tripod platter F-5049b 

five tripod--cookinq pots 
F. 5023a and b, F. 5042a, F. 5590, F. 5656. 

Uset Unknown. 

(Levi, p. 528-532) 

Room XCVs The finds included 

tripod cookinq_po F. 5936 

Use: Unknown. 

(Levi, p. 534) 

ANWhO 
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PHATSTOS 

Phase Ia: 
MMIIB 

Room LXXXIII: A group of pottery was found 
floor of the room. Inicluded were: cups; a 
spatulas; fragments of a decorated amphora 
a table of offerings and a basin 
axe incised on it, and 

tripod cookinq pot F. 4670 

Use: Unknown. 

(Levi, p. 515) 

on the 
lug; stamni; 

J il%O 

with double 

Room LXXXIV: This room was separated from LXXXIII 
by a narrow doorway. The finds included jugs; two 
askoi; a pithos; two amphorae; basins; many cups; 
and a pedestal vase. Some of these pieces had painted 
decoration and were described and illustrated. 
Included were 

two tripod cookinq pots F. 4664, F. 4665; 

a unique tripod cookinq pot with a 
13=rlRe-spout F. 5056c. 

Usel Unknown. 

(Levi,, P. 518-519) 

Eoom LXXXVt Another long narrow room like LXXXIV before 
1T. and entered from LXXXIV by a narrow doorway; it 
also had a narrow doorway leading to Room XCIV (see 
above). 'The pottery found in this room included 
decorated pottery. Of special note were a bridge- 
spouted jar; and an amphora. The most outstanding 
Kamares decoration was on small vases, including cups. 
A basin was also found in this room. The kitchenware 
inciuded 

tripod platter F. 5061a; 

tripod cookinq_pot F. 5061b 

Use: Unknown, though these interconnecting rooms could 
have been storerooms. 

(Levi# p. 521-523) 
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PHAISTOS 

Phase Ia: 
MMIIB 

Basitione II (rampart)s The kitchenware in this 
deposit included 

tripod cookina pot F. 2343 

tr ipod ]2 latter F. 2344 

tri LDO d Cooking pot - no'number. 

Use: Fill. 

(Levi, p. 170) 

Room IXV, under the floors a rich, well-dated deposit, 
ich included 

baking tray HM 1150. 

Use: Storeroom, which was one of the last three rooms 
on the southern side of the Palace (LXIp LXIII and IXV) 
which were probably subterraneanjand accessible either 
through trapdoors or a staircase which might have 
descended along the largely destroyed eastern wall of 
Room LXv. 

(SMA, P. 8) 

Kamilari tholos courtyard: Among the pottery found 
here weret decorated cups; jugs of varying sizes; 
jars; and bowls. Included in the domestic pottery was 

tripod cookinq 20t F. 3335. 

Uset Ritual. 

(Levi, p. 740) 

Chalara North: Room Zeta"2s Found here were 

tripod cooking Rots F. 3542, F. 4609. 

Uset Unknown. 

(Levi, p. 661-662) 
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PHAISTOS 

Phase I/II: 
MMIIA-MMIIB 

Kalathiana tholos and settlement, NE of Phaistos: 
Found here was a 

licruidiser - unnumbered 

(There is no reference in VTM% Kalathianaitholos: 
"fragments of clay vasest but none whOld' ýP-80)- 
The finds listed in VTM are all of, metal or seals). 

0-. 

Use: Unknown. The find is attributed to Xanthoudides 
by Pernier, but the circumstances are not known. F-5718 
has teeth on the angle ridge, (p. 86; pl. XLVIa), It is 
hoped that Pernier did not confuse this cup with a 
liquidiser, but there is no way of knowing. 

(VTM, p. 80-86; Festos I, p. 394 and N. 78) 

Phase II: 
MMIIB 

Room LXIV: In the area of the southern wall, a 
deposit was found, includingt several pithoi; many 
cups; a lamp; and 

tripod 2latter F. 1975 

In the southern corner was 
found: a slender oval jug; 

tripod platter 

A great mass of pottery was 
the floor, including: cups; 
a pyxis; and 

a bench, and on it was 
and 

F. 1900 
found in fragments on 
jugs; lamps; a basin; 

tripod cooking pot with lug handles F. 2019 

(There is no illustration and this vessel was not to be 
found at Phaistos). 

Use: Unknown. 

(Levi, P. 56; 228) 
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PHAISTOS 

Phase II-IM 
MMIIB-MMIIA 

Room IX, under the floor: This area appeared to have 
en contemporary with. the rooms east of "Propylaeum III' 

according to Pernier. Fragments 
of blue paving stones, veined with yellow, had a piece 
of painted plaster under them, with a collection of 
conical cups turned upside down, and near them were a 
few other artefacts, including: a bell-shaped vase; 
a spouted jar; three cups; and 

liquidiser HM 5825 

Use: Ritual,. 
, 

The unit of four rooms was thought to have 
had "ritual character" (Alexiou, GMP p. 88)-. 

(Pernier, I, p. 293-5) 

Sanctuary, Rooms VI and IX: This room was one of a 
suite of rooms that, because of the many objects found 
in them relating to ritual, was identified from the 
beginning as a sanctuary grouping. A libation table HM 1514 
was in the passage between Rooms VIII and Room IX. Two 
more libati? n tables were 5ound in Room VIII: HM 188 of 
serpentine o and HM 1621 - of clay. Alexiou's 
description of the area is: 

"In - front of the old facade there are three small 
adjoining rooms (v, VI, and VII)v of which the 
middle one was perhaps the highest. From the 
objects found within these roomst they would seem 
to have formed part of a shrine. The chief sanctum 
of the shrine consisted of another, slightly larger 
room, (VIII) between the old facade and the grand 
stairs of the New Palace. Inside this room was 
found a low rectangular table of offerings with a 
hollow in the middle for collecting liquids 
poured out on it; this was a fixture, set 
permanently into the floor. (HM 1621 )I 
A triton-shell, presumably intended for ritual 
use, was also found here. A neighbouring room, 
a little to the east, produced a stone vase 
incised with a dove (an imprecise description of 
HM 1514 above) and a stone slab and rubber for 
grinding corn. 

1. Festos I'9p. 277-8 and fig. 105; Warren, MSV, 
Shape I. A, p. 63 and p. 328. 

2. Festos I,, p. 230-231 and fig. 106 and 107. 
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5ý 
Phase II-IM 
MMIIB-MMUIA 

"The most northerly of the three small chambers 
has a stone bench with a grinding slab-for corn 
and a hollow for collecting the flour perhaps 
used in the preparation of holy bread (Room V). 
The middle room has a bench and a little 
rectangular trough (Room VI). These three rooms 
produced typical finds: tables of offerings, stone 
vases, fruitstands. 

"Behind the northernmost room and close to the 
stair there is a small open-air space where 
sacrifices took place. A rectangular hollow, 
with a central cavity hewn into the rocky floor, 
constitutes the sacrificial hearth; in it were 
found animal bones; ash; and pieces of Kamares 
ware". 1, 

This area contained 

Room VIt tripod cooking pot 1*1 1761 
(number incorrect) see Catalogue on 
tripod cooking pots at Phaistos. 

Room IX: liquidiser R 77257. 

Uses Use: Sanctuary and ritual preparation. 

(Alexiou GMP, p. 84-85i pl. 36; EMT,, p. 218-219, 
fig. 164: 165) 

1. Alexiou, GMP, p. 84-85; pl. 36. 
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Notes on the Chronology of the Sanctuary 

The chronology of the'contents of this area is 
difficult to assess. Five positions regarding the 
chronology of the artefacts are listed below. 

I- Levi, Festo , Tav. E: Phase III (= Hood, s MMIIIa) . 

2. Alexiou, GMP, p. 79 and N. 6t Phase III = MMIIb. 

3. Fiandra, p. 125: her Period 2= Levi's Phase 
Ib = Evans' MMIIA. 

4. Walber, -q, p. 1091 assigned HM 5331, the decorated 
cup (see above) to Classical Kamares; on page 
121 she listed Room IX under "Pure Contexts" 
for Classical Kamares. On p. 12 she said Classical 
Kamares - MMIIb-IIIa. Thereforet 

Walberg: Classical Kamares = MMIIb-IIIa = Levi's 
Phase II/III. 

5. Warren, MSV, p. 63t 2 Libation Tables, HM 1514 
(Corridor Room VIII/Room IX) and IIM 188 (Room VIII) 
are. listed as MMII. 

This means that the contents of Room IX have been 
assigned as early as Levi's Phase Ib, and as late as Levi's 
Phase III (as MMIIIa) with a middle ground of Levi's Phase 
II/III. 
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Phase III-MMIIIA 

series of rooms built in the quarter south of Piazza 

XC-XCII-XCIII-XCV-XCVI; LXXXVI-VII-VIII; IXXXIX: 
The finds included jars, bridg-e-spouted jars; small 
and medium size amphorae; flower pots; candleholders; 
stamni; basins; braziers; small jugs; lamps; rhyta. 
Stone vases included: a lamp; and a marble palette. 
There were many pithoi. Kitchenware included 

five tripod cooking pots 
F. 5215a, F. 5249a, F. 5217, F. 4915, F. 5193. 

Uset Storerooms for utensils and commodities. 

(Levi, p. 499-502) 

Room LXXIIIat Building southeast of the Palace: 
Forty-one pieces were found in a group on the floor of 
a roomq including: many cups, small jugs; jars; 
four miniature pithoi; and the type of "firebo)e' with 
a perforated bulb (Georgiou, Type Ia/b) and 

tripod cookinq pot F. 2827. 

Two alabastrons were also found. 

Use: UnRnown. 

(Levi , P. 434-437) 

Three tripod cooking pots were listed in the Great 
Landslide deposit which Levi said appeared to date 
to the end of the Protopalatial Period. They are not 
illustrated, nor could they be located. 

Use: Unknown. 

(Levi, p. 562-563; p. 594, N-7) 

LMIB 

Palace Rooms 42-43: Quantities of pottery were found in 
this area, but no cooking utensils were described as such. 

Uset Cupboard under the stairs, Pottery store. 
(Festos II, p. 443-445; draham, p. 38-39) 

Palace, Area to the north of 5]1 This was said to be a 
roughly built building which contained large stores of 
domestic pottery. 

Use: Pottery store. 
(Festos II, p. 455; Graham, p. 39) 

In a discussion with Levi, he said these two areas had had 
cooking pots which were not retained. 
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SOUTH CRETE TTT 

K0MM0S 

MMIB 

In the lower hillside area: 

This was a MMIB deposit resting on bedrock. It 
included sherds of handmade vessels and barbotine 
ware, some of which was polychrome. 

Trench lla north end: One tri22d cookinq pot leq C. 554 
One rim C. 555 

South end: One baking plate rim C. 561 
One rim from either a cooking 
tray or baking plate. 

Uset Unknown. 

(Hdsperia, 1978, fig. 2; p. 147-148) 

MMI-MNII 

Central hillside deposit: 

120 objects were said to have been catalogued from this 
rich deposit in the first year (no figures were given 
for the total number of artefacts). Finds included a 
pedestaled kernos of unusual type (Levi, 1976, l. pl. 15le 
and 186e); fine miniature amphora of veined marble; 
two kernoi, one unusual pedestaled one which is 
compared with the lamps of Phaistos (Levi, see above); 
stone slab with 9 impressions, set in a circle, and 
containing traces of ochre in each one; miniature 
amphora of veined marble, of Egyptianizing style; 
beautiful polychrome bowl with loop handles (C. 1523), 
said to represent the finest MM Kamares. 

Space 16: One tri]2od tra (C. 697) 

one tripod cooking E? ot leq, (C. 844) 

one tr_i pod cookinq pot fra qment (C. 845) 

one tri pod cookinq pot rim (C. 846). 

Space 18,: one tripo tra (C. 1483). 

Use: Shaw's opinion was this was an area of affluence, 
partially associated with religious activities. 

(Hesperias 19799 p. 159-160; fig. 3) 
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MMII13 

This deposit was described by Betancourt as representing 
the "final stage of the Middle Bronze Age found so far 
at (Kommos) and the equivalent of MMIIB-MMIII at Knosses 
and Phase 111 (MMIIIA) at Phaistos. It was overlaid 
by an early LMI Stratum". (Hesperia, 1978, p. 156) 

Central hillside area, Trench 6a: 

The deposit was found in a small area, part of a 
corridor, and consisted of two levelst the first 
included vases that had been on the floor. These are 
listed as disk C. 198 (possibly a pithos lid); a 2- 
handled jar C. 196; an amphora with an eliptical mouth 
C. 718; jar with open spout C. 289. 

The second level was the fill, the result of vessels 
either falling from above or being thrown into the 
area. These included basins C. 678 and C. 719; a jug 
C. 708; a stand C. 714; a small bowl C. 710; a "nippled 
ewer" C. 181. 

Finds described as being found both in floor and fill 
included a pithos C. 270; jars C. 679; C. 680; c. 715; 
bridge-spouted jar c. 738; various cups. 
The cooking utensils are listed as having been in both 
floor and fill, and are: 

tril2od cookinq pot legs with thick 
oval sections C. 711, C. 712. 

Shallow bakinq plate C. 713.1. 

Use: An analysis of the precentages of different types 
of wares led Betancourt to conclude that the area 
was used to store commodities. 

(Hesperia, 1978, p. 155-164) 

MMIIIB-III 

Central hillside deposits 

No indication of finds other than: 
I 

Spa e 151 baking--plate rim C. 873. 

bakinq plate rim C. 874. 

Use: Unknown. 

(Hesperia,, 1978p fig. 4, plan) 

See Hesperia 1978, p. 156-157 for list of wares and 
discussion of percentages. Thi. s method of assessing 
types of storage areas is especially valuable to a 
study of the type undertaken in this thesis. 
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Central hillside deposit: 

Altogether there-were more than 50 complete vases, 
which formed a completely homogeneous collection. The 
decoration was of the post-Kamares period. 

Space 25: 6 pithoi. were set around the room one in 
a "slab paved cubicle" in the northwest corner. 
Between the pithoi were a range of vessels, from small 
to large, including 24 cups (16 conical); 5 bridge- 
spouted jars; jar with tube spout; small pithos; 6 jugs; 
oval-mouthed amphora; small amphora; 2 jars; 5 fine 
rhyta (Shaw speculates that these were used as filters, 
funnel, s or dippers; a group of stone tools (which are 
important as they come from a closed deposit), and one 

tripod cookinq po C. 2387. 

Use: Middle Minoan storeroom, 28B. 

- (Hesperia, 19 - 80, p- . 214-217; fig. 4, plan) 

Northern hilltop area: 

There was no indication of finds other than: 

Space. l-. one tripod tray C. 429 

one tri2o tray C. 485. 

Uset Unknown. 

(Hesperia, '1977, p. 207, fig. 2) 

Central hillside: 

Space 5,: This area yielded 

, one baking tray C. 643. 

Use: Unknown. 

(Hes]2eria, 1978, p. 121., fig. 4, plan) 

MMII-LMIB 

Northern hilltop area: 

This was a mixed deposit. Found here weres 

Space lls (sounding) one tripod cookinq pot rim C. 150 

one tripod cookinq ]2ot C. 979 

one tripod cookinq pot rim C. 985 

Use: Unknown; the area was part of a complex of 
several rooms. 

(Hesperia, 1977, p. 212-213) 
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Central hilltop areas 

Space 14a; Trench 4at This was a homogeneous deposit 
of LMI vessels in-cluding a small pithoss a miniature 
lamp, and a 

tripod cooking pot C. 816. 

Use: Unclear. Originally 14 was a large single room, 
with a well-paved floor. Possibly it was a court 
and if so could indicate courtyard cooking. The 
small room added in LMI, Room 14at is dated by its 
pottery (exclusively LMI). 

(Hesperia, 19781 p. 117; fig. 3, plan) 

LMI 

Central hillside (north), Trench 19a: 

18,600 sherds were found in this deposit which lay over 
the probable remains of a house. Included were 

one tripod co king pot rim and 

part of a handle C. 929; 

one tripod leq with a round section C. 950. 

Use: Dump. 

(Hesperia, 1979, p. 160i fig. l,, plan) 

T-MI? (Chronology uncertain according to Shaw) 

North House: 

Sounding-under 
-- 
Rooiif N l7a: This was an intermediate 

floor with a nearly square 

hearth 

and two stone gourns. There was no description of finds. 

Use: Possible cooking areat 

(Hesperia, 1980, P. 211) 
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Central hillside, Trench 2a: 

Space 7 and environst The finds included 

tripod cooking pot rims C. 723 
C. 878 
C'. 882 
C. 896 
C. 897; 

one tripod cookinq Rot rim and luq C. 876; 

one tripod tray C. 922; 

one tripod cooking 2t and leq fraqment C. 885; 

eiqht baking plates C. 733 and C. 886,892. 

Use: Dump. 

(Hesperia, 19789 p. 120-125; 'fig. 4, plan and Appendix B: 
analysis of deposit) 

LMIIIA/B 

North hilltop area, North House, Area around spaces 
8 and 9: 

The building consisted of a least eight rooms and its 
appearance and the fact that it contained many fragments 
of cooking ware (not specified except for C. 103 below) 
indicated it was a house. In Space 6. called a 
corridor, was found the bottom part of an unusual 
vessel C. 101- which either had a spout, or less likely 
a handle, and which did not show signs of burning. 
Shaw thought that the many lumps of pumice found near 
it were to keep it level, and that it was most likely 
to have been used for production of unguents or 
perfume. This along with other finds, like two hammer 
stones, a typical long-handled "brazier", led to the 
conclusion that the area around 8 and 9 had been used 
for specialized production, perhaps of more than one 
type, and over a time span of IMIIIA/B. 

__pace 
8, Trench lb: 

one tripod cookinq pot C. 103 

Spaces 8 and 9 may have been a cupboard under the 
stairs (pottery store) 

Use,: Small industrial area, production of unguents or 
perfumes, and other commodities such as flour. 

(Hesperia, 1977, p. 206-214; fýg. 2, plan; 1979, fig. 2a, 
plan of house) 

This vessel may be LMIIIA: 2o see Hesperiat 1977, 
p. 2149 10 and 11. 
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1, MIIIA/B 

North hilltop area, North Houset 

Room N l7a: This room was said to be the major one 
in tKe south-central area of the house, once entered 
from the south over a very large threshold (only a 
fragment remains). There was a 

hearth area 
consisting of a slab enclosure with traces of burning. 

Cookinq pot C. 2607 

was set on a slab. 
(Chronological Note: In Room N. 5 was found an 
LMIII kylix C. 1379). 

Use: Meal preparation/baking. With a hearth and a 
cooking jar in Room 17a, and another hearth 
(presumed to be an oven) in the room next to it, 
there is little doubt that a principal function 
of the area had to do with cooking. 

(Hesperia, 1980, p. 209-211) 

Room N 16: (just to the west of ý 17a) was a room of 
reasonable size, with a partially paved floor said to 
be coýrered by earth and ash. The ash is indicative of 
the presence of a hearth, which Shaw thought was 
probably a partially 

domed oven 
in the northwest corner. 

Use: (See Room 17a above) Kitchen. 

(Hesperia, 1979, p. 152, and fig. 2a, plan) 

T-MIIIB 

Hilltop houses, Central sectiorf: 

Oblique Buildinq, Room 0 12t 
(Separated from North House by an east-west road 

19790 fig. 2b) 

There were two LMIII floors and each had a hearth 
formed of upright slabs against the west wall. 
Fragments of a fine LMIIIB amphora with attenuated 
Octopus decoration (C. 1274) were also found. 

Use: A kitchen or work area. 

(Hesperia, 1979, p. 153s fig. 2b, plan) 
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.. 
LMIIIB 

Hilltop houses, Central section: 

Obl, ique Buildinýj, Court 0 13 and room to the south 
0 15: This facility was described as being for washing 
-anvor bathing. It was said to contain the "usual 
domestic wares", but it is not specific whether this 
includes cooking wares, but one might speculate that if 

-the "usual domestic wares" included cooking pots it 
might have been an area of outdoor cooking. 

Use: Washing. 

(Hesperia, 1980, p. 211; fig. 2b, plan) 

Hilltop houses, Southern section: 

Two houses: Spaces 1-36: The House of the 
Wine Press (Room 5) 

Spaces 5-9 and 10-11. 

Courtyard 21 This area could have been used by both 
houses. It was partially roofed and had two gourns. 
In the northeast corner was a slab enclosure containing 
sherdss possibly a basin. In the centre was a 

hearth. 

To one side of it was a column base, with a 

tripod tray C. 673, 

beside it. 

Use: Courtyard with open-air cookery. 

(Hesperia., 1978, p. 1.20) 

House 2: 

Room 14b: This room had a 

hearth. 

Use: A work area and a dump from Room 

(Hesperia, 1978, p. 117) 
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LMIIIB 

House 2t 

. 
Eoom 3: This room contained the following cooking 
U-t e-n-s- 11 s 

three tripod cookinq Pot rims C. 646; C. 915; C. 917 

seven baking plate fraqments C. 164; C. 464; C. 517; 
C. 918; C. 919; C. 920 (baking plate or tray) C. 921. 

tripod trays C. 494; C. 532. 

two tripod cookinq pots C. 913; C. 914. 

Use: At first it was a small corridor, but later a 
dump for Room 6 according to the text. 

(Hes]2eria, 1978, p. 118) 

Room 6: There was a thick deposit including bones of 
small animals, burned sherds and grinding stones. There 
were six irregular slabs on the floor on which were 
set large and small terracotta vessels. There was also 
a collection of fine pottery, including a one-handled 
cup; thirteen deep bowls; twelve kylikesl fifteen 
goblets; four stirrup jars and a conical cup. An 
area of a burned clay floor may indicate a 

hearth. 

A total of 850 sherds gave a fair sampling of ordinary 
LMIIIB pottery in use at Kommos, It was 350/. cooking 
ware; this included a minimum of eleven jars; two 
pithoi; four jugs; one amphora; four stirrup jars; 
one bucket; one tripod brazier; 

twenty-four bakinq pl tes 

twelve cookinq pots 

at least four tripod cookinq pots 
(as there were ten legs). 

Use: Domestic area for cooking and eating. Shaw made 
the point that most people must have eaten from 
decorated ware (an interesting comment on the 
level of society). 

(Hesperia, 1977, p. 218-219; Hesperiag 1978, p. 117-120; 
Hesperia, 1979, plan 20 
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LMIIIB 
====== II 

Central hillside, North East buildin 1 

Room 10t The finds in this small room included a 
few stone tools and cooking utensils 

one cookinq pot (jar) ri C. 900 

two tripod cookinq pot fraqments C. 901; C. 902 

elqht bakinq plate fraqments C. 903-904 
and C. 906-911 

one bakinq tray fraqment with part of a 
spout C. 905. 

Use: Storage is possible. 

(Hesperia, 1978, p. 1219 fig. 4. plan) 

Room 4: An oblong piece of limestone propped up by a 
small stone was identified as a baetylic pillar. In 
the south western corner of the room. was a stone seat. 
In the north of the room was a slab enclosure. Inside 
this a brazier (it showed no signs-of burning) was 
found. 

C. 179 and C. 112: two low goblets of LMIIIA2/B, were 
found. These were the only dateable pottery in the 
room.. 
Other finds includedt C3 snake tube stand, well- 
preserved, and set in its original position. It had 
a cup, set in it, which proved earlier conjectures that 
these stands were used-for holding cups. It also had 
birds set on the handles. Inside the cup described 
above were six small pebbles, and a thick white sub- 
stance in the bottom (which was to be analyzed). The 
cooking utensils included 

fraqments of a cooking basin C. 104 

a brazier with long handle C. 5; a coarse bowl C. 108; 
and a 

tri2od cookin pot near F on the plan and 
with fragments also scattered to the east 
of the room. 

Use: Household shrine. 

(Hesperia, 1977, p. 227-230$ fig. 6 (plan of room) 
Hesperia, 1979, fig. 3 for area) 
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LMI 1173 

I Central hillside, North East bluildinat 

Room 31 Many fragments of cooking wares together with 
decorated pottery of LMIIIA and/or B were found. The 
decorated pots'were mainly cups and bowls. There was a 

hearth, a large flat slab which was burned 
and had ash and burned matter on it; there 
was also a possible oven: a raised circular 
platform in the eastern part of the room. 
It was composed of two vertical and two 
horizontal slabs. However there were no 
marks of burning or burned material, so the 
use was not certain. 

Uset Kitchen. 

(Hesperia, 1977, p. 226-7; 1979, fig. 3, CVMK p. 9) 

Room 5: This room may -have been partly hypaethral. 
The room contained-three slab enclosures, the first 
of which was a circular shallow pit, which had a 
platform joining it. Within this enclosure was 

a tripod cookinq pot C. 1179. 

Two of its three legs were missing (lost in antiquity 
Shaw'pointed out). Inside at the bottom were "many 
irridescent wing covers of tiny beetles, perhaps 
drawn to the pot by its contents". East of this 
enclosure were a coarse basin C. 1177 and other frag- 
ments of coarse vessels. To the south were the second 
and third slab enclosures, and close by were two 
slabs which may have been used for seats. 

Slab enclosures 2 and 3 were said 
both to have been used for cooki 

Inside the enclosure on the west was a qoblet C. 1204. 
It was suggested that the ash had been emptied out of 
the enclosure on the east and put next to the wall on 
the south, shortly before the room went out of use. 
Along the east was a much-used limestone slab with 
three depressions, which Shaw suggested were used to 

support round-based water jugs as are presently used 
in Pitsidia. These slabs had been found elsewhere 
at Kommos. 

Use: Courtyard/kitchen. 

(Hesperia, 10ý, p. 155-159; fig. 3, plan) 
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LMI 11.9- 

Central hillside, North East buildina: 

rt 

Trench 23b: This was a sounding which revealed an 
irregular room (Hesperia, 1979, pl. 56C) which had in 
the northwest corner a "raised, quarter-circular 
construction" (Shaw did not say what he thought the 
function was). On the floor was a 

tripod cooking pot C. 1736 

which had lost its legs "in antiquity". 

Uses Unknown. 

(Hesperia, 1979, p-162) 

House J at the porti 

Room 71 A burned slab, called a 

hearth 

was set at floor level. The house contained mostly 
coarse ware and just enough fineware to date it to 
LMIIIB. Storage vessels lay abandoned on the floor, 
which was not typical of other floors representing 
the last stages of occupation. 

Use: Kitchen; possibly a cooking/living area. 

(Hesperia, 1980, p. 239-240; fig. 13, plan) 
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, 
EAST CENTRAL CRETE I 

CAVE OF TRAPEZA 

MALLTA 

Cave of Trapeza 

EMII-III-MMI 

This cave yielded coarse cooYing pot fragments. 

Use: Burial. 

(BSA 36, p. 28-33,48-50, fig. 7 and 11) 

Mallia 

EMII-MMI 
Space A-2: 

Described as coming from this area were several 
pieces in the Vasilike-style, including: a teapot, 
and two jugs. A small jug with a flat base; a 
loomweight; and a cup; and 

a cookinq 2t jar, K. 60.57 

was also found. 

Use: Pottery workshop. According to the excavatorst 
the potters of Mallia tried to copy Vasilikeware 
in this area. 

(Le entre Politique II-p p. 51, forward; p. 57; pl. XXV) 

mmi ?1 

Sondacles S: 

, Baking, plate fragments were found. 

Use: Rubbish area. 

(Sondaaes au Sud-ouest du Palais, p. 11-12; no illus. ) 

1. The excavators were not certain of the chronology. 



MA-2 

MMIA 

Hypostyle Crypt, hamber 5: 

The finds in this room were 
of coarse pottery that could 
the bases of cups and vases; 

a dozen tripod cookin, 
(at least) one curved 

called meagre; sherds 
not be restor-ed including 
a lamp; a pithos; and 

a pot feet, including 

foot, 60. K. 4. 

On the stairs leading to the magazines, was a cup, 
containing the remains of burnea wood and a "light on 
dark" MMI sherd. This was the only decorated fragment 
found in the room. 

Use: Meeting room? The chambers of the Hypostyle 
Crypt were carefully built and this, and the 
fact that little was found in them, has led to 
speculation that they were for meetings. 

(Le Centre politigue 11, p. 46, pl. XXVII) 

MMIB? 

"Batiment du Four", Room Gamma: 

An oven was found here. 

In the southwest corner were: a small conical cup 
inside a tripod conical cup; a compote on a thick 
high foot; and 

tripod cooking Juq, No. 9. 

Other pieces in the room, included good painted examples 
of MMIB pottery, including an amphora; conical cups; 
jugs; a coarse jar; the foot of a potter's wheel; a 
goblet; a lamp with a foot; a stone bowl; and a lid in 
st6ne. In a higher level were found: a coarse jar or 
marmite; (cookinq_pot jar); a jug; conical cups; and 

tripod cooking__i11qs, Nos. 12 and 13. 

Use: 
'Kitchen 

or living-cooking area, there was no clear 
evidence that the oven dated from this periodp but, 
if so, the excavators speculated that it might 
have been used for smoking meat. The foot of the 
potter's wheel indicated pottery production in the 
vicinity. one of the tripod cooking jugs (no. 12) 
had clear evidence of being used over a fire. 

(Maisons IV, p. 39, pi. XXII B and G) 

1. The excavators were not certain of the chronology. 
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mmii 

Middle Minoan Sanctuaryt 

12 

A large libation table/hearth was found in situ along 
with other small offering tables and 

a. t. r. ipod .. tray, M. 65/7 

was found near the table of offering/hearth, it had 
a double axe in relief on the underside (Effenterre 
fig. 585). 
The pottery was in a sealed context and was analqous 
to MMIIB at Knossos. 

There were two principal rooms with a vestibule 
between them. To the east was the sanctuary, and to 
the west was the sacristy for preparation of the 
provisions or religious accessories. In the shrine 
room a masonry bench in one corner was assumed by the 
excavators to have been used for idols and offerings, 
although no idols were found. The kernos/hearth had 
signs of fire, as did the tops of four tubular 
pedestals with flat shoulders. 
In the opposite corner, fallen off from a bench, was 
an ordinary 

tripod cookinq pot. 

Tripod cookinq pot juq, M. 65/12 

was also found here (exact provenance unknown). 
"There is no doubt that fire played a large role both 
in the unknown ritual of the sanctuary, and in the 

.. 
final act of overthrowing or of extinction, which 
preceded the abandonment of this spot". 

Use: Called "un sanctuaire urbain". 

(AR, 1965-66, p. 23; BCH 90 (1966) 514-551; van 
Effenterre p. 442-444; Illust fig. 596; plan: fig. 597) 

Quartier Mut 

Baking plate 

, 
fragments vere found, according to Poursat in June 1981. 

Use: Unknown., 

Quartier Mus, The'Catalogues list tripod and other 
co3-king ti-t-ensils from this area. The author has been 
in correspondence with Poursat on the context of each 
vessel, but no specific information has yet been 
received. 
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MMII-MMIII (transition between the First and Second Palaces). 

L'Aaora. Room lls 

In the southeast corner of the room was a type of 
cupboard. It contaiyied debris of pithoid. fragments 
and of bronze blades, and a great many sherds of 
undecorated pottery. The finds, which were found in 
one piece or have been restored, were listed as 
including two lids of stone (one of schist and one of 
steatite); several types of cup (with and without 
handles); and goblets; three jugs (a small one, a 
miniature one and a large one); and a 

tripod cookinq pot juq. 

Use: Closet/storeroom. The area is known as the 
Southern Storerooms (Les Magasins Meridionaux). 

(Le Centre Politique , pp. 58,62,65; pl. XLV) 

MMIIIB-LMIA 

Palace, Room Vs 

Found here was the "Braseroll; a 
box-shaped, tripod cookinq vessel 
with a spout, and metallic features. 

Use: T he area was called a donjean, or castle keep. 

(Palais 1, p. 56, pi. XXIX-l; van Effenterre 1980, fig. 708) 

Palace, Area Xt 

X-1 was a small court with two areas leading off it. 
To the left was an area divided by small walls into 
compartments and to the right was a long narrow room, X. 
The contents of this area included an elongated 
terracotta Krater; braziers; many weights of various 
shapes; 2 stone mortars; and a 

, tripod cookiLig Pots which was intact. 
This was the Type C of the early excavators. 

Also found were 

numerous triR d cookinq pot feet,. 
See tripod cookinq pot 9129 (painted) in the Catalogue. 

Use: Kitchen, see Maison 11, p. 25, and N. 2. 

(Palais Il,, 19360 p. 8-9, p. 36 and N. 2; pi. viii and XVI - 
c and d; van Effenterre 1980, fig, 475; Graham p. 126-127) 
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MMIIIB-LMIA 

Palace, Rooms XVIII - 1-2-3l 

There were large jars and fireboxes; and 

triI26d c okinq 12ots 
found in the tiny compartment XVIII-2. The area was 
said to be a veritable pottery store. Five of the 

speci lised cookinq jars (including HM 8617) 

with holes pierced in the side, were found, including 
one with a firebox in place as a lid (Georgiou Type 
1A-b). Other items included an altar; votive feet; 
and tubular vases. 

Use: Sanctuarv and shrine store. 

(Palai s IV , p. 9-12 0 fig. 1; p. 52-53, pl. XL and XLI; van 
Effenterre, fig. 604) 

Palace, Room XI-5: 

Area XI consisted of narrow parallel chambers with 
channels running the length of each, that emptied into 
collectors. The vessels found in situ included pithoi; 
storage jars; tubs for separating oil; lamps; loom- 
weights; and at least one 

tripod cookin pot 

Use: Magazine, primarily for storing oil. 

(Palais V, 1980, pl. 150-3; Palais r, 1928, p. 55; 
Pl.. XXVII-5) 

Palace, Room XXI-2: 

Found here were 

fragments of spitrests. 

Use: The room led off the "North service court" 
(Graham, p. 126). The area could easily have 
been used for preparing food. 

(REA, 43, (1941), p. 12-14; van Effenterre p. 60, fig. 83; 
Graham, p. 127) 
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MMIIIB-LMIA 

Palace, Room XXV-2: 

XXV-2: A large amount of pottery was found in the 
compartment XXV-2, including bowls; cups, amphorae; 
and 

tripod cookinq pots 

Use: Storeroom. 

(Palais 11, p. 22-23) 

XXV-3: 

The, plan (Palais II., pl-VIII) showed storage jars in 
three corners and a stirrup jar in the fourth- Near 
the centre was a lamp fallen onto the floor and to 
its left was a small jug. Grains of carbonised chick 
Peas were found in the room. Also found was a 

tripod cookinq pot. 
In the rest of the room there was a roughly made 
built-in bench on which stood several jugs and on the 
last wall was a vessel that contained carbonised grain. 

At a lower level (70 cms) were remains of bronze 
utens , 

ils and arms; three daggers; three shears; and 
three awls could be identified. 

Use: An atelierg according to the excavators, was 
a de-f-171t-e possibilityt and the bench was 
identified as a workbench for the artisan. 

(Palais 11 , p. 22-23) 

Maison Za: 

Room 20: A number of bases of vases and many intact 
vessels were found in this area. The finds included 

tvo_tripod cookinq 22t 
Tsee Za-20-1 in Catalogue). 

Use: Storeroom for pottery. This room formed part of 
a larger area that the excavators thought might 
have been partially unroofed. Room 20 was 

-described as a pottery reserve. 

(Maison 1. p. 869 pl. XLI-3) 
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MMIIIB-LMIA 

Maison Za: 

Rooms 27 and 28: A great deal of pottery ýýas found in 
this room, including'painted and unpainted vases. 
Decorated pieces described in the text included a 
large spouted jar with two handles; an askos; and a 
vase decorated with nautili. Coarse vessels included 

two "rechauds" (specialised cooking pot jars 
717-h holes pierced in the side, one with a 
lid, Georgiou's Type la/b firebox) 

one cooking pot jar4flower Pot. It was 
r-- described as a marmitep bu7it had a hole 

pierced in the base, which surely eliminated 
it as a cooking pot jar. 

two tripod cooking pots with specialised lids 
Nos. 4 and 5 in the text. (Georgioul s Type 
la/b f ireboxes) . 

Use: Rooms 26-28 vere described as storerooms, but 
specialised production could have taken place 
in the area because of the tripod cooking pots 
and jars and fireboxes described above. 

(Maison 1, p. 86-88, and N. 2; pl. XL-1 and 2) 

Maison Zbt 

Room llt This was one of two rooms leading off the 
living room. Along the'south wall stood two large 
pithoi. Along the west wall was a "firebox"; two 
large conical jars (each with two handles, and one 
placed inside the other) ; and 

a tripod cookinq pot, probably 
painted tripod cookina pot lla, in the Catalogue. 

Uset Rooms 1 and 11 were called the north magazines, 
although in-the text it also stated they might 
be workshops. Graham called Room 1a closet 
under the stairs. 

(Maisons 11, p. 13f; Graham, p. 66) 

Room VITIS This was a small room leading off the 
southern vestibule. Iý contained a small decorated 

tri]2od cookinq pot 
(see Zb-VIII-1 in Catalogue). 

Use: Foyer. 

(Maison TI., p. 52-53; pi. XXVII A-4; XIV-2) 
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Maison Zb: 

Room Vt This room contained a number of weapons and 
tools, includingi two double axes; 'a joiner's chisel,; 
and the point of a s, ý7ord. It also containled at least 
two stone vases and a small ivory sphinx. Included 
also was a vessel that could have been a 

Although it showed 
shape as a vessel 
as a "cooking pot 
pl. 11-35). 

Use: Workshop. 

cookinq pot jar 

no signs of fire, it was the same 
from Gournia, which was described 
of stamnos shape" (Gournia, p. 30 

(Maisons II, p. 16-17) 

Room XVII: This was a larae room with a fixed hearth, 
and several rooms led off it. Among the finds were 
two identical "firebox lids", (Georgiou Type la/b), one 
of which was found in place on a 

cooking pot jar. 

0 Use: Principal room of the house. Evidence exists that 

, production of aromatics could have taken place, 
or that aromatics were used in this reception 
room (or both). 

(Maisons Ii. p. 17-22) 

Room XM In this room in the southern part of the 
house were found 

many tripod cooking pot feet 

in a thick layer of ashes. Ashes were also abundant 
in Room XIII. Found here were the remains of 

, 
tripod cookinc pots 

of "similar shape. to those found at Nirou Chani" said 
the texts. This type of description can be very 
misleading, there is only one extant tripod cooking 
Pot which bears any resemblance to those of Nirou 
Chani, and this HM, 7806, provenance unknown. 

Uset Kitchen, with Room XIII as the "woodshed", 
according to the text. 

(Maisons Il,, p. 24-25) 
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MMIIIB-LMIA 

Maison Delta-at 

Compartiment de briouess In this room was found a 
great deal of coarse, pottery, including a-series of 
different types of cups (with and without handles); 
stirrup jars; amphorae; pithoid jars; various types 
of jug; bridge-spouted jars; lamps on high and low 
pedestals, and at least 

one tripod cooking pot 

and (at least) 

one cookincl Rot jar, the specialised 
type with holes in the side. 

Use: This is one of two similarly designed rooms to 
the right of the main entrance of Delta A and 
the area was probably used for production, and 
accompanying storage. 

(Maisons T, p. 57; Plates XXX and XXXI and XX-5 (room); 
pl. IXVI Tplan); van Effenterr6 (1.980)fict. 534) 

Quartier Lamda, Maison de la FaVadel Redans: 

Room XV: This room had a hearth in the southwest 
cornerjýfilled with ashes and carbonised wood. A 

tripod cookinq pot; 
-0 (see tripod cooking pot Lamda 147 in the Catalogue) 

wide-bellied jars; and bther coarse pottery lay in situ, 
although broken, in the corners of the room. In the 
middle was a 

bronze tripod cookinq pot 

on its side, crushed by the weight of the stones that 
had 

' 
fallen onto it.. In the threshold of the doorway 

into the corridor outside Room XV, was a double trough 
of gourn. Other vessels in the room included a stone 
spatula, a stone birds, nest bowl; cups; a large lamp; 
and two jugs. 

Use: Kitchen. 

(Le Centre Politique 1, p-100; pl. LII-1) 
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MMIJII$-LMIA 

uartier Lamda, Maison de la Facade*a Redans: 
1# 

Room XVI: In the southeast corner of the room was 
an unusual construction which the excavatorrs thought 
had served as a coffer for wood or a large seat. Near 
the centre of the room was a 

larqe earthenware platter 

which had four suspension holes pierced along the 
edge. The excavators conjectured that it could have 
been a lid for a pithos, once, but that here it served 
as a 

portable fireplace, 

of ashes and charcoal were found on top. In the 
corner were a bronze sword and a tiny vase decorated 
in IMIA style (pl. LV). 

Uses Living room. 

(Le Centre Politique II, p. 97; fig. 8; pl. LV) 

Maison du Cave au Pilier, antechamber VI and between VI 
and the Cavet 

The finds included: conical cups; a decorated place 
(MMIIIB); two amphorae; jugs; a small jug; a stone 
vase (multicolour breccia); and a stone lid; and 

a tripod cooking poto Lamda 164. 

The excavators think the pottery could have come from 
a cupboard under the (steep) stairs leading from the 
floor above into the cave. 

Use: Storerooin/store for religious pur2oses. Although 
g-cave with a central column could denote 
religious use, nothing was found to corroborate 
this view (either in the cave itself or in the 
antechamber) . 

(Le Centre Politique p. 121; 130-132; fig. 11: plan; 
pl. IXVI II) 
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5 SO 

Maison Ke: 

Room 2: In the northwest corner was found a large 

tripod cookinq pot 
(see tkipod cooking pot, K. 264 in the Catalogue). 

Uses Kitchen? K. 264 was irregular in shape, but the 
bulbous shape, the upright collar and the nearly 
vertical coil handles, and the deep slits at the 
log junctions all point to LMIII, (see discussions 
of LMIII in Chapter on Manufacture) 

LMI 
Contre Politique I, p. 136; pl. LXX-1) 

Haqia varvarai 

A rustic farmhouse, which had 

cookinq pots in situ 
in one room. 

Use: Kitchen. 

(AR, 1965-66, P. 22) 

LMIII 

Maison, des Vases \a Etrier 

Room XVIII: A small 

oven/fixed hearth 

was found built into the south wall. In a corner of 
the room was found a fragment 

spitrest,, Chapouthier Type A, C2573. 

Use: Kitchen. 

(Le Centre Politique__T, p-110) 
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EAST CENTRAL CRETE II 

AGHIOS ANTONIOSi-KAVOUST; GOURNIA. 

Aghios Antonios 

EMII-III 

Cave Burial, bed of Kayousi Riv6r: 

one tripod cookinq pot. 

Use: Cemetery. 

(Vrokastro,, p. 183f) 

Gournia 

EMIII 

The finds included 

Tripod-cookina vessels are said to have been numerous; 
in fact the "favourite form of cooking vessel" in Gournia. 
Unfortunately the majority were not retained, and neither 
was information on what they were like or where they were 
found. As can be seen from the Catalogue, most of the 
vessels which were retained or written about, do not have 
notes on context. What is known, is summarized below. 

Gournia, North Trench: Finds included 

tripod cookina pots. 

Use of area: Unknown. 

(Gournia,, p. 57) 

Pachyammos: Finds included a 

tripod cookina pot. 

Use: Cemetery. 

(Anthropo-loqical. 
-Publications of the University 0 

Pennsylvania Museum, Vol. vii-NO. 2s p. 27) 

MMI-Lmi 

Gournia, East Slope: Finds included a vessel called 
a "pot" , i. e. 

a cookina Pot. 

Uses Unknown. 

(Gournia, p. 29, pl-11-37) 
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Block k, House__Ac, Room 16: The cellar Rooms 16 and 
17 were reached by either a ladder or staircase it was 
suggested, at the west end of Room 16. Room 16 had a 
low stone bench along the east side, and a wall ran 
down the middle of the room. The finds included: a 
pithos; two storage jars (one is 1831, pl. 1-27); many 
cups; a bronze knife (see pl. IV-19); an undecorated 
vase (similar to pl. vii-15); a small spouted jug 
(pi. vii-17); a decorated amphora (pl. viii-6); a clay 
table (similar to viii-33); and 

a tripod cookinq ju G. 11-64. 

Use: Storeroom. 

(Gourni 
, p. 22; fig. 8, pi. II) 

Block A, House Aq, Room 43: Reference was made in the 
text to the apparent lack of built hearths in. Gournia. 
One of the few places where there might have been a 

"raised hearth built of stone and 
clay coated with plaster" 

was in Room 43. 

Use:. Living/cooking. 

(Gournia, p-29) 

Block B, House Bc, Room 12: This was said to have been 
an earlier house (the inference is that it was LMIA). 
The finds mentioned included 2769, a Middle Minoan 
shape jug with a metallic profile (pl. 1-19); and 

cooking ]Rot jars G. 11-35 and G. 11-71. 

Use; Unknown. 

(Gournia, p. 29) 

Block B, House Ba, Room 6: This house was said to have 
been bull-t qui e late. The finds included 

a bronze tripod kettle. 

Uses Kitchen. 

(Gournia, p. 24, pl. IV-72) 
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Block C, House 
-Cd, 

Room 17: The house was said to 
have been too destroyed to describe. The finds 
included 

a. cookina, ]Rot jar 5154 

with holes pierced in the side, forming a pattern. 

Use: Some specialized production As, at Mallia they 
were found with lids with perforated bulbous centres 
(see Georgiou Type la-b, and discussions). 

(Gournia, p. 29-30; pl. 11-46) 

Block C, House 'f Room 25: One of the older houses 
on the middle eastern slope. The owners left their 
storage jars in place on a stone plttform along the 
west and south walls of C-29. Finds included 

a stew-pan 3157. 

Use,: Not specified. 

(Gourni , p. 29-ý30; pl. 11-34) 

Block C, House Cq: The owner was said to have dealt 
in bronze. Among the household vessels are 11-59 and 
11-64.11-59 was a pedestal bowl from C148; 11-64 
was a 

tripod ookinq juq 

listed on page 30 as from A-16. Probably a similar 
one to 11-64 was found in House Cg. 

Use: Not specified. 

(Gournia, p. 29-30; pl. 11) 
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Block F, House Fd, Room 18: This house had a 
principal room with "aFjoining space for storage" 
(see House N. Palaikastro). From the street one 
entered a small square vestibule, with stairs that 
led to the first floor ("second storey" is an 
Americanism in the text). At that level there was a 
door into Room 18. Along the south wall a "horizontal 
black streqk in the earth" showed that there had been 
a wooden shelf, and thirteen clay (and one stone) 
loomweights had been on it. "A carpenter's kit lay 
concealed in a cranny outside the west door of Room 18. 
Was it deliberately hidden under the corridor floor, 
as appears to be the case? " asked Boyd Hawes. The 
finds in the room included 

one tripod cooking polt 

which was similar to that in pl. 11-72. 

Usei Industrial area. No better proof of the 
industrious ways of the inhabitants of Gournia 
could be found than Room 18, said Boyd Hawes. 

(gournia, p. 22-23; pl. 11) 

Block D, House Dd, Rooms 29 and D-30: This house was 
said'probably to have been LMIA (early LM). Room D-30 
had an oil vat, and "north of D-30" i. e. probably 
between D29 and D-30, was found the utensil thought 
to be a 

f unnel. 

Use: Industrial area of oil/wine. 

(Gournia, p. 24-27; pl. 1-24) 

Block E, House Ei, Room 55: "A pithos and some small 
dishes and cups with a quantity of peas burnt to 
charcoal... were discovered in the pocket between 
the earlier and later walls, belong(ing) to the older 
house'. 

Use: Storage of commodities. 

(Gournia, p. 23) 
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Block Gamma, Room 10i This was a small room in the 
Palace. A piece of paper inside the 

stew pa 3157 

read "gamma 10". Vessel 3157 is listed as coming 
from C25 on Page 30 of Gournia,. 

Whether this was a mistake or indicated a similar 
vessel here, is not known. 

Uset Unknown. 



DISTRIBUTION WITHIN SITES 

EAST CENTRAL CRETE TTT 

KARPHI 

LMIIIC 

Rooms at Karphi are said to have had collections of 
pottery whose general composition was as follows: 
coarse fragments from 3-6 pithoi; pithoid jars; jars; 
1-2 large stirrup-jars; basins; lamps and lids; 

tripod cookinq pots, 
bakinq plates, and 
bakinq trays. 

kalathoi and dishes; 

Every room except Room 22 contained remains of these. 
Baking plates (type 6) were most common; types 1-4-6 
(trays) were next most frequent. 3ecause types 4 and 
6 could have irregular rims, this means that the 
I'spitrest" type was also very common. This is not 
mentioned with each reference to baking plates and 
dishes, but it should be kept in mind. 
Also included were: fine sherds from 4-6 bowls or cups; 
2-3 stirrup-jars; jdgs; spouted jars; pyxides; graters 
and kylixes and one or two fragments of blue ware. 
"In bulkcoarse sherds averaged about ten times more 
than fine, but this naturally depended more on the 
size than on the number of vessels represented". 

r" t, " 

5o 

Also present in most rooms were grinding slabs; stone 
grinders; fragments of pumice; and animal bones. 

This description makes an'analysis of Karphi difficult 
as it must be kept in mind that the following discussion 
is limited to areas from which either (1) cooking ware 
has been retained; and/or (2) where it was specially 
mentioned because of the importance of the room and 
its other contents. 
After the Peak Sanctuary, areas will be discussed 
roughly according to the sequence of their construction, 
as given in BSA 389 p. 135-136. Although the cooking 
ware has been dated to the end of LMIIIC, the reader 
nevertheless will have an understanding of the history 
of the site. 

The Peak Sanctuary: This area is said to have had the 
usual pottery, but only a small amount of fineware, 
a few pithos sherds, but many of the type-6 dishest 
which were - 

bakinq plates. 

(BSA 38,97,98) 
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The North and South Shelters were considered to have 
been the earliest domestic quarters. They are listed 
as having had the usual pottery, which would include 
cookingware. 

The Temple: 

The finds included a clay plaque with a face in 
relief; two clay statuettes of goddesses; spindle 
whorls of clay and stone limestone pounders; a seal 
of steatite with rosette pattern. The pottery included 
coarse and fine, and two unique pieces; the three- 
handled jug (type-2), and a kalathos with knobs (type 4); 
also 'a small compartment with a group of blue ware vases 
(some distorted). 

Room 40: This room yielded a haematite weight; two 
clay spindle whorls; a bronze shoemaker's awl with 
tang; a pierced mother of pearl plaque and 

a baking tray type-5 

Uses Part of the Temple complex. It is ýossible 
workmen were attached to the Temple, hence the 
tools. 

(BSA-38, p. 75-76; Karphi, fig. 6) 

The Great House: 

Room 14: Finds included fragments of wood and the 
tip of a steatite implement, 2.4cm long. Fineware 
included a pyxis, with horns of consecration painted 
in red. The pottery was predominantly coarse ware 
and included 

a tripod cookinq pot K14 

Use: Storeroom. A stepladder was needed for access. 

(BSA 38, p. 77-79; p. 135) 

Rooms 16 a nd 17': Fragments of clay statuettes and 
other cult objr-ects were listed as contents, also a 
boar's tusk, pierced (for use as an ornament perhaps); 
fragments of a conch shell, a bronze blade; and a 
steatite spindle whorl. Fragments from a minimum of 
four pithoi were found and 

a tripod_cookinq pot K16 
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The Great House: 

Use: Large courtyard, which it appears might have been 
used for cooking and also for cult purposes. 
(Earlier this area was part of a community rubbish 
tip and this courtyard appears to, date to the 
second building 'phase of the Great House). 

(BSA 38, p. 77-79; p. 135) 

The Maqazines: 

Room 221 The contents included two clay spindle whorls; 
a small amount of fineware, including three pyxides; 
and more coarseware than usual, including at least 
eight pithoi; but no trays and plates. (The text says 
that all other coarseware shapes except plates and 
trays were present. This would include tripod cooking 
pots). 

Uset Storeroom. 

(BSA" 38 P, P., 79-81) 

Room 23:,, This, room contained 
threp Neolithic stone axes; a 
of a bronze bowl and a shell. 
here but little f ineward'-, afid 
said to have been broken and 
Finds included 

clay spindle whorls; 
bone pommel; a fragment 

The usual pottery was 
the pottery found is 

blackened by fire. 

atripod cooking ju 
, 

Use: Storeroom. 

(BSA, 389 p. 79-81) 

Room-31t This room contained, a clay spindle whorl; a 
RFe3'11thiC stone axe; a fragment of a bronze knife; a 

, part,. of. a stea 
, 
titebowl; animal remains included a 

pierced boar's-'tusk, and the horn of a red deer. The 
usual pottery was found but no pyxides were located, 
and one sherd of very good fabric might have been 
importedy according to the excavators. Included was a 

22akinq tra type-4 

Use: Storeroom. 

(BSA 38, p. 79-81; Karphiý fig. 6) 
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Southern House, Period 1: 

V, r 
5 0' 

Room 43: The contents included a piece of a large 
conch shell; and the usual pottery with one type-4 
pyxis and 

a tripod cooking pot K43: 
globular type with painted decoration. 

Use: Special production? 

(BSA 38, p. 81-83) 

Room 50: This room contained clay spindle whorls and 
one clay spool; the usual pottery, quite broken; and 

a baking tra type-3 

ý- Uses Unknown. 

(BSA 38s p. 81-83; Karphi fig. 6) 

Southern House, Period 2: 

Room 26: Six or more bronze objects were found, 
including a votive double axe; a thin-disc; a dagger 
hilt; an awl with bone handle; a disc with bosses; and 
thin bronze fragments. Also found was a fragment of 
steatite that appears to have been shaped for inlay; 
and a clay cylinder and two clay spools. The pottery 
included a lot of coarseware: fragments from ten pithoi; 
jars; and many kalathoi. There was one fine tankard 
and 

two tril2od cooking pots K26 1 and 2. 

Use: Possibly a workshop, inbluding metal work. 

(BSA 38, P. 81-83) 

Eastern Block, Rooms 135-144, com2risinq--three houses: 

Room 139: This house was said to have been an "example 
of the simplest type of Homeric house". There were 
found two spindle whorls of steatite; five clay spools. 
There was the usual pottery, which should have included 
cooking ware as there was a 

hearth 

in the centre of-the room with burned earth and pieces 
of charcoal. Against the east wall may have been jar 
stands, although the description is not unlike the slab 
enclosures seen elsewhere. 
Uset Living area at Zakros Kommos and Myrtos. 

(BSA 389 P. 69-70) 
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Middle House: 

Room 137: Finds included a spindle whorl of steatite; 
a piece of bronze blade; a whetstone; the usual pottery, 
including fragments from a coarse jar that had 
medallions and moulding. There was a 

hearth 

in the cnetre of the northern half of the room which 
had a large piece of charred wood from the last fire. 
There was an octagonal 

leq of a bronze tripod K638; 

and 

a tripod cooking pot,, globular type K137 

Use: Living area. The tripod leg could have come from 
a vessel used for heating or cooking or both. 

(BSA 38, p. 69-70) 

Mikre Koprana House: 

Room 147t There were clay spindle whorls (and two of 
steatite); three clay spools; a piece of steatite lid 
with a knob; a limestone disc with two holes pierced 
in it; bronze objects, including a knife with a 
twisted handle; angle pieces; a bronze fibula, of 
which a part was broken. The usual pottery was found 
with at least five pithoi, eight pithoid jars and 

eleven bakinq plates, /tray 
. 

Uset Work area, including cheese. This room had a 
rough, oblong tank cut in the rocki possibly a 
mandra for fermenting milk. 

(BSA 38, p. 69-70) 
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Mikre Koprana House: 

Room 149: The finds included the clay head of an ox; 
four cl9y and one steatite spindle whorls; many clay 
spools; a clay palette; a whetstone; possibly two 
amulets; stone beads; a kalathos with a clay figure of 
a goddess inside; a fragment of a bronze blade; stone 
utensils. (a bowl and lid with a knob). The usual 
pottery was found, including at least seventeen pithoi; 
jars; and fineware included a large Krater and 

tripod cookinq pot 
(estimated number not given); 

. 
twelve bakinq plates 

and 
bakinq trays (about four). 

Uset. Production of foodstuffs like cheese, as well 
as possibly non-edibles, and storage. 

(BSA 38, P. 69-70) 

The Priest's House (BSA 38, p. 84-86), Rooms 58-61,80. 
This building was the second largest in Karphi. It was 
said to hdve had direct access to The Temple, and part of 
the complex was a Shrine (Room 58 which had access from 
the street only). 

Room 80: Room 80 was reached by a ladder, and it was 
either lighted by clerestory, or from the doorway of 
Room 61, - Among the finds were three steatite spindle 
whorls; and two stone objects, one of which resembled 
inlay. The usual pottery was found, including fragments 
from a minimum of eight pitho 'i 

(one tripod pithos); 
seven or more kalathoi, and some fineware, including 
at least three pyxides; three stirrup jars; a number of 
bowls and 

several bakinq plates of type-6 

and 

one tripod cookinR pot KBO (globular). 

Uses Storeroom. This unusual type of triopd cooking 
pot'could indicate that the room had been used 
for special productiong but as this room had 
difficult access and had little light it is more 
likely to have been a storeroom. 

(BSA 38, P. 84-86) 
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Baker's House: 

Room 731 At the north end was an 

oven 

ca. 1,5 metres in height. It was a vault with the 
lower part built of small stones that were lined with 
burned clay, the upper part was of reeds bound with 
the same clay (fragments of this clay had reed 
impressions). At the top there appeared to have been 
a clay knob that projected outwards. 

Two bakinq plates 

were found inside the oven and there were 

many other baking plates 
in the room. 

Uses The oven above was described as a "bread-oven". 
It is probably analgous to the village baker's 
oven of today which bakes many types of food for 
housewives who bring their prepared dishes to the 
bakery. 

(BSA *38, P. 86-87) - 

Room 71t This room had the usual pottery but 

It comparatively fewtripod leq ". 

Uset Unknown. 

(BSA 38, P. 86-87) 

The Commercial Quartert 

Room 77: This was a room on two levels; there was 
either a 

hearth 

or a jar-stand against the north wall (there were no 
traces of burning). 

Usei Unknown. 

(BSA 38, p. 88-89) 
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The Commercial Quarter: 

Room 79: There was an 

oven 
in the south west corner, which was built of stone. 

Uset Shop? The area was compared with a shop in a 
village in Upper Egypt where everything is sold: 
a "general store" with everything from foodstuffs 
to religious items on the shelves. 

(BSA 38, p. 88-89) 

Cliff Houses East: 

Room 75: Contents included a clay spool; part of a 
bone, pin (burnished black); a steatite spindle whorl; 
an obsidian core. There were a bronze barbed arrow- 
head and a fragment of bronze. The'usual pottery was 
found with two pyxides, also a 

baking plat type-6 

Use: Unknown. 

(BSA 389 p. 93-94; Karphi, fig. 6) 

Cliff Houses Wests 

Room 113: This room had many entrances. It also hado 
below the floor, 

_pits 
filled with charcoal, and these 

were compared with those built by the excavation team's 
workmen who preferred to spend the night "on the spot" 
(workmen who included two Albanian murderers and sheep- 
stealers, it might be added).. The usual pottery was 
foundý including fineware blackened by fire; two spindle 
whorls (one clay and one steatite); a whetstone; a horn 
of red deer. A thick flat clay plaque which could have 
been a 

baking board said the text; 

and 

a bakinq tray type-7 

Use: Domestic activities, including cooking. 

(BSA 38, p. 94-96; Karphi, fig. 6) 
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Cliff Houses Westt 

Room 1" 21: This room's contents included a pierced 
stone aisc; the end of a whetstone; two spindle whorls 
one clay and one steatite; and part of a bronze blade. 
The usual pottery was found, including at least ten 
pithoi. An artefact which may have been another 

clay bakinq board 

was also found and a 
tripod cooking iuq. 

Use: Domestic activities, including cooking. 

(BSA 38, p. 94-96) 

Room 106: - This was the last group of rooms in the 
block. Metal finds included: two fragments of wire; 
a fragment of bronze; a fragment of a rod; an ornament 
(possibly a pendant); a curved bronze knife; a ring; 
a votive double axe. Also found were the head of a 
clay statuette, and the body of a clay animal; two 
sherds from a cult object, possibly an altar. The 
usual pottery was found including about six pithoi and 

a tripod tray K106 

Use: Cult associated with bronze production? 

(BSA 389 p. 94-96) 

South East Blockt 

Room 132: This area's finds included: a circular 
lid of steatite; a whetstone; a steatite spindle 
whorlO The usual pottery included 

bakinq tray type-9 (sic, type 8) 

It was said to have been unique; the only one which 
ha-d. -a-dark wash on the outside (Karphi, p. 11). 

Use: Unknown. 

_ý. 
(BSA 38, p. 74-75; Karphi, fig. 6) 
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EAST CRETE Ir 

ZAKROS; CHAMAEZI; ACHLADIA; TOURTOULOI; ZOU. 

EMIII 

PAE indicated levels down to EMIII, but no mention 
was made of cooking pots (eg. PAE, 1965, p. 191). 

EMIII - MMIA 

Buildinq under Palace kitchent 

A fi-replace was formed between two rooms and a 
layer of ashes covered the area, but nothing 
was found in it., 

Uset Unknown. 

(PAE, 1965, p. 191) 

mmi 

Chamaezi, 
___Sitia, 

Room 4a: 

This was the oval house with the rectangular light 
well/court in the centre, Room 12. In Room 4a was 
a flat clay disk, identified as a moveable 

hearth. 

4 Near it were ashes and in te same room fragments 
of pithoi. 

Use: House/shrine. 

(Ephemeris 1906, p. 117f; BSA, XIV, p. 417-418; 
PMIj p. 1479 fig. 108) 

MMIIB 

Building to the North of the Road to the Harbourt 

Small room, second to the east (no letter assigned). 
Finds include burned wood, shells and the 

curved foot of a tripod cookinq pot. 

Uset Unknown. 

(pAE, 1969, p. 208) 
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Buildinq_to the North of the Road to the Harbour: 

Rooms Iota ' Tau, Omeqa-at The area between this 
building'-a-n-d Old Palace storerooms. 

cooking pot fraqments were found. 

Use: Unknown. 

(PAE, 1970, p. 213-223) 

Outside Room Beta on the stone 
Tiildina and the Strona BUildi 

th between the Harbour 
I 

Among the finds were a bridge-spouted jar, decorated 
with white stripes on a red background; a brazier; 
a small obsidian blade; and a 

small tri]ý2d cookinq pot with a 
foot missinq, 

and 

one foot of a larqe tripod cookinq 
pot with rope decoration. 

Use: Outdoor cooking? 

(PAE, 1969, p. 208) 

Buildinq to the North of the Road to the Harbour: 

Room Gamma: In this roomp finds included at least 
70 conical cups; 12 cups with-handles; numerous 
fragments of large coarse pots; fragments of two 
stamni; four loomweights; small -jilates; a brazier; 
a clay double axe. 

In the, southern corner was a semi-circular stone 
wall, marking either a storage area or a 

hearth. 

Among the coarse shards it is suggested that there 
might have been remains of cooking pots, but no 
specific, mention of these vessels occurs in the text. 

Use: Workroomp according to Platon. 

(PAEv 1972, p. 182) 
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Buildinq to the North of the Road to the Harbour: 

Area Alpha-a/Beta-bi The finds included a tooth of 
an animal; bones of various animals; the cylindrical 
base of a bowl; a small jua; part of an oil lamp 
made of clay; part of a large tub; Kamaresware; 
fragments of a bridge-spouted jar. There were also 

a tripod-cookinq pot foot with rope decoration 

and 
a tripod cookina iuq. 

At a deeper level were many bones; shells; loomweights; 
some red-coloured plaster; and many fragments of 
ordinary ceramic vessels, including 

two rims of cookinq pots, one with a boss 
and one withý-Tn-cised lines around the rim. 

Use: Unknown. 

(PAE, 1973, p. 157-160) 

, -Room Alpha: Along with Old Palace fragments were 
found the remains of a 

wide cookinq__pot or tripod cooking pot 

and 
the foot of an "old-type"'*tripod 
cookinq pot. 

There-was also a 

cooking pot 
broken on the doorstep leading 
into Room Beta. 

Uset, Unknown. 

(PAE, 1976, p. 434-436) 

This i_s a direct, translation, but no definition of 
an "old-type" tripod cooking pot can be given until 
týe reserves at Zakros can be studied. 
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Building to the North of the Road to the Harbour: 

Room Alpha/Beta dividinq wall: One thin 

foot of a tripod cooking pot 
decorated with an incised 
vertical slash. 

Uses Unknown. 

(PAE, 1976, p. 434) 

Building A12ha Southwest Hill: 

Room Theta: Below the floor were Kamares sherds and 
fragments of cooking utensils, including 

tripod cookinq pots 

Uset Unknown. 

(PAE, 1962, p. 145) 

Building Beta Southwest Hill: 

Area*MLVNu: Under the flagstones were cups; loom- 
weights; Hamares sherds and 

cooking Rot in fragments. 

Uset Unknown. 

(PAE, 1962, -p. 148) 

Buildinq i 

Area Ksi 
,: 

This is a square room to the left of the 
passage and it contained decorated cups dating from 
the Old Palace Period. Also found were parts of a 
four-handled pithos-shaped amphora and the upper 
part of a 

cookinq pot. 

Us2: Storage. 

(PAE, 1971, p. 262) 
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Outside Room Omicron, North Cornerl 

There were Old Palace sherds including jugs with 
white strips and spirals on a dark base. Also 
present were conical cups; wide-mouthed jugs; 
pieces of a stone vase; the curved tusk of a boar, 
cooking potware, and 

the central section of a qrill. 

Use: Possibly an outdoor cooking area. 

(PAE, 1971, p. 260-261) 

Buildincr of_ the Holy Deposit: 

Room Lamda: Found here was a small altar in the shape 
of a scaled pyramid, made in a whitish soft stone. 
Cist Beta contained among other things conical cups; 
ritual objects; a bronze knife that appeared to date 
to the end of the Old Palace period; fragments of 
coarse pottery, and a 

part of a, cookinq pot. 

Use: Open air holy area in the Old Palace Period, 
- according to Platon. 

(PAE, 1971, p. 264) 

MMI I IA 

Oblique Building: 

Epsilon I and TT: Pithoi and a copper blade were 
among the finds, as were the' 

foot of a tripod cookinq pot 
which was curved and other 
fragments of a 

cookinq pot with a fine rim. 

Uset Unknown. 

(PAE, 1968, p. 175-176) 
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Tourtouloi: 

600 

Under Room A: Found here were fragments of small 
pots; amphorae; a bridge-spouted jar with light-on- 
dark painted decoration; at least one larqe 
cylindrical pot with rope decoration; possibly 
fragments of pithoi; many bones and a jaw with teeth; 
stone utensils; a grinding-stone, and 

fragments of cookinq pots. 

Uset Kitchen, as the MMIIIB - LMIA room above it 
(Room Alpha - see below). 

(PAE, 1960, p. 296) 

Buildina under Palace Kitchen: 

Found in thi s level presumed possibly to date to 
MMIIIA, were fragments of bowls; cups; possibly 
fragments from a plaster offering table; fragments 
of stone vessels; one with a spout; and the spout of 
an irregular 

trip d cookina po with curved feet. 

User Unknown. 

, (PAE,, 1965, p. 189) 

MMIII3 

Achladia: 

-Room Beta: , This room possessed two pithoi; oil 
I lamps; jugs; graters/crushers; and 

cookina pot 
in great, disorder. 

Use: That it is the main room of the house is 
indicated by its size and access through 
multiple doors. The finds here indicate 
a living area, with storage and food 
preparation indicated. 

(PAE, 1959, p. 212-213) 
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Achladia: 

601 

Room_Epsilon: This room possessed a single large 
flat stone for placinq pots. A qroup of stones for 
crushing and gratinq indicate that wheat and olives 
were both processed here. A thick layer of pots 
along one wall indicates there had been a wooden 
shelf from which the pots were thrown by the sudden 
earthquake that appears to have caused the destruction 
of the house. The exact number of vessels was 
difficult to assess, but about 100 are indicated and 
they include pithoi; amphorae; jugs; and 

tripod cookinq pots 

cooking pot jars (these are specifically 
said not to have feet) 

and 
"a utensil with teeth" called a support 

or rest, thus a 

spit-rest is indicated. 

Among other finds were: weights; a slate utensil 
and an obsidian knife. 

Use: -Industrial production of foodstuffs. 

, (PAE, 1959,, p. 214-215) 

Room Alpha: This room, had small pots; jugs; a 
"Orazier; and a, 

cookinS Rot 

Use: A courtyard or an entrance, both were known to 

, have been used for cooking. 

(. EAE,, 1959, p. ý15) ', 

ý, -,,, -Room Mu:, This room contained an abundance of 
- ceramics, including pithoi and various 

cookinq pots' 

Use: Storage. - 

(LAE, 1959, p. 215-216) 
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MMIIIB 

Achladia: 

6G2 

Areas between Houses Alpha and Beta: These two 
areas had stone walls and contained a lot of ceramic 
fragments, including those from pithoi; and 

cookinq pots of various types 

and also animal bones; crushers and graters; cups; 
jugs; tube-like untensils. 

Uses Storage or this could be rubbish thrown from 
southern rooms. 

(PAE, 1959, p. 216) 

Note: one vessel is extant from this site. It is from 
Room namma, about which there is no specific 
info mation in PAE. 

MMIII3 - UIIA + MMII 

This section includes deposits which were 
predominantly MMIIIB - LMIA, which apparently 
had MMII sherds or artefacts in close proximity 
and the text was not clear on the stratigraphy 
of the coarse pottery. 

Buildin2 to the North of the Road the the Harbour: 

Room Alpha: Cups; jugs; one large hydria; and other 
utensils were found here, including the lower part of 
a small 

tripod cookina pot. 

Use: Unknown. 

(PAE', 1969, p. 208) 

Palace, East Win : 

Area of Rooms Alpha - Beta - Gammat Under the stone 
floor, N-o"pllthoi were found. Many fragments of 
pottery were strewn nearbyq almost all of them Old 
Palace Period. Pithos A contained large bones, 
possibly of a bull, and small pieces of charcoal. 
Pithos B contained a cup. There was a small group 
of pottery where drain pipes crossed each other. 
Enclosed in this group was a stamnos or amphora 
fragment and the 

foot of a tripod cookinq pot. 

Uses Storage. 

(PAE, 1973, p. 138-139) 
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MMIIIB - LMIA + MMII 

'Palace, East Wincf: Rooms Beta, Gamma and Delta inter- 
connected: 

6G3 

Room Beta: On the first examination of this room, 
finas 1-n-cluded many amphorae and stamni; stone 
graters and mortars; a larqe thick stone utensil 
burned out by fire; loomweights; possibly a weight 
for a scale; a brazier, and the 

foot of a tripod cooking pot 
with rope decoration. 

Use: Food preparation and storage according to Platon. 

(PAE, ' 1973, p. 182-187) 

Later, this room was found to contain an abundance 
of potsherds, predominantly transitional, but also 
including MMII. The new ceramic finds included 
many cups; a number of which were whole; amphorae; and 

many tripod cookinq pot 

and part of a clay 

qrlll with the fish vertebrae pattern 
on the upper surface. 

The animal remains included the jaw of a large animall 
possibly a horse., 

Use: Food preparation-and, storage according to Platon. 

(PAE, 1972, p. 166) 

Room Gamma: This room contained a large tub; stone 
and bone implements; a small. gourn (for kneading 
bread according to a modern Greek lady); amphorae; 
jugs; stamni; the base of a pithos; cups; bowls; 
decorated fragments in-both light-on-dark and dark- 
on-light techniques. The animal remains included the 
jaw of a-large animal and the skull of a small horned 
animal. -Among the coarse pieces were 

"tripodand plain cookinq pot jars7 

Uset Storage/food preparation, according to Platon. 

(PAE, 1967, p. 182-187) 
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MMIIIB - MIA + MMII 

Palace, East Winq: Rooms Beta, Gamma and Delta inter- 
connectedt 

66 

Room Delta: In this room were found a piece of a 
bull's horn; half of a clay bowl decorated with bands 
inside and out; loomweights; a grater and the lower 
part of a 

tri]2od cookinq pot with curved feet. 

Use: Storage/food preparation, according to Platon. 

(PAFt 19670 p. 182-187) 

Room Epsilon: A great number of pots were found here, 
many in good condition. They included amphorae; cups 
with and 

, 
without handles; bowls; a strained cup; 

loomweights; stone vessels; a fragment of a table of 
offering in dark stone. The decorated sherds were 
LMIA. Also found here were parts of a 

cookinq pot, whether "simple or 
tripodic" is not known. 

Use: Unknown. 

(PAE,.. 1970, P. 249-250) 

Area Omicron-Tota, Room Omicron: This complicated 
structure comprising two rooms was east of the stairs 
Zeta. Teeth of animals were found on these stairs. 
Room Omicron was a small square room inside Iota. 
In Room Omicron was a 

hearth 
indicated by an abundance of. ashes and coal. Nearby 
were 2 cups and a 

sma tripod cookinq pot. - 

a jug; a bobbin; and shells of the transitional 
period; also some MMII cups and some loomweights. 

Use: Living/workinq/cooking area. 

(PAE, 1971, p. 240; LAE, 1973, p. 141) 

I 
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mMIII13 - LMIA + MMII 

Palace, East Winq: 

ý05, 

Area LXVTTI: This was an irregularly-shaped structure 
to the North East of the Palace. In it was a stone 
cist or 

hearth. 

The fact that it had part of a pithos in it and part 
of a large 

(Cookina) pot, 

gave the impression of a hearth, Platon said. In 
addition, the area yielded handled and handleless 
cups; and bowls. 

Use: Unknown. 

(PAE, 1967, p. 171; ZAKROS p. 80) 

Room Mu-. Near the entrance was a storage area, or 

hearth. 

The decorated sherds included Kamares fragments and 
sherds Platon called characteristic of WIII3 and of 
the MMIII9 - LMIA periods. One decorated light-on- 
dark fragment was a rhyton in the shape of a bull's 
head (with one horn missing). This was found in the 
North East corner. Parts of a stone vessel were 
found and also loomweiahts. The undecorated wares 
included the base of a 

tripod cookina ]Rot 

and mong MMIIJB pots in the North corner was a small 

tripod cookinq pot with curved feet. 

Usei Workroom according to Platon. 

(LAE, 1971, p. 238) 

Area Tau: This was an outside area where many pot- 
sherds and animal bones were found. The latter 
included bones from goats and bulls, and the teeth 
of Pigs. Coarse sherds included half of a 

tripod cookinq pot. 

Use: Courtyard: outdoor cooking area. 

(PAE, 1973, p. 145) 
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YNIIIB - LMIA + MMII 

Palace, East Wing: 

Area Nu: This was an open area. The North East 
corner contained a storaqe area or 

hearth (see above Room Sigma). 

Constructed of stone, it was built after the wall had 
been constructed. The animal remains included 2 jaw 
bones. There was a massive amount of pottery 
discovered here, including all the usual types: cups; 
bowls; jars; jugs. Potsherds in this area are 
ascribed to MMIIIB: MMIIIA; and some were clearly Old 
Palace, i. e. MMII. These included cups and tumblers 
painted with white and red stripes, bowls, parts of 
a brazier and large 

tripod cookinq pot feet with rope decoration. 

Uset Courtyardt outdoor cooking area. 

(PAE, 1972, P. 167-169) 

Rooms 
- 

Kappa-and K. si:, On the first level were found 
stamnir; a rhyton I-n'the shape of a bull with ears and 
clipped horns and 

tripod cooking 'Pot fraciments. 

Use: Unknown. 

(ZAE, 1971, p. 240) 

Room Siama: In the North East section of the-room 
were many fragments including pottery; conical cups; 
a large fragment, probably part from a stamnos; two 
large sherds from the lower part of a pithoid jar; 
and the lid of a cooking pot. Also found were various 
animal bones, including a shoulder blade, and in other 
areas of the room animal remains included the horns 
of a goat; part of a skull; and a horn made into "a 
sort of, fork", or toothpick. Among the finds were 
also a goat's head rhyton in clay. The coarse pottery 
included part of a 

"tripod LelSane" with one foot surviving. 

On the corner. towards the door into Room Ksi , there 
was a type of storage area built of stone. Almost all 
the sherds here wer from the Old Palace period, i. e. 
MMII. 

Use: Tndications are food prepara ion. 

(. EAE, 1973, p. 143-144) 

NOTE: Tripod cooking oot 16095 in the Herakleion Apotheke P-It 
was from this area. 

-Lýýc)ej level was not given. It is 
included under MMIII13 - LMIA + MIN in the Catalogue. 
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Palace, East Winq: 

R. 2om Pi: T is room was a long narrow one, in WTTTTB. Finds included bowls; cups of various types, and one 
decorated with wavy lines and white spots; loom- 
weights; the remains of a table of offerings; the 
teeth of an animal, possibly a pig, and a 

small tripod cookin2 juq. 

In the excavation more animal remains were found, 
including the bones of a qoat, especially part of a jaw bone with small teeth. At a lower level were 

2 tripod cookina pots feet with a 
thi profile and a vertical incision 
on one side. 

At an even deeper level, along with Kamares sherds 
was a 

tripod cookiný pot foot with a 
thinnish profile. 

Uses Storeroom by the first new Palace Period MMIIIB, 
according to Platon. 

Uses in other periods: Unknown. 

(PAE, 1972, p. 171; LAE, 1973, P. 146-149) 

Area Chi: A well-preserved furnace was found here. 
In this area the finds included fragments of many 
ceramic vessels as well as loomweights; a mortar; and 
possibly horns of consecration made out of plaster; 
part of a bull's head rhyton made of chlorite. The 
coarse finds included part of a brazier; part of a 

grill with handles and with the fish 
vertebrae grid pattern familiar at Zakros. 
tri]2od cooking pot feet 

', 
which were curved 

at the ends, were also amongst the debris. 

Uset Metal workshop, according to Platon. 
See the discussion of a kiln for lime plaster: 
Knossos, Stratigraphical Museum Excavation (LMIB) 

(PAE, 1973, p. 150f and pl. 1b) 

Palace " Passaae XLIX: A great many MMIIIB - LMIA sherds 
were found in this area including 

cookinq pot ware fragments. 

Uset Courtyard cooking is possible (see UIT9) 

(PAE, 1967, p. 177) 
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Zou: 

Room'-Zeta: This room had the most finds. They 
included pithoi; mortars and crushers; jugs; bowls; 
buckets or jars; and 

, many cooking pot , 
also a cylindrical "jar" with an opening at the base, a 

cookina pot stand/oven 

Uset Preparation of food. 

(PAEj 1955, p. 288-293; PAE, 1956, p. 234) 

Room Theta: This was an open area. 

A fireplace in the North West corner 
is confirmed because of the presence 
of ashes and 

2 cooking 2ot in situ. 

Use: Courtyardt outdoor cooking area. 

(PAE, 1955, p. 235) 

Room Mu-a: This room had a flagstone area leading 
down to a reservoir or washing trough. It also had a 

built-in hearth in the South West corner 
and contained a large quantity of frag- 
ments, including a 

cookina pot upside downo 

Use: See Room Lamda (below)- 

(PAE, 1956, p. 235) 

Room Lamda: In this room there was the exciting 
discovery of a large clay head of a man, a 

fire2lace made of flat stones was 
discovered in this room. It was 
empty except for MMIIIB fragments. 

A horseshoe-shaped 

ceramic kiln was found here. 

use: Ceramic kiln compound. Platon speculated that 
the pots were prepared in Room Lamda and the 
clay was kept in the tub found in Room Mu-a. 

(PAE. j 1956, p. 236; *fiq. 1,2t and pl. 1136) 
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MMIIIB - LMIA 

Zou: 

Room Delta: 

a fireplac 

was discovered in the 'northern part of this room. 
It also contained fragments of pithoi and 

cookinq pots. 

Uset Kitchen or industrial area for foodstuffs. 
One cooking pot is illustrated in PAE and 
in the chart and catalogue, but its exact 
provenance is unknown. 

(pAE, 1955, p. 288-293) 

Tourtouloi: 

609 

Room Alpha: This room is to the South East and it 
contained conical cups; a small pithos; jugs; very 
few decorated sherds; a brazier; bones of different 
animals, including pigs; common untensilso including 
many 

cookinq pots. 

Use: Kitchen. Platon said the use was quite clearly 
indicated by the finds. 

(PAE, 1960, p. 295-296) 

Area 3eta-a, and 3eta-b: These areas contained a 
bridge-spouted jar; amphorae; cups; an abundance of 
animal bones; a stone table of offerings; and a 

tripod cookina pot. 

Tripodcookinq pot 12347 in the Herakleion Apotheke 
was found here. 

At the MMTTIA level: The skull of a human being with 
other bones was found but none of the bones was in 
very good condition. 

Use: Religious? These are intriguing f inds, but no 
conclusions can be drawn. 

(PAE, 1960, p'. 296) 
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MMITTB - IMIA 

Tourtouloi: 

Room Gamma: The finds included a wine press and a 

cookinq utensil. 

Use; Production of wine. 

(PAE, 1960, p. 297) 

6. ";. 0 

Tripod cokinq pot 12346 from the Herakleion Apotheke 
was found under the "North West Room". Unfortunately 
it is impossible to tell which room this was. 

Palace Compound: 

As in the case of the deposits ascribed to MMIIIB - 
LMA + MMII, the text is not always clear. In this 
case the problem is not whether MMIJ material was 
found, but rather whether LMIB was found. As it is 
assumed that the destruction level was LMIB, then 
the cooking pots almost certainly wereLMIB. Until 
final publication of Zakros, problems like this cannot 
be resolved, as PAE reports did not clarify the 
stratigraphy of coZ; king pots. 

Building of the Shellss 

Room XVII at this level, the room yielded domestic 
utensils, including 

a tripod cobkinq pot foot (curved) 

and a 
tri2od cookinq pot foot with rope decoration. 

Use: Unknown. 

(PAE, 1976, p. 429) 

Building of the Turrets; 

Room Epsilon; In the east corner of the room was a 
thic layer of ashes and among the ashes were half- 
burned animal bones and fragments of a cup. This 
was perhaps a, 

hearth, 

according to Platon. 

Use: Kitchen. 

(PAEs' 1971, p. 249) 
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MMIIIB LMIA 

House ofthe Double Doors: 

6. jý'. 1 

Room'Deltat Most of the finds were near the North 
West and South West walls and were common coarse 
pottery. Included were amphorae; 3-4 jugs of various 
sizes; conical cups; the rim of a stone vase; one deep 
cup; and a section of a small 

tripod cookinq po of dark clay. 

Use: Kitchen or storeroom. 

(PAE, 1971, p. 269) 

Room Epsilon: This was probably a corridor. It had 
a built-in cist at the end, which had walls raised 
above the floor level. It appeared to have been built 
at a later staqe as it 'cuts off' Room Epsilon from 
Room Tleta. Inside were conical cups, parts of handled 
cups; a large worn spherical stone that could have 
been the anchor of a small boat; various coarse 
fragments, including those of a 

cookina pot. 

Finally, the cist contained the skull and bones of a 
four-footed creature. Platon thought it was a larqe 
dog. He speculates it was a strange way to bury a 
household pet. 

Use: Unknown. 

(PAE, i971, p. 269-270) 

Buildinq of the Shrine Stores: 

Room Kappat This room contained the lower parts of a 
stamnos; amphorae; juas; bowls; large utensils; the 
heel or ankle of an animal; loomweights; and the 

foot of a cooking pot. 

Use: This room was called one of the small storerooms. 

(PAE, 1970, p. 226, fig. 3) 

Room Gamma: This room was described as being in the 
central part of the house. In the south cast corner 
yas a 

hearth 

marked by a half circle of stones. In front of the 
hearth was found a curved stone crusher. Possibl 
there was also a utensil for picking up coals. TKere 
was also some coarse ware found. 
Use: Living area? 

(PAE, 1971, p. 264; PAE, 1970 p. 227) 
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MMIIIB - LMIA 

Building of the Shrine Stores: 

Room Lamdat This area was presumed to have been open- 
air. It yielded a small stone altar or offering table 
and a fine bronze daqqer with a hilt. It was said to 
be from the Old Palace Period. Inthe south corner was a 
cist that contained a great number of conical cups; 
cups with handles; the lower part of a vessel thought 
possibly to be a stamnos; many other fragments, 
including part of a 

cookina ]Rot with 2 coil handles. 

use: Open-air ritual area. 

(PAE, 1971, p. 265; P1.344 for dagqer) 

Oblique 
_Iluildina: Mocarthl s House D and E: 

Area: Epsilon VI and VII: The finds included a 

small tripod_cookinq pot 

and objects which indicated a work area. 

Use:. Workshops. 

(PAE, 1969, p. 226-227) (9SA VII 1901 p. 131; pl. V-1) 
I 

Room-Epsilon II; The area yielded among other 
ceramic fragments a 

tri2od cookinq__pot foot 

which curved. 

Use: Small room under the stairs. 

(PAE, 1968, p. 175) 

Room Epsilon 1: This room had 7 pithoi in place and 
remains of 4 others. It also yielded fragments of a 

cookinq pot 

with af ine rim. 

Use,:, Store for commodities. 

(PAE, 1968, p. 176) 
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The deposits discussed in this section are from the 
buildings and the Palace areas, whose LMIB destruction 
levels are presumed to have yielded the cooking 
utensils discussed in PAE. 

Buildina of the Shells: 

Room ITT: 1- This room yielded an amphora with small 
1-en-TI'l. seeds inside. T3urned pulses were also found 
in the room. Ceramic finds were mainly storaqe jars. 

Use,: Store, for commodities. 

(PAE, 1975, p. 358) 

Room V: The room of the niches. In this room were 
found a table of dark stone; grinders; storage jars; 
a bridge-spouted jar; jugs; fragments of a stone 
offering table with a depression in the centre. Metal 
fragments included copper and silver and a fine copper 
fork which was slightly burned. Also in the room were 

cookina po fragments. 

Uset Irldustrial. 

(PAE, 19750 p. 359-361; pl. 1b; PAEO 1976, p. 426) 

Room XTTT: This room had a stone gourn or sink and 
finds included a grater; jugs; conical cups; and 

a wide-mouthed cooking pot. 

The middle of the room gave the impression of having 
been used as a 

f ireplace, 

as it had pieces of charcoal and ashes in situ. 

Use: See below. 

(PAE, 1976, p. 428) 

This room is listed because of the interest of 
its contents in relation to the rooms around it. 
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LMIR 

Buildinq of the Shells: 

Room VI: This room appeared to possess a cupboard 
under the stairs and was said to contain conical 
cups and common 

. Z. ookinq pots. 

Uset storeroom. 

(PAE, 1976, p. 424) 

Room VII: Also contained a 

tripod cookinq pot. 

Use: See below. 

(RAC, 1975, p. 362) 

Room-X: This area had pitchers; amphorae; a wide- 
mouthed jug; cups; pithoi; mortars, and a stone cone- 
shaped vessel containing burned animal bones. The 
central area had become a 

"temporary" hearth 

and in the room were also sherds of 

tripod cookina pot 
(two are probably indicated). 

There was also a stone cone-shaped vessel with burned 
animal bones. 

Use: See below. 

(PAE9 1975p p. 366-367) 

Room Gamma (part of Room X): Platon thought there 
was an 

open-air hearth 

in this area, and that cooking was possible. 

Use: Courtyard cooking possibly. 

(PAE, 1975, p. 366) 

An industrial area used for the preparation of 
foodstuffs, possibly metal-working (Room V) and for 

storage of pottery and commodities. 
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LMIB 

House I (Block 1): This house 
(Room XVI). The room with five 
referred to by Ilogarth as the 

kitchen. 

contained a wine press 
plastered troughs was 

Platon described the area as being used for "home, 
industry", possibly dyeing. Evidence for weaving; 
pottery-making; and storerooms, was described, and 
two rooms called "areas possibly connected with 
ritual". Rustic vessels, as domestic coarse pottery 
was called in the early excavations, were found in 
several areas but the exact find spots of cooking 
pots were not specified. 

(BSA vii, p. 140-142; pi. V; Zakros 24-33; plan p-28) 

House Betap Southwest Hill: 

Room Mu: had a wine press on the north east side. 
The pottery discovered in the area included a small 
bowl with pouring lip; a one-handled cup; loomweights; 
and 

a small tril2od cooking pot 
with curved legs. 

Use: Production of foodstuffs and possibly textiles. 

(PAEt 1962, p. 148; plan pl. 1) 

Room Iota: The southern half of the room contained 
many utensils; including 20 jugs; cups; amphorae; 
jars; and 

3-4 tripod_cookinq pots 

Uses Unknown. 

(PAE, 1962, p. 149) 

Room Sic1ma: This area revealed cups in rouleaux; 
jugs; stamni; two small stone pots; pithoi for wine 
and a shallow platter, possibly tripodic. The area 
Siama/Tau had 

tripod cookinq pot 14469 

Use: Storeroom. 

(PAE 1962, p. 151) 
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House Beta. Southwest Hill: 

Room Psis This room contained stone gourns; lekanes; 
bowls; jugs; amphorae; fragments of stirrup jars; 
stone vases; various loomweights; a very few decorated 
pieces, and 

cookina pots. 

Use: Industrial. 

(PAE, 1962, p. 169) 

Room Phi: This room had a low bench in the north 
east corner; four pithoi in a row (in fragments),,; 

, objects of common use include: askoi, bridge-spouted 
jugs; cups; a small pithos; a jug with leaf decoration 
aný 

cookina pots. 

Use: Psi and Phi were common work areas. 

(PAE_, 1963, p. 169) 

Areas which yielded 

tripod cooking pots 

now in the Herakleiorf Apotheke are: 

Room Beta - 14478. (probably for storage) 

Areas Kapp4/lamch-14468 (near the work area) 
Room Omicron - 14507, 

(PAE does not describe these rooms in detail) 

House Alpha, Southwest Hill: 

Room Epsilon: This room yielded a great deal of 
pottery including jugs and cups (one cup with spiral 
and double axes painted on it); many cooking utensils, 
including 

tripod cookinct pots 

Use; Associated with Room Gamma below. 

(PAE, 1962, p. 142f) 
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LMIB 

House Alpha, Southwest Hill: 

Room Gamma: In this room was a 

hearth 

built of large elliptical river stones with a 

6. j. 

cooking pot 

in place on a bed of ash. A low door may have formed 
a smoke extractor between Rooms Epsilon and Gamma. 

Use: Kitchen. 

(PAE, 1962, p. 143) 

Area Lamda/Tota/Theta: This area contained a wine 
press. The utensils included stone grinders. There 
were stone gourns, and the bones of large animals were 
found. In the north west corner three ascendiýg 
steps led to Rooms Iota and Delta. In this area were 
utensils in fragments including 

tripod cooking pots and a 
sc; c-tion of a arill (with indentures) 

Use: Industrial: foodstuffs. 

(PAE, 1962, p. 144) 

LMI 

Room Mu-111 and Mu-1: Between these two rooms many 
items were found, including three pithoi in fragments; 
bowls; cups; graters; a 

rare cookina utensil (not located) 

and 

co okinq pots (tripod cooking pot 
16290 was from Mu-1) 

Use: Work area,, and/or storage. 

CPAEI, 1962, p. 146) 
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House Alpha, Southwest Hill: 

Area Pi: In this area were found stone rasps; graters; 
cups; loomweights; coarse pottery, and one elegant 
painted jug. Towards the north west wall immediately 
outside a door, and partly preserved, was a 

hearth (with a layer of ash) 

Use: Open-air yard used for liaht industry and 
for cooking. 

(PAE, 1962, p. 146) 

NOTE: Areas written about are not necessarily those with 
pots preserved by excavators; as can be seen. 

House Delta, Southwest Hill: 

Entrance: This area yielded common utensils such as 

cookinq pots. 

Use: Foyer; entrance hall. 

(PAE,. 1962, p. 147) 

This area led to Room Gamma: The utensils found here 
indicated light industry. 

Area Tau: The f inds included the common ones; bowls; 
cups; a brazier; plates; jugs; knives; qraters - and 
possibly a slaughter stone. Also recorded was a 

cookinq pot. 

Use: Food preparation. 

(PAE, 1962, p. 147) 

Buildina of Ceramic Stores: 

Passaae between this Buildina and the Strona '3uildina: 
This was a-narrow hall and it eaded in a staircase 
that led into the main area 3eta. Included in the 
finds, at least some of which had fallen from above, 
were parts of a jug, cups, a bowl with spout, and a 

cookinq pot 

aiso found was a burned almond. 

Use: Unknown. 

(PAE, 1969, p. 219) 
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9uildina of Ceramic Stores: 

Room -Reta: This was a large room with a central 
pillar and two small staircases, one which led from 
an entrance hall, and the other which appeared to 
connect it with Building 11. Many ceramic objects were 
found in this room including a fine vessel with a 
wide rim; parts of a large jug; the rim of a stirrup 
jar; a ceramic shell, possibly painted with MMIIIa 
decoration; parts of two small pithoi; a section of 
a cone-shaped burner and a 

small tripod cookina pot; 

and fragments of two other 

cookina r)ots. 

There is one tripod cooking pot in the Catalogue from 
this area, 'Room Beta-PSI (an un-numbered vessel in 
the Herakleion Apotheke). A slab enclosure in the 
corner, yielded cups and a shell. In the centre of 
the room was a stalactite, near the base of the 
pillar and also the clay horn of a bull. 

Use: Industry or living room with possible cult 

. connotations. 

(PAE, 1969, p. 221) 

Area ramma: Finds included an egg-shaped quartz 
crystal. A slab enclosure held a stamnos with a 
cylindrical rim and two handles; a large ceramic 
vessel, and a 

tripod cooking__20t with a straight 
rim and handles. . 

Use: Poýsible work area. 

(PAC, 1969, p. 221) 

f3uildincr H:. 

It is said to have been "one of the main domestic 
complexes of the Palace area" (AR 70-71, p. 29). Tt 
was originally excavated by Flogarth. 
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Ruildinci H: 

Staircase outside Room flammaand Room Gamma: l4ear 
the staircase was a fraoment of a wiOe 

cookinn pot 

and in Room %-Tamma were a clouble row of vessels, mostly 
still sitting upriqht. Tncludpd were a larqe amphora; 
a stamnos; a bridge-spouted jar; a pyxis containina 
a small black Jua; a pithos with four han6les; a juq; 
two cups with handles; a nail, anH a 

cookina po utensil. 
Also in the room were loomweiqhts and a pounder used 
at an angle (as the area of rubbina was well-worn and 
could be easily identified). 

Use: Storeroom, accordino to Platon. 

(PAE, 1968, p. 160-161) 

Room Lamda: In this room were finds that includeH 
conical cups; a lid with a handle; half a vase of 
white stone; possibly an oil lamp; cups with handles; 
stamni sherds; three stone vases; object shaped like 
bull-horns; a mortar; obsidian blades; a small bone 
utensil; bronze nails or pins; sea shells, and a 

small tripod cookinq pot jua. 

The lower part of a 

tripod cookina pot 

was deep in the foundations. 

Use: Foyer work area. 

(PAE, 1971, p. 254) 

Room Phi: Found here were a deep gourn; a mortar of 
white one; many crushers; and pieces of obsidian. 
Animal remains included the skull of a small animal 
and part of an upper jaw, of possibly a piq. ceramic 
finds included various jugs; cups with handles; a 
bullet-shaped vessel with slits towards the edoe, 
similar to that found by Hogarth; and 

cooking pots in fragments. 

Uset Kitchen. 

(PAE, 1968, p. 160-161; PAE, 1971, p. 262) 
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Strong 'luilding (There were three main ontrances on past ýTld-e of this luildinci) 

Room Mu: Rooms Mu and NLi are situated in the north 
west corner of the buildinq. Room "4u is entered from 
a corridor, and Room Mu is entered from NU. rjoth 
were full of fragments. Finds in Room Mu includeO a 
3-handled pithos; a smaller pithos (both of these 
were originally placed along the cast wall); conical 
cups; cups with handles; stamni; amphorae; other 
larqe pots, and 

tripod cookinq pots. 

Use: Rooms Mu and Nu were oil repositories, accordinq 
to Platon. (Rooms Delta and Epsilon both 
contained oil collectors). 

Tripod cookinq pat "Room llý! - Stronq Buildina" 
(unnumbered) is in the flerakleion Apotheke. 

(PAE, 1969, p. 213, fiq. 260a) 

Room Zeta: This was the central room. Tt contained 
a pithos; part of a stone implement, and laroe 
vessels, includina 

a large cookinq_ pot 

Use: Main living area. 

(PAE, 1969ý p. 212; Zakros chapter 24) 

Area Theta: This room was added later and blocked 
the 'entrance to Storeroom Kappa. In the entrance 
was a fragment of a 

cookina pot 

Use: Storeroom according to Platon. 

(PAE9 1969v p. 213-214) 

Room Gammas In this room was found common pottery 
including a type of brazier; amphorae, and part of a 

cauldron 

with incised decoration under the rim and on the body. 
Burned peas and corn were found on the floor. 

Use: Storeroom according to Platon. 

(PAE, 1969, p. 215) 
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Strona Ruildina: 

Room Kappa: Utensils were found here, mainly along 
the south wall, and these included a tall amphora; 
a stamnos with three handles; conical cups stacked 
inside each other; a small jua; animal bones and a 

cookinq pot. 
Behind this cookinq pot was a fraomentary stone bowl, 
inside of which were found many cups. 

Use: Storeroom accordina to Platon. 

(PAE, 1969, p. 215-216; fig. 262b-263a) 

Room Kappa-a: Included in the finds were an amphora; 
a rhyton decorated with rock pattern; loomweiqhts; a 
cone-shaped brazier with a cylindrical base;. and 

cookinq pots. 

Uses Storerooms according to Platon. 

(PAE, 1969, p. 215-216) 

Roorri Alpha: In this room in the north east corner was 
a curved 

fi replace 

which was quite blackened by fire. 

(PAE, 1971, pl. 334a) 

Tnside the enclosed area of the hearth was a larqe 
coarse vessel. It had rope decoration. In the room 
also were a lekane; covers of pithoi; amphorae; 
fragments of another 

tripod cookina pot or cauldron near the hearth. 

Around the wall of the hearth was the foot of an oil 
lamp or of a stone table of offering, made of white 
stone; conical cups and fragments of 

cooking pots 

were numerous. A utensil with a narrow neck and spout 
also showed signs of fire and therefore might have 
been a 

cookina pot jug. 
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Stroncy '3uildina: 

Jaws of sheep and other bones were scattered to the 
west side of the burned area. There was a hearth 
where meat had been roasted, and remains of what 
could have been a servinq table. 

Uses Kitchen. 

(PAE, 1971, p. 246) 

House Pano Zakro: 

623 

This farmhouse was laraely destroyed by the buildino 
of a road and cultivation. The storeroom and wine 
press rooms were well-preserved. 

Room Alpha: This room had a wine press similar to the 
one found at Vathypetro. Amonq the finds wero animal 
remains includinq teeth; pithos-shaped vessels anO 

fragments of cookinq pots with trouqh spouts. 

Use: Nine production/food production. 

(PAE, 1965, p. 219) 

Room Theta: Found in this room was a pithos which 
contained the head of a small animal and possibly a 
human bone. The ceramic finds were described as those 
of common use, includinq 

cookinq pots. 

Use: Storeroom accordina to Platon. 

(PAE, 1965, p. 221-223) 

Palacet 

Between Palace and O'hlique Building: Many sherds 
includina 

cookina pot franments which completed 
those from a previous excavation. 

Use: This area was described as a veranda or hanqing 
garden in the latest period. 

(PAE, 1969, p. 225) 
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624 

Palace - Kitchens: Rooms XXXTT ; I, and TJ ; LTT ( stairs) 
LV (cupboard under the stairs): 

Room XXXII: This was one of the larqest rooms of the 
Palace, ca. 9x 12 metres. The construction and the 
contents indicated the room was meant for a practical 
purpose accordinq to Platon. A plastered shelf along 
the south east wall could have provided the support for 
a large cupboard. The room held a huc! e accumulation 
of bones from various sizes anO types of animals. The 
north west corner hold one mass of bones, and there 
was a kind of small enclosure near the west wall, 
holding bones of small animals and birds. Near the 
north east corner was a 

hearth 

with a 

tripod cooking pot 
in position. This could have been 

tripod cookina pot - XXXTT. (unnumberr-1) 
held in the Herakleion Apotheke or, of 
course, another found in the room. 

Use: Kitchen. 

(PAF, 1965, p. 193; Zakros chapter 21) 

Room L: This was called the "Mud-Irick Room". The 
name derives from the fact that on the west side the 
inner Room L, a large section of bricks har! fallen, 
maintaining the shape of the wall, and thus providing 
one of the best preserved examples of mud-brick 
masonry in the Palace. The collapsed wall covereO 
and crushed a areat number of vessels, especially 

cookina pots. 

The domestic pottery included cups with one and two 
handles; amphorae; lowo wide jars; a stamnos-type 
vessel with handles. In one area was a series of 

seven tri. 2od cookina pots of 
various sizes and they had 
clear indications of burning; 

and four braziers on hiah cylindrical pedestals. One 
of these was larce and had a cruciform interior 
partition. Inside the vessel were firiely burne(i bones 
of animals. There was also part of a clay 

orill 
on small feet. 
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Palace - Kitchens: 

625 

Close by the cooking pots of the north cast wall were 
the jaws of four animals and an abundance of bones - 
a thick layer of bones - in fact so many that it is 
doubtful the meats were contained inside the vessels. 
It must either have been stored there or put there in 
anticipation of being prepared for a large feast. 

Use: See below. 

(PAr, 1965, p. 195) 

Tripod cooking pots, L-4; L-5; L-9; and 19951 
from here are in the Herakleion Apotheke. 

Room LI: Along the south east wall was an array of 
culinary vessels in situ. These included a vessel 
with feet, said to have been hollow inside, and 
perhaps it was a 

heart /oven (see Mallia; Phaistos; Chania) 

and a section of the 

qrill 
from Room L was found. At least 

12 cookina pots of various sizes were in this area. 

In this room were also five small vessels, (Platon 
thought these could be incense burners) and a tripod 
mortar made of trachyte with a shallow, hollow 
interior to facilitate grinding or pulverizinq 
various commodities. In the north west corner of the 
room was a type of 

hearth 
built into a niche with a ledge above from which 
had fallen a series of miniature vessels. Platon 
speculated these latter could have hold spices. 

tripod cookinq pots - 19972,19948,19952,19953 

from this area were found in the Herakleion Apotheke. 

Use: Kitchen, service area, and pantry: Rooms L and LI 

The finds here indicate preparation of simple and 
composite dishes (those using ground nuts, herbs, and 
flour, for instance). Evidence for the importance of 
meat to the Minoan diet is clear. Possible indication 
of the preparation and use of aromatics and spices has 
been seen. Storage of foodstuffs could also be 
indicated. 

(PAE, 1965, p. 194-195, pl. 238b; Zakros chapter 21) 

1.19948 may come from here, or from Room Ll. Identification 
is unclear on the vessel. 
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Palace, Kitchen quarters: 

66 

Room LV: This small area under the stairs contained 
a minimum of 300 pots including two large lids for 
pithoi; about ten juas; cups, amphorae, dishes; a 
lamp; a 

cTrill on small feet; and 

about ten cookina pots. 

Also found were four braziers with cruciform interior 
partition (see above, Room L). I)ifficult to explain is that towards the south east side, towards the 
entrance, was a raised square. 

hearth with a 10 cm thickness 
of ashes in situ. 

It is conjectured it was a temporary construction 
because, if permanent, it would have blocked'the 
stairway. 

tripod ookina pot 
1 

LV-(18-19); LV-6,, 
and possibly 19948 9 were in the 
Herakleion Apotheke. 

Use: -Cupboard under the stairs. 

(PAE, 1965, p. 195-196; 26kros Chapter 12) 

Room LVII: This room originally communicated with the 
long staircase in Area LV, before the door was closed 
to construct the hearth (see above). It contained 
many ceramic vessels, including a small pithos, some 
cups; a deep bowl, and 

2 to 3 tripod cookina_pot. 9 
triiýod cookina pot 19982 from Room LVIT 
r- -r is in the Heraklelon Apotheke. 

Uset Storeroom of Royal Apartments according to Platon. 

(. EAE, 1965, p. 205; Zakros p. 80) 

19948 may come from here, or from Room LI. 
Identification is unclear on the vessel. 
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Palace - Storerooms in the West Wina: 

6,47 

Room I (formerly Kappa): Six larcie pithoi were in a 
17'nealona the south west and north west walls. Obelisk 
and double axe symbols wero cut into the stone that had 
fallen down. Animal bones and teeth were found. Cups, 
jugs, bowls, amphoras wore found, and 

cookincy pots. 

tri]ýod cooking pot "K-5" from this room 
r- is in the flerakleion Apotheke. 

Use: Storeroom, part of a group. 

(PAE, 1963, p. 170; Zakros chapter 12) 

Rooms V, VII, VITI (formerly Alpha, Beta and Oamma): 
Th-'177-area was comprised of three recesses to the east 
side of the corridor, correspondina to the ar. ca at 
Knossos called the "Corridor of the ý-ýays" by I-vans. 
The rooms contained five pithoi; two bronze saws and 
numerous pots, includinq nine 

tri2od cookinq pots: 14631,1609?, 16094 
are in the flerakleion Apotheke. 

Use: Storerooms. 

(PAE, 1962, p. 156; PAE, 1963, p. 172; Zakros chapter 12) 

Room III (Theta) and Room IV (Eta): opposite the 
northernmost storage bay, Room VI, were five steps 
leading down into two sizeable rooms that were partly 
helow around level. In Room III were eleven pithoi, 
and in Room IV there were twelve pithoi. More than 
500 pots were found in these two rooms, some beautifully 
decorated and thought to have fallen from an upper floor 
but also including stone vases and a small silver jug 
inlaid with gold. Platon has described exquisitely 
decorated LMIB vessels found here at some length in 
the various publications. A number of 

triporl cooki, no pots 

were found in Room III and they are variously dos- 
cribed as "simple" and with "rope decoration". Ten 
were studied in the Herakleion Apotheke. 

tr' od cookinq pots 13942,14632,14521, 
6,16098,13966,13898,13900,13930,13899. 

Use: Storerooms. 

(PAE, 1962, p. 157; zakros chapter 12) 
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Palace - Storerooms in the West Wing: 

6 (ý, 8 

Room TV: In Room TV were also four or five unusual 
perforated ceramic utensils, possihly userl for 
religious festivals. Also mentioned was a 

triporl cookina pot with 

everted wide mouth, and this coul(i bo 

tr Pod cookino pot, 1609 

which, as type DIIb, answers this description, and 
which, when studied in the Ilerakleion Apothoke, bore 
a taa reading: "Found at the North end of the room 
near the ingot". There was also an elephant tus1r, 
found in this room. 

Use: Storerooms for pottery and commoditips, certainly 
including oil. 

(PAE, 1962, p. 157-159; Zakros chapter 12) 

Palace-ilorkshops, South Wing: 

The fourth wing, said Platon, was shown to have boen 
used mainly for "technological purposes" and some 
storaqe (Zakros p. 210). 

Room XLITT: This was a larcie room with tiles laid in 
a square on either side of the central Column support. 
', Ienches which had been plastered were built alonq the 
northern wall and in the south east corner. On the 
latter rested a 

small bronze tripod. 

Pieces of sheet of metal, including pieces from double 
axes, had fallen down from above, indicating a metal 
working room above. 

Use: Platon speculates this was a sittinq-room for 
the artisans. 

(PAE, 1965, p-198f; PAEP 1966, p. 144f) 
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Palace - Workshops, South Winn: 

Room XLII: The contents of this room were mainly for 
practical use. Between 10 and 20 larqe vessels were 
found, includinq those which could be described as 
tubs or vats, and outsize stamni. Inside one was 
found the jaw of an animal, a 

bronze tripod cauldron 

was in the room. Other domestic ware inclu-'ec. larce 
plates; strainers; braziers; lfirebox-lids". -arieý 

cookina pots. 

Use: Storeroom for potters and commodities, 
(see meat in the vessel above) 

(PAE, 1965, P. 198-199) 

Room XLVIT: This area, divided into two by a partition 
was acE-essible from the entry corridor. The smaller 
western section of the room contained a lot of pottery, 
predominantly large vats or tubs as previously des- 
cribed, were found in Room XLII, but also including 
smaller jars; a decorated "pithamphora"; the usual 
cups; bowls; and jugs; and other varied small utensils. 
There was a collection of braziers, including the type 
with-cruciform interior partitions and also the dia- 
phraom type referrey to by Platon and others as 
"cooking pot lids". *. On the south west wall were 
found 

large tripod cookin(i pot . 
In the Herakleion Apothe%e were 'XLVTT-T, (60.0 = TO 
XLVII-2 (55.3 Pres. H). Platon must have been referring 
to XLVIIr-1 when he wrote that one of the pots was the 
tallest known (to date) in the Creto-Mycenaean world. 

other tripod cookina pots of various sizes 
also were found-i 

Use: Preparation of aromatics, oils, see zakros P. 213 
for a list of herbs. Platon makes t=e po-l-nt that 
these tripod cooking pots must have been used for 
heating oil and water and makes the important 
point that the area does not give the impression 
of a kitchen. 

(PAE, 1965, p. 200; 1966, p. 144-146, pl. 128a; 
Zakros chapter 22) 

1. Georgiou Type 1 a/b, firebox. 
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Palace - WorkshopsSouth Wincl: 

Room above XLVIT: Decorated vases sairl to bear 
similarities to Mycenaean ones, fell into this Room 
XLVII from upstairs, and included in this proup were 
fragments of a very large basin and pieces from a 

or i 11 
with the fish vertebrae pattern on the surface. 

Use: Unknown. 

(Zakros, p. 213-214, fiq. on p. 215) 

Passaae XLTX: Fragments of a 

qrill 

with fish bone pattern on the tapper surface wi, re 
found here with many other sherds, inclu(Iinc, decorated 
and coarse ware. 

Use: Courtyard cookino is possible for a time period 
extending from MMITIb at loast. 

(PAE., 1967, p. 177; Zakros p. 214) 

Palare, South West Winq, Iq rkshops: 

Room XLV: This was the larýjest of three compartments 
reached from the southern passaqe (althouqh the cntry- 
way through Room XVa appears to have been blocked 
during the last phase of the Palace. Platon identified 
a possible 

hearth 

with benches either side and a narrow shelf above it. 
It appears that objects had been sitting on the 
benches, including 

2 cookinci potai and other cookinci po 

had also originally been on the narrow shelf over the 
fireplace. In the north east corner larae curved 
grinding stones and grinders were foqnd. In the south 
west corner was a partially preserved pithos which 
could have held raw material. An important find was 
a LHIIa amphora which indicated contact between Zakros 
and the Mainland at the time, accordinq to Platon. 

Use: Lapidary workshop is possible accor0ing to Platon. 

(PAE, 1966, p. 147) 
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Palace, South Wost Winct, WorkF; hol) : 

61 

Room XI. Va: This smaller room orioinally had an 
entranco from the southern passane. Tn it were -tone 
vessels includinq a larne mortar. The most important 
finds accordinc to Platon, woro ý; Iievts, of bronzo and 
pieces which coulri be used to make or repair inetal 
objects. A bronze brazier is descrihod anrl illustrated 
(Zakros p. 217; 1966, p. 149, pl.? ). Tt harl an intricate 
ivyleaf band worked on the exterior, and Platon com- 
pared it with a piece found in the Tholos tomb at 
vaphio. 

A shallow bronze cauldron 

was found, and the lcqs of another. A painted 
cylindrical vase was mentioned, and several bits of 
coarse ware includinq a 

larqe .9 herical cookina pot 
.p 

and other smaller 

cookinc, Pots. 

Use: Metal workshop. 

le 

Room XLTV: This room was in the south west corner. 
It conFa-ined fine pieces such as a chlorite triton and 
numerous objects of faience, stone, crystal, and ivory 
as well as the raw materials themselves. A larce core 
of rock crystal was in the room, the inroe-st found in 
prehistoric times as far as Platon knows; it was easily 
large enough to have had an entire vessel carved Out 
of it. A large number of pots were also founO includ- 
inq a waisted strainer which was decorated; and many 
coarse items, such as a vessel described as 

"cooking pot shap 1# " 

with a burner in the centre (no more information is 
presently available); the usual cups and amphorae, and 
bowls; and part of a 

11-tripod faina pan" and 

2 or 3 cooking pots and a 

-tripod 
cookina. pot-foOt with rope impression 

A few bronze objects were also found including a small 
double axe and some nails. 

Use: Workshop/store. 
(PAE, 1966, p. 150-151) 

No further information 
utensils at the present 
selves are packed. 

could be ohtained on these two 
time, because the vessels them- 
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Palace, Storerooms in the West Winq: 

Room IX, near Room VITT: There was a variety of 
pottery, larae and small pieces, decorat(Ni and plain, 
including a 

tripod cooking pot 

in this room. 

Use: Room IX was called Reception Lobby for the 
Shrine by Platon. 

(PAE-$ 1962, p. 155) 

Room XV (formerly Zeta): This was named the "Room 
With Painted Amphorae" by Platon. This room was one 
of eleven rooms comprisinci the Central Shrine Complex. 
This and Room XT, precedino it to the north, are 
described by Platon as receiving abundant liqht throurih 
the large windows (traces of which survive) and from 
the light well of the adjacent hall. In the area at 
least twelve large amphorae were found, splendidly 
painted, and Platon thouqht their decoration hintoO 
at the Palace style of LMIT at Knossos. Various other 
decorated vessels were found, includina ones si-milar 
to those found in the Tomb of the Double Axes at 
Knossos ("decorated with spiral polychrome pattern, 
aaainst which were depicted helmets and fiqure '8' 
shaped shields"). Fragments of three offerina tables; 
a double axe set into. stone; and six faience pots were 
found. Among the undecorated pottery which included 
cups and jugs there were about 

10 tripod cookina pots. 

Use: Reliqious: a shrine apartment. Platon sucinests 
the area was used by the priosts who rnana(-eH the 
shrine. 

(LAI', 1962, p. 162; Zakros chapter 13) 

Chronolooy Unknown: Mixed levels. 

Cemeteries. 
Area Near Hoaarth's Houses: An enclosed area included 

cookin2_pot fragments amonq other grave goods. 

(PAE, 1971, p. 274) 

Cave burial - Gorge of the Dead: Used over long 
period, this burial area yielded 

trip ý_cooklna pot fraciments. 

(PAE, 1972, p. 191) 
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Achladia 

Platon found an LMIII potters kiln here. He also 
found 

tripod cookinq Rots 

and other kitchen utensils which dated to LMIII, but 
the exact provenance was not specified. 
Included among the finds was the unnumbered tripod 
cooking pot held in the lierakleion Apotheke that is 
included in the East Crete Catalogue under IMIII. 

(PAE, 1959, p. 212f. ) 
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"A high standard of prosperity, illustrated 
by the variety and abundance of utensils 
devised for domestic purposes". (PKU-75) 

"Triopd cooking pots with either one or two 
handles: the legs of these (and of the Dishes 
of Class IV) form a considerable part of the 
fragments found in the rooms and streets". (BSA IV, p. 325). Specific instances which 
were documented are included in this paper. 

Middle Minoan 

Block Delta: 

Room 19: The block, as all of them, consisted of 
several houses. Rooms 18-40 are defined as the most interesting architecturally, with Room 19 as its 
living room. It had four pillars at the corners of 
a square 

hearth. 

(BSA IV, p. 292-294) 

Room 29: was marked "Courtyard" on the plan. No 
pottery was described, except a 

tripod cookina pot 1994. 

Use: Courtyards could have been used for cooking. 

(2SA IV, -. BSA X, p. 216F (general)) p. 292-294t 

House Ksi: 

Under Rooms 1 and 20: 

Small triT)od bowls 

were found in a MMII deposit, including Late Kamares 
Pottery, including four very fine pieces (one "Vaphi" 
CUP; two bowls; one basin). These were not described 
specifically as cooking pots and there is no indicatio 
of the use made of this area. 

Use: Unknown. 

(BSA X, p. 210-211) 

II 
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Block Beta: This area contained five houses, of which 
Rooms 40-47 were one house, and this area may have been 
entered from the Courtyard of the main house (Rooms 1-22) 

Room 40: contained a Middle Minoan deposit, consisting 
of 59 Kamares bases. These included ten bridge- 
spouted jars, and, in addition, there were beaked 
jugs; cups and tumblers. Also found was 

tripod cookinq pot 1358 

Use: Unknown. Room 42 contained a possible kernos, 
a miniature pair of horns, and two pieces of 
stalactite, but these finds are presumed to have 
been IMI. Bosanquet did not comment on whether 
he thought this might be a cult area, and it does 
not necessarily shed light on the use of Room 40 
during the Middle Minoan period. 

(BSA IV, p. 289; PKU, p. 64) 

Ta Ellenika Ossuar iA small Middle Minoan ossuary 
which was an oblong structure divided into two compart- 
ments. The first was quite small and had one burial; 
the body rested on sea pebbles, and the finds consisted 
of a few sherds; a pierced stone; and an engraved prism 
seal of white steatite. The other compartment, 4m. by 
5m., was full of bones. There were two cases of 
contracted burial; most of the other burials were 
secondary. A great deal of Middle Minoan pottery was 
found in this compartment, including 23 complete 
vessels, of which eleven were conical cups and four 
were plain jugs. No decorated ware was found. Other 
artefacts included a bronze button covered with gold 
foil; two miniature bronze sickles, a quartz crystal, 
a pair of bronze tweezers and a small stone vase. 

Two tripod cookinq iuqs, 1800% 1801. 

Use: Burial. 

(BSA X, p. 196-202; NTBK 25; PKU, p. 64 and N. 2) 
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PK-3 

'Block Chii 

Room 21: There was no other information on finds in 
this area, except that 

a small tripod cookinq juq HM 1712 

was in the Herakleion Scientific Collection and the 
information on it said Block CHI-Room 21,1905 
Excavation, BSA XI, pl. IX showed Rooms 21,31 and 34 
as Middle Minoan. 

Use: Unknown. 

(NTBK 16; General: BSA XI) 

6A 

Room 31: There was no other information on these finds 
except that they all came from Chi 31 in the 1905 
Excavation., 

four small tripod cookinq pots with curved feet, 
HM 4665,4666,4667,4668. 

Use: Unknown. 

(NTBK 16; General: BSA XI) 

Room 34: This room was also not discussed in the text. 
Notebook 18 lists part of 

one small tripod cookinq pot, base and curved feet 

and 

a very large basin or bakinq tra 

as coming from this room. 

Use: Unknown. 

(NTBKS 16 and 18; Generalt BSA XI) 

JI 
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MM-LMI? 

Block Omicron: 

Room 13: The area was described as a raised knoll, Qn 
the top of which was a single square room which can be 
seen in the plan, but the room was not numbered. The 
pottery from this area was said to reveal that there 
had been buildings dating to the earliest period of the 
town. Dawkins said any later building that might have 
been here could have been destroyed because of the high 
terrain. This information is ambiguous, and nothing 
specific on Room 13 has been recorded. In view of this, 
it was thought best to propose a middle path for the 
chronology and to provide an explanation for doing so. 
The only recorded finds were 

(half of a leg of a tripod cookinq pot); 

four tripod cookinq pots, 1506; 1509; 1516; 1517. 

Use: Unknown. 

(Palaikastro Notebooks 14 and 15) 

Block Gamma: 

Room 22: 1. In LMI, Rooms 13-22 formed a house, one 
part of which was entered through the large Room 22, 
the use of which was not known. The room contained 
a quantity of excellent Kamares ware, the best'of 
which came from a deep depression in the ground. 
Due to robbing of the stone in this area, it was 
impossible for the excavators to form any other 
conclusions about the area during the Middle Minoan 
period. Found here was 

tripod cookinq pot 703. 

Uses Unknown. 

(NTBK 25; PKU, p. 64) 

Notebook 25, p. 5, described this area as mm; pKU-64 
calls it "Probably LMI". 
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LMI 

Block Chi: 

IJ 

Room 43: 1' This room was part of an area which was in ruins in LMIB. The finds included hundreý of 
small plain cups and flat saucers. (This latter 
shape was said to have marked MMIII at Knossos, but 
the shape was found in early LMI deposits in Chi-30 
and 43, and Pi-Rooms 38 and 40 at Palaikastro, BSA X, 
p. 8 and BSA XI, p. 288, N. I. However, following the 
restructuring of PalaiXastro chronology which took 
place later, an "early LMI deposit could have been 

II MMIII-LMI . Seventeen decorated cups were found (six 
or more with rock pattern) according to PKU-24. Fine 
vases were also included (PKU-fig. 6) 0 The fineware 
was said to have had parallels at the Zakrospits 
(JHS, XXIII, P. 249 and 251) and led Dawkins and 
Bosanquet to think that there had been a common 
manufacturing area for fineware for Zakros and 
Palaikastro (PKU 22; 27-28 and cited Chi-43 and Zakros 
pits as examples. The coarse pottery (not discussed 
in detail) included one 

tripod cooking juq (Chi-43 in the Catalogue) 

Use: Storage. 

(PKU,. p. 22,27-28, and 64; NTBK 25; BSA XI, p. 276,288) 

Room 48: This room which shared a wall to the north 
nort7w-est, had the stone bed of an olive press. 
Dawkins thought it dated to the same period as Room 
43. This information is included as it is of general 
interest. No specific mention of cooking utensils was 
made. 

Use: Preparation of oil. 

(BSA XI, p. 246) 

LMI according to BSA XI, p. 276: "LMI" in early reports 
became 'ILMIA" later. There were earlier recorded finds 
in this room (BSA X, p. 8; BSA XI, p. 288, N. I. ). None 
of the reports stated specifically where the tripod 
cooking pot came from. 
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LMI 

Block Beta: 

Room 5: Burned matter and fragments of bones were 
found here, and the implication given that there was 
a reasonable amount of coarse pottery including cooking 
utensils. Small finds were three female idols of clay; 
the clay head of an ox. Also found here was a 

cookinq pot jar, one of the specialized 
type (A. iii) with holes pierced in the side. 

Use: Kitchen, or light indUstry (e. g. aromatics); 
or Shrine. 

(BSA, VIII, p. 313; pl. XVII-5) 

Rooms 10 and 13: These were rooms which communicated 7T-theach other but do not appear to have had doors 
that led outside. Originally Bosanquet thought that 
Room 12 was a vestibule, and that there was no wall 
between 12-and 13, thereby giving access to Room 10. 
Bosanquet thought this had boen a room of importance 
at one time (it had a built stone bench and the remains 
of a painted plaster floor, he thought it had been a 
receiving room. Later, when an upper floor was added, 
these two rooms, 10 and 13, were probably entered by 
means'of stairs. The two rooms contained several 
hundred vessels, the larger ones stood around the walls, 
and the smaller ones were in heaps as if they had 
fallen from shelves (BSA VIII, p. 314). 

Finds included in Room 10, were a steatite lamp-stand; 
five pierced cylinder clay weights; an unspecified 
number of pierced clay balls and cubes; stones that 
were said to have had natural perforations; broken vase 
handles in clay and stone; a hoard made for some 
practical purpose, perhaps for use as loomweights or 
net sinkers; bits of bone pin; triton shell; flakes of 
obsidian. In Room 13, finds included two whetstones; 
bits of a bronze pin; obsidian; a grey flint; and half 
of a hemispherical steatite bowl with one ledge handle. 

1 
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LMI 

Block Beta: 

Rooms 10 and 13: 1. Pottery was listed in the table 
(IISA IX, p. 283). A summary for both rooms is as 
follows: Numerous conical cups (more than 200 in Room 
13); pear-shaped cups with no handle (inore than 150 in 
Room 13); one small basin in Room 13; large jugs 
(3++ in Room 10 and 10++ in Room 13); one stirrup jar 
in Room 13; 5+ amphorae with elliptical mouths in the 
two rooms; one amphora (with a ring on the shoulder) 
in Room 13; 5+ (waisted) strainers in the two rooms; 
one 2-handled jar with lip in Room 13; one tall jug 
with circular mouth (Room 10); 1+ small amphora (Room 
13); one cylindrical jar (Room 10); three squat jugs or 
lamps (Room 13); one squat 2-handled jar (Room 10); one 
bridge-spouted jar (Room 13); one tripod lamp stand 
(Room 10); one cross-hangled kalathos (Room 13); three 
large pithoi; 13+ and 1+ *small pithoi (Rooms 10 and 
13 respectively); one plain kalathos (Room 13); one 
firebox (Room 10); and in Room 10: 2+ flat lamps; a 
Pyxis with rope decoration; and drainpipes; and Room 13: 
a straight-sided basin. 

The cooking utensils were listed as 

3++ tripod cookinq pots - Room 10; 

14+ tripod cookinq pots - Room 13 

of various shapes; 

one bakinq pan. 
The straight-sided basin could have been a 

bakinq tray. 

The extant vessels (all in the Herakleion Scientific 
Collection) are 

tripod cookinq pot, unnumbered with "Room Beta-10, 
form 5" written in pencil on the plaster of the 
restored side; 

tripod cookinq juq HM 2905; 

oven HM 3400 (the "Baking pan" of the list 
mentioned above) 

BSA IX, p. 283. 

Use: Storerooms. 

(BSA VIII, p. 282-289; PKU, p. 64; NTBK 4) 

All the plus (+) signs are quoted from the text, 
BSA IX, p. 283. 

2. The exact figure is 611(+8? )" pithoi for ROOM 13. 

tii 

I;. 
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LMI 

Block Beta: 

Room 23: NOTE: Of general interest is that in three 
squat spouted jugs of fig. 20 (fig. 22, form 7) were 
"well preserved grains of three kinds, identified by 
Mr. Percy Newberry ... as wheat (triticu, vulaare L. ) 
garden pea (pisum sativum L) and a smaller pea (pisum 
elatius M. B. ) 11 . 

(BSA VIII, p. 316, and N. I. ) 

Block Epsilon: This block comprised at least five houses 
according to the text. 

Rooms 1-18, House 1: 

Room 15: There was nothing said about contents except 
that it contained a 

spit rest 928 

Use: See below Rooms 10-11. 

(IISA IX, p. 294-295; BSA X, p. 204-207; NT9, K 6) 

Rooms 10-11: In the doorway between 10 and 11 were 
stalked jars (PVU-70; fig. 56); an LMI beaked Jug; one 
black jug painted with vertical stripes; a plain red 
jug with tilted spout; one plain basin and a 

tripod cookinq pot(with larqe spout) 685. 

Use: Cooking area? There was scant evidence, but 
Rooms 10 and 11 were next to Room 15 above, 
with the spit rest. 

(BSA IX, p. 294-295; BSA X, P. 204-207; PKU, p. 64, 
70 and 71; NTBK 25) 

Room 28: This room had a stone gourn; a saddle quern 
and although there was no specific mention of cooking 
pots, it is assumed there were some, because the area 
was thought to have been a kitchen. 

Use: Kitchen. 

(BSA IX, p. 294; BSA X, p. 205) 
(BSA X't p. 205 listed three tripod cooking p for 
91-ock Epsilon). 

Room 35: All that is known is that the finds included 

a cooking pot jar (Bosanquet form 20) 1343. 

Uset Unknown. 

(BSA IX, p. 294; BSA Xp p. 205; NTBK 25, p. 20) 

Note: This room was situated far from Room 36 below and 
therefore the finds could not be related. 
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LMT 

Block_ERsilon: 

Room 36: 1- The deposit in Rooms 36-43 was called a 
large one, including several pithoi MU, p. 55-57). 
It was also called a typical deposit, like the one in 
Beta 10 and 13 (see above). However, the only pieces 
specifically assigned to Room 36 were 

a strainer 1693 

a tripod cookinq pot with horn bosses 
(PKU-64; BSA X, p. 205) 

Use: This was a vestibule or entrance way into the 
fifth house and it was not uncommon to find 
cooking utensils in these areas, and often it 
is defined as a porter's lodge. 

(PKU, P. 55-57,64; BSA X, p. 205-209) 
(BSA IX, p. 294-295; BSA X, p. 205-209) 

Block Siqma: 

Room 5: This was part of a house to the south of the 
town. Room 5 "yielded a curious collection Of stone 
objects". These were a stone lamp; a stone weight; a 
fragment of lead; two beads, one of black stone and 
the other of much decayed glass; a worked fragment of 
liparite, a small breccia celt; an engraved cylinder 
and one half of a small statite mould. The cylinder 
was of dark stone and engraved with a tree faced by 
two birds, heads and outstretched wings. It was 
compared with a gold ornament from Mycenae, (Perrot 

. 
and Chipiez, vi. p. 546, fig. 224); an ivory from Sparta, 
and fresco fragment from Tiryns. In this room was a 

tripod cookinq pot 1953 

Usei Lapidary's Workshop. 

(PKU, p. 64; NTBK 25; 2SA X, p. 214-216) 

Block (Rho) Lamdat 

Lamda was a block to the west of the town. Nothing is 
known, except the find of 

". " -1 , 
two small tripo cookinq pots 918 and 921.1. 

Use: Unknown. 

(NTBK 25; PKU, P. 64) 

The chronology of this room could have been LMIB, 
according to PKU (adjusted) p. 55-57. 
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Block Gamma: 

Room 29: Rooms 23-32 formed a house. No specific T7n--t--lr-on of finds in Room 29 was made in BSA reports. 
The Rooms 28 and 29 were long and thin, with outside 
access from 28, but Room 29 could only be entered from 
Room 28. This was the floor plan of Beta 10 and 13 
and could be indicative of storerooms. Found here 
was a 

tripod cookinq juq HM 3373 
Tthe prototype, according to Bosanquet). 

Use: Possibly a storeroom. 

(BSA IX, p. 290-292) 

Room 37: The whole width of the room opened on to the 
street, and a double entrance led into the inner room 
which had four pithoi in it (one was lying on its 
side across the other three). One pithos had carbonised 
peas in it. There was a sink and drain. Finds included 
a decorated LMIB cup with a strainer mouth; a group of 
jars; four small pierced stone "weights"; and a 

tripod cookinq juq 
(G-37 in the Catalogue) 

Use: Shop. Dawkins commented that it looked like the 
inner and outer rooms of shops in Cretan towns (1902). 

(BSA IV, p. 290-292) 

Room 39: This room opened into the street. A 
decorated find was a goblet with running spiral 
decoration, 1264 (HM 3266). Also present was a 

tripod_cookinq pot 1130. 

Uset Entrance/porter's lodge, perhaps. 

(BSA IX, p. 290-292, PKU, P-34) 

Rooms 40 and 41: 

Three tripod cookinq pot 

were included in the finds. 

Uset These rooms are called "stores of common pottery". 

(BSA IX, p. 290-292) 
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LMI 

Block Deltas 

Rooms 1-16-were described as difficult to analyze 
because there were few doorways. 

Room 1: A small 

, 
tripoci cookinq jug 

was found in Room 1. 

Use: Rooms without doorways could indicate basement 
storerooms with access by ladder (but also 
Kitchens, see Myrtos Ph. K, Room 57) 

(jýSA IX, p. 292-294; 73SA X, p. 216F; NT9K 6) 

Room 6: Only a 

small tripod cookina po 

was found here. 

Use: Unknown. 

(BSA IX, p. 292-294; IISA X, p. 216F; NT9K 6) 

Note: Rooms 8-16 were described as being a unit, but no 
special mention was made of Room 13. 

Room 13: Included in the finds were a 

small tripod cookina po 

and 

one spitrest 

Use: This was a room at an entrance. 

(13SA IX, p. 292-294; BSA X, p. 216F; NTBKS 16 and 25) 

Room 15: Finds were a 

small tri od cooking po 920 

a spitrest 928 (a fragment of clay 
which was thick and Ead a notched top, according 
to NTB 16). 

Use: Kitchen? 

(BSA IX, p. 292-294; T3SA X, p. 216F; NT9K 16) 

6114 

ii 

Tl 
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LMI 

Block Deltas 

Room 32-, ' 

a tripod cookinq juq 

was found here. That is all that is known about the 
room. . 
Use: Unknown. 

645 

(T3SA IX, p. 292-294; 3SA X, p. 197-198, p. 216F; NTBK 16) 
1 

T-MI. 13 

"The remains... were mostly Late Minoan III over the remains 
of LMII (sic LMIB) houses". (BSA XI-286) 

Block Pi: 

Entrance Room 7: This deposit was said to have been 
similar to Ksi - Room 14 (BSA X, p. 213), which in turn 
was said to be typical of the deposit in Beta, Rooms 
10 and 13, as set out by Bosanquet in BSA IX, p. 283. 
Any deposit typified by Beta 10 and 13 which had 17+ 
tripod cooking pots of various shapes could be assumed 
to have had 

(tripod) cooking pots. 

Uset Entrance Hall. 

(B-SA X, p. 212-214; NTIM 25, p. 20) 

Room 14: All that is known is that 

one, possibly two arills 

. were found here. 

Use: Unknown. 

(Notebook 25, p. 20, mentioned two grills but was not 
specific about both having come from the same room. 
BSA X, p. 212-214) 
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Block Pi: 

Southwest of Block Pi, Rooms 41,106 and 109: The 
pottery in Room 41 was "mixed up with what seems the 
remains of a place of sacrifice, white ashes and a 
great number of bones of oxen and the cores of their 
horns. Fragments of four or five clay bulls, heads 
were found... nose and back of the neck are pierced ... 
at least twenty clay standard lamps were found amongst 
these bones and ashes". (BSA XI-287) 

A funnel was found, according to PKU-73, southwest of 
Room 41. In the Herakleion Scientific collection 
there was an identical funne-l marked inside PT-109, 
and this 

funnel HM 4543 

was written up (both by number and provenance) in 
Notebook 25. Although there are discrepancies in 
the heiqht, which varies between 12.5 (Notebook 25); 
14.00 (Herakleion Museum Catalogue); and 15.7 (the 
author's measurements), the diametres all agree; 16.5 
at the rim. It is unlikely that there would have been 
two funnels found in this same general area, and that 
PKU or the Palaikastro Notebooks did not make this 
clear. It is therefore assured that these are the same. 
Pi-106 (in the same general area) also yielded 

two small tripod cookinq Jugs. 

Use: The funnel could have been used for ritual purposes, 
although the use of Room Pi-109 was not discussed 
specifically in connection with Pi-41. The funnel 
was listed in PKU as a domestic utensil along with 
a qrill and a spitresto but domestic utensils were 
found in cult areas in many other locations. The 
problem is really whether Pi-106 and Pi-109 were 
part of the same unit as Pi-41, and neither Dawkins 
or Bosanquet discussed this. They are not even 
clear as to the exact level these two utensils were 
found. The matter must therefore remain open. 

(NTBKS 16 and 25; BSA XI, p. 286-287) 
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Kouramenos A-F: 

647 

The settlement close to the sea shore was said to 
have been contemperaneous with the later Mycenaean 
(LMIT3) occupation of (Palaikastro). It yielded only 
a few decorated fragments. The great abundance of 
common pottery (includinq strainers, pithoi, stirrup 
jars, etc. ) was said to be similar to the deposits 
of (Palaikastro). 

Cookinq pots 

Use: Unknown. Nothing specific is known of context. 

(BSA IX, p. 330-335) 

House N: 

Room 3: This comprised "two small compartments" 
Ulývi_ded partially by a small wall which Popham and 
Sackett identified as a support for stairs. "The 
ashy floor deposit was in places packed with broken 
and badly burned pottery. Fragments of ten small 
conical cups were found here" (six of ogival shape); 
also found was an oval-mouthed amphora NP8 (and 
fragments of two other amphoras). A miniature 'horns 
of copsecration' was found, which the excavators 
thought must have fallen from an upper room. 

Four (at least) tripod cooking pot 
had fallen into Room 3. 

Use: Cupboard under the stairs/storage is a likely 
use for this room, according to the excavators. 

(BSA 60, p. 257 and 258) 

Kitchen above Room 3: 

Use: Popham and Sackett suggested that a kitchen could 
have been upstairs and, if so, it could have been 
related to the shrine near the top of the stairs, over 
the junction between Rooms 2,3 and 5. 

(BSA 60, p. 257) 
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House N; 

Room 5: This was the largest room in the house. Finds 
inclu ed a decorated bridge-spouted jar (NP 26); 
another jug (NP 27); an ogival cup (NP 29) and an oval- 
mouthed amphora (NP 28); and a broken pyramidal double 
axe stand (BSA 60, p. 257). Fragments of a 

tripod cookina po 

and two conical cups were found beside the east wall. 

Use: Winina and dinina accordinq to the text. 

(BSA 60, p. 268; BSA 60, p. 264-265) 

Room 10: This room contained a bridge-spouted jug; 
a stemned cup; a rhyton; a firebox; a pithoid jar; a 
pithoid lid; two amphoroid jars; a conical cup; and 
a pithos (numbers NP 78-NP 87). NP 81 was a 

miniature tripod cookina juq. 

Use: Storage. This was a "finely plastered corner 
closet facing the bottom of the stairs". The 
excavators suggested it might have been used to 
store the "more valuable household belongings". 
Room 10 was part of a complex 8-10 which formed 
a "true basement" with access from above. 

(BSA 65, p. 236; fig. 15;,: ISA 60, p. 261) 

Room 14: A large room to the right of the entrance hall. 
In the northeast corner were found animal bones in an 
ashy deposit. The suggestion was that this was a 

hearth. 

In the northwest corner was the base of a pithos set 
on to a platform of stone slabs: "The pithos wall 
had been broken completely away so that the base formed 
a clean-cut disc, to serve as a stand or table; a 
small hole was pierced through the centre, perhaps 
for drainage but it appeared to run into the ground 
and not out into the room". Apart from fragments 
of an ivory button (22) and of a blossom bowl (58) 
fallen from above, the finds in this room consisted 
entirely of plain pottery, the better preserved being 
found close beside the west wall of the room. This 
comprised a jug NP 101; two conical and one ogival 
cups; three tubs NP 97-99; an amphoroid jar NP 100; 
fragments from an oval-mouthed amphora; and 

a cooking pot with two handles 

and 

a miniature triPOd cookinq pot, NP 102 
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LMIB 

House Ni 

Room 14: 

Use: Cooking production of wine 
suggested also a laundry). 
tubs indicate this type of 
and Sackett suggested that 
(described above) might ha- 
for a wine press. 

619 

or oil. (BSA 65, p. 244, 
The large spouted 

production and Popham 
the pithos base 

ve served as a stand 

(BSA 609 p*263-264; BSA 65, p. 224) 

Room 17: A large room which led from the main room 
of the house, Room 5. Finds included a stone pounder 
NP 90; a fine agate bead NP 18; fragments of plain 
conical cups; an albastron NP 108; two amphoroid jars 
NP 109-110; a plain handled cup NP 114; and the base 
of a large jug. A small pithos in the northeast 
corner of the room and an amphoroid jar NP 110, each 
had nests of small plain cups inside (66 in total). 
Also found were 

three tripodcookina pot NP 111-113 

Use: Kitchen or storeroomp according to the excavators. 

(BSA 60, p. 266) 

Room 18: This was a small square room at the southeast 
corner of the principal room, Number 5. Four large 
pots were set in a row against the south wall, and most 
of the other vessels were found in a heap on the floor 
as if they had fallen off shelves. This configuration 
has been seen many times before. Finds included ogival 
cups (the majority of-the vessels); cups with handles; 
decorated amphora, plain amphorae NP 117-119; amphoroid 
jars. There were 394 vessels in total. Included was 

a-tripod cookincf Pot NP 120 

Use: Pantry. (For other pantriest Palaces of Crete 
P. 134; Mallia Maison 11,10 and n. 25 with 
reference; Zakros *t House of the Double Doors). 

The 
, 
excavators proposed that either Room 14 or Room 17 

was a kitchen, and "perhaps an upstairs room as well". 
(BSA 600 p. 286 
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Kastri, - houses: 

cookinq ar 

appeared to have been found dating to this period. 
Types and context were not reported. 

Use: Unknown. 

(BSA 60, p. 251) 

LMIII 

Block Pi: 

Room 34: This room was to the right (the east) of 
the narrow entrance, Room 29, with its four steps. 
The pottery was called "characteristic". Among the 
finds was a 

spitrest. 

Use: Unknown. 

(T3SA XI, p. 286; NTBK 25, P-9) 

Block Beta: 

6. ")0 

Room 26i This was said to have been an orderly 
deposit of unbroken LMIII vases. Included were two 
pithoi; one large stirrup jar; a steatite bowl; four 
large cups with horizontal handles; six small cups and 

a trough spitrest. 

Use: Store? 

(BSA VIII9 p. 316) 

LMIIIA 

Block Gamma: 

Rooms 1-12 were supposed to have comprised the 
most important house. 

I 

I 

I 
I 
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IMIIIA 

Block Gamma: 
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Room 9t This room opened from the living room:, It 
had a cement floor. It contained four amphorae 
(decorated with black splashes of paint); two stirrup 
jars; a three-handled pithos in "degenerate Mycenaean" 
(LMIIIC presumably); a tankard-mug; a pestle; a black 
cowrie shell; and a 

. 
spitrest. 

Use: Industrial production of some kind, according 
to Dawkins. A small storeroom, according to 
Bosanquet in PKU. 

(BSA IXt p. 291; PKUt p. 106-109; fig. 90-93 and 97) 

Room 8: This room was not discussed separately from 
E-heunit 4-8, about which Dawkins said they "contained 
nothing of interest". A piece of a 

spitrest 

was found, which it appeared could have fit one of the 
fragments found in Room 9 (see above). Bosanquet 
however pointed out that the rooms "were at opposite 
ends of the house". 

Use: Unknown. 

(PKU, 70; NTBK 25) 

Block Gamma: This area opened from the living room 
Room 3. Bosanquet had put down Gamma-10, then crossed 
it out and had written "Passage with bathroom stairs" 
in his notebook. PKU 86 and 87 listed pottery found 
in the area. Included were 

I 
two spitrests 4634 and 4635 

I 
Use: Unknown. 

(PKUp p. 86 and 87; NTBK 250 p. 9) 
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House N: 

6J2 

. 
Outside Room 5, near Area 19: The deposit "lay a few 
centimetres above the south wall of Room 5, and the 
broad paved platform beside it (Area 19), but not 
directly on either". The deposit was not associated 

, -with Room 5 or the LMIB house that had been excavated. 
The finds included a two-handled bowl NP 222; four 
plain cups; a disc loomweight 35; toqether with 

a tri od cookin2 pot and 

many flat. trays (bakinq trays) 

This was a re-occupation level, and the evidence was 
not sufficient to allow the excavators to draw any 
conclusions. 

Use: Unknown. 

(BSA 60, p. 266-267; BSA 65, p. 232) 

LMIIIC 

Houses of Kastri: 

"Togetýer with shallow dishes (baking trays and plates) 
tripod cookinq pots formed the great bulk of the coarse 
wares". 

House Ki 

Room 6: Found in this room were 

a cooking pot jar KP 29 

tripod cooking ots KP 9,10,12,17,19,20,35,36. 

9,10, and 12 were probably found on Floor 11, and 17 on 
Floor 1.19 and 20 were in the floor deposit. 35 and 
36 were found in Trial 3. The accompanying vessels are 
listed in BSA 609 p. 297-299. 

Use: The excavators have formed no conclusions. 

QISA 60, p. 269f) 
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DISTRIBUTTON WITHTN STTES 
I 

WEST CRETE 

DEBLA; CHANIA. KASTELLI; 
NEROKOUROU; 

-VRISES; 
PERTVOLIA. 

EMI. and, EMI-IIA 

Debla: 

Buildinq 1, under the floor: A fragment, thought 
to be a 

leg from a tripod cookinq pot, D7 116 

was found with the bedrock material. It was a pure 
EMI deposit and included scored ware and cooking-pot 
ware (possibly with some thin grey ware as well). 
The other sherds were from bowls, jugs, and tubs. 

Buildin! ý 1, The Trianqular House: A deposit 
'E'onsisting of thirteen to fifteen vessels was found 
in one area, including nine to eleven jugs; a large 
bowl with vertical handles, and three large tubs, 
thought to have been used for storing water or other 
commodities. The jugs were thought to have been used 
for bringing water up to this hilltop settlement. 
Other finds included stone-rubbers; six obsidian 
blades; a piece of rock crystal. Animal bones, 
including goats, were found in the pure EM levels. 
Two spindle whorls were found, which indicates the 
production of textiles. On the floor, resting against 
the east wall, was the upper part of a large 

tripod le , P. 23. 

Also found was a 

cookinq pot iar P. 6. 

At least 
:I 

six tripod cookinq pots, 

must have been used in the settlement,, because six legs ill 
were found, and none of which came from the same vessel. ': ' ii 

Use: Family living area. "The internal dimensions of 
the buildings And their contents make it clear 
that we are concerned with living and working 
places" (BSA 69, p. 318). 

(BSA 69, p. 298-342, fig. 13,17, pi. 52d, 54a) 
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Kastelli area: 

654 

The excavations, in three different areas, are 
considered to consist of a group of houses which 
were part of an extensive settlement of wealthy 
individuals living around a palace complex, as at 
Mallia. The piols are named Gallial Aghia Aikaterini, 
and Mathioudaki. ' 

mmii-iii 

Gallia plot: 

There were two phases found here, MMII-III and LMIIIB. 
Among the many ceramic finds were 

two tripod cookina pots, 3683,3684 

Use of area: Manufacture of pottery and storage of 
pottery, according to the excavators. 

-(Adelt. 
1172, vol. 289 p. 582) 

IMIB 

Aghia Aikaterini plot; Kastelli, Buildinq 1: 

The GSE excavation report called this an IILMI house of 
considerable size" (GSE, p. 4). On the plan it can be 
seen that Room D was in the northeast corner of the 
excavated area. Room E was between Room D and Room M, 
but it only opened oft the southwest corner into Room M, 
and therefore appears-to have been part of a unit that 
consisted of at least two rooms, E and M. Further 
rooms are as yet unknown, as the excavation has not 
continued further to the south and east. 
A corridor connected Rooms F, D, and M, but Room D 
appears to have been sub-divided by wooden constructions, ý 
but whether these were walls or doors remains unclear. 
The excavators consider that this area (D, E, F, and M) 
is part of Building 1, although no entrance into the 
group was discovered from the western rooms (The 
rooms on the west with common walls are A, C, N, and 0). 
"We may take it as certain that the northeast wall of 
the Rooms Dp E, and M is... an outer wall. It is also 
certain that the northwest wall of Room A is an outer 
wall... How it extends towards the southwest only 
further excavations will tell us. The architectural 
remains found up to now indicate that the house was 
part of a group of palatial buildings separated by 

(AAA, p. 41-42) narrow streets". 

Sources for the analysis of Building 1, and Chania 
Kastelli in general, were conversations with and notes 
by Yannis Tzedakis; conversations with members of the 
GSE team; GSE excavation reports; AAA; the Chania 
Museum card file on GSE finds. 
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LMIB 

WC-3 

Aqhia Aikaterini plot; Kastelli, Building 1: 

Room D, North cornert, 
Fi-dered to have been a 
and E was subsequently 
storeroom. The tripod 
specifically stated to 
pottery store in the n, 

What had previously been con- 
double doorway between Rooms D 
found to have been a cupboard/ 
coolting pots listed below were 
have been found inside the 

orth corner of the room. 

Tri2od cooking pots 4203,4204. 

Associated pottery: unknown. 

Use: Storaget pottery. 

Note: This room was interesting because "the finds 
in the northern corner of the rooms showed that in all 
probability, stucco was being applied to the walls when 
the catastrophe happened. Two big jars - one fallen 
into the other (see AAA fig. 9) - were filled with the 
basic material for stucco. Many fragments of this 
stucco were found during the excavation of the room 
but*none was actually preserved on the walls". 
(AAAp p. 38-39) 

Room M: This room was the larger of the unit E and M, 
and'was said to have been at least 3.80 x 5.0m. In the 
centre was a "peculiar feature... a kind of small 
'Platform, raised ca. 15 cms above the level of the 
floor... coated with stamped clay and clear carbonized 
remains were found on the longer side. Many other 
carbonized remains were noticed on the floor of this 
room". (AAA, p. 39) Was this a type of 

hearth? 

The finds included stone vases; smaller vases and a 
complete but badly damaged bronze vessel; and possibly 
a stone lamp. The pottery vessels were a LMIB spouted 
cup (AA6, fig., 12); a ewer; a flower pot with bosses; a 
coarse conical jar; a small amphora; a stirrup jar; 

a hipped vase with a high neck and vertical handles on 
the shoulders. Also found were 

four tri-pod cooking pots, 4447,4466,3964,4474. 

Use: See discussion of Rooms M and E together below. 
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Aahia Aikaterini plot; Kastelli, T3uildina 1: 

61 

Room E: This room led off Room M, and appears to have 
been less than half the size. Clay vessels included 
three pithoi along the northeast wall: one 6f them 
was painted; one pithos with an unusual rope decoration 
stood in the west corner of the room; about fifty 
vases, including a LMI stirrup jar; a 
large stirrup jar (fallen between pithoi); 
a pyxis. Of this pottery, the excavation notes said 
that several pieces were painted with similar motifs 
and also said that there were cups found in situ 
decorated in the "alternating style" and which were 
locally made. "No complete vase with the 
classical Marine style has yet been found in the 
excavations - only fragments of a cup with argonauts 
were found scattered in Rooms E and M". Also 
found were thirty-eight loomweights. "Most outstanding 
were fragments of two Linear A tablets found in situ in the floor deposit of Room E. ' One of these 
tablets fitted together with the fragment found in the 
same room in 1973... it is amazing how many different 
scribal traditions from all over Crete are united in 
the new tablets found at Khania". (AAA, p. 42-43). 
The cooking utensils were 

three tripod cooking pots, 3567,3631,3788. 

also a fourth 

tripod jua, 3599. 

Use: The main room in the unit appears to have been 
Room M. With carbonized remains found in different 
locations (some on what was possibly a raised 
hearth) it was certainly used for some type of 
cooking/food production. Whether this was strictly 
for consumption of a normal sized household, or 

. whether it had to do with specialized production 
of some sort, cannot be determined. However, there 
were a couple of interesting aspects. Because of 
the presence of stone vases and a kernos, there 
was the possibility, however slight, of ritual use. 
The presence of five unusual tripod cooking vessels 
within the two Rooms M and E, raise the possibility 
Of some type of specialized food production. Peas 
that had been peeled were found in tripod cooking 
ppt 3788. 
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Aqhia Aikaterini plot; Kastelli, Buildina 1: 

6.57 

The finds of loomweights and pithoi, indicating 
storage and weaving, were common in Minoan Times, 
but the find of Linear A tablets is unusual. 
Whether Room E was used for preparation of food- 
stuffs, or simply as an anteroom to Room M, cannot 
be certainly ascertained, but this does not dis- 
tract from the over-all impression, given both by 
the similarity of finds in the two locations, and 
the architectural features, that these two rooms 
form a functional unit. 
One is reminded of the area of Zakros, whose 
rich finds in cooking pots provided one of the 
clues to the fact that it was part of the palace. 
Whatever this building was, arid who ever its 
inhabitants. were, the people arid the buildiria do 
not appear to have been ordinary. They neared 
palace standards of living and production arid 
communicated with, and were influenced by, other 
parts of Crete. 

Under Wall A: Rooms A and C are described as the 
"Minoan Hall" (east) (GSE, p. 4). 

. Two tripod cookinq vessels 3627,3572, 

were found. 

Uset Reception area? 

Room 13: 

A tripod cookinq pot with two 
vertical handles, 3379, 

was found. 

Use: Unknown. Room B is 

, 
plan it can be seen 
Hall', Rooms A and 

not discussed, but from the 
that it leads off the 'Minoan 

C. 

Under North East staircase: 

Tri2od cookina pot. 
CW, ý ýl 

Uses Pottery storage. This was a closet under the 
stairs. These were a common feature in Minoan 
architecture. 

I Pit rl: 

Two tripod cookinq pot. s, 3811 sjjrvjv(? j-,. 

Uses Dump. This was a rubbish pit dug into the LMIB 
building and it is not certain whether the vessels 
come from LMIB or a later period. 
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LMIIIA/15 

GSE Excavation: 

Spitrest fragment 5014/13. 

Area: Unknown. 

LMITIB 

Chania Kastellit 

Kasimathi plott This was the floor of a room with 
well-dated LMIIIB pottery. Included was 

a tripod cookinq pot, 2080. 

Uses Ritual? This vessel was found on a beaten earth 
floor, in front of a semi-circle of vertical 
slabs. Such a grouping of stones could indicate 
either a 

hearth, 

or a storage area. Inside the vessel 2080 above, 
qere pieces of pumice. Tzedakis' notes: "To find 
Pumice inside a piece of domestic pottery is 
difficult to explain except in terms of cult". 
He refers to a parallel example at Nirou Chani, 
where pumice stone was found inside conical cups 
in an IMIA level. 'Platon did not believe they got 
there by chance, but had to do with cult. (K. C. 
vol. 8,1954, p. 449-450). Up to that time there' 
have been no other examples of pumice found in 
this area. Unfortunately the digging could not be 
extended because the excavated plot was in a 
built-up area and would have interfered with the 
owner's house. 

Aghia_Aikaterini plot: 

Buildinq 1: Room with a 

hearth, 

on the floor. This room yielded a 

tripod cookinq po 3430. 

Uses Cooking could have taken place. 
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Kastelli: Found with LMIIIB pottery was 

tripod cooking pot 3441. 

Use; Rubbish dump. 

LMIJIB/Q 

Building 1: LMIIIC Room: This room was almost completely 
preserved. IMIIIC decorated sherds were found "inside 
the demolished walls and below the earlier floor". The 
plan (ALA, fia. 3) shows the position of the finds 
which included a millstone in the north corner; a 
Krater; and in the east corner, fragments of a pithos. 
In the centre of the room were 

two cooking pot , including 

a cooking-pot jar 4485, and 

an oven 4486. 

Use: The cooking pot and oven were found in situ, one 
on top of the other, so there is little doubt 
that the room was used for cooking. 

(AAA, 1979, p. 34-35) 

Chronology Unknown: 

Mathiodaki plott 

This area yielded 

two tripod cookinq_]2ots 4205,4314. 

Use-, This was a dump and the chronology of these 
vessels cannot be determined. 
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MMIIIB-LMIA 

Vrises houses: 

Building A, Room lt There were many 

tripod cookinq pots, including K 75 

Use: Storage; according to the excavator. 

Area 2/2a: This room contained 

6G0 

cooking pot 
in fragments. There was a deposit of ashes and the 
remains from meals, including bones. In the northwest 
corner there was 

a fireplace. 

Finds included the unique 

tripod'-tray/qrill 3994. 

Use: Cooking area for a large house. 

Area 5: It appeared to have been open-air. Animal 
bones were found here and , 

five tripod-cooking pot leq 

Use:. Courtyard. Food preparation. 

Area 8: Yielded 

a tripod cookinq pot K 77. 

Use% Unknown. 

Area 9t' Yielded 

a triRod cooking pot K 76. 

Use: Unknown. 

(Historical Archaeoloqical Societ 
Excavations in Kydonia 1974 publ 

Zoes) 
' I. 

of Western Crete, 
Athens 19769 
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LMIIIB: 1 

Perivolia: 

This was a cave which had fhree rooms outside, the 
objects were early Minoan. Inside the entrance there 
was a rich deposit of Early Minoan, with a type of 
Vasilikeware. There were also Late Neolithic objects 
in the two niches at the entrance, with Middle Minoan 
in the smaller (last) bay. Room Alpha contained 
deposits from EM, MM, and LMIIIB; Room Betat EM and 
LMIIIB. Room Gammai LMIIIB. The household pottery 
found in the cave was defined as LMIIIB. 

Room Beta: At the entrance to this room was a cist 
full of ceramics, stones, and animal bones. Room B 
was mainly LMIIIB and Early Minoan. The ceramics 
were in the natural bays, covered by stones and earth. 
Included in the finds were 

cooking pot jars, 2.138; 2.132; 2.133; 

and. a_tripod cooking pot 2102. 

Use: See below. 

Room Gamma: Fragments with Linear B and unspecified 
ceramic ating to LMIIIB were found. 

Uses The cave was first used in the late Neolithic, 
and was in greater use in EMI. During the 
Middle Minoan, it fell into disuse and was finally 
abandoned at the end of this period. IMIIIB was 
the period of its greatest use, and although 
there were Early Minoan finds in Room Betas most 
were IMIIIB and Room Gamma contained only LMIIIB 
artefacts. Nothing later than LMIIIB was found. 

The pottery from the cave was said to have formed 
an impressive group for the study of shapes and 
decoration from IMIIIB. According to the 
excavator the type of clay and the decoration 
indicated that it came from the pottery manufact- 
uring area identified in an area of Hydonia; this 
is the area identified in the Gallia plot. (see 

above) 
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LMIIIB: I 

Perivolia: 

It is the opinion of Tzedakis that the presence 
of pottery from the Kastelli areas and Linear B, 
both very similar to finds in the Palace dwell- 
ings excavated by the GSE team, might indicate 
that after an unknown event in early LMIIIB, some 
of the Minoan inhabitants of Kydonia went into 
the cave for refuge. 1- He surmised they took 
utensils for survival and, after the danger 
passed, they left and rbturned to their homes 
thus accounting for the fact that the cave was 
abandoned also during LMIIIB. There were signs 
of fire in LMIIIB levels in the Kastelli 
excavation, so there is clear evidence which 
supports this interpretation. (PAE, 1968, p. 133-138) 

There were religious objects found as wellt so the 
cave could have been called a refuge/retreat. 

(PAE, 1968, p. 137) 
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CHAPTER IV 

EVIDENCE FOR THE ORGANISATION OF 

THE MANUFACTURE OF COARSEWARE 

In this chapter evidence is examined to see whether 
there are distinctive styles of pottery manufacture 

at individual sites and, if so, whether there was 
influence of shape from one site to another, and 
whether this is indicative of commerce or the 

work of itinerant potters who travelled around 
the island. 

The study is limited to a discussion of the tripod 

cooking pot because this is the only utensil for 

which there is evidence in sufficient quantities 

and which also has distinctive styles. It should 

be noted however that there is still not sufficient 

evidence available to be able to suggest what 

occurred in every chronological period. This 

is because 1) evidence has not survived; 

2) evidence which has survived was not properly 

noted and is therefore unreliable; 3) in certain 

periods not enough sites have been excavated to 

make comparison possible; 4) evidence that does 

exist was not available for study. Even in 

chronological periods for which evidence is 

comparatively abundant, there are great gaps 

which may never be filled. It is hoped that 

the analysis below will provide a general scheme 

which can be expanded as new material is 

discovered. 

Any evidence which is put forth for one site's 

having influenced another is based both on the 

type and on the style of the pots, and it will 

be shown that in cases where there is evidence 
for tripod cooking pots at a site over a long 
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chronological span, changes in type and shape 
took place. - 

The evidence is presented on a chronological basis, 

following the pattern of the summary and discussion 

of the tripod cooking pot in Chapter I. 

Where'there is evidence for a certain style of 

tripod cooking pot's having appeared at more than 

one site (for whatever reason), the design will 

be numbered, so that at the end of the discussion 

it can be easily'seen how many times this 

happened, and a list can be presented, giving 
the sites and the time periods involved. 
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Evidence for the Organisation of the Manufacture 
oT-Coarseware in the Ear_ly MinoaR Period. 

There is evidence for the tripod cooking pot 

at four sites in widely differing parts of the 

island during the Early Minoan Period. They 

are Debla in West Crete, Knossos in Central 

Crete, Aghios Antonios in East Central Crete, 

and Myrtos Phournou Koryphe in South Crete. 

The small settlement of Debla yielded a few 

cooking pot feet, flat to oval in section. 
There is no evidence for the types or styles 

of cooking pots for which they were intended. 
The Royal Road Excavations at Knossos produced 
tripod feet which are mainly round in section. 
Coarse-rim fragments also survive and they fall 

into two categories: incurving with a plain 

rim, and straighter with a rim which is 

thickened on the outside or slightly everted. 

There is not enough surviving material to 

speculate on the type or shape (interpretation 

of the type) of the tripod cooking pots that 

were in use. 

The cave burial at Aghios Antonios yielded a 

small tripod vessel with low walls, everted 

rim, and short feet which curve outwards, and 

are round in section. 
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At the settlement of Myrtos Phournou Koryphe, a 

potterts workshop was identified. The production 

of pottery was said by the excavator probably to 

h ave been the "main artefactual industry" 1* 
of 

the settlement. Eight turntables that had to 

be turned by hand were found, and 105, a turntable 

with a small hole for a spindle. 

105 was from the Period II (EMIIB) destruction 

level. It was foundl re-used as a pot-standv 

'in 
Room 17, the Room of the Pithos and Tub. 

Warren wrote: 
"This is the most interesting of all the turn- 

tables. It is now flat on both faces, but was 
-probably convex on the underside originally. 

It became badly worn on this face and so was 
discarded as 'a tUrn-table and re-used as a base 

, (PI. 76B). In the centre of the underside is 
a small circular depression (diam. 2.0-2.2, 
depth 0.8) which serve's no purpose on the 
base and was clearly for attachment of the 
disk to some kind of spindle, to enable it to 
revolve freely. No other potter's turn-table 
has a spindle hole. The presence of one on 
105 shows, however, that the spindle principle 
was already known before the destruction. of 
Myrtos, producing a sort of proto-true-wheel. 
105 illustrates therefore just that stage in 
the history of ceramic technology between 2. 
hand-turned disks and true 'fast' wheels. 

At the end of the Early Minoan period there is 

evidence for Group I vessels, the cooking pots 

without spouts, but there is no evidence at the 

present time for spouted vessels or jugs (Groups 

2& 3). There is evidence of a distinctive 

1. Warren, DD. C11.1p. 261, fig. 14 (plan of noom 49, 
the potter's workshop) and p. 18-20,32-33. 

2. Ibid, p. 2231 fig. 98j pl. 76B. 
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style of pot at Aghios Antonios, but whether it 
is unique, or representative of a group, cannot 
be determined. 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe can be seen to have 

developed a style of pot, which is illustrated 

by P. 339 from that site. There are many sherds 
from this site, including different types of feet, 

but it is not possible to reconstruct the vessels 
sufficiently to be able to say whether there were 

other established styles. 

One can'conclude, therefore, that tripod cooking 

vessels 'were a class of domestic coarse pottery 

which was known across the island. Two sites 

pI roduced distinctive styles. There is no 

evidence from existing material however which 

indicates that one site influenced another, or 

that'there, was any commerce in cooking ware. 

iq 
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-Evidence for the Organisation of the Manufacture 

of Marseware in MMIA -to * MMjB 

During IBII there are five sites which yield 
evidence for tripod cooking pots. They are 
the settlement of Kommos on the south coast; 
the cemetery of Archanes Phourni in the middle 

of Central Crete, and three of the palace sites: 
Mallia,. Phaistos, and Knossos. 

From Kommos there is evidence of vessels with 

plain rims, with slightly everted rims, and with 

spouts. The material which has been illustrated 

on the Kommos chart is fragmentary, and the shapes 

are hypothetical. 

From Archanes Phourni come two vessels of which 
the shapes are known. One is a Type A. I. vessel 

with a convex body. The other, a Type D. pot, is 

interesting stylistically because it was described 
.1 in PAE * as having six coil handles. 

Maison Theta at Afallia yielded three tripod jugs 

with round bodies, and thick oval to round leg 

sections. An example is Theta-12, which has 

thick walls, sturdy legs, and heavy wheel marks. 

From Room CIII in the town area of Phaistos canne 
F. 5478, a Type B. I. incurving vessel with a small 

upright collar, and strong legs which are thick 

oval in section (at the top; the tips are missing). 

The vessel appears to have been thrown on the wheel. 

Most of the evidence for the period comes from the 

Royal Road Excavations at Knossos. Two styles 

stand out. The first, illustrated by RR/E42, is 

the plain tripod cooking pot, Type A. I., with 

slightly elongated body and lug handles. The 

second-type, an interpretation of the Type D. 

1. PAE 1976, p. 357. No illustration. 
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spouted vessels, has a box-shaped body and stands 

on long legs which are flat to thin oval in section. 
There are examples with lug handles and with coil 
handles. The high standard of potting qchibited 
by the Type D. vessels should be noted. They 

were thrown on the wheel, and P made of finer fabric 

than seen elsewhere. RR/59/169 stands out as the best 
A 

of this group. Its fabric is the finest seen on 
any cooking pot which has been studied, and its 

walls, at . 44 to . 46, are the thinnest of any pot 
presently known, 

The tripod grill, RR/59/P271 also illustrates the 
ingenuity of the potters at Knossos, but it is 

unique as far as is presently known. 

Conclusions 

The information is more limited from Kommos and 
Archancs Phourni than for the other sites, but the 

vessels appear to represent different stylistic 

groups. 

The evidence from the palace sites of Mallia, 

Phaistos, and Knossos supports the emergence of 

distinctive styles and also different approaches 

to the manufacture of coarseware. There is no 

evidence that any of these five sites were 

influencing each other, or that there was any 

commerce in cooking pots. 

IIL 
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Evidence for the Organisation of the Manufacture 
6f Coarýeware in AIAIII 

There is evidence from four sites at the end of 
MAIII, and the body of information is larger. 

The sites are Kommos, Mallia-, Phaistos, and 

Knossos. 

At KommOs, Type D. spouted vessels emerge as a 
definite group, according to Betancourt. Ile 

cited C. 103 as an example. It is Type D. II., 

with box-shaped body, coil handles, a boss opposite 
the spout, and legs which are thick oval in section. 

At Mallia, the majority of the vessels dating to 
WIII are tripod jugs. The round bodied shape 
which was described earlier continues (NI67/258) 

and other variations emerge, including low-bodied 

pots with horn bosses or small vertical handles 

under a trough spout (M72/6), and also jugs with 

elongated bodies (1169/160). The legs are still 

sturdy and some of the pots are thick and have 

heavy wheel marks. 

1. Although Kommos MMII Type D. vessels are discussed 
here according to the information in CVNIK, there 
are problems. The published example-, 77103, dates 
to LAIIIIA/B, and specific details, as described 
above, cannot be taken to be wholly reliable. In 
addition, among the references cited (CVAIK, p. 5) 
of vessels of similar shape (Betancourlf_riry_ý)e B) 
which were said to occur at different sites are 
F. 1615a and F. 1607a, from Phaistos, and the 
unnumbered pot referred to as "Gournia 11-701' 
(in the Catalogue for Gournia). As can be seen 
in the Charts and illustrationsý F. 1615a and F. 1607a 
are both Type D. II. b., but they differ in inter- 
pretation. F. 1615a is box-shaped and F. 1607a, is 
wide and shallow. "Gournia 11-7011 is Type D. I. a. 
(round to elongated body with plain rim) and it has 
a bridge spout. The vessels from Nirou Chani 
cited in CVh1K (Xanthoudides, Ephemeris 1922, fig. 19) 
are M1,75IMand 11M#7690, and they are Group 1, 
Type A. I. a. (tripod cooking pots with no spouts, 
plain rims and round to elongated bodies) according 
to the Typology Key in this dissertation. C. 103 is 
Group 2, Type D. II. b. Examples cited in CVMK also 
come from different chronological periods. For 

example, the vessel "Gournia 11-7011 is LMI, the 
Xanthoudides pots from Nirou Chani are MWIM-LMIA; 
the Phaistos pots cited are hBIIIA. 
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At Phaistos, the Type B. vessels (illustrated by 
F. 1777) and first seen in MAIIB are strongly 

represented. A new shape emerges at Phaistos 
in MMII, and this is the D. II. box-spouted. shape 
with coil handles (often with a boss opposite the 

spout), and legs which are thick oval in section 

at the top. There are many examples, of which 
F. 1615a is one, and there is a broad, shallow 

variant, illustrated by F. 1607a. 

At Knossos there are the two styles described 

earlier. These are: the Type A. I. vessels with 
slightly convex walls, and lug handles, an example 
of which is SEX/81/P939; and the D. 11. vessels, 
which are box-shaped, with wide spouts and both lug 

and coil. handles, and occur with and without a boss 

opposite the spout. An example is RR/58/P14. 

Although F. 1615a from Phaistos, which is cited 

above, is the same general Type (D. H. ) as 

RR/58/Pl4 and they both appear to have been thrown 

on the wheel, there are distinct differences, the 

most important of which are that the Knossos pots 

are made of finer clay, have thinner walls, and 

longer feet which have a rectangular frontal view 

and are thin oval in section. 

It has been suggested in Chapter II that Type D. H. 

tripod vessels may have been inspired by metallic 

prototypes (Catling's Form 4a). It was pointed 

out, however, that Type D. H. pots at Knossos and 

the pots which are Type D. H. at Phaistos are 
different stylistically. 

Conclusions 

Again in this period there appear to be styles 

of vessels which are unique to their sites. 
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The Mallia tripod jugs are set apart stylistically 
from anything presently known at any other site. 
The Knossos pots, both Types A. I. and D. II., are 
individual to that site. The Phaistos Type B. I. 

vessels are shapes which have not appeared 

elsewhere. In all three of these cases there 

is continuity of style from MMI. 

However, the second shape for which there is 

evidence in MMII at Phaistos, the variety of D. II., 

illustrated by F. 1615a, may appear at one other 

site. C. 103, the Kommos vessel cited by 

Betancourt (in spite of the problems outlined 
in footnote 1. on the previous page) bears 

sufficient similarity to the Phaistos vessels 
to justify further study. 

As this shape might have appeared in more than 

one place, it is called Design 1. 
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Evidence for the Organisation of the Manufacture 
oT CoarseýFare in MMIIIA to AIMIIIB 

There is evidence for tripod cooking pots at seven 

sites in MIIII. They are Palaikastro, Kommos, 

Archanes Anemospelia, Phaistos, Knossos, Chania 

Kastelli, and Nerokourou. Unfortunately, however, 

the actual body of material that survives in a 

condition favourable for study is not large. 

With regard to the evidence from Palaikastro, 
there are no vessels which were available for study. 

With regard to Kommos, there is one Type A. I. vessel, 

which is a plain tripod cooking pot with a slightly 

everted rim, coil handles, a deep body with gently 

convex walls, and log section of thick oval. it 

is C. 2387. 

Design I vessels are said to continue at Kommos. 

The published evidence are two rim sherds: C. 985 

dating MMIIB-LMIB, and C. 150 dating AIMIII-LMIB 

(CVAIK, fig. 1) 

Archanes Anemospelia material was illustrated by 

Sakellarakis in a lecture he gave at the University 

of Manchester in February 1982. Included were 
D. II. vessels from the temple or religious building 

at Anemospelia, which are spouted, box-shaped, 

with coil handles, and the legs are triangular in 

frontal view. Therefore Design 1 vessels may be 

at this site in MMIII. 

From Phaistos, there is little evidence that 

Type D. spouted vessels continued. Two of the 

examples, F. 5193 and F. 4915 have plain pointed 
lug handles (quite unlike those seen at Knossos 

to date) and are roughly made and quite different 

when compared with earlier vessels. There are 

1. Information included in this study is from PKU and 
the Palaikastro Notebooks held at the Briti-sH-School 
at Athens. 
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also a couple of pots with round bodies, as opposed 
to the box-shaped bodies of the F. 1615a group, 

e. g. F. 4217. Design 1 vessels, typified by F. 1615a 

are not presently known. There is, however, the 
"rough and smooth" variant of Type D. They are 
the spouted vessels which are smoothed halfway down 

the vessel, and the rest of the body is left rough. 
They are unique to Phaistos and to the period. An 

example is F. 4214. 

At Knossos, the pots to which Evans referred in 

The Palace of Minos, and to which Pendlebury referred 
in Archaeology in Crete, do not survive. There are 
two pots from the excavation of West House 1. by 
Catling. One is V. 165, which is a Type A. I. vessel, 
elongated with coil handles. It is one of the two 

vessels found with notched rims. Another tripod 

cooking pot from West House is V. 182, which appears 
to be in the same general style of earlier D. II. vessels 

at Knossos; it has lug handles and a spout. However, 

it is made of coarse clay and fired unevenly. From 

the drawing it appears to have heavy wheel marks. 
It therefore appears substantially different from the 

D. II. vessels cited at Knossos dating to MMIA-MIII. 

Chania Kastelli yielded two potsj one of which, 
CH. 3683, will be discussed laterp and the other, 
CH. 3684, has thick down-curved lug handles, unlike 
anything else that has been seen and studied. 

2. Both 

these pots have thick walls and heavy wheel marks. 
3. 

There is a homogeneous group of pots from Nerokourou, 

Type D. I. vessels with small spouts, elongated bodies, 

and feet with thick oval sections. An example is NER. 5094. 

1. BSAp 74, p. 1-80. 
2. In Palaikastro Notebook 14, held at the British School 

at Athens, there is a rough drawing of a spouted tripod 
vessel with down-curving lug handles. It is 1506 from 
Block Omicron, Room 13, and dates to LMI; it is 
presumed lost. 

3. It should be noted that although MMIJI is the preferred 
chronology of the excavatorsp these pots were from a 
mixed deposit MMII-III; LMIIIA-B. 
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Conclusions 

General points can be made. The Design 1 type of 

cooking pot discussed earlier is said to continue 

at Kommos, but there are no good examples. * Design 1 

tripod cooking vessels appear to be at Archanes 

Anemospelia. Two sites have evidence for stylistic 

groups: Phaistos and Nerokourou. 

There is no strong evidence for influence from one 

site to another, or for commerce in cooking pots. 
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Evidence for the Organisation of the Manufacture 
of CoarseýFare in MMIIIB to LMIT; LMIB 

The sites which have produced sufficient evidence 
to provide a basis for discussion of the style 

and place of manufacture of tripod cooking pots 

during this period are: 

Central Crete: 

East Central Crete: 

East Crete: 

West Crete: 

Knossos, Nirou Chani, 
Tylissos, Prasa, and 
Amnissos; 

Mallia and Gournia; 

Zakros, Palaikastro, 
Tourtouloi, and Zou; 

Chania Kastelli and 
Vrises. 

There are five sites which have evidence of 

stylistic groups peculiar to them. They are 
Knossos, Gournia, Afallia, Chania Kastelli, and 
zoul 

At Knossos there are tripod vessels which share 

a stylistic feature. This feature is a series of 

grooves in one panel at rim level (e. g. RR/59/P581) 

or in two panels, one above the handles and one 
below (e. g. RR/59/P585). These tripod vessels 

occur in two of the Typological Groups: Group 1 

Type A. I. b. vessels with no spouts, examples of 

which are RR/59/P580 and RR/59/P581; and Group 2, 

spouted vessels, Type D. H. b., examples of which 

are RR/59/P585 and IIM-7708. 

At Gournia there are two vessels from different 

Typological Groups which appear to share a common 

''feature. This is a type of spout which protrudes 

well below-the rim. 'This, bulgo'can be seen in 

Gournia in Plate II, on pot 70 (which is a Group 2, 

ýspouted Type D. I. a. ) and on the photograph of 
MS. 4568 (a Group 3, Type E. I. b. -tripod jug). 
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At Mallia there are three stylistic groups of 
vessels which are peculiar to the site. They 
are the Group 1, Type A. I. b. elongated vessels 
with coil handles, an example of which is. 
Lamda 147. There are the Group 1, Type A. II. b. 

vessels, an example of which is Za-28-ý. Finally, 
there are the two Group 1, Typq C. 11. b. vessels 
which are nearly identical in size, shape, and 
painted decoration: Zb-Ila and Ilb. 

At Chania Kastelli, the Group 1, Type C. vessels 
form one or two stylistic groups: the Type C. I. b. 

globular vessels Nyhich are CII-3788 and CII-4474, 

and the Type C. H. b. angular vessels, C11.3964 

and C11.3631. 

The sites discussed above are palace sites. There 
is also a villa site which, according to its 

excavator, had a Iciln, and was a centre of pottery 

manufacture. This is Zou. A unique tripod vessel 
is known from the site. 

Design I 

Betancourt has stated that there is evidence for 

this shape at Kommos from MIN to LMIIIB. 110 

stated that this design was the most popular 
"during and before LMI when they usually have a 
straight or mildly everted rim, sometimes rolled 

or thickened (C. 816; C. 929; C. 150; C. 9135).,, 2. 

There is a Type D. II. vessel which dates to LMIA 

at Knossos. It is RRS/72/P368. It is box-shaped 

with coil handles. If is different from the Kommos 

shape, however, in that it has -a scmi-trough spout 

and logs which are flat to thin oval in section. 
It therefore cannot be considered as evidence for 

the appearance of Design I at Knossos. 

1. PAE 1955, p. 288fo pi. 114. 

2. CVAIKp p. 5. 
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Design 2 

Knossos 
There is a, style of vessel which. appears in LMIA 

at, Knossos,. according to the evidence proyided by 
the Royal Road Excavations. - It is a variety of 
Type A. I. -which is different, from the ones produced 

, at the siteý earlier. 

These, pots have plain rims, elongated bodies, and 
lug, handles. , As a group, the, bodies are more 

elongated than previous designs., They have thick 

walls and wheel-, marks, are clear,, on the outside and 

. very-strong, on. the inside. The fabric is coarse 

compared with pots manufactured in the Middle 

Minoan period. The legs are broad and short, 

with, thick-oval sections. , At the present, time, 

more examples of this vessel survive than of any 

other type or group. There are examples-which 
have, survived, from. the-Evans' excavationsV, but 

unfortunately their exact provenance and 

stratigraphy is unknown. , The vessels, appear 
to have, been made in three sizes: small, medium, 

and, large. Examples are RR/59/P583,, RR/55/P582j 

andýLGI/57/P6j respectively. 

There are, examples of this style which come from 

Nirou Chani, Prasa, and Tylissos. 
1. (Dr. E. 

Sakellarakis said there were also pots of this 

type at Archane--q,,, but they have iiot been seen 
by the author. ) 

As this-is a distinctive style which has,, appeared, 

at more than one', site, it will belcalled Design 2. 

1. IIM#7580 and HM, 7690 from Nirou Chani (Ephe . meris 
19229 fig. 19)o HM. 9703 from Prasa (nolt-p`Mished); 

0 H11#6530 from Tylissos (not published). 
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There are other pots which have been found which 
bear a resemblance to Design 2. There is 1IM, 7806 

from Mallia, which dates to MMIIIB-LMIA. It has 

thick walls and heavy ridging from the wheel, both 

on the inside and outside; it has a plain rim and 
lug handles. The original feet are missing. It 

is bucket-shaped, however, and the Knossos Design 2 

vessels are tapered. The lug handles on 11M. 7806 

are plain and pointed. Lug handles on Design 2 

at Knossos are wide, and the edges are either 

crescent-shaped or trapezoid in shape (they are 

nI ot pointed as on Mf,, 7806). 

There is AIS. 4655 from Gournia, which is also 

Type A. I., and has features in common with Design 2. 

Its body is tapered. The walls have heavy ridging. 

The feet'are stubby and thick oval in section. 

The lug handles are wide, crescent-shaped and 

incurving, in a manner seen at Knossos. The rim 

is slightly everted, however, and there are no 

examples of this type of rim on Design 2 pots from 

Knossos. It is also more carefully modelled than 

the Knossos examples presently known, which are all 

rather rough in finish. 

There is the shape represented by NP. 113 from 

Palaikastro (BSA 65, p. 224,237, fig. 17). ' It is 

an even more'distant cousin. It is a Type A. I., 

with round-to elongated body and it has lug handles. 

The feet are thick oval in section. However, the 

rim is slightly'everted (as on MS, 4655 from Gournia); 

the lug handles are plain and pointed (as on IBI. 7806 

from Mallia). - The feet are longer in proportion 

to the vessel than any seen at Knossos, or the 

ones on AIS, 4655 (the feet on 11M, 7806 are new). 

Tile vessel has a pronounced bulge at shoulder level 

which is unlike anything seen at the other sites. 
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Finally, there is C11,3479 from Chania Kastelli, 

, which the excavators think dates to LMIII, but 

the final assessment has not been made and for 

this reason it is described here. , It is. Type 

A. I. -a., with, a slightly elongated bodyp plain 

, rim, heavy, wheel'marks, inside and outside, and 

-plain pointed lug handles of the type seen on 
HM, 7806-from Mallia, (not the Knossos variety of 

'lug handles). The base and feet are restored, 
'and so. they cannot be analysed. This vessel 

-is, important because it showsýthat Design 2'was 

found in West Crete. 
, 

The-tripod vessels from Knossos, Nirou Chani, 

-Prasa', and, Tylissos have the most-in common, as 

'ýthey share all-the characteristics of Design 2, 

as established by'theýexamples at Knossos: 

an A. I. a. shape which has an elongated (tapered) 

ýbody, a plain, rim, -lug handles (wide, 'either plain 

or incurving, 'and with'edges which are lunate or 

-trapezoid);. feet which are triangular in frontal 

view.,, and thick oval in section;, walls which are 

thick (compared with earlier Knossos vessels) and 

show wheel marks (also different from earlier 

Knossos vessels). 

'ý-fed that'the vessels Therefore it can be sugges 
found in Central Crete had a common point of 

origin, and that this could have been Knossos. 
I However, from the individual descriptions of the 

Type A. I. a. vessels referred to above (from Mallia, 

Gournia, and Palaikastro) it appears doubtful 

that they were made by the same potters who made 

the vessels at Knossos and/or other sites in 

Central Crete. However, this might be a case 

of influence of one site upon another. It does 

appear-likely that there, was a, shared'knowledge 

of a general type, 'and that it was interpreted 

individually at other sites. 
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Design 3 

. 
This design is a variation of Type A. I. b. They 

are medium in size, plain tripod cooking ppts with 

no spouts, small everted rims, and round bodies; 

each has two coil handles that are horizontally- 

placed, but rise at an oblique angle, and legs 

which arejonger in relation to the body than on 

Design 2, and thick oval to round in section. 
They are roughly finished. RR/61/P417 and 

SEX/80/P6491 dating to LMIB, are examples of 

this style at Knossos. 

A Design 3 vessel from Mallia is illustrated by 

van Effenterre. 1. Design 3 is the Type C of 

Palais 11 2. 
which was said to be a common shape 

at the palace in the period AIMIIIB-LAIIA. 

There is also the tripod cooking pot from Chania 

Kastelli, C11.3683, which was mentioned under the 

previous heading, as it came from a mixed deposit 

IBIII-MIIII and LMIIIA/B. It is a Design 3 vessel. 

Design 

These vessels are a variation of Type D. I. b. 

tripod cooking pots with spouts, round to elongated 
bodies, and everted rims. Their legs have a 

triangular frontal shape and are known to have 

two sections, thick oval at the top, and flattening 

down the length of the leg. They have two coil 

handles and some of them have a boss opposite the 

spout. IIM. 12347 is one of the earliest examplesq 

and it comes from Tourtouloi in East Crete. Very 

similar in design is a group at Zakros, an example 

of which is HAL19972 dating to LMIB. 

1. Le Palais de Mallin et la Cite"' Minoenne, fig. 475. 

2. Type C is drawn in stylized form in Palais Hy 
pl. VIII and XVI-c. 
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The Palaikastro shape, an exeLmplo of which is 
685, are similar. Unfortunately, the pots 
themselves are presumed lost, and comparison 
has to be made on the basis of the stylizod 
drawing in Palaikastro Notebook 25, p. 5. 

The pots found at Tourtouloi and Za-kros have been 

studied together, and there can be hardly any 

question that they were other than the product 

of the same workshop. 

Design 5 

This group of vessels first appeared at Zakros 

in MMITIB-Lmn, and is known through M11B. It 

is the group of pots which it was suggested in 

Chapter II may have had a metallic profile, as 
they bear a resemblance to Catling's Forni 4a. 

They are Type D. 11. b., box-shaped, spouted vessels. 

The Zakros pots, represented by M1,16092, are 

extraordinary with their upswept spouts, angular 
bodies, long legs with flat toes, and the bands 

of rope decoration between their two front legs. 

They could be called over-designed, even florid, 

but, in fact, because of the rather splendid 

manner in which they were executed, they have a 

unity of shape which redeems them. There are 
Type D. II. vessels from other sites dating to this 

period, but only one has been found which is similar 

in detail. It is M1,18215, found at Amnissos. 

It has an angular body and upswept spout. More 

important, it has two rows of rope decoration 

between the two front legs which has not been seen 

anywhere rendered in this particular way, except 

at Zakros. (The rope decoration on the "brasero" 

from Mallia is quite different). Unfortunately 

the f ect of 11M., 18215 do not survive. 
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Design 6 

Design 6 is the. shape described as having been 
found at Nerokourou in MMIII. It is a variant 
of Type D. I., with a small spout, deep body, and 
legs which are thick oval in section. Examples 

are found at Vrises in MIIIIIB-LMIA; an example 
isIK-77. 

''There 
are many, examples from Chania 

Kastelli,, and they date to LMIB. An example 
is C11.3810. 

Conclusions 

There is evidence at five locations of styles 

which are peculiar to the sites as far as is known. 

In this period, as in earlier ones, individuality 

was being shown'in the design of tripod cooking 

pots, on a site-by-site basis, both, for palace 

sites and for villa sites. 

Evidence for Design 1 exists during this period 
only at Kommos, but there are five designs which 
were in use'at more than one site,, 

Design-2 appears at 
but most especially 
tripod cooking pots 
Design 2., Variantý 

at Afallia, Gournia-, 

several sites in Central Crete, 

at Knossos, where most of the 
dating to this period, are 

s of Design 2 have been found 
Palaikastro, and Chania Kastelli. 

Design 3, is found at Knossos, Mallia, and Chania 

Kastelli 1. (Central Crete, East Crete, and 
West Crete)l. 

Design 4 is seen at two sites in East Crete, 

Tourtouloi and Zalcros, and possibly at Palaikastro, 

also in East Crete. 

1. The chronology of these two pots'is not certain. 
The important point, howevers is that Design 2 
and Design 3 were found in 'West Crete. 
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Design 5 is known at Zakros and the shape may 
have been seen by the potter who made 1111.18215, 

which came from Amnissos (or it could indicate 

shipments or commerce between Amnissos or North 

Central Crete and Zakros). 

Design 6 continues from MMIII at Nerokourou into 

LMIB at Chania Kastelli. The Gallia plot at 
Chania is thought to have been a centre of 

pottery manufacture from MMII to LMIII but there 

is no concrete evidence that coarseware was 

produced there. 

Design 6 certainly indicates a'West Cretan type 

of tripod cooking pot which was'in existence 

over a long period (MMIII until LMIB as far as 

is known). This could indicate a, common point 

of manufacture, or a design which was known, and 

made at Several sites. 

The existence of five designs, Designs 2 to 6, - 

which were known and used at more than one'site 
indicates one of the following alternatives: 

aYthat there'were common points of 

manufacture, possibly palace sites, 
for e. ach of'-these designs and c'ommerce 
in cooking ware (e. g. North Central 

Crete for Design 2); 

that, there yere common points ofýý 

manufacture and general 
, 
knowledge, of, 

shapes, (or itinerant potters with 

general knowledge of shapes), that 

were used 
, 
in other areas; this 

knowledge was then expressed in 

local variations (e,. g. the variations 

of Design 2 as expressed,. at, Knlossos 

which were found in East Central Crete, 

East Cretep and West Crete); 
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c)-that there'were itifierant'potters 

who worked in'small geographical 

areas (e. g. 'North Central Crete for 
Design 2); in some cases these areas 
may have been larger or over-lapped 

with others (e. g. North Central Crete/ 

East Central Crete for Design 3); 

d) that there was a combination of a) and 
b) above, or b) and c) . 

To have all three options operating at 
the same time seems hardly credible. 

When the incidence of shapes which are individual 
to sites (five locations were pointed out) is 
taken into consideration with the other evidence, 

a combination of a) and b) above appears the more 
likely. The evidence taken as a whole suggests 
that coarseware was made at palace sites and at 
villa sites, and that these potters created their 

own shapes and had their own areas of influence, 

but that they also had some knowledge of what was 
being produced elsewhere, and produced shapes which 

reflected this knowledge. The variations of 
Design 2 (as established at Knossos) provides the 

archetypal example of this kind of influence's 

being exercised overýmost of the island. 

This analysis not only fits in with the evidence 
for the types and shapes of tripod cooking pots 
which are known to have been produced in this 

chronological period, it also reflects what is 

generally thought to have been the political 
organisation of the island at the time: each 
area largely under the control of its own palacep 
but in a loose confederation under the control of 
the rulers of Knossos. In this type of political 
framework, Knossos would set the standards and 
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the sty Aes, f or''-the' resýt', Of ., the', island. ' It is 
extraordinary that the evidence suggests Knossos 
might even have set a style for tripod cooking 
, pots. - 
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Evidence for the Organisation of the Ma-nuf-. -Icture 

of Coarseware in LAIII 

There is evidence of tripod cooking pots in 

LMII at Ko=os and Knossos. 

Design 1 

This design was said by Betancourt to have been 
found in LMII contexts. 

1. No examples of 
complete or restored vessels are known. There 
is one rim sherd mentioned in CVMK,, which is 

said to be LMI-II; it is C. 876, and is called 

a rim sherd with lug (it is the size of the 
boss on C. 103). 

Ddsign 3 

. -,.,. 
This design was defined in the last section 
"The Tripod Cooking Pot in M31IIIB-LMIA; LMIA; 

LMIBII), and examples were cited. 

_Professor 
Betancourt has. indicated, that the shape 

he calls Type A., represented by,, C. 45 in CVMK 

appeared in LMII 
2. 

at Kommos. 
-In 

the course 
of analysing the material, it became clear that 

on the basis of. the information that was 

presently available, LMII tripod vessels at 
Kommos could have been either Design 3, as 
discussed earlier, or Design 7. which (presently) 

appears in LMIII. 
. 

These two designs have the 

same general description, but they differ in 

detail. Rim sherds C. 897, C. 8821 C. 878, and 
C. 896 from Kommos are too fragmentary to draw 

conclusions as to whether they represent the 

one (Design 3) or the other (Design 7). 3. 

1. CVMK, p. 11, .I 
2. Ibidp P-3 & 11, fig. l. 

3. These rim sherds are LMI-IIO and they-are the 
only evidence known for the type that could date 
to LMII, at the present time. 

1. 
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Two vessels can be cited in order to compare 
'Designs 3 and 7. They are SEX/80/P916, a 
Design 3 tripod cooking pot from Knossos which 
dates to LMII, and K-14 1. from Karphi, whiCh 
is a Design 7 tripod vessel that dates to LMIII. 

The pictures of these two pots form the best 

basis f or comparison. 

The handles on Design 3 pots are set at an 

oblique angle, whereas on Design 7 pots they sit 

nearly vertically. The bodies of Design 7 pots 

are more strongly convex and more incurving; the 

collars are generhlly deeper and more everted. 
The legs on Design 7 are more massive and set 
higher on the pot, and the legs are normally 

round in section. 

Without more material from Kommos it is not 

possible to say whether the tripod vessels at 

Kommos are a continuation into LMII of Design 3 

vessels found previously at Knossos, Mallia, 

and Chania Kastelli; or whether Botancourt's 

Type A vessels found in LMII levels at Kommos 

are the earliest evidence presently known for 

Design 7. 

Several examples of Design 3 are found at Knossos 

dating to LMII; another from the Stratigraphical 

Museum Excavation is SEX/80, /P650. 

6 

BSA 55, p. 7-9, 'fig. 4, an unnumbered pot referred 
To according to its provenance. 
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Evidence for the Organisation of the Manufacture 
of Coarg-eware in LMIII 

There is evidence of tripod vessels at the 

following sites in MIIII: 

South Crete: 
Central Crete: 

East Central Crete: 

East Crete: 

West Crete: 

Kommos 
Knossos, Archanes, 
Mt. Juktas, 
Chondros Viannou 
Karphi 

Palaikastrol Achladia 
Chania Kastelli, 
Stylos, and Perivolia. 

Design 1 

C. 103 which dates to LMIIIA/B is an example of 
the design from Kommos. Betancourt stated that 

the type was more common in earlier periods 
(Middle Minoan to LMI). I* 

Design 2 

C11.3479 from. Chania Kastelli was discussed 

earlier. It might date as late as 
LMIII, but at the present time the chronology 
is still not clear. If C11.3479 did come from 

an LMIII context, it is the only example which 
dates later than LMIB. 

Design 3 

C11.3683 came from a mixed deposit MMII-III and 
LMIIIA/B, as has been previously discussed. It 

is, however, the only Design 3 vessel presently 
known which might have come from an LMIII context. 

1. CVMKj p. 3. 
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There 

might 

There 

f rom 
f ound 

Designs 4 and 5 

are no examples presently known which 
have come from LMIII contexts. 

Design 6 

is one example of Design, 6, which comes 

an LMIII context, and thislis C11.2102, 

in the Cave of Perivolia. 
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Design 7 

This is a variation of Type A. I. b. It has a 

pronounced everted collar; a strongly convex 
body; massive legs which are generally straight 

and normally round in section. The legs are 

attached above the base, on the side of the 

vessel. Finger impressions and vertical 
incisions at-the leg junctions do occur (as has 

been discussed in Chapter II). 

The handles vary. If they are coil handles, and 
placed horizontally on the pot, they sit nearly 
upright on the shoulder (e. g. KMA/51/13 from 
Karphi). If they are vertical coil handles, 
they can extend from the rim (e. g. K-16 from 

Karphi) or be placed below the rim (e. g. CII. 
IP833 

from Chania Kastelli). There are also vertical 

strap handles, that start below the rim 
(e. g. CH. 3441 from Chania Kastelli). 

As has been discussed earlier, Design 3 and 
Design 7 have the same general description, but 

they differ in detail. A comparison of photo- 

graphs of a Design 3 tripod cooking pot from 

Knossos, which dates to LMII, SEX/80/P916, and 

a Design 7 LMIII vessel, 11M. 15292 from Amnissos, 
illustrates these differences in detail, even 

as to the placement of the feet. 

Examples of Design 7 tripod cooking pots have 

been found at all the sites listed for LMIII, 

with the exception of Perivolia. Further 

examples, all with coil handles that sit nearly 
upright on the shoulders, which is the common 
type, are: C. 45 from Kommos; SEX/80/P309 from 
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Knossos; a vessel with no number from Archanes; 
2. IIM. 21706 from Mt. Juktas; 11M. 11077 from Chondros 

Viannou; 3. 
and K-14 from Karphi. 

There is-a startling similarity between this 
LMIII tripod cooking pot shape, Design 7, and 
Furumark's Form 95/Type 320. 

Furumark's description of Type 320 is: 

,! IIIeight-c. 17*- rounded shape, either. 
open, with slightly spreading, lip (no. 1) 
or closing, with short spreading lip 
(nos. 2-5); two opposite vert. round or 
flattened handles from rim to side; 
three straight round legs. " 4. 

This description c, an 
, 
be seen to. parallel Design 7. 

Reference is. also made to Furumark's drawing of 
Type 320.,, which is reproduced in the Illustrations. 

The legs on Minoan vessels are straight and round 
in section and similar in placement (above the 

baseline) to the legs on Type 320. The placement 

, of the, legs on Design 7 is referred to in 

Chapter II in the Section on Metallic Design 

Features as being a reflection of Catling's 

Type, 4b bronze tripod_cauldronl. 

1. PAE 1970, p., 256f fig. 361.. 
" 

2. PAE 1975jý p. 331f; pl. l. a. 
3. PAE 1957p p. 136f; PAE 19599 p. 197f; 

=P 1975, p. 322f. 
TWo information on this vessel specifically, 

only the excavation. ) 
C MPO p. 76, fig. 211 p. 640-641; 'Chrofiologý, p. 1-4! 5. - 
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The, two, pots to compare are K-16 from Karphi 1. 

and tripod cooking pot No. 153 dated to LMIII from 
House 5 at Eutresis. 2. Goldman's description of 
No. 153 is:, 

"Height, 0.173m.; -diameter, 0.175m. 
Cooking-, vessel. Squat, globular, tripod 
vase of coarse, unslipped and unpolished, 
reddish brown clay, with two heavy, 
vertical ring handles joining rim to body. 
It was found close to tho hearth and shows 
signs of, burning. 11 3. 

The other vessel which parallels K-16 from Karphi 

and No. 153 from, Eut, resis, is the LIIIII tripod 

cooking pot (unnumbered) found on the north slope 

of the Acropolis at Athens, and illustrated in 
Hesperia, vol. 2 . 

4. It was said to have been 

'found at the bottom of a stairway, -and to be of, 

coarse, gritty clayl grayish brown to black where 
the vessel, showed3, the most'signs of burning. 

Other fragments, were found, but-11on'account of 
the crumbly nature of the fabric, partly caused 
by long exposure to heat, these vases are seldom 
found--in'good condition. " 5. The vessel is 

M-ca'. 20.0; D: Ca. 16.5ýý-- 

The reasons, against any'conclusion thatthere'was 
definite-influence-from the Mainland are: , 

1), the*pots in Crete-appear generally to 
have been larger. Complete vessels vary 
from K-14"from Karphi, where height is 
26- 0 0, to'the'tripod cooking pot from 
Makritikhos, No. 12, which is 54.0, cm: 
in height. 

1. BSA 55, 
-fig. 

4-3 and photograph taken, by, author in 
tF-e Illustrations. 

2. Goldman, Excavations at Eutresis in Boeotia, fig. 263-6. 
Figure 263ý6 'Is reproduced in the Illustra ions. 

3. Ibid, p. 190. 

4. Hesperia 2, fig. 45-b, reproduced in the Illustrations. 
5. Ibido p. 37 
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2). the handles extend from the rim on Type 320, 

whereas in Crete there was a variety of 

of handles (coil and strap), but most of 
the examples presently known have handles 

that sit nearly upright on the shoulders 

of the pots. There is only one known 

example with vertical coil handles that 

start at the*rim, and this is K-16 from 

Karphi, referred to above. 

Other than noting this similarityo th t is discussion 

cannot be taken further without an examination of 
material on the Mainland. 

Design 8 

This is a, tripod cooking jug with strongly convex 
walls, a vertical coil handle, and sturdy legs 

which, are circular in section. Its distinctive 

feature is a high everted. collar but no actual , 
spout. 

An example of this type was found at Knossos, 

e. g. SEX/78/Pl7l. There are several examples 

from Karphi, among them the pot referred to 

(by. its provenance), as Shrine-Rm., -l., - Phaistos, 

F. 3567-is another, example, but the exact provenance 

and chronology of this-pot were not recorded. 

The author has seen examples, of Design 8 in 

prehistoric, collections on the Mainland, notably 

at Nauplia, and in the Agora Museum in Athens. 

A Design 8, tripod jug, dating to LIIIII,, was found 

on the, north slope of, the Acropolis'at, Athens in 

1932, and the photograph from Hesperia is 

reproduced in the Illustrations., It'can be 

compared with, the drawing of SEX/78/P171 from 

Knossos-and-Karphi Shrine-Rm. 1, also in the 

Illustrations, 

1. Hesperia 2, f ig. 45-a . 11: ca. 17.8; D: ca. 11.3. 
Fig. 45-a. is reproduced in the Illustrations. 
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Conclusions 

In LAIIII, the earlier Designs, 4 and 5, appear to 
have vanished, completely, and Designs 1,2,3, 
and 6 appear infrequently. Design l, is fýund 
at Kommos. One example each of Designs 2 and 
3 may, appear at Chania Kastelli (the chronology 
of these vessels, CII. 3479 and C11.3683 respectively, 
is not clear). 

During this period, two shapes of tripod cooking 
pot, Designs 7 and 8,1 appe ar at-'moi'e than one 
site. One of these, Design 7, appears at all 
LMIII sites with the e'xception of Perivolia. 
In previous periods, individual styles appeared 
at several locations. In'this'period, the 
Type C. globular vessels at Karphi, which 
Seiradaki said formed a group, is 6 possible 
example of this and there are two pots produced 
at Chahia Kastelli, (CH. 3430 and CII. P833) which 
are individual. Apart from these examples, 
there is a striking uniformity th roughout the 
island. 1. 

There are-two possibilities which might account 
for this uniformity. 
1) Knossos 

- may, have, establ ished. a pre-eminent 
position as a production and distribution 

centre. Between YAIIIIB 
' 
and LMIB, 

_it 
appeared 

that thp, shape identified as Design 2, may., 
have originated at Knossos. and been distributed 

over an-area 
' 
of North Central Crete, and also 

may have influenced pottery shapes in other 

1. Sackett and Popham commented 
' 
on 

- 
LMIII levels at 

Palaikastro Kastri: "the-range of vessel shapes 
in use was very restricted ... Among the 

- 
coarse- 

ware, there is an overwholming, preponderance of 
flat dishes, tripod cooking pots, basins, and 
amphorae. " (BSA 60, p. 280) 
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parts of the island. What might have 

happened in-LMII-III could be the natural 

consequence of the pattern set earlier, 

coupled with the political and social changes 

which had taken place: knossos consolidated 
'its position as a, production and distribution 

centre. 
2) A second possibility for uniformity might be 

the emergence of a System of itinerant potters, 

either because: 

a) a vacuum had been created because the 

the local system of political hegemony 

had disappeared; 

b) potters gravitated to the political 

power base which remained (Knossos) and 

spanned out from there; 

-, c) in order to re-establish economic 

activity following the destruction, 

_the rulers at Knossos organised, teams 

of-potters 
1. to go out into the 

countryside to provide one of the 

essentials of life: coarseware vessels 
f or cooking, and storage. 

Such a system would result in an over- 

all uniformity of design and also allow 
for small variation in detail, which is 

exactly what appears to have happened. 

It is also a system which, when the 

palace of Knossos itself was destroyed 

in LMIIIA: 1/2, could have carried on 

without central control, if circumstances 

had required it. 

Bosanquet wrote in PKU: "the possibility suggests 
itself that the rul*6-rs of Palaikastro .... ivere 
able to attract skilled potters from the central 
region of the island". (PKU, p. 76) 
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Sackett and Popham, in their summary of the 

significance of the LMIII material from 
'Palaikastro Kastri', wrote: 

"The now vase shapes .... accompanied by 
a change in decoration, cannot be the result 
of local evolution; their introduction is 
sudden and coincides with the last settlement 
of Kastri. They surely indicate the 
arrival of outsiders .... As it is, we 
have insufficient evidence on which to 
determine the origin of the new features; 
some may well come from the Mainland but 
when they were introduced into Crete is 
uncertain. It is, however, clear that 
by the time of the LAIIII occupation of 
Kastri, any. such introductions from 
outside the Island had been thoroughly 
assimilated and had assumed a basically 
Cretan character. " 1. 

There is a furtheiý possibility, The arrival of 

outsiders might have influenced either the potters 

at Knossos, or the itinerant potters, the practical 

shapes they, brought, with them being assimilated 
into Minoan tradition and culture. 

1. BSA 60, P. 280. 
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Summary of designs and where and when th2Z 
occurred 

DesiEn 1: IIMII-LMIIIA/13 South Crete: Kommos and 
Phaistos. 
Central Crote.: Archanes, 
possibly. 

Design 2: MMIIIB-LMIB Central Crete 
,: 

Knossos, 
Tylissos, Nirou Chani, 
Prasa. 
Area of possible influence: 
East Central Crete: Mallia 
and Gournia. 
East Crete: Palaikastro. 
West Crete: possibly 
Chania Kastelli 
(chronology not clear). 

Design 3,: MMIIIB-LMIB Central Crete: Knossos. 
East Central Crete: Mallia. 
West Crete: possibly 
Chania Kastelli (chronology 
not clear). 

LAIII Central Crete: Knossos. 
South Crete: ýossibiy 
kommos, 

Design 4: ABIIIIB-LMIB East Crete: Tourtouloi 
and Zalcros, possibly 
Palailcastro. 

Design 5: MIIIIB-LMIB East Crete: Zakros. 
- Crete: Amnissos. Centrial 

Design 6: ABIIII-LMIIIB West Crete: Nerolcourou, 
VriseFs, Mania Kastelli, 
Perivolia. 

Design 7: LMIII Central Crete: Knossos, 
- mnissos,, ArFhanes, 21 

Mt. Juktas, Chondros 
Viannou. 
South Crete: Kommos. 
East Central Crete: 
Ki FIpTI i. 
East Cretn:, P,, Ilaikastrop 
AERIE ia". - -ý We! it Crete: Chanift ICastellip 
Stylos. 

Design 8: Central Crete: Knossos. 
East Central Crete: Karphi. 
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F. 1615a 
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CH. 3683 

CH. 3684 

NER. 5094 
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RR/59/P580 

HM. 7708 
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MS. 4568 

Lamda 147 

Za-28-4 

Zb-lla &b 

C11.3788 

CH. 4474 

CH. 3964 

CH. 3631 
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RR/59/P583 

RR/55/P582 
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24,112 

18 

18 

20p168 

18 
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4 

45y124 

46yI24 
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5p98 

5 

9 

31 
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28 
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46 
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98 

3,98 

3 
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Type 320 

693 K-16 
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340118 
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6 
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10 
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FRONTAL SHAPE AND SECTION 
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Chapter V. 

TRIPOD FEET: 
r==m===mv=mr 

Frontal Shape and Section 

In BSA, 59, Hood wrote: 

6ý9 

(It was) "apparently general throughout 
Crete, for the section of the foot at first 
to be thin (MMI-II) becoming with time a 
thick oval (mmur-LMI) and eventually 
quite circular in section (LMIII onwards). " 

By the time he wrote his article on a survey of 
sites in southwest Crete in BSA 61, he had found 
legs with round sections in EMII levels at Knossos, 

and he added after nearly every find of circular 
feet "either EMII or LMIII if found at Knossos. 11 2. 

He was making two distinct points: first, that 

round feet come from two different periods and, 

second, that there was a distinction between finds 

at Knossos and finds at other sites. 

In 1972. Warren published Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 

and it was revealed that he had found leg sections 
that were predominantly flat oval to oval, but 

also round, flat oval and thick oval, all dating 

to EMII. He remarked that some of the legs had 

a flat end, some were pointed, and some were round; 

and that normally the legs at that site curved 

outwardsl citing P339 as a typical example of the 

angle of the foot to the vase. 
3. 

These finds showed it was not possible to relate 
section of tripod legs to particular periods of 

sites, arguing only from the shape of the section. 
The difficulties are compounded, because from 

several sites the legs change in section over their 
length. 

_ 
An example is a leg from MMIIA at Phaistos 

which is thick oval at the top but tapers and 
flattens further down. No firm conclusion, 
therefore, of either site or period can be drawn 
f rom only parts of legs. 
1. BSA 59t p. 52. 
2. BSA 619 p. 182. 
3. Vy-rtos, p. 125. 
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The frontal view of a tripod leg has two basic 

--forms, 
tapered and triangular, and approximately 

rectangular. 

Form A. Legs with triangular frontal shape 11ave 
leg sections which vary: 

1. round, 
2. flat oval and, rarely, thin oval 
3. thick oval 
4. composite (thick oval at the top 

- and, tapering to flat oval) 
Their ends can be: 

a. pointed; 
b. ' rounded; 
c. -,, flat (as, by definition, these legs 

taper, the ends are always narrow); 
'd. -curve-d ýup. 

Length'appears t'o'play a role. Short legs 

normally are thick oval in section. It is 

only the longer legs which are found to change 
dramatically in section over the length (e. g. 
from 'thick" oval'-to flat oval) . 

Forni'B. 'ýLegs`with rectangular frontal shR2e are 

more, uniform.. The section is (1) normally flat 

to (2), thin oval. Rarely, rectangular legs 

have (3) triangular or' (4) diamond sections. 

A foot with a vertical rib can have a triangular 

section, but such feet are not common and this 
type is dealt with in Chapter II on Decorative 
Techniques. 

By definition, the end is broad and flat (otherwise 

these legs would not be approximately rectangular 
in frontal view). 

Length appears to play a role. Short legs are 
normally flat oval in sectiont whereas a longer 
leg is thinner in section. 
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Examples are: 

Form A: 

1. C11*3441 (LMIIIB, Chania Kastelli) 

_2. 
F. 1607a (MMIIA, Phaistos); "Southeast*Wall" 
(unnumbered vessel from LMIBZakros) 

3. K 75 (MAIIIIB-LMIA, Vrises) 

-4. F. 1777 (MMIIA, Phaistos) 

-lx. HM. 7690 (MMIIIB-LMIA, Nirou Chani); 
F. 1607a (MMIIA, Phaistos) 

b. CH 3441 (LMIIIB, Chania Kastelli) 

C. F. 4664 (MMIIA, Phaistos) 

d. HM. 4439 (MMIIIB, Knossos) 

Form A. short legs: 

RR/59/P583 (LMIA) 

Form B: 

. 1. CH 4466 (LMIB, Chania Kastelli) 

2. RR/E42 (MMIB, Knossos) 

3. RR/58/P14 (MMII, Knossos) 

4. RR/58/S. 602 (MMIA, Knossos) 

Form B, short legs: 

CH 3788 (LMIBv Chania Kastelli) 
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The shapes of legs on tripod cooking pots are now 

analysed by geographical area and by site. The 

analysis is on a chronological basis within each 

site until LMIII. LMIII legs are considered as 

a group, The examples cited are legs which have 

been found with their pots, and are legs which 

were whole, or restored from fragments where all 
the fragments were found. 

Type C vessels, because they occur at various 

sites over a period spanning MMIIIB-LMIIIC, are 
discussed on their own. 
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SOUTH CRETE 

EMII 
»MM« 
Myrtos Phournou Koryphe 

Type A. I. vessels at Myrtos Phournou Koryphe are best 
illustrated by P339. The legs are triangular in 
frontal view and flat oval in section, with flat 
toes. The legs at this site are examples of ones 
which are curved as part of the over-all design. 

, The angle of the feet on P339 was said to have 
been typical. The predominant leg section at 
this site was flat -oval to oval, but the ends 
vary: flat, pointed and rounded. The legs 
averaged 7.0-9.2 (the longest is 10.5 and the 
shortest 6.2). The legs on P339 are 7.2 in 
length. 

MMIIA 
mmmw» 
Phaistos 

Type B. I. pots, examples of which are F. 4664 and F. 1777, 
nave legs which are triangular in frontal view. 
The sections are thick oval at the top, and flat 
oval lower on the leg. The narrow toes are 
usually flat. The length of the legs on the two 
examples are 13.7 and 10.6 respectively. 

Type D. H., box-shape vessels, examples of which are 
F. 5936 and F. 5027a, have T6gs which are triangular 
in frontal view with sections that are thick to 
flat oval. The toes are flat. The length of 
the legs are 10.7 and 10.8 respectively on the two 
examples. 

Type D. H., shallow vessels, an example of which is 
F. 1§07a. It has a-t-r-f-angular leg which is flat 
oval in section from top to bottom, and it has a 
pointed toe. The length of the legs on this 
pot is 13.7. 

Type E., triýod trays, an example of which is F. 5061a. 
It has a triangular leg section, which is thick 
oval in section, and the toes are worn, but appear 
originally to have been pointed. The length 
is lo. 8. 

On the evidence above, it therefore appears that 
the most popular shape in MMIIA at Phaistos is 
the triangular leg which is thick oval in section 
near the top, and becomes flat oval further down 
the leg. Two other types occur: broad shallow 
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SOUTH CRETE 

MMIIA cont. 
Phaistos 

vessels which have triangular legs that are flat 

oval in section along the whole length, and 

tripod trays which have triangular legs that 

are thick oval in section along the whole length. 

Kommos 

There is not much evidence from this site, but 
it should be noted that legs were found which have 
two sections. C. 554 from an MMIB deposit and 
C. 844 from an LMIB-LMII context, both exhibit 
two leg sections which are thick oval at the top 
and flat oval in the lower part of the leg. 
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CENTRAL CRETE 

MAIIB-MIIIA 
mm 

mmommm mm » 

Knossos 

Type A. I. tripod vessels can best be illustrated by 
sKx/81/P856 and RR/E42 (MMII and MMIB respectively), 
both of which have logs which are rectangular in 
shape, with flat oval sections. The log section 
of RR/E42 is thinner. SEX/81/PS56 has logs which 
are 11.0 long. The legs on RR/E42 are 8.8 in 
length. This group is not as well represented 
as others because most of the Type A. I. pots 
dating to this period are in a fragmentary state. 

Type D. II. vessels can be illustrated by RR/59/P275 
(MMIA/B). It has rectangular feet which are flat 
to thin oval in section. The legs are 9.8 in 
length. 

It can be seen, therefore, that in MAUB-11MIA, the 

leg shape and section which is apparently in use 

for pots of the two main shapes of the period 

are: rectangular legs and flat to thin oval 

sections. The toes are flat. 

MMIIIB-LMID 

Central Crete, Summary for all Sites 

Ty2e A. I. vessels can be illustrated by RR/59/P583 
(LhIIW) and RR/61/P140 (LIIIA/B). They have 
triangular feet with thick oval sections. The 
toes are broad, and either round or flat. On 
another example of vessels with triangular legs 
that have thick oval sections, RR/JKE/35-1, 
there are two feet with round ends and a foot 
with a flat end. 

R11/61/P140 is 16.0 in height and its logs are 
3.8 long. RR/59/P583 is 15.0 in height and its 
logs are 3.5 long. A vessel of the same shape, 
RR/5y/P582, but taller (11: 29.3) has feet which 
are 4.8 long. This is cited as an example of 
a larger pot whose feet are the same shape and 
section, but short in relation to the height of 
the pot. 

D. I. and 11 vessels dating to this later period at 
Knossos have not survived in sufficient numbers 
or condition to be cited as examples. 
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CENTRAL CRETE 

hfl(IIIB-LMIB cont. 

Central Crete, Summary for all Sites 

-D. 11. HM. 9687 from Prasa, which dates to MMIIIB-LMIA, 
is a broad shallow vessel with a leg that is 
triangular in shape, and flat to thin oval in leg 
section. It has pointed toes. The legs are 11.3. 

on present evidence, therefore, the popular leg 

shape and section for the area around Knossos in 

the period MMIIIB-LMIB is the short triangular 

leg that is thick oval in section. 
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EAST CENTRAL CRETE 

mmi I 
»MMM 

4 
Mallia 

Typo E tripod cooking jugs are the popular typo for 
IBIII at Mallia. The logs are triangular in 
frontal shape and the sections generally are 
thick oval in the upper half, and flat oval at 
the bottom. They have round or flat toes. 
There are also examples with thick oval to round 
sections. Several examples have splayed logs, 
so this appears to be a feature of the period. 
The legs range from 4.0 to 5.7 to 6.8 on examples 
m/69/1609 A166/56,, and M65/12. 

on present evidence, therefore, most of the tripod 

pots at this sit& in ABIII have legs which are 
triangular in frontal view, and thick oval to 
flat oval in section. 

MMIIIB-LMIA 

lype., A tripod vessels, which are the most popular 
s ape of this period, have logs with triangular 
frontal views and thick oval leg sections, an 
example of which is Lamda 147. 

LMI 
=mom 
Gournia 

The evidence available for study from this site 
is limited. One can only cite individual 

examples. There is no evidence that the 

examples represent established groups. 

Type A is represented by MS, . 
4665, which has triangular 

feet which are thick oval in section and have 
rounded ends. The length of the feet is 11.0. 

Type D. I. vessels are represented by 0,4118 at this 
site. The shape is triangular and the section 
is thick to flat oval. The fact are 8.0 long. 

Type E vessels are represented by IIS, 4568. The legs 
are triangular, and the log which survives on 
MS, 4568 is thick oval in section. The feet 
are 5.0 long. 
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EAST CRETE 

LMIB 
immomme 
Zakros 

Type D. I. vessels from this site generally have legs 
which are triangular in shape. Leg sections are 
thick oval on the upper half, and flat oval at 
the bottom. The toes are narrow and pointed or 
flat. The leg's vary from 6.0 to 10.0 in length. 
Examples are HWI. 16096 and 11M. 13899, whose legs 
are 7.2 and 6.3 respectively. 

An exception to this is the tallest tripod cooking 
pot yet found, XLVII-l. Its feet are triangular 
in shape, and flat to thin oval in section. It 
has pointed toes. The feet are 21.0 in length. 

Type D. II. vessels can be illustrated by 11M, 16094 
and . 14630. Their legs verge on the rectangular. 
IIM. 14630 has one rectangular foot and two nearly 
rectangular feet. The difference is that the 
toes are broader on this shape of vessel than on 
the Type D. I. vessels above, and depending on the 
width ' the legs become nearly rectangular in form. 
The sections are flat oval. Toes are either flat 
or pointed. The legs are longer than on Type D. I. 

vessels generally, and vary between 10.0 and 14.0. 
The two examples cited above have legs that are 
11.0 and 12.0 in length respectively. 

TeE the tripod tray, is represented at this site 
al! 

ý; 
rescnt by one vessel, the one named according 

to its find spot "southeast wall" (as it was not 
numbered). It has feet which are triangular in 

shape and thin oval in section, with flat toes. 
The legs are 10.5 in length. 

At Zakros in LMIB, log sections fall into two 

main categories: they are thick oval to flat 

oval, and flat oval. 

Palaikastro 

There is not sufficient information to discuss 

leg sections at this site except the finds from 

the Popham-Sackett excavation. 
1. 

Type A. I. vessels are NP 113 and NP 111. Their legs 

are triangular in shape and the leg section of 
NP 113 is nearly round, whereas that of NP 111 is 
thick oval. The ends appear slightly pointed. 
The legs are ca. 4.8 and ca. 4.2 respectively. 

1. BSA 65p fig. 17p 18. 
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EAST CRETE 

LMIB cont. 
Palaikastro 

Type B is represented by one vessel, NP 120. "" 
71-has legs which are triangular in shape, thick 
oval in section, and rounded at the ends. The 
length is ca. 3.6. It should be noted that this 
vessel has shorter legs in comparison with its 
over-all height (48.0) than the Type A. I. vessels 

, described above (their over-all heights are 16.4 
and 35.2). 

On this evidence, it is clear that in LMIB at 
Palaikastro, pots were made which have legs of 
triangular shape and thick oval/thick oval-round 
sections. The drawings of Bosanquet appear to be 

of pots with legs of the same shape and section 
as NP 113 and NP 111 above. 

1. BSA 65, fig. 18. 
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WEST CRETE 

EMI-ii 
mmmmmzu 
Debla 

The evidence indicates legs which are flattish 
to oval in section. The feet are fragmentary 
so this analysis cannot be taken as conclusive. 

MMIIIB-LMIB 

Vrises 
Type D. I. b. vessels from Vrises are illustrated by 

K75. It has legs of triangular shape, with 
thick oval sections. - 

The feet are 10.0 in 
length. The toes are rounded at the sides 
and flat underneath. - 

Chania Kastelli - 
Type D. I. b.,, vessels from Chania Kastelli can be 

illustrated by CII. 4447 and CH. 3811. Their 
feet are triangular in shape and thick oval 
in section. They are 7.5 and 7.7 in length 
respectively.. 

_ 
The ends are round. 

There are examples, of vessels with longer legs, 
but unfortunately their chronology is unknown. 
An example is C11.4460, with legs triangular in 
shape, thick oval in section, - and 17.0 long. 

Type D. H. b. is represented by one vessel in West 
Crete, i. n LMIB (as far as is presently known). 
It is CH. 4466 from Chania Kastelli. Its feet 
are rectangular, 13.0 in length, and the leg 
section is flat to thin oval. The toes are 
broad and flat. 

As discussed elsewherev the majority of vessels 
from West Crete in LMIB are Type D. I., as cited 

above, and the-logs (where they survive) are all 
triangular. in shape and thick oval'in section. 
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LMIII 
m"m"m 

The study of EMII-LMII tripod legs has indicated 

a strong degree of preference at individual sites. 
As has been shown, the shape and section of tripod 
feet can only be analysed with any degree of 
accuracy on a site-by-site basis, and only within 
this framework can the shape and section of tripod 
legs have chronological significance. Flat oval 
legs, for instance, have been seen to occur in 
EMII at Myrtos Phournou Koryphe, in MMIA-MMII at 
Knossos, and in LMIB at Zakros and Chania Kastelli. 
There has also been more than one leg shape and 
section at a given site in a given period (e. g. 
LMIB Zakros) and even when patterns can be observed, 
exceptions have occurred (e. g. HM XLVII-I at 
Zakros). 

In LMI*II the pattern, changes. Most tripod feet 

which have been examinedv which came from Lmrir 

contexts, have been triangular in frontal view 

and round in section. The exception to the rule 

are the Type C. vessels which are discussed on 
their own. 

Type Aj. Tripod vessels have legs which are triangular 
in Shape and round in section. An example is 
KMA/51/13 from LMIIIC Karphi, whose legs are 15.0 
long, and slightly pointed at the end. Other 
examples come from Palaikastro (Kastri), Achladia, 

, Central Crete (several sites, including Knossos), 
and Chania Kastelli. 

MTE tripod jugs have legs which are also triangular h0shape 
and round in section. An example is the 

unnumbered pot from Karphi, r9ferred to as Shrine-1, 
whose legs are 6.6 long. There is an example from 
Knossos, whose legs do not survive in entiretyp 
S,, EX/78/Pl7l. 
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C. I. and 11. Vessels 

This is a type of v. essel with a globular or 

angular body and incurving rim and small mouth, 

which, in most cases, has a short upright collar. 
The earliest known examples date to hfMIIIB-LAIIA 

at Afallia, and the type continues 
Karphi. The feet are all short. 
1.2 in length on a vessel which i 

at Mallia) and 5.0 in length on a 
52.0 in height (K43 from Karphi). 

rectangular in shape, and broad. 

are flat oval. 

to LMIIIC at 
They are 

10.2 (Zb-lla 

vessel which is 
The feet are 

The sections 

Examples of Type C vessels come from different 

sites and different chronological periods, and 

illustrate the point that a particular shape and 

section of tripod foot was not something that 

occurred at random. The shape and-section of 

tripod feet was determined by the over-all design 

of a pot. That these designs, including the 

shape and section of the feet, were related, in 

turn, to the function of the pots, is discussed 

in Chapter VI - 
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Conclusions: 

Can one attempt to say, as Hood did in BSA 1959j 

with reference to leg section from an examination 
of the frontal shape and section of a tripod 

cooking pot leg, whether the leg came from any 
particular site or belonged to a specific 

chronological period? 

The answer i's a categorical "no". But if there 

are certain other known facts, then conclusions 

can be drawn. One can from certain kinds of 

feet suggest the kind of vessel it came from. 

1. If one finds a rectangular foot with a flat thin 

oval section at Knossos, one would not be able 

to speculate as"to the Type, as it could be a 

Type A or a Type D; one might think in terms 

of Middle Minoan, however. 

2. If a short stubby-triangular foot is found at 

Knossos which has a thick oval section, it is 

probably MMIIIB-LMIB. 

3. At Zakros, if one finds a triangular tripod leg 

which changes in section from thick oval to flat 

oval, in levels MMIIIB-LMIBý then it indicates a 

D. I. pot, similar to those already known. if 

one finds a foot in similar circumstances which 

is nearly rectangularp with a flat oval section, 

then it is probably from a Type D. II. vessel, 

the shape of which is known. 

4. If a heavy triangular leg with a round section is 

found in a deposit, one could say that LMIII was 

the most likely chronological period. 

ý5. If a broad flat short foot with a flat oval section 

was found at any site, a Type C vessel, regardless 

of chronological periodp is the probable shape. 
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Chapter VI 

FUNCTION AND USAGE: 

THE MINOAN WAY OF COOKING 

The coars 
'e 

pottery utensils which are the basis of 
this study appear to have been used for domestic 

purpo'ses, the preparation'and cooking of meals, and 
for'industrial purposes, the preparation of foodstuffs 
in bulIC such as oil or wine, aromatics, and other 
production. Methods of food preparation and cooking 
will be di'Scussed first. 

DOMESTIC USES OF COARSEWARE 

T 
. 
3oyd"Hawes wrote in Gournia that, from what she had 

observed, Minoan cooking relied on "roasti'ng on a 

spit and stewing". An examination of the evidence 

will show that Minoan'cook's possessed culinary 

utensils that-al, lowed for the'possibility of a more 
imaginative approach to food preparation' than Boyd 

Hawes realised, 

TRIPOD COOKING POTS 

The__tripod''pot'appears to'have been. the most commonly 

used utensil. What are the advantages of such a 

vessel? It is portable and does not require a built 

hearth. It can be placed in an, existing fireplace, 

or placed over a fire that has been started on a 

paved'floor, a beaten earth floort or on a portable 

hearth consisting of a large round clay disc as, for 

example, was 'found at kallia. 

Gournia, P. 29. 
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The shape is very functional. Three-legged pots 
provide the greatest stability because, having 
three as opposed to four legs they would stand more 
easily on an uneven surface and, additionally, they 

would be easier to make because they do not need to 
be exactly equal in length. 

The Typology Key has listed four groups of tripod 

vessels 1) the plain tripod cooking pot (with no 
spout): 2) the tripod cooking pot with a spout; 
3) the tripod jug; 4) the tripod tray. Are these 

main groups, and any of the subdivisions related 

to function? 

Groups 1 and 2t 

Group 1, Type A tripod cooking pots with no spouts 
are most suitable for boiling and simmering. Whatever 

was prepared could be lifted out of the liquid, which 
then cguld, be, re-used, or thrown away. The photograph 
included in the Illustrations, of the typical Cretan 

hearth shows a joint of lamb being boiled by shepherds 

on Mt. Psiloritis. After the meat was cooked, the 

water was re-used and in the ancient world, this water, 

redolent with the flavour of the meat, could be used 

for cooking vegetablesp making soup or flavouring 

porridge. Porridges of cornflour and broths of 

beans and pulses were said to be a very important 

part of the average man's diet in classical times, 

according to Forbes. 
1. 

Group 1, Types B and Co vessels have heavily incurving 

bodies and small mouths. They are perfect for the 

stewing to which Boyd Hawes referred. Stewing means 

cooking food gently in liquid, in a covered pan. 

1. Forbes III, p. 98. 

0 
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There are two types of stew, white and brown. The 
white stew, which requires that the meat is blanched 
first in order to whiten and to take away its strong 
flavour could be prepared from start to finish in a 
Type A, B or C tripod vessel, but most successfully 
in Types B and C. Types B and C are perfect, as the 

shape and the small mouth make them most suitable for 

slow, covered cooking. NP 120 from IMIB Palaikastro 

was found with a lid on it. It would have been a fine 

vessel to make the popular modern Greek white stew, 
called lamb fricassee. Another example is F. 1777 from 
Phaistos, dating to MMIIA. Brown stews could not be 

prepared easily in Group 1 cooking pots and this point 
is referred to later. 

Group 2 vessels are tripod cooking pots with spoutso 
and they come in the round to elongated shape (D. I. ) 

and the box-shape to shallow version (D. II. ). 

First the problem of the spout should be considered. 
Spouts are an aid to certain types of cooking, and 

a hindrance to others. They are useful in preparing 
dishes where the liquid has to be reduced or adjusted, 

or the oil poured off. However, they cannot be 

covered successfully, and this leads to problems if 

the dish is to be stewed as described above. Stewing 

is just possible with a small-spouted vessel; it is 

impossible if a vessel has an upswept spout. There- 

fore, by definition, it can be seen that the Minoans 

did more than "roast and stow". Roasting and grilling 

will be discussed later, but it is clear that a 

great many of the tripod cýoking vessels that have 

been found, simply were not suitable for stewing. 

This would include D. II. vessels from Knossos. 

RR/59/P14 dating to MMIIA at Knossos is an example. 

What could it have been used for? 
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it could have been used to fry meats as a first 

stage of a recipe, and the extra fat could be poured 
off as necessary. Vegetables and liquid could then 

be added. The dish could be watched while it was 

cookina, so that the liquid could be adjusted. This 
is an important part of some types of cooking, and 

easy to accomplish in a box-shaped vessel like 

RR/59/Pl4, more difficult to accomplish in an 

elongated vessel like RR/61/P140, and virtually 
impossible in a globular Type C vessel like Chania 
Kastelli, CH. 3788. Type D. II. box-shaped vessels 

would be good for frying and deep frying, F. 1605 

from Phaistos (MMIIA) is deep enough to hold the 

amount of oil that would be needed to deep fry fish. 

Frying deep or shallow requires constant watching and 
turning of the food that is being cooked as well as 

regulation of the fire to keep the oil below the level 

at which it would catch fire. 1. 

Deep frying is best accomplished as follows: a 
vessel with straight sides and a wide mouth is 
recommended. The fat or oil should be heated 
slowly in a vessel which holds roughly three times 
the volume of oil. The oil should cover the food: 
a minimum depth of ten centimetres of oil is 
recommended with at least five centimetres allowed 
between the oil and the top of the pan to keep the 
oil from bubbling over. Only small quantities 
should be cooked, so that the temperature of the 
oil is not reduced too much. The ruleis: for onions, 
oysters, fish and raw dough mixtures, a 1-inch cube 
of day-old bread should brown in 60 seconds. 
(Rombauer, The Joy of Cooking, p. 541-542). In 
experiments for purposes of the study this test 
was successfully carried out over a fire composed 
Of small logs and twigs. 

HM. 16092, a Type D. II-ý- tripod vessel from Zakros 
meets the requirements for shape and size. The 
volume of HM. 16092 is ca. 18.8 litres. This would 
mean that a maximum of 6 litres of oil could be 
Put into it if it were to be used efficiently for 
deep frying. 
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Frying could not be accomplished in a globular vessel 

with a small mouth like Chania Kastelli's C11.3788 

referred to above. Phaistos F. 1607a-c dishes, which 

are broader and shallower than F. 1605 mentioned above, 

would be perfect for preparing a ratatouille, in 

which the vegetables are first fried, the excess oil 

poured off, the liquid adjusted, and the ingredients 

left to cook slowly (under the watchful eye of the 

cook, because such a dish must not be allowed to go 

dry). Such dishes which require that the ingredients 

be cooked in a liquid, would be more successful in 

a vessel that is broad-basedp like one of the F. 1607 

series. 

It is interesting to examine one or two sites, and 

to see what the shapes of their pots say about their 

cooking habits. 

4 
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The palace site of Zakros had two basic shapes of 
spouted tripod cooking pot in LMIB: vessels with 

small spouts and elongated, fairly deep bodies, 

Type D. I., and the broader, shallower vessels with 

upswept spouts, in some cases with handles rising 

vertically from the rim, Type D. II. There was one 
Type C. vessel, HM. 16290, found with a globular body 

and a small mouth. HM-16290 is perfect for making a 

stew. It is easy to cover, and its shape and size 

make it ideal for long, slow cooking. An example 

of a Type D. I. pot is HM. 13898. It would be 

possible to cover it with a flat disc, and it is 

deep enough to make it suitable for boiling and 

simmering. HM. LI-22 is an example of Type D. II. 

as seen at Zakros- It has an upswept trough spout 

and two nearly vertical handles sitting on the rim. 
It could not be covered, and lends itself to frying 

as a first stage of a recipe, deep frying, sauce- 

making, but it could not be used for stewing or 

braising. 

West Crete in MMIII to LMIB presents a different 

picture. The predominant shape is deep, open, and 

spouted (D. I. ), but there are examples of a shallow 

version (D. II. ). The deep ones (e. g. CH. 3810 of 

LMIB) are fine for boiling and simmering and, because 

they have very small spouts, they are also suitable 

for stewing. With such small spouts they can be 

covered, not perfectlyp but adequately; they are 

certainly easier to cover than any of the Type D. I. 

Zakros pots. The shallow ones (Type D. II. ), an 

example of which is NER. 5078 from MMIII Nerokourous 

could be used in a similar manner to F. 1605 from 

Phaistos. 
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Chania Kastelli in LMIB also had C11,3788, mentioned 
above as a C. I. globular vessel with a small mouth 
that was perfect for long, slow, covered cooking, and 
CH. 4466 which, with its upswept trough spout and 
broad, shallow body, makes it suitable for the type 

of cooking described for the F. 1607 series from 

Phaistos (i. e. frying, deep frying, dishes that 

require browning of meat and vegetables, sauces). 

it has been argued therefore that Groups 1 and 
tripod cooking pots are probably spocialised vossels. 

Some are more suitable for some things than others, 

and some shapes by their vvry nature indicate 

they must have been used in certain ways. Potters 

in Minoan Crete when they designed their cooking 

pots, were interpreting the requirements of the 

people who were responsible for preparing the food. 

-is In addition, it is equally clear that this wr 

happening at least as early as MMIA, because, as it 

has been shown, at Knossos, Types A. I. (RR/59/P225A) 

and D. TT. (RR/59/ P274) pots were beinq mado. 

Type A. I. is a pot that (,, an accommodate boilinq, 

sinunerinq Mid covered sLowing. Type D-11. PoLs le"d 

thern. selvos to such thiiiqs as frying, doop Eryiii(i and 

di. shos Prepared in st-mces. 

Si "cO v0., -(-, 1s of Group 1, Typt, A. 1. b. , were t tic, vno--; L 

popular shape in LMIII (see LMITIA Makritikhos-12 and 

LMTITC Karphi-14 and Karphi-16) , and it has been 

demonstrated Lhat this globular, easily-coverod shape 

lends itself to boiling arid stewing, does it mean that 

the diet of the Minoans wa's not as varied or as 

sophisticated after the age of the palaces had pasti, 

It is certainly possible. 
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Group 3. Tripod Cookinq L7uqs: 
What were tripod jugs used for? Marks of burning are 

clear on the majority of the jugs which were studied, 

so most of them must have been used over the fire. 

The jugs are smaller in size than Groups 1 and 2 

discussed above, so whatever was being prepared, was 

done in smaller quantities. The shape lends itself 

to uses which might require that the amount of liquid 

needs watching or adjusting. 

One cannot conceive of boiling meat in a tripod jug, 
but sauces and mulled drinks are very possible. The 
shape is a good one for serving. The horned bosses 
or small handles on some jugs would have made serving 
even easier. Tripod jugs could therefore have 
functioned as oven-to-table ware. 

Group 4. -Tripod Trays: 

These trays, known from MMIB at Knosses to LMIIIC at 
Karphi', are most sýiitable for pan frying, as they are 

quite shallow and they are not as deep in fact as the 

average modern frying pan. They could be utilised as 

modern griddles, which means that they would have been 

used with the smallest amount of oil possible, and would 

be suitable for preparing things like pan-fried fish. 

Frying eggs is a possibilityO but the role eggs might 
have played in the Minoan diet is not clear. There are 

conflicting views about whether henseggs were known 
before classical times. Evans said of the tripod tray 

he found with six holesý that it was "clearly an egg- 

stand... the holes are just narrower than the average 

circumference of an egg". 
J.. 

According to Vickery, 
2 hens 

eggs were not known in Bronze Age Greece. 

1. Even if hens eggs were known in the Bronze Age, one 
cannot assume that they were the same size as those Used 
in the 19301s. A dietician who was consulted said that 
the size of eggs was considerably smaller at the beginning 
of the century. He said that the size and quality of eggs 
had improved many fold in the western world since the turn 
of the century. 
2. Vickery, Food in_Early Greece, p. 88. 
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Cereals were thought to have formed a substantial 
percentage of foodstuffs in the ancient worlds. and 
Papyrus Harris mentions thirty types of bread 

and cakes known to the ancient Egyptians. 
1. 

These trays 

would be very suitable for preparing a Minoan equivalent, 

pancakes or tortillas, i. e. unleavened flat cakes made 
from corn meal. Forbes wrote 

2. 
that coarse unleavened 

bread, in the form of flat cakes or flans, was known 
3. in Bronze Age Greece. Vickery agreed with this, saying 

that coarse unleavened bread was probably made with 

wheat or barley meal during the Bronze Age. An Old 

National Geographic 
4. 

describes Greek nomads who 
baked flat cakes on three-legged, shallow metal pans, 

under which they lit fires. They baked the cakes 

covered with a piece of metal insulated with sand, 

and also cooked them uncovered. This is not to 

suggest that these trays were used for baking bread, 

but points out the possibility that this is one way 
in which they could have been used, other than for 

shallow frying. 

1. Forbes III, p. 53. 

2. Forbes, vol. III, p. 94. 

3. Vickery, OP. Cit. P-89- 
4. National Georqraphic, Dec. 1930, p. 707. 
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Tripod Vessels with Painted Docoration: 

Tripod vessels with painted decoration occur in Type A. I: 
the tripod vessel from the House of the Frescoes at 
Knossos, which dates to MMIIIB-LMIA; Type : four 

vessels from Mallia which date to MMIIIB-LMIA, IIM. 9129; 
ZB-VIII; ZB lla and llb; HM. 16290 from Zakros which 
dates to LMIB; CH. 3788 from Chania Kastelli, which 
dates to LMIB; and K-43 from Karphi, which dates to 

LMIIIC; and Type : CH. 3599, the tripod jug from 
Chania Kastelli, which dates to LMIB. 

However, the Type A. I. Knossos vessel and the Type E. 
jug from Chania Kastelli are isolated examples. Most 

of the examples presently known fall into Group 1, 
Type C. tripod cooking pots with incurving sides and 
small mouths. 

There are examples of painted coarseware found in 

contexts that have ritual overtones. These are the 

tripod cooking pot found at the House of the Frescoes, 

and the coarse cooking pot jars with painted decoration 

found in the ritual area of Mallia (e. g. 11M. 8617). 

These finds date to MMIIIB-LMIA. 

Other examples, of painted cooking pots were found in 

storage areas (e. g. Mallia, Zb-lla and b) and this 

does notý shed light on the problem. Mallia's HM. 9129 

was found in an area that was thought might have been 

a kitchen. Other examples come from areas that are 

thought to have been used for industrial production; 

LMIB Zakros pot HM. 16290 was found in Building Alpha, 

Room Mu-1,; LMIB Chania pot CH. 3788 was found in 

Room E of Building 1. CH. 3788 had podded peas inside 

it. On the day of destruction, therefore, it was 
being used to cook peas. 



VI 

The class of Type C. vessels found at Karphi which were 
said to exhibit painted decoration were found in un- 
specified locations except for K-43 which might have 
been found in an area of specialised production. K-137, 
a Type C. vessel with incised lines at the leg junctions 
(but not with painted decoration) was found in a 
principal living room. 

There are examples which are not slipped underneath 
the base or on the inside of the legs (e. g. CH. 3788). 
The logical explanation for this is that they were 
intended to be used over the fire, and the decorator 

was not wasting his time painting the area which 
was most exposed. 

Why, however, did he paint the other parts, for 
painted decoration on pots is, by definition, going 
to be subject to smoke and fire in any event, and 
all the examples studied had the decoration badly 
destroyed by fire. 

There is the ritual aspect mentioned above. Ritual 

use would supersede ideas of practicality, and this 

use cannot be discounted even for the pots not found 
in ritual areas. 

There is the functional aspect. Most of these pots 

are ones which have been described as being suited 
to long, slow cooking. This means that probably 
the fires that were placed under them were not as 
large, or allowed to burn as fiercely, as under 
other types of cooking pots. If one were going to 

paint a cooking pot, to paint a Type C. was a more 

sensible choice than the other types. 
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Finally, there is the serving aspect. Type C. pots 
could have the ingredients put inside thcm, and they 

cou ld have been carried to the spot where the contents 
would be served. This would keep the contents hot 

and it would also be easy to serve with a ladle out 

of a Type C. cooking pot. Alternatively, they could 
be filled, placed over a fire, and allowed to sit 

quietly cooking all day in the very spot where the 

guests would be served that evening. Possible 

evidence for this is the pot from the principal 
living room 137, at Karphi. Tripod vessel Zb-VIII 

from Mallia, was found in a foyer, and this might 

provide another tiny bit of evidence for cooking 

and serving in the same location. 

Painted decoration by its very nature does imply 

that the vessels left the kitchen, and the logical 

conclusion would be for 1) ritual areas, for which 
there is some evidence and 2) areas also used for 

dining, -a little evidence for which has been put 

forward above. 

v 
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COOKING POT JARS 

"Terracotta stewpans with lids have been found in 

numbers" wrote Mosso in 1907.1. Unfortunately they 

were not kept. They would have been used on built 
hearths, 2. 

which were composed of two stones, with 
a space between them where twigs were burned. Such 
hearths are common in Crete today. A photograph of 
one with a cooking pot in position, and a fire 
burning beneath it, is in the Illustrations. These 

pots would have functioned best in the manner 
described for the Group 1 tripod vessels: i. e. 
boiling and stewing. Shallow cooking pot jars or 
casseroles have also been found, some with lids: 

see Gournia, pl. II. Terracotta cooking pot jars and 
casseroles have been widely used in Crete until fairly 

recently. A photograph included in the Illustrations 

shows terracotta casseroles in the courtyard of an 

abandoned Cretan village in the mountains above 
Rethymnon, and another shows a cooking pot jar on 

sale in a shop in Herakleiont which deals in 

antiquities. All the pots in the antique shop had 

clear marks of burning on their bases, their bases 

-were roughened by exposure to fire, and in fact 

looked very similar to the bases of their much older 

Minoan counterparts. 

Mosso, the Palaces of Crete and their Builders, 
P. 119 p. 296. 

Ibid., p. 294. 

-1 
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BAKING PLATES 

Baking plates could have been used in several ways. 
They could have been placed in ovens, and at Karphi 

there were said to have been baking plates found 
inside one. 

'- They could have been placed in cooking 
holes and cradled in twigs or hot ashes (Room 52 at 

Myrtos Phournou Koryphe had a cooking hole, which 

could have been used for this type of cooking). They 

could have been supported on stones over a fire (slab 

enclosures are documented at Zakros and Kommos). They 

could have been used as lids. 

Until recently ceramic baking plates of a type very 

similar in shape and size to those made in the 

Bronze Age, were used by shepherds on Mount Psiloritis. 

The shepherds now use the metal equivalent. The basic 

shape of the plate is a vessel with large diameter, 

thin walls, and curved base. The author watched the 

shepherds making cheese in plates of this shape. 
They were suspended over a slab enclosure in the 

bottom of which a fire burned slowly. 

In the Centre for Folk Art and Tradition in Athens, 

a method of baking is depicted which was said to 

have been in use until the early part of this century 

in Macedonia. A baking tray (a pan with a flat base) 

about 50.0 c. m. in diameter, was placed on a fire of 

twigs and thorns and the food placed inside. On top 

of the food a large curved bowlo just under 50.0 cm. 

in diameter (roughly the same size and shape as a 

Baking Plate) was placed on top of the food and used 

as a lid. A second fire of-thorns and twigs was built 

on top of this bowl/lid. The food was then baked 

between two fires, one on top, and one underneath. 

Rooms 73, BSA 55p P-9-10; the type of baking 

plates was not specified. 
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There is no reason to think that either of the two 

methods of cooking described above were used in 

Bronze Age Crete, but it demonstrates ways in which 

a Minoan Baking Plate could have been used. They 

are the right size and shape, and the marks of 

burning on the fragments that survive, are in the 

right place. 

II 
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BAKING TRAYS 

There are two ways one can suggest these large trays 

with flat bases might have been used. They could 
have been put into ovens and used for roasting and 
baking, and the evidence from Karphi, indicates 

they were. 
1. They also could have been put into 

cooking holes. There is a large tray on display in 

the Centre of Folk Art and Tradition in Athens, 

50-60.0 cm. in diameter, about 3 centimetres thick 

and 6 centimetres deep. It is called a "potza". 

It is rough on the base and the sides, and wet-smoothed 

and burnished inside. The vessel was buried in hot 

ash, two-thirds of the way up the side, and charcoal 

was placed inside it. When the vessel was very hot, 

the charcoal was removed, and the food or bread put 
into it. It was used with or without a cover. 

RR/59/P500 from Knossos is nearly the same size 
(with an interior depth of 6.3, and a thickness at 

the rim of 2.5 and at the base of 1.2). It is stroke- 

burnished inside. The inside and outside of RR/59/P500 

show marks of burning and the base is very worn. 

There are differences between the two: RR/59/P500 

has a coil handle sitting upright on the rim, and 

therefore could not have taken a flat cover, but a 

curved one could have been placed inside, and it has 

a wide, shallow spout. RR/59/P500 dates to MMIIA and 

comes from the Royal Road excavation at Knossos; it is 

much better made than the potza in the Athens museum 

which is pre-war and comes from Macedonia. 

A potter who was consulted-said that of all the 

cooking pot shapes, the baking tray is the most 

difficult to produce: the size and flat base presented 

major problems. She said that baking plates would 

be easy to make by comparison, and for that reason, 

she thought they must have been much more common. 

1. Ibid. , p. 9-10. 
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Seiradaki speculated that flat bottomed trays also 

might have been used as lids (her Type 1), and 

commented "probably like a modern kitchen plate, 
it was used indiscriminately both as receptacle 

and cover" .20 The comment would apply equally to 

both baking trays and baking plates. 

Ibid., p. 11. 

6 
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SPITRESTS 7J 2 

Mosso wrote "I looked in vain for a spit among the 
kitchen utensils of the Bronze Age, nor could I 
identify any spear-shaped metal implement like those 
in Etruria. Hence I am inclined to think that meat 
was roasted on wooden spits... " 1. What evidently 
he had not seen were clay spitrests. 

These are known primarily at Mallia and Palaikastro, 

although there were examples from other sites. 

The function of these notched supports must be to hold 

the wooden spits which Mosso assumed were in use in 

the Bronze Age. 

GRILLS 

On present evidence, these are known at three sites. 
At Palaikastro and Zakros in the rectangular form with 
four legs, and at Knossos as a tripod with perforated 

surface. That they were used for cooking appears self- 

evident. The only other use that could be suggested, 
for the ones from Palaikastro and Zakros, are as 

supports to hold tools over a fire, (for instance in 

the process of annealing), but preparing food is the 

obvious use. 

OVENS AND COOKTNG POT STANDS 

Ovens are found at Phaistos, Mallia and Palaikastro, 

and there is one cooking pot stand which has been 

examined from Chania-Kastelli. All the examples 
differ, but the functions dannot be questioned. The 

pitted surface of Dawkins' "bread oven" HM. 3400 and 
the incised surface of Zoes' tripod grill (3994 from 

Vrises) raise the possibility that the surfaces might 
have been intended to function as roasting racks, to 

keep meat from sticking. 

Mosso, op. cit., p. 288. 
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COLANDERS AND FUNNELS 

The function is obvious. The most interesting is 

the dual purpose funnel-cum-sieve found in Box 301 

Evans' material at the Stratigraphical Museum at 
Knossos. 

"Even a hasty examination showed me there were a 

good many kinds of perforated receptacle for straining 
and filtering ... tea and coffee being unknown in 

the Minoan age, infusions of salvia and other plants 

were made, to be drunk with honey. Perforated 

vessels were also used for straining the whey from 

the curd before making cheese or clotted milk... 
Certain large perforated discs with designs on the 

surface may have been used for covering viands". 
1. 

Surviving examples are rare and come from Phaistos, 

Palaikastro and Knossos. 

i 

.1. Mossc), c)p. cit., p. 299-302. 

S 
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LIQUIDISERS 

These vessels, a class unique to the area around 
Phaistos, are called "grattugia" by their Italian 

excavators. In naming them this the Italians are making 
the assumption that Minoans had cheeses somewhat the 

consistency of their own, and that the Minoan diet 

paralleled the modern Italian, in its use of grated 
cheese. Neither assumption is probably correct. 

The presence of a spout indicates that the vessel 

would have been used for a juice or a liquid of 

some kind. The size of these vessels makes it 

unlikely that they would have been used for making 

oil or wine. A proposal was made for pomegranate 
juice, but suggestions for citrus fruits are not 

possible because, so far as is known, such fruit did 

not exist in the Mediterranean in the Bronze Age. 

In fact the shape was recognized by a Greek as being 

very similar to moulded glass articles available 

everywhere in markets in modern-day Greece. These 

utensils are used in the preparation of baby food 

for pureeing and liquidising. These Minoan vessels 

would have been ideal for this and they are described 

as liquidisers. It is not suggested that the notched 

surfaces would never have been used for dry materials 

such as dried herbs or even for the grating of cheese 

as suggested by Italian excava tors, but the presence 

of spouts indicates that these utensils are better 

suited for crushing of fruit and extraction of juice. 

0 
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One further possibility must be mentioned, which is 

the extraction of the liquid from the heads of poppies 
for ritual use. It will be remembered that several 

of these vessels were found in areas described by 

the excavators as being used for cult purposes, 
including Piazzale LXX; Rooms LI and LIV and 

Sanctuary Area Rooms VI and IX. 

Use of poppies in ritual is attested at a later 
date: Platon, The Ancient civilization of Crete, 
Geneva, 1970, pl. 108 "Goddesses with head-dresses 

Sanctuary of Gazi, of sacred emblems. From . 
c. 1250 B. C. " On the idol from Gazi the poppy 
heads are slit, which indicates that the Minoans 
knew how to extract liquid from the poppy heads, 

and that the method muý; t have been employed for 

ritual purposes. 
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INDUSTRIAL USES OF COARSEWARE 

The kitchen was the birthplace of technology, 1. 
said 

Forbes. With the birth of technology, the same utensils 
that had been in the kitchen, moved into the workshop. 
Coarse cooking pottery is mainly thought of in domestic 

terms, but as the Chapter on Distribution pointed out, 

more cooking pots were found in manufacturing contexts 
than any other, except storage. The Minoan kitchen may 

still prove somewhat elusive, but not the Minoan work- 

shop. Industrial and industry may seem grandiose words 
to use in connection with a Bronze Age culture, but 

there is hardly another which is satisfactory. The 

Minoans were great producers, as Boyd Hawes realised 
all those years ago when she excavated Gournia, and 

called it a gloul 1ZV1. X- 7r6A, 2. 
IX 

What were these cooking pots (most of which are 
tripodic vessels) doing in workshops? 

The majority of the tripod vessels studied, did show 

signs of burning, on the legs and/or bases, just in 

those spots which would'indicate they had been used 

over the fire. Many had marks of burning inside the 

pots as well. The use of potboilers (as suggested by 
3. 

Warren is quite possible, especially in view of the 

evidence cited above for the possible use of charcoal 

to heat baking trays before the-food was placed inside. 

In experiments - carried out in Greece with modern 

terracotta cooking pots (cooking pot casseroles, not 

tripods), simply using them in the ordinary way as 

preparing a stiphado for iriends', left the casserole 

with marks of burning on the base both inside and out- 

side. Brothwell wrote of the difficulty of cleaning 

coarseware before soap was known, 4-and these experiments 

showed that a coarse casserole made by a potter in 

Margarites,,, was extremely difficult to clean even with 
the aid of modern scouring pads and cleaning powders. 

1- Forbes, III, P. 50. 
2. gournia, p. 27. 
3. MyrtoS, p. 123. 
4. Brothwells Ford in Antiquit p. 17. 
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In most instances, tripod cooking pots were used in 

processes involving heat; what could some of these 

processes be? 

Heat is applied in various ways in the production of 
foodstuffs. Olives are drenched in hot water before 

they are pressed. 
1. Milk is heated for the production 

of cheese. Vickery proposed that pickling was carried 
out in Bronze Age Greece, and also-that fruit preserves 
were made. 

2. Both these processes require heat. Fig 

and date syrups are suggested by Forbes as sweeteners, 
as well as honey. The production of syrups, would 

require cooking pots. Mixtures of wine and honey were 
thought to be common, and even mixtures of wine, honey 

and onions have been suggested, because of a reference 
to such a drink in the Iliad. 4. 

It may be that-as the Minoans knew that heat aids the 

mixture of most materials, and these vessels were used for 

mulled mixes like wine, honey and cinnamon, and herbal 

infýisions. 

In the production of textiles, wools had to be washed, 

and dyes prepared and used. Dyes can be produced and 

applied both hot and cold. Forbes described a method 

of producing Attic ochre; dried yellow violets were 

put into a vessel and boiled. 5. 
For those who could 

not afford malachite, a bright green dye was produced 
by steeping a herb called luteum in a blue dye. 

Production of these dyes would have taken place in 

vessels desgined to be heated. For heating small 

quantities the tripod cooking pot would have been ideal. 

1. Vickery, op. cit., p. 52. 
2. Ibid 

' .'P. 88-89. 
3. Brothwell, op. cit., P-81. 
4.. Mosso, op. cit., p. 288-289. 

Iliad XI, 629. 
5. Forbes IV, p. 131. 
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Foster in his studys The Manufacture and Trade of 
Mycenaean Perfumed Oil wrote of the great importance 

of oils and unquents to the ancient world. Their use, 
he said would seem excessive to the world today. '- 

Forbes said that the two most often used methods of 

making perfumes were enfleurage (steeping flowers in 

fat or oil, and replacing the fat as it became impreg- 

nated with the scent), and maceration. 
2. 

In maceration 
weak-scented aromatics would first be boiled in oil in 

order to make the oil more receptive to the main 
3. 

aromatics. The next part of the process involved 

dipping the main flowers and herbs into hot oil at 

about 650 C. 4. The poirut was also made that in ancient 
times, when one could not gauge temperature, a large 

variety of fuels were used, as each technical operation 

required a special fuel in order to obtain the desired 

result. 
5. 

Ancient recipes also recommended that the 
6. 

mixture be strained while it was still hot. 

Forbes analysed an Egyptian wall painting of an unquent 

cooker's workshop as follows: "there were men pounding 
herbs with mortars and pestles, and a man crushing an 
ingredient with a saddle-quern. The crushed ingredients 

were put onto a table and mixed with oil with the aid 

of a spatula. That concoction was then put into a 

cooking pot and stirred over a fire. The final step 

appeared to be the shaping of the unquent into balls 

or cones with a special tool"o 7. 

An Egyptian recipe from the Edwin Smith Surgical 

Papyrus 27 (XXI, 9) for a scented ointment was of the 

16th century B. C., but might have been up to a 

thousand years older. 

'l. Foster, op. cit. p p. 33-38. 
2. Forbes III, p. 9-10., 
3. Foster, op. cit., p. 17-20. 
4. Forbes III, P. 9-10. 
5. Forbes IV, p. 14-20. 
6. Ibid., p. 10. 
7. Ibid. 9 p-12-13. 
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It was translated in Forbes, 

"Beginning of the Book of Transforming an Old 
Man into a Youth. Let there be brought a large 
quantity of fenugreek fruit... it should be 
bruised and placed in the sun. Then it should 
be winnowed... and sifted. Let the whole be... 
mixed with water. Make into a soft (pasty) 
mass and let it be placed in a new jar over the 
fire and cooked very thoroughly, making sure 
that they boil, evaporating the juice thereof 
and drying the mix until it is without moisture 
therein. Let it be removed from the fire. Now 
when it is cool let it be put into another jar 
in order to wash it in the river ... placed in 
the sun... dried... ground upon the grinding 
quern... mixed with water ... make like a soft 
(pasty) mass and let it be. placed in a jar 
over the fire and cooked thoroughly, making 
sure it boils, that little drops of oil may 
go forth there from... knead and make thick 
its consistency... now afterwards it should be 
placed into a vase of costly stone". 

One is immediately reminded of the description of the 

various kinds of vessels and implements in Minoan 
industrial areas,, which are listed in the Chapter on 
Distribution. Particularly one is reminded of Rooms 

LI and LIV, in the old palace at Phaistos. Among the 

finds were liquidisers, stone spatulas, grinders, a 

clay cooking pot, and small stone containers, including 

a marble box-with a lid. There was also a large hearth. 

These finds are the basic tools which would be needed 

for the type of specialized production described by 

Forbes, and in the Egyptian recipe, including the 

vase-of "costly stone" in which a precious substance 

could be put once it was produced. What is also 
interesting is that in Foster's book, he said that 

it was probably small tripod cooking pots, holding 

quantities of 3 to 4 litreý, which were used for 

making unguents and perfume. 
2. 

1. Forbes III, p. 15. 
2. Foster, o12. cit., p. 89. 
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On the basis of available evidence he thought that 
the manufacture of the ingredients used in this type 
of production was little changed between the middle 
of the second millenium, through classical Greek and 
Roman timesp and that there was strong evidence for 
the similiarity between Egyptian and Pompeiian 

1. 
representations of unquent makingi so much so, that 
it indicated a continuity of tradition throughout 

antiquity, which, if it had been broken in 
Greece during the Dark Agess was re-learned or re- 
introduced from the East in much the same form later. 

He said that the essential tools were pots for boiling 
(in the Egyptian wall paintings whether they were on 
tripod stands or not was unclears but the Pompeiian 

ones definitely stood on tripod stands); pots for 

steeping; bowls; sieves; ladles; querns; mortars and 
pestles: essentially the same equipment that was used 
in a kitchen for preparing food. 

"There is no reason to suppose that the cooking pots 

were all or always used for cooking. Some have no 

marks of burning" said Warren in Myrtos, 
2. 

Ln his 

comments on cooking pot jars, plain and tripodic. 

Steeping can be done hot or cold; boiling requires 
heat. Tripod vessels could be used equally well for 

boiling steeping, settlingp and for water baths. 

As one can see from the above discussion, some shapes 

of pot were particularly suited to certain functions; 

some shapes could be used for more than one function; 

and some shapes had to be used in certain ways. 

6 

1 Ibirl , p. 157-180. 
2: 10-arren, op. cit., p. 123. 
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Tripod__Feott Slia e and Section with reforence to FuncLion. 

The size of a tripod cooking pot may not relate to the 
volume that can be put inside it, because of the 
height, shape, and section of the feet. It is unlikely, 
for instance, that large vessels like XLVII-l and 2 1. 

from LMI13 Zakros, were ever completely filled with 
oil or water. The weight would have been enormous. 
It would have taken at least two poople to move such 
a vessel, and this procedure would have been made 
even more difficult if the vessel was hot. Most- of 
all it is unlikely that the tall thin le-qs WOLIM 11,1VC 

withstood such a weiqht. 

Type C. vessels and the Type A. I. a. pots called 
Design 2 in Chapter IV, have broad short feet. They 

are tho shapes which would have been able to ctIrry 
the heavi ost loads. 

As noted in the Catalogue for Tripod Cooking Pots 
for Zakros, vessel XLVII-2 has definite marks of 
burning on the inside and on the outside. 
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The Minoan Way of Cookinq: Conclusions. 

Comparatively few places have been positively identified 

as Minoan kitchens. Examples were cited in the Chapter 
on Distribution. Rather than have a separate area, 
cooking seems to have taken place in most establish- 
ments in different areas including courtyards, roof 
gardens, family living areas, and principal living 

rooms. This is not surprising having regard to the 

climate and the fact that the main cooking vessel, 
the tripod cooking pot, could be moved easily from one 
area to another. 

It is interesting that there is evidence of cooking 
pots in industrial areas. Industrial uses for cooking 
Pots have been discussed. Two further possibilities 
can be suggested. The first is that the workers 
cooked at their place of work, as Platon 1. 

suggested 
in his discussion of the South Wing Workshops at the 

palace-of Zakros. The second is that an area used for 

the production of foodstuffs, such as oil and wine 
in the hot months, when cooking took place outdoors, 

could have been used for preparing meals in the cooler 

months when the rooms were not needed for industrial 

purposes. 

It is interesting to try to discover how food was 
being cooked, and where, and when, from the types of 

cooking utensils that have been found. 

Roasting and grilling can be taken for granted, as they 

are considered to be the rýost primitive forms of cook- 
ing, preceding boiling, stewlng, and frying. There is 

little evidence for spitrests and grills, but wooden 

spits would have been easier to make and more practical 
in any case. 

PAE, 1965, p. 198-199. 
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The range of vessels found at Knossos in MMI-II, 
indicates that the menu could have included, in 

addition to the roasting and grilling mentioned 
above, stewing, boiling and frying, and recipes 
which combined two or more of these methods, as for 
instance the preparation of a brown stew when meat 
is fried first. If one can accomplish these things, 

quite complicated dishes and sauces are possible. 

On present evidence, the menu and the cooking methods 
could have been as varied at Phaistos in MMII as at 
Knossos. 

The range is more limited at Mallia in MMII, on 
present evidence, although the sturdy little tripod 

3ugs would have been capable of holding a considerable 

, weight in comparison with their size. The possibility 

. of deep frying fish, would appear remote. 

Nothing is known about types of cooking utensils 

used at the palace site of Zakros in the Middle Minoan 

period, but in LMIB a varied menu up to the earlier 

standard of Knossos and Phaistos is certainly possible, 

and the same may be said of the cooking in Building 1. 

at Chania Kastelli in LMIB. 

Whereas a. modern-day cook might not be enthusiastic 
if presented with a group of Minoan tripod cooking 

vessels, obsidian bladest mortars and pestles etc., 

many of the main courses of modern Greece could be 

produced. 
$ 

Forbes wroteg "primitive devices are still in use 
in the Near East... they do not prevent skilled cooks 

from preparing the most delicate foods on them"-" 

Forbes_VI, p. 65. 
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There is no reason to suppose that Minoans were less 

creative in the culinary arts than they are shown to 

be in others. 

Why would they be experimenting with food? "The 

experimental consumption of an ever-increasing variety 

of foodstuffs may be regarded as one of the important 

conquests of human evolution! 
'61' 

Between MMIIIB and LMIB the Type D. II. broad open 

vessels seem almost to disappear at Knossos, despite 

the fact that without this shape of vessel cooking is 

more limited. One of three examples is RR/59/P585. 

Can it bethat the cooks at Knossos became disenchanted 

with MMI and II shapes that had thin walls and long 

thin legs that must have broken with great regularity? 

Artisans and cooks are essentially practical people, 

and one can imagine a palace cook ordering a sturdy 

pot with strong feet. Whatever the reasons, what 

emerged was the shape of vessel called Design 2 in 

the Chapter IV on the Evidence for the Organization 

of the Manufacture of Coarseware. 

The general shape is illustrated by RR/61/Pl4O, and it 

appears to have been manufactured in graduated sizes. 

They are sturdy pots with thicker walls and in coarser 

fabric than previously used, and they stand on short 

thick legs. The Middle Minoan pots at Knossos are 

beautiful, but the Late Minoan pots are more practical. 

Type D. I. pots do-not disappear at other sites at the 

same period. At Zakros thqre is a variety of types, 

including'a Type'C vessel,, one of the longg slow cookers 

with globular body and broad legs; the Type D. I. group 

which has elongated bodies and would be good for boiling 

and stewing; and the Type D. II. broad open vesselst 

which are especially suitable for browning and frying. 

In Building 1. Chania Kastelli, a variety of vessels, 

including Type D. Ij. was found. 

1. Brothwell, op. cit-P P-189. 
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In LMIII the Type-D. II. 'box shaped vessels disappear 
from the remaining sites. Similar considerations of 
practicality and the increased influence of Knossos 
in LMII might account for the change. 

One other suggestion might be advanced. Forbes 

stressed the expense and the perishability of oil in 

the ancient world, and after the demise of the 

palaces, there was some economic decline with a 
lowering of artistic standards and industrial 

production generally, from what had been known during 

the palace period. The same economic conditions might 
have affected the menu 

2. 
and the way people cooked. 

Boiling and, stewing might have become the order of 
the day. Certainly at sites like Karphi, high in 

the mountains, the lack of evidence for a type of 

vessel one of whose'primary functions may have 
involved the use of an expensive commodity, is not 

surprising. 

It is interesting to consider whether the history of 
the tripod cooking pot reflects the history of Minoan 

culture. 

1. Forbes VIP p. 122. 
icance 2. Sackett and Popham, summing up the signifi 

of the LMIII finds at Palaikastro Kastris wrote 
"the new vase shapes imp(lied) a change of table 
habits". 

. -, _(ESA 
60 j p. 280) . 
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I. I 

CHAPTER VII 
mmmmmmm»mmm 

CONCLUSIONS 

Typologies; Archaeological Evidence 
for Cooking Utensils 

In the' Introduction it is stated that the intention 

of'this study is to bring togetherýthýe surviving 

evidence for household pots, 
'to 

orýanise and analyse 
this body of material and to provide a basis for 

expansion as new discoveries are made. 

To this end typologies have been developed to create 

as simple and easily remembered a system for each 
group of pots as each corpus of vessels would allow. 
The typqlogies which resulted are at their most 
compleX when dealing with the tripod cooking pot 
because of the variety of shapes that were produced 

and which survive. The typologies have proved to 
be workable, and prouide a'background and a basis 

for further study. 

The 
, 
archaeological evidence for the tripod cooking 

pot first appears in an Early Minoan I level at'Debla 
in West Crete and is an established household utensil 

at the EMII settlement of Myrtos Phournou Koryphe on 

the south coast of the island. 

There is evidence from Early Minoan II through LMIIIC 

at the main palace site of Knossost and it can be 

assumed from the type and amount of evidence elsewheret 
that the tripod cooking pot was used throughout the 

island during this period of time. The gaps in the 

tripod cooking pot corpus, as in those for the other 

main typesq reflect the lack, of excavations for 

certain geographical areas and chronological periodst 

and the lack of attention paid to cooking utensils. 
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It is' apparent from the study that where excavators 
were interested in identifying and recording coarse- 
ware, the tripod cooking pot was always in evidence 
together with the other main types: the cooking 
pot jar, baking tray and baking plate. 

Between EMI and LMIII the general type of the tripod 
cooking pot is common but there are variations 
between sites and occasionally there are unique 
pieces, possibly with special tasks in mind. 

Tripod cooking pots have been divided into four groups: - 
(1) tripod cooking pots with no spouts; (2) tripod 
cooking pots with spouts; (3) tripod jugs; and (4) tripod 
trays. The body of material was sufficiently large 
and diverse that it was also necessary to sub-divide 
these main groups in order that the distinctive 
variations that occurred within and between sites 
in all bhronological periods, could be clearly shown. 

The cooking pot jar is seen to have been used from 
EMI and LMIII. The corpus is not large, but the known 
shapes fit into the typological groupings for the tripod 
cooking pot. Too few pots have been recorded and 
retained to present a history of the cooking pot Jar 
according to, site and chronological, period as in the 
case of the tripod cooking pot. 

i 

Evidence for baking plates and tralys indicates that 
they were used in various parts of the island throughout 
Minoan history but, from the fragments which have been 

preserved or noted in the literaturet one can show only 
that variations existed, but no chronological development, 

or evolution in style at any sitep can be shown. 

Other cooking utensils have been identified at different 

sites. These include spit rests which have been found 

in several locations between mmrrr and Lmrrr, as far 

apart as Palaikastro (Lmr) and Chania Kastelli (Lmrm. 

The three ovens which have been found all differ, and 
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came from Phaistos (MMIIA)p Mallia and Palaikastro 

(MMIIIB-LMI). Grills have-been found only in the 

eastern part of the island at Palaikastro and Zakros 

in LMI. Funnels have been found at Gournia and 
Palaikastro (LMI) and a funnel/sieve (MMII) was found 

at Knossos. Colanders are known at Phaistos (MMIB) 

and Knossos (LMIA). Specialised utensilsq each with 

a spout and a grating surface and therefore called 
liquidisers in this dissertation, were found at 
Phaistos in levels dating from MMID to MMIIIA. The 

, 
corpus for each of these auxiliary cooking utensils 
is small and the typologies are straightforward and 
simple. 

i 

i 
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Decoration 

I 
Cooking utensils were decorated in a variety of ways, 
including different types of surface finish, and 
having painted, plastic, relief, moulded, and incised/ 

impressed decoration. Decoration on tripod feet and 
boss decoration, falling into more than one of the 

categories listed above, are the most common formst 

and for this reason are discussed separately. 
Certain tripod cooking pots are shown to have 

metallic design features. 

Tripod vessels featuied all the forms of decoration 
listed above. Cooking pot Jars with specialised 
functions, ovens, and liquidisers were also decorated. 
The most common surface finish was wet/smooth. In 
most instances painted, plastic, reliefmoulded, and 
incised'decoration appear to have been the result of 
the design scheme for a particular pot or group of 

pots individual to a site within a chronological 

period. For example, simple painted decoration in 

the form of trickle pattern and painted bands occurred 

on liquidisers at Phaistos in MMII and on miniature 
tripod vessels at Palaikastro in MMIII-LMI. Plastic 

rope decoration was used on a group of tripod cooking 

pots at Zakros during LMI. There is one notable 

exception, which is a group of tripod cooking pots 
falling into typological Group (1) C. Simple painted 
decoration and complex painted decoration occur on 
Type C tripod vessels found in various parts of the 

island and in different periods. The earliest ones 

are from Mallia (MMIII-LMI), but examples also come 
from Zakros (LMI) and Chania Kastelli (LMI) and 
Karphi (LMIII). 

Boss decoration consists of one or two small round 
or pointed clay bosses placed on either side of a 
spout, opposite the spout, or on opposite sides of 
a vessel. It was used on tripod vessels between 

EMII and MIT and appears to have been common to 
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all areas except possibly West Crete. Why this is 

so and what bosses representvýremains unclear. 

Decoration on tripod feet consists of vertical incisions 

and/or finger impressions at the leg junctions, and 
decoration on the legs themselves, most, commonly as 

vertical ribs or rope decoration. Decoration on 
tripod feet appears as early as EMII at Myrtos 

* 
Phournou Koryphe and was a common design feature 
throughout the island in LMIII. 

Metallic design features on tripod vessels of the 
typological Group (2) D.., reflect their more valuable 
metal counterparts, possibly in a desire to emulate 
them. Metallic design features can be seen to havle 
influenced body profile, spouts, rims, handles and 
legs. These features can be seen on tripod vessels 
from most sites, including Knossos, Phaistos, Malliap 
Zakroso and Chania Kastelli, and on vessels which 
date, from MMII to-LMIB.. 

i 

61 
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(a) Distribution at site level 

All four main types of cooking utensil occurred from 

Early Minoan I-II probably through LMIIIC and evidence 

comes from all settled parts of the island. These 

are tripod cooking pots, cooking pot jars, baking 

trays and plates. In those excavations where effort 

was made to find, record and retain cooking utensils, 
the four main types have been found. 

As far as the auxiliary types are concernedq spit rests, 
ovens, cooking pot stands, grills, funnelsq colanders, 
and liquidisers, a case could be made that they are 
individual to a site or area, with possibly some 
influence'from area to area in a few cases. Spit 

rests have been found, for instancep in Centrall 
East Central, East and West Crete between MMIII and 
LMIII, And this could be the result of the interchange 

of ideass although this is not provable on the 

evidence which survives., Liquidisers are an example 

of a utensil which as far as is known may have been 

made at only one site, Phiistos, as the only other 

possible example from Myrtos Phour'nou Koryphe is too 

fragmentary to draw firm conclusions. 

Homogeneity of culture is certainly indicated by the 

universality through time and geographical areas of 

the four main types, and especially of the tripod 

vessel, albeit in varied shapes. 
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III : (b) Distribution within sites 

Cooking utensils have been found in the following 

areas: kitchens; undefined areas where cooking 
took place; kitchens/storerooms in the immediate 

vicinity of a principal living room; family living 

areas; principal living rooms; courtyards; dining 

rooms; entrances or reception areas; caves; 
industrial or manufacturing areas; areas for the 
exchange of goods or provision of services; storage 
areas; courtyards used for ritual; shrines within 
a built-up area (palace, household or town); shrines 
outside a settlement; cemeteries; and rubbish dumps. 

That cooking utensils have been found in 17 different 
types of area is of great interest and importance for 
two reasons: the light it sheds on the varied 
circumstances in which these utensils played useful 
roles and, in turn, the light it sheds on the secular 
and non-secular activities of Minoaý life. 

Cooking utensils for preparation of food, and therefore 
the identification of cooking areas, was to be 

expected, but the use of indoor and outdoor locations 

for food preparation, and whether these were kitchensp 

principal living rooms, workshops, courtyardsý or 
reception areas, is brought clearly into focus. 
The industry and the high degree of organisation of 
the Minoans is illustrated by the numbers and types 

of work areas where cooking pots have been found. 

It is surprising and important to discover that 

cooking must have played an integral role in ritual, 
as is indicated by the number of cooking utensils 
found in areas associated with religious observance: 
in courtyards, domestic shrinesp and shrines in the 

countryside. 
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The lasting impression is of an organised religious 

and hard-working society with a high standard of 
living that demanded a wide range of production 

from basic foodstuffs to textiles, metals, to 

sophisticated luxury goods such as unguents and 

incense. 
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IV : The Organisation of the 
Manufacture of Coarseware 

The analysis of the evidence for the organisation 

of the manufacture of coraseware is restricted to 

the tripod cooking pot because it is the only cooking 

utensil found in sufficient quantities and with 
distinctive styles relating to site and period. 
There is still not enough evidence available to 

suggest what occurred at every site and in every 
chronological period, due to lack of excavation 
and the non-retention of pots. 

In cases where there is evidence for tripod cooking 
pots at a site over a long chronological span, shapes 
individual to that site persisted for a certain period 
of time, but changes in type and shape also occurred. 
For instance, Group (1) A. I. a. tripod vessels, round 
to elongated with plain rims and lug handles, have 

been found at Knossos dating from MMIB to the end 

of LMIB, but within that period the vessels developed 
thicker walls, became more elongated, and the legs 

changed from long with a flat oval section, to short 

and stubby with a thick oval section. Group (2) D. 

tripod vessels seem to have been popular at Knossos 

during MMIA to MMIIA, and then they disappear. 

There is evidence in every period for shapes which 

are unique to a particular sitev as far as is presently 
known. Two examples are the tripod grill, RR/59/P271 1. 

dating to MMIB at Knossos, and the brasero 2. found at 
Mallia, which dates to MMIII-LMI. 

Where there is evidence for a certain style of tripod 

cooking pot's having appeared at more than one site, 
the design is numbered. Eight designs are identified 

and discussed. 

1. Vol. ing P. 10 
2. Ibidq P. 28 
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Design I is a variety of Group (2) tripod cooking 

vessels with spouts, D. II, cylindrical to box-shape 

to shallow. These first appear at Phaistos in IBIII, 

and F. 1615a 1. is an example. This shape occurred 

at Kommos in MIII and is last seen at Kommos in 
2. LMIIIA/B, and the example given is C. 103 

Design 2 is a variety of Group (1) tripod cooking 
vessels with no spouts, A. I., with plain rims, 
elongated bodies, short legs with triangular sections 
and lug handles. They appear in LMIA at Knossos. 

3. An example is RR/59/P583 Examples have been 
found at other sites in Central Crete. Variations 
of Design 2 have been found in East Central Crete, 
East Crete, and West Crete. 

Design 2 is important as it is the first shape for 
which evidence presently exists that indicates it 
might have circulated in a given area, and also 
influenced other parts of the island. 

Design 3 is a variation of Group (1) Type A. I. b. 
They are medium in size, plain tripod cooking pots 
with no spouts, small everted rims, and round bodies; 

each has two coil handles that are horizontally-placed 

and rise at an oblique angle, and the legs are longer 
in relation to the body than on Design 2 discussed 

above, and thick oval to round in section. RR/61/P417 4. 

which dates to LMIB, is an example. Design 3 is mainly 
found at Knossos in LMIB-LMII, but examples dating to 
ABIIIIB-LMI are known at Mallia, and the type may be 
known at Kommos. An example was found at Chania 
Kastelli in a mixed deposit MMII-III/LMIIIA-B. 

1. lbidl p. 20plO8 

2. Ibidt p. 24p25pll2 
3. Ibid, p. 3198 
4. Ibid? p. 51100 
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Design 4 is a variation of Group (2) Type D. I. 
tripod cooking pots with spouts, round to elongated 
bodies, and everted rims. on present evidence it 

appears to be native to East Crete between MMIJI 

and LMIB, and to have appeared at several sites, 
including Tourtouloi and Zakros. An example is 

HM. 12347 1. from Tourtouloi. Another site where 
it may have existed is Palaikastro, but unfortunately 
the only evidence is from a stylised drawing in 
Palaikastro Notebook 25. 

Design 5 is a variation of Group (2) Type D. H. tripod 
cooking pots with spouts, which it was suggested in 
Chapter II may have ýad 

metallic profiles and they 
do bear a resemblance to Catling's Form 4a. They 
appear at Zakros in MMIIIB-LMIA and are known in 
East Crete through LMIB. An example is 11M. 160922. 
There is one example which was found in Central Crete, 
JIM. 1821 ý3. from Amnissosq and this may indicate either 
commerce or an interchange of ideas. 

Design 6 is a variant of Group (2) Type D. I. tripod 
vessels, with small spouts, deep bodies and coil 
handles. They appear only in West Crete, first at 
Nerokourou in MMIII, an example of which is NER. 5094 3. 

The latest known example came from the Cave of Perivolia 

and dates to LMIII. 

Design 7 vessels are Group (1) Type A. I. b., but although 
the same general type as Design 3 above, they differ 

in detail. 

1. lbidt p. 42tI22 
2. Ibidp p. 38 
3. Ibidt p. 499129 
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Design 7 vessels have pronounced everted collars, 

strongly convex bodiesp and massive logs which are 

generally straight and normally round in section. 
The legs are attached above the base line, on the 

side of the vessel. Finger impressions and vertical 
incisions at the leg junctions do occur (as has been 

discussed in Chapter II). The handles vary, but if 

they are coil handles and placed horizontally on the 

vessel, they sit nearly upright. If they are 
vertical, they can extend from the rim or are placed 
below the rim. An example is Makritkhos - No. 12 1. 

from Knossos, which is LMIIIA. 

On present evidence, Design 7 appears in LMIII, but. 
it may have appeared in LMII at Kommos. The material 
which has been published and which was available for 
study was not sufficient from which to draw firm 

conclusions. 

Examples of Design 7 have been found at all sites 
listed for LMIII with the exception of Perivolia. 
The possible reasons for this koine in LMIII were 
discussed 2. 

, including a change in the organisation 
of the manufacture of coarseware and influences from 
the Mainland, but more evidence is needed both from 
Crete and the Mainland before any firmer conclusions 
can be drawn. 

Design 8 vessels are Group (3) tripod cooking jugs 

with strongly convex walls? vertical coil handles, 

and sturdy legs which are circular in section; an 

example is SEX/78/P171 3. 
. The jugs have high everted 

collars but no actual spouts, a feature not presently 
known on a tripod jug before LMIII. Design 8 is a 

shape that occurs in LMIII at Knossos and Karphi. 

Like Design 7, it has counterparts on the Mainlando 

but more study of Mainland material is necessary 
before any conclusions can be drawn 2. 

1. Ibid p. 6 
2. VOI. II P. 692-697 
3. Vol. III, p. 10 



From an analysis of the evidence it is clear that 

certain shapes of cooking utensils (Designs 1,20 

3# 4# 5v 61 7) probably had a common point of 

manufacture and were exported within a given area 

or made by itinerant potters travelling through a 

given area. Certain shapes (Designs 2,3,5,7v 

and 8) also may have influenced manufacture in 

various parts of the island. 

What appears the normal pattern of development and 
intercourse between sites was suddenly and drastically 

altered at some point after LMIB. Before that, up 
to and including LMIB, there appeared to be areas 
of influence, the largest one centred on Knossos 
(Design 2) which, as the major palace site, would 
be natural. At some point after LMIB, Design 7 
became the predominant shape throughout the island. 
Exactly what caused this change, and exactly when it 

occurred, is important to evaluate, but in order to 
do so, further evidence for tripod vessels for the 

period LMIB-LMIIIA is needed. 

758 

Ad 
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Tripod Foot 

The legs from tripod cooking pots have provoked 
interest over the years because they have been 

found in different shapes and scattered throughout 

the island. 

In the opinion of the author, analysis of tripod 
feet should take into consideration frontal shape, 
log section, and the type of toe. No firm 

conclusions can be drawn about parts of logs, as 
it is shown that soine legs change in section over 
the length. The shape of leg also appears to be 
part of the over-all design scheme of a pot, and 
in this sense is individual to a site. 

The qxiestion is whether a leg on its own can supply 
evidence for a typological Group of tripod cooking 
pots, or a specific chronological period. if 
certain facts are known, suggestions can be made. 
If the predominant shapes of tripod cooking pots at 
a site in any given time period are known, and 
therefore also the shape and section of the feet 

which were used for each shape, then random finds 

of feet could suggest a typological grouping and/or 
a chronological period. For example, feet with 

rectangular frontal shape and flat oval sectionst 

which are found at Knossosp suggest the Middle Minoan 

period, and typological Groups A and D. On the basis 

of what is presently known however, legs with flat 

oval sections are seen to occur most frequently 

(throughout the Minoan period) on vessels which fall 

into typological Group D. II. Therefore a random 
find in any part of the island of a leg with a flat 

oval section is more likely to indicate a typological 

Group (i. e. Group D. H. ) than a chronological period. 

For instance Type D. II. pots with legs that have flat 

N --, do 
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oval sections have been found to date to LMIB at 
both Zakros and Chania Kastelli but, as shown above, 

Type D pots with logs that have flat oval sections 

are also typical of Middle Minoan Knossos. 

The tripod cooking pots which belong to the class 

called Design 7 in Chapter IV have heavy triangular 

legs, normally round in section. Such a log, found 

on its own, therefore might indicate both typological 
Group and chronological period. It is most likely 
to have come from a Group A. I. b. (Design 7) pot, and 
to date to LMIII. 

From the above examples it is clear that the existing 
material enables one to draw some conclusions. New 

evidence, when it has been incorporated into the 

existing body of knowledgep should allow one to 

become, more precise. 
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VI : Function and Usage: 
The Minoan Way of Cooking 

Most of the vessels described as auxiliary appear to 
be specialised, and their function is self-evident, 

e. g. spit rests and funnels. The exception is the 

utensil defined in this dissertation as a liquidisor, 

which it is suggested may have been used for pulping 
and the extraction of liquid. 

The main types of cooking utensil provide a basis 
for more discussion.. Ideas of different ways in 
which baking plates and trays could have been used 
are put forward. These include placement in ovens 
and in cooking holes and the possibility of heat's 
having been applied both from above and below. 

Cooking pot jars used on cooking pot stands or on 
the typical Cretan built hearths are easy to visualise. 
Specialised cooking pot jars used in the production 
and/or use of aromatics are a peculiarly Minoan 
invention, not presently known elsewhere. 

The various types of tripod cooking pot are analysed 
to see whether or not types could have been made for 

specialised functions. While no final conclusions 
can be drawn, it is clear that certain shapes do lend 

themselves to certain types of use. For example, 
Group I vessels without spouts would be suitable for 

boiling and the preparation of white stews, but really 

could not be used efficientlyt if at all, for the 

preparation of dishes which involved browning of 
ingredients or shallow frytngý because they are too 

deep and not sufficiently wide at the bottom, to be 

conveniently used in this way. On the other hand, 

Group 2, Type D. II. vessels, which are generally not 

so deep, and have much broader bases, lend themselves 

to browning and frying. 
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It is suggested that the tripod vessels at various 

sites and throughout different chronological periods 

reflect the diet and the menu and the needs of the 

cooks, and that the changes in the pots reflect the 

changes that took place in society. For example, 
the predominant shape in LMIIIC at Karphi, Group 1, 

Typo A. I. b., called Design 7 in Chapter IV, could 
reflect reduced living conditions at the time, 
including a possible dearth of oil. 

It is proposed that Minoan cooking utensils, taking 
into consideration the full range of tripod cooking 
pots, although not necessarily convenient by modern 
standardsl could be used to produce a sophisticated 
and varied menu. 

The use of tripod cooking pots for industrial purposes, 
such as the production of foodstuffs in bulk, e. g. oilt 
cheese and syrups, is suggested. Tripod cooking pots 
also appear to have had other uses in the production 
of textiles, and luxury goods such as unguents and 
perfumes. 

It is suggested that the mystery surrounding the 

whereabouts of tile Minoan kitchen can be explained 
by the fact that in normal circumstances (as in 
Cretan villages today) food was cooked outdoors 
in )lot weather and inside in cold weather, either 
in a kitchen, or a small industrial areap or even 
in the principal living room. 
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An ideal Minoan domestic kitchen assemblage would 
include three or four of the main types of cooking 

utensil: baking plates and/or baking trays, 

cooking pot Jars, and tripod cooking pots. There 

would be other small pots# including the following: 

conical cups, amphorae, bowls and jugs, and most of 
these wouid-be classified as coarse and undecorated. 
A stone basin would be present, obsidian blades, 

and stones for crushing and grinding and probably 
a quern, A few large storage vessels would 
probably be in the room. There might be a 
specialised auxiliary utensil like a terracotta 
ovenp or a grillt or a spit rest. Animal bones 
would be presentq from large and small animals, 
and also from birds. There might be evidence to 
suggest that bones had been inside cooking pots at 
the time of the destruction. Features of the 

room would include shelves or benches, and possibly 
a slab enclosure with evidence that it was used for 

cooking or Ptorage. There would be evidence of 
fire: burned bones and ash, either in a built 
hearth, an oven, a slab enclosure or on the beaten 

earth floor or on a flat slab. Close study would 

reveal that the tripod cooking pots were of several 

sizes and types, as for example at Zakros, where the 

palace kitchen area yielded Type D. I. b. vessels 
(eg. HM. 19972) 1. 

and Type D. I'I. b. vessels (eg. L-4), 2. 

which would indicate that different methods of cooking 
could have been used in the area: Type D. I. pots 
have been suggested as more suitable for stewing and 
boiling, and Type D. H. vessels for frying. 3. 

1. Chapter III, p. 625; Vol-III (illustration of 
type D. I. b. ) P. 121. 

2. Vol. III, p. 122. 
3. Chapter VI, p. 720. 

I 
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VII : Further Study 

The information contained in the dissertation 

provides a basis for a series of small studies 
that could yield interesting results. One 

example would be an analysis of the incidence 

of burning on different types of tripod cooking 
pots, which could shed light on usage. 

Expansion of the study as new material comes to. 
light or is made available also offers exciting 
possibilities. One area of particular interest 
would be with reference to expanding the base for 
analysing the organisation of the manufacture of 
coarseware. Production groups were identified 
and it has been suggested in Chapter IV that each 
group must have had a common point of manufacture 
or was made by itinerant potters belonging to the 
same school, who travelled through a given area. 
Larger areas of influence for some production 
groups was also suggested. New material could 
allow one to become more precise about the existing 
body of material or reveal new production groups. 

Dr. David Williams of the University of Southampton 

and the author are collaborating on an analysis of 
cooking pot fabric, and the results should shed 
further light on the organisation of the manufacture 

of coarseware. 

Further study of decorative details and design 
features should be undertaken and this also should 

result in a greater understanding of the way in 

which the manufacture of coarseware was organised 

and it could provide stylistic clues which would 
help to identify centres of manufacture and areas 

of influence. 
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The refinements and/or changes in the typologies 

which depend on study, discussion, and the 

addition of new material, could be important. 

An effort has been made to produce typologies 

which reflect the corpus of material in each case, 
as it presently exists, and which are simple and 
workable. Effort must now be made to ascertain 
that these are achieving their purpose. This 
can be done by discussion with other scholars and 
by further study. Effort must also be made to 
expand or change the typologies as new material 
comes to light so that they do not become outdated, 
and thus limited in their application. 

The possible origin of the tripod cooking pot is 

a subject deserving attention. On present evidence 
the tripod cooking pot is not known in Crete before EMI. 
It was either brought to Crete by newcomers at the 

end of the Neolithic, or it was invented on the 

island, at the beginning of the Bronze Age, when 
there was so much change at all levels. of society. 
It is a utensil widely distributed over the island 

in EMII (West Crete, Central Crete, South Crete), 

yet it is interpreted differently at each site 

presently known. This appears to indicate that 

people in various parts of the island had cooking 
habits in common, probably of a shared origin, but 

in different parts of the island they each made 
the same kind of pot to different designs, indicating 

there was little communication or commerce. The 

tripod is sufficiently unusual that it could identify 

a people, but it is also sufficiently ordinary that 

it is doubtful that it could or would spring into 

the minds of disparate people in far flung locations 

as a solution to a practical problem. It was 

recently brought to the attention of the author 

that tripod cooking pots were known in early levels 
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at Thermi, and that this might indicate an Anatolian 

origin for the settlers who came to Crete in EMI. 

This and other possibilities require more study 
before any firm conclusions can be drawn. 

LMIII and the emergence of Design 7 requires further 

study, especially the periods LMII/LMIIIA, but this 
does depend on further excavation, access to material 
such as that from the Unexplored Mansion, and 
discussions with excavators, now that certain 
problems have been isolated. The most important 

problems are: 1) to determine whether there is 
any relationship-between Design 3 and Design 7, 
that is whether Design 7 evolved from Design 3. 
or indicates a new departure and a possible origin 
outside Crete; 2) to try to find out more about 
the emergence of Design 7 in general: whether it 
first appears in LMII or in LMIIIAf and in how 

many places it appeared; 3) the evolution of 
Design 7 in LMIII, in order to identify more 

precisely the variants from place to place, between LMII/ 

LMIIIA and the end of LMIIIC. 

The study of cooking utensils should be expanded 
to include the Mainland and the Islands, with the 

ultimate aim of presenting a comprehensive picture 

of coarse domestic pottery in Bronze Age Greece. 

This not only means a thorough classification of 
its Outward formsp but a comprehension of how and 
for what usesthe vessels were adapted, and the 

different types which are found in different places, 

resulting in a deeper understanding of Minoan and 

Mycenaean culture, how they cooked, and even how 

they worshipped. Further study of cooking pots 

might throw new light on the specific nature of 

religious ceremonies. For example, Chapter III 

on Distribution indicates not only the offering 

of food at shrines but the actual cooking of food 
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and probably indicateg as well that cooking was 

a part of ritual. The presence of liquidisers 

in ritual areas at Phaistos, and their possible use 

for crushing poppy headst indicates the extraction 

and presumed use of a liquid in ritual. It is even 

possible that specialised production of certain 

commodities in ritual areas was undertaken. A 

close analysis of the exact types of cooking utensils 
found in shrine areas should produce interesting 

results when compared with each other, either in 
different parts of Crete, or when possible usage 
in Crete is compared with usage on the Mainland. 

It is hoped that the organisation of the existing 
material will become known in sufficient detail 

and thought to be sufficiently useful and interesting 

to encourage more attention to and retention of, 

coarseware. Every pot is important. It is only 

when all pots are retained that valid conclusions 

can be drawnas to the types of cooking pots, and 
their popularity at any site at any given time 

period. This information would provide a basis 

for understanding: 1) the possible point of 

manufacture; 2) from that the relationship of a 

particular group of pots from one site to groups of 

pots from other sites; 3) the evolution of vessels 

at any particular site; 4) usage an 
,d 

comparison of 

usage. It has been suggested for example that 

Type A. II. b. tripod cooking vessels lend themselves 

to stewing and boiling. 
1. flow many Type A. II. b. 

vessels there were in a certain place at a certain 

time therefore, tells something about the cooking 

habits and the diet. 

The Catalogues of the vessels make clear the basic 

information which is needed for every cooking pot 

in order that it can be analysed both as to shape, and 

1. Chapter VI) p. 716. 
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therefore possibly also as to manufacture and function. 

Cooking pots should be restored as often as possible. 
It would also be extremely useful if, when pots were 

restored, -fabric samples were retained and kept 

separately. The fabric of certain specific pots 

could then be analysed so that one could be more 

precise about common points of manufacture or areas 
of influence. For example, if it had been possible 
to obtain a sample from the tripod cooking pot from 
Amnissos, 11.11.18215", which is the only example 
of a Design 5 vessel found outside East Crete, and 
to have compared the fabric with that from Design 5 
vessels from Zakros, *it might have been possible to 
show a common point of manufacture or an area of 
influence. 

It is important to be specific about associated 
pottery. The Chapter on Distribution makes clear 
that in the majority of cases the exact context is 

vague. One is loft with a list of associated 

pottery that is very general. The more precise 
the details of the associated pottery, the greater 

are the chances that concrete suggestions can be 

made on culinary practice, and possibly (as indicated 

above) ritual use. 

Finally, it is hoped that this study will have 

proved the importance of common cooking pots to 

a deeper understanding of Minoan cuiture. 

1. Chapter IV, p. 682; Vol-IIXP p. l3vlO3. 
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CONCORDANCE 
sommmmmmmmmm 

Each vessel cited in the text is listed below. 

Column I gives the pot reference. Column 2 

gives the pages on which the vessel is 

illustrated in Volume III 
': 

pages i-95 are 
drawings, and pages 96-156 are photographs. 
Column 4 gives the page reference in the text 

where the full bibliography is listed, if 
the vessel is published. 

The vessels are grouped according to site. 

Knossos 766 
Nirou Chani 770 
Prasa 771 
Amnissos 772 
Tylissos 773 
Archanes 774 

Mount Juktas 775 

Chondros Viannou 776 

hlyrtos Phournou Koryphe 777 

Phaistos 778 

Kommos 780 

Aghios Antonios 781 

Mallia 782 

Gournia 784 

Pachyammos 785 

Karphi 786 

Zakros 
ý787 

Palaikastro 788 

Tourtouloi 789 

Zou 790 

Debla 791 

Chania Kastelli 792 

Nerokourou 793 

Vrises 794 

Stylos 795 

Perivolia 796 
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KNOSSOS 
Meww"MMMM 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions in graphy 

Volume Irr 

RR/VI 23p28,101 1 

RR/E42 3lt36p46947,539107 
5OOv668p7O2p7O6 2996 ---- 

RR/65 62p64,513 ---- ---- 

RR/286 lOlp387p396,497 ---- ---- 
RR/Box 86 
No number 23127ý101 ---- ---- 

, 
RR/D20/S3 31plO8,500 7 

RR/S471/F32 30j37plO4t368j498 10 ---- 
RR/N204/E51 60j117#510 10 ---- 
RR/Ni63/106 23,101 ---- ---- 
RR/N169/108 23,101 ---- ---- 

RR/LA/61/N276 23p270101 ---- ---- 

RR/58/S486 30plO30498 ---- ---- 

RR/S574 30,104p498 ---- ---- 

RR/F27a/S587 30,105j498 ---- ---- 

RR/S603/g22 30$1031498p7O2 7 ---- 

RR/S604/g23 3091049498 10 ---- 

RR/S602/g24 309103,498p7O2 7 ---- 

RR/58/P14 39,45plll, 387,398,400 
5Olv671j7O2p7l7t7l8 9997 

RR/59/P126 39p45p46plllp5Ol 9197 ---- 

RR/61/P140 6lql2Ot5l2j7O6j7l8t744 3,99 ---- 

RR/59/P169 32 t 37 0 109t 387 t 500 v 669 97 ---- 

RR/59/P225A 30t47053,102t497t721 lt96 ---- 
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Knossos (cont) 

Vessel 

RR/59/P168 

RR/59/P271 

RR/59/P274 

RR/59/P275 

RR/59/P276 

RR/59/P277 

RR/59/P279A 

RR/59/P280A 

RR/59/P281A 

RRS/72ýP368 

RR/61/P417 

RR/59/P430 

RR/59/P500 

RR/59/P502 

RR/59/P503 

RR/59/P58O 

RR/59/P581 

RR/59/P582 

RR/59/P583 

RR/59/P585 

RR/JKE-35-1 

RR/JKE-35-2 

SEX/78/P171 

SEX/79/P223 

SEX/79/P229 

Pages in text 

32jlO90500 

32p37jlO9v5OOp669 

3lv36v37vlO8q390v397 
500v721 

31932t37046vlO6,497 
500v706 

3lplO7,500. 

312105,500 

30j36,104,497 

30p369102t497 

31jlO5,498 

61,119,512p677 

61v64p69p87tl25p5l3p681 

32 j 36,37 p 109 p 500 

286l368#730 

60tll9p5ll 

31j53tlO7jlO8j368j5OO 

60p64vll9p5ll, 676 

60vll9j377j4O5r5llv676 

60j63jll8j5llj678v7O6 

60j63pll8p5llj678p7O2v7O6 

60p64ll2O? 5lll6760744 

123#513t7O6 

61,1230513 

89p95,522,694p7l2 

61 v 1250 515p 377 

6ls63tl22p5l5 

Illustra- 
tions M 
VoTU-m-eIII 

8 

10 

8,96 

8096 

2 

8 

1 

98 

50100 

8 

64j134 

2p96 

5 

5#98 

3 

3t98 

3199 

10 

5 

99 

Biblio- 
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Knossos (cont) 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pagesin Text tions in 

Volume III 

SEX/80/P309 89pl28t522v691 6 ---- 

SEX/80/P446 890128t522 6 ---- 

SEX/80/P649 61v1261516j681 100 ---- 

SEX/81/P650 84tl27t5l9t688 5 ---- 

SEX/81/P800 6lpl23p5l6 3ploo ---- 

SEX/81/P856 112,5010706 

SEX/80/P916 6lv84t87j1270519t688j691 5ploo 

SEX/81/P939 39t44t46,47,110t501,671 2 ---- 

AQW/58/P34 31j108 

BSA Vlpp. 73, 
YI-g. 14 252v372 53 252 

Evand Types 
(1)v<2)p(3) - & (4) 47v52v53p63j114q115j 

5049674 20151 114 & 11 

Funnel/Sieve 
Evans' Box 3551420j733 go, 141 ---- 

301 
Tripod Foot 
Evans' Box 38Ot381 101 ---- 

1604 
Box 1637 59v64vll7p5O7 ---- 7j98 

iim. 2208 130p389 ---- 

JIM. 4439 58v651116t505,702 4097 116 

HM. 7708 60tl2Oj5jjf676 9 ---- 

House of Frescoes 
Tripod Cooking 
Pot 59t65tjl7p372t4O3j 

510t724 7 117 

Kefala Tholos 
No. 15 8qpj29v379t4O9j522 6 129 
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Knossos (cont) 

Illustra- Biblio 
Vessel Pages in Text tions 1-n graphy 

Volume III 

LGI/57/P6 53p58,63pll6p334 
5089678 3p97,98 

Makritikhos 
No. 12 88p94, l27t52Ot693 

721 6 127 

P/57/P18 39044p6lplllp5Ol 4 

V. 165 47t54pll3t334t5O3t674 4 113 

V. 182 471114t503p674 ---- 114 

I 
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NIROU CIIANI 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions i graphy 

Volume II 

IIM. 7580 58t63#98pl32,5070670 
678 lljl02 132 

IIM. 7690 589132,50796709678 
702 11,102 132 
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PRASA 
="mm» 

Illustra- Biblio- 
vessel Pages in text lions -in 

Volume-YIT 

IIM. 9687 5qv64pl34v39lp4O5p4O6 
509t7O7 12,102 134 

IIM. 9703-B 59164,133p5O9t678 12t102 133 
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AMNISSOS 
aummmm»mao 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text ns in grap 

707ume III 

11M. 15292 880135,5210691 l3vlO3 135 

HM. 18215 59964,70.77t376,391 
404,406t5090682p684P 13plO3 135 
768. 
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TYLISSOS 
"m«Manuem« 

Illustra- ýiblio- 

Vessel Pages in text tions in Eraphy 
Volume III 

IIM. 6530 58pl36v5O8t678 14plO3 136 

HM. 7308 58tl36t5O8 14,103 136 

Tylissos 
Unnumbered 
Tripod Pot 58,136,508 14t103 136 

Tylissos 
Unnumbered 
Tripod Tray 60ý1361508 ---- 136 
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ARCIIANES 
mmmmm"men 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions in ý11 

Volume III 

Archanes 111911 
- No. 1 32t36,137,499 ---- 137 

Archanes 111911 
- No. 2 33136p37#70pI37ý499 ---- 137 
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AIOUNT JUKTAS 
m»mmmmmmmmw» 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions in 

Vol-ume III 

IIM. 21294 1400409,522 ---- 140 

llhf. 21706 140,522p692 ---- 140 
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Vessel 

CIIONDROSIVIANNOU 

Pages in text 
Illustra- Biblio- 
tion in- 
vol-Ume III 

IIM. 11077 14105210692 104 141 
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MYRTOS PHOURNOU KORYPIIE 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions in 

Volume fII 

P. 131 24027,28pl459530 15plO5 145 

P. 339 24v27#28tl43v535j667 
6990704 15P105 143 

P. 347 24j27p28pl44t387p396 
535 15; 105 144 

Tripod 
feet 24., 704 105 24 
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PIIAISTOS 
mmmmmmmm 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions in ýFaplly 

Volume III 

F. 343 362p376,544 144 362 

F. 1009 48,54vl57p369j377v379 
387,395v4012402 18 158 

F. 1012 48,55pl59p373p374,381 
402 23pllOplll 159 

F. 1077 41,44,54pl49p381,399 
548 l8pl07 149 

F. 1412 
(11M. 10620) 36403980550 95P147 364 

F. 1573 419150v545 181164 150 

F. 1597 149p38lv548 17 149 

F. 1605 152#5490718p7l9p720 20 152 

F. 1607a 154p37913990549067Op671 
702,704y7l9p721 219109 154 

F. 1607c 41q45vl54t379j399p549 
7191721 21 154 

F. 1615a 41,459152938793910394 
398Y4Oop549,670,6710672 
674 200168 152 

F. 1616 149? 3700549 l7plO6 149 

F. 1772 40p44q46v54vl48v549 l7plo6 148 

F. 1777 148p549#671,702,704 17 148 

F. 1780 4lpl5op549 18P168 ---- 

F. 1900 156#376p554 23 156 

F. 2056 363p3700551 145 363 

F. 2827 48,1599379p3809402j558 22,110 159 

F. 3335 40j44j46vl46v553 16 146 

F. 3542 40pl47p553 l6plO6 147 
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(Os. ) 

Phnistos (cont) 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel PaGes in text tions i-n 

Volume Fii 

F. 3567 162,694 22,111 ---- 

F. 4214 48ll57p3780402,674 21pllo 158 

F. 4217 48P54,157,3780402p674 18 157 

F. 4664 147q37Op552p7O2p7O4 107 147 

F. 4670 41pl5l, 552 19 151 

F. 4915 48,157t558,673 18 157 

F. 5027a 153p551,704 20 153 

F. 5042a 40v44tl46v551 16 146 

F. 5056c 41,46968,70t1501552 l9v168 150 

F. 5061a 156y5529704 23 156 

F. 5193 48,157p558,673 18 157 

F. 5215a 48pl59p378j4O2j558 22plio 159 

F. 5217 48,157p558 22ý110 158 

F. 5249a 48gl57,378,402p558 21 158 

F. 5478 34,36,1469542,668 17 146 

F. 5936 152p55lt7O4 ---- 152 

IIM. 1598 346,377p548 84,138 346 

IIM. 5825 365p370,555 148 365 

11M. 10231 411150p543 180167 150 

11M. 10513 41145ý155,389p399,545 22t109 155 

11M. 10560 364,37Op546 959146 364 

IIM. 10761 429155p543 23tI09 155 

R. 77257 36594019556 ---- 365 
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KOMMOS 
vomennemm 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions Mn Eraphy 

Volume YII 

C. 45 84p89jl7lpl72,567t687 
691 25,112 172 

C. 103 40,45p85,9Op95,165,172 
387p388f408t4O9f563j670 
672p687,689 24,25,112 165 

C. 150 168j56lf673p677 ---- 168 

C. 429 48,1679368,561 ---- 167 

C. 485 48155,1679368p561 24 167 

C. 554 34,36,164,559,705 24 164 

C. 555 349 36,164t 559 ---- 164 

C. 673 90,95,175p565 25 175 

C. 697 40t165,368p559 24 165 

C. 816 168p562t677 ---- 168 

C. 844 164,559,705 24 164 

C. 845 165,368,559 ---- 165 

C. 876 1700388,563p687 ---- 170 

C. 878 1699563t687 ---- 169 

C. 882 1691563P687 ---- 169 

C. 896 1691563,687 ---- 169 

C. 897 1690563p687 ---- 169 

C. 922 85Y871170t563 25 170 

C. 929 168p562,677 ---- 168 

C. 985 1679561#673p677 ---- 168 

C. 1483 40pl66p378,399,559 24pll2 166 

C. 2387 48t54vl66v561 24,112 166 
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AGIIIOS ANTONIOS 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions in gra-phy 

Volume III 

MS. 4885 25#27? 28#176 26 176 
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(00 

MALLIA 
==Mýmm 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions in graphy 

Volume III 

"Brascroll 67f7Opl86v374v385 
388? 391,395p4O4p4o5 
406,573p682 28 186 

ItcIf lp66p69,183t388,405 
573,681 27v115 183 

Delta-a-7 66pl83p578 27p116 183 

E63/8 182p3ý1 30,115 182 

11M. 7806 669699182p679p680 27,, 115 ---- 

IIM. 8617 268? 37lp724 59 269 

11M. 8621 2690371 ---- 269 

IIM. 9219 669185v3719403v406 
724 28P116 185 

K-82 67p7lpl82 ---- 182 

K264 66p69tl869379,580 27t116 186 

Lamda 147 66p69pl87,578,677 
708 279117 187 

Al-10-103 42,181p572 290114 ---- 

M/65/7 181y376 30v114 181 

M/65/12 180,572t7O8 29 180 

M66/56 42q44vl78v387p398 
572p7O8 28y113 ---- 

M67/258 42918op572,670 29 ---- 

M67/302 42pl8Ot572 29 ---- 

M69/152 42t45pl799572 114 ---- 

M69/160 429180,572,67Op7O8 29,114 

M72/6 42t451179p389,572p670 29PI13 ---- 

M72/72 42,179p389p572 29V113 ---- 
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Mallia (cont) 

Illustra- Biblio- Vessel Pages in text Uons in 
vol-ume III 

Palais XI-5 660184p574 ---- 184 

Theta-12 34p370177,668 29p113 183 

Za-28 3470374 85pl39 347 

Za-28-4 1840576p677 28 184 

Za-Rm. 2o-i 6601849575 ---- 184 

Za-Rm. 20-2 669699183v575 27 183 

Zb-lla &b 66j7Ot8Ojl85t371v388 
39594103p4o5v4061576 
6779713p724 28p116 185 

Zb-VIII 66970,185,3700403 
576p724p726 28 185 
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GOURNIA 
maommw"m 

Vessel Pages in text 
Illustra- 
tions in 
Vol-ume III 

Biblio- 
g r. #, ip Iiy 

AIS. 4118 68170p189,708 31p117 189 

MS. 4568 68p7lpl9Op676p7O8 31,117 190 

MS. 4665 68p69pl88v679j7O8 319117 188 

11M. 5154 272,404 60 272 

Gournia-70 68f7Opl89,676,670 31 189 
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PACHYAMMOS 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions in graphy 

Vol-ume III 

Pachyammos-2 68p7lpl9l 32 191 
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KARPIII 
===me== 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions iii graphy 

To--lume III 

K. 14 90,193 t 587 p 688,692 
693p721 34p118 193 

K-16 194,587p691,721 349118 194 

K-26-1 90pl93p589 34p118 193 

K-26-2 193,379 34 193 

K-43 90j9lt94pl94j408p589 
71397249725 118 194 

K-80 90j9ltl94t379p4O8j591 35 194 

K-106 91 v 95,1960 594 35 196 

K-137 90,91,194,379,408,590 
725P726 ---- 194 

K-Shrine Rm. 1 9lp95tl95p587j694p7l2 350118 196 

KAIA/51-13-8 90pl93t691,712 34j118 193 
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ZAKROS 
MMMIM=MB 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions in 

Volume YI I 

HM. 2234 75,200 360120 200 

HM. 13898 203v720 36 203 

HM. 13899 206v7O9 ---- 206 

HM. 14478 7492020616 36 202 

HM. 14630 75j21123920406j627 
709 38pl2l 211 

11M. 16092 75921003739374v375 
383p389p3919392v627 
682v718 38 210 

HM. 16094 212,, 709 ---- 212 

HM. 16095 74,770200p606 38 200 

HM. 16096 207,388v627p709 ---- 207 

HM. 16170 209p375v388j395p4O5 
406p6l7p626 ---- 209 

HM. 16290 74j76#202p369t6l7j720 
724 369120 202 

HM. 16301 75p77#213,617 399122 213 

HM. 19972 75v76j77v203t625v68l 36 203 

LI-22 750 211 t 6259 720 38 211 

XLVII-l 209,375j629,709p712 
741 121 209 

XLVII-2 759204p375p388p395, 
405j406p6299741 370120 204 

"Southeast 
Wall" 751771214j709 390122 214 

HM. 19972 625,763 ---- 203 

L-4 625v763 122 213 
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PALAIKASTRO 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text Tions in 

Volume III 

"Room B-10: 
form 51' 2,72,219p640 40vI52 219 

Beta 10 - 
No. 1 72v218,6399640 40,, 152 218 

House Beta - 
Rm. 5 276,372 62 276 

685 72t22op6419682 41 220 

703 72j2171637 41 217 

1358 49255#77,215p635 41 215 

1506 221? 637,674 ---- 221 

JIM. 2905 2155y72p770222j388 
4059640 41; 123 222 

IIM. 3400 348p37796400732 86v140 348 

JIM. 3373 72,76,222,643 123 222 

IIM. 4666 216,369p636 ---- 216 

IIM. 4667 216,369,403j636 123 216 

IIM. 4668 72,76,216t636 123 ---- 

NP81 72t76p2251648 ---- 225 

NP102 72,224p648 ---- 224 

NP111 225p649p7O9p7lO 40 225 

NP113 73,76p22506491679 
7091710 40 225 

NP120 73p76p225? 649p7lOt7l7 40 225 

KP-17 227f3790384,652 40 227 

KP-19 2279652 ---- 227 

KP-20 2279652 ---- 227 
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TOURTOULOI 

Vessel Paaes in text 
Illustra- 
tions in 
VOT-Ume III 

Biblio- 
graphy 

IIM. 12347 74,76,77p230,609g681 42v122 230 



7A 

zou 
Immm 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text tions in graphy 

Volume III 

Zou no number 74976p231f609 43 231 
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DEBLA 

Illustra- Biblio- 
Vessel Pages in text ti-onsin 

Volume ITT 

Ag 16 23,233 ---- 232 

D 7116 23,289232p653 44 232 
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